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Abstract

Genetic-based Learning Classifier Systems have been proposed as a competent technology for 

the classification of medical data sets. What is not known about this class of system is two

fold. Firstly, how does a Learning Classifier System (LCS) perform when applied to the 

single-step classification of multiple-channel, noisy, artefact-inclusive human EEG signals 

acquired from many participants? Secondly and more importantly, is how the learning 

classifier system performs when incorporated with migration strategies, inspired by multi- 

deme, coarse-grained Parallel Genetic Algorithms (PGA) to provide parallel and distributed 

classifier migration? This research investigates these open questions and concludes, subject to 

the considerations herein, that these technological approaches can provide competitive 

classification performance for such applications.

We performed a preliminary examination and implementation of a parallel genetic 

algorithm and hybrid local search PGA using experimental methods. The parallelisation and 

incorporation of classical local search methods into a genetic algorithm are well known 

methods for increasing performance and we examine this. Furthermore, inspired by the 

significant improvements in convergence velocity and solution quality provided by the multi- 

deme, coarse-grained Parallel Genetic Algorithm, we incorporate the method into a learning 

classifier system with the aim of providing parallel and distributed classifier migration. As a 

result, a unique learning classifier system (pXCS) is proposed that improves classification 

accuracy, achieves increased learning rates and significantly reduces the classifier population 

during learning. It is compared to the extended learning Classifier System (XCS) and several 

state of the art non-evolutionary classifiers in the single-step classification of noisy, artefact- 

inclusive human EEG signals, derived from mental task experiments conducted using ten 

human participants.

We also conclude that establishing an appropriate migration strategy is an important cause 

of pXCS learning and classification performance. However, an inappropriate migration rate, 

frequency or selectiomreplacement scheme can reduce performance and we document the 

factors associated with this. Furthermore, we conclude that both EEG segment size and 

representation both have a significant influence on classification performance. In effect, 

determining an appropriate representation of the raw EEG signal is tantamount to the 

classification method itself.
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This research allows us to further explore and incorporate pXCS evolved classifiers derived 

from multi-channel human EEG signals as an interface in the control of a device such as a 

powered wheelchair or brain-computer interface (BCI) applications.



Statement of Contribution

Contributions to Knowledge

We have proposed and tested three research hypotheses (H3, H4, H5) related to the Genetic- 

Based Machine Learning (GBML) Classifier System for the single-step classification of 

multi-channel, artefact-inclusive human electroencephalographic (EEG) signals, derived from 

mental task experiments. In addition we have tested two research hypotheses (HI and H2) 

related to the convergence property and solution quality of a Parallel Genetic Algorithm and 

Hybrid Algorithm:

• Hypothesis HI which claims ‘The convergence velocity and solution quality

achieved by a parallel genetic algorithm, with adaptive mutation is superior to that 

achieved by the serial genetic algorithm on a common set of optimisation problems.”

• Hypothesis H2 which claims “The convergence velocity, solution quality and

computation time achieved by a hybrid search algorithm is superior to that achieved 

by the parallel genetic algorithm on a common set of optimisation problems.”

• Hypothesis H3 which claims “A parametric representation provides superior

performance compared to the frequency-band representation for the single-step 

classification of multiple-channel, artefact-inclusive human EEG data using 

evolutionary and non-evolutionary classifiers.”

• Hypothesis H4 which claims “The extended learning Classifier System (XCS) 

provides superior performance when compared to the current state of the art in non

evolutionary classifiers for the single-step classification of multiple-channel, artefact- 

inclusive human EEG data” •

• Hypothesis H5 which claims “The incorporation of a parallel and distributed 

classifier migration policy into the extended learning Classifier System (XCS)
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increases classification performance for the single-step classification of multiple- 

channel, artefact-inclusive human EEG data”

The implications of these findings provide, in some measure, new knowledge about the 

classification of human EEG signals using parallel and distributed Genetic-Based Machine 

Learning (GBML) Classifier System. In the course of examining these hypotheses, the 

following contributions were also made:

• We have determined, documented and implemented a simple mechanism for the 

parallel and distributed migration of classifiers in the discovery component of a 

genetic-based learning classifier system, which we called pXCS. This parallel and 

distributed algorithm extends Wilson’s XCS learning classifier system by introducing 

a migratory pressure, with improved learning rate, improved classification accuracy 

and smaller classifier population size.

• The degree-of-connectivity implicit in the fully-connected, bi-directional and uni

directional ring topologies have a significant influence upon the learning and 

classification performance of pXCS. This finding extends the number of topologies 

found in the literature.

• The rate and frequency of distributed classifier migrations in pXCS does have a 

significant impact on the learning and classification performance. This finding is at 

variance with the literature which portrays classifications performance for idealised 

problems.

• A selection and replacement scheme based upon ranking of classifier fitness, 

numerosity and random in pXCS can have significant impact on the learning and 

classification performance. This finding extends the number of such schemes found in 

the literature for idealised problems. Furthermore, we have shown that fitness bias 

selection can inhibit classification performance. •

• We have provided extensive benchmarking for the classification performance of XCS 

and pXCS in an observable and repeatable manner in the single-step classification of 

multiple-channel, artefact-inclusive human EEG signals. This approach allowed for 

the comparison of evolutionary and current state-of-the-art non-evolutionary classifier 

systems, in terms of average classification accuracy and its variance.
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• In terms of learning and classification performance of XCS and pXCS, in conjunction 

with typical real-time constraints of similar applications we have determined:

(a) an optimal EEG segment size of 2.0-seconds,

(b) an optimal autoregressive model order of p=6 for the Burg, Covariance, and 

Modified Covariance parametric methods.

• We have achieved significant improvements in classification accuracy by increasing 

the ability of XCS to form generalisations in the single-step classification of multiple- 

channel, artefact-inclusive human EEG signals. More specifically, establishing a 

generalisation or ‘don’t care’ probability of P#=0.86 tended to provide significant 

improvements in classification accuracy compared to P#=0.76.

• We have discovered that an XCS classifier population of vV=8000 did not provide 

significant improvement or degradation in classification accuracy when compared 

with /V=2000 and /V=4000 for parametric representations and P^O.86.

• We have developed, documented and implemented a simple hybrid search algorithm 

employing an iterative global search heuristic and cascaded architecture. Our method 

loosely couples our parallel genetic algorithm with a non-evolutionary search 

algorithm, which based on the Reduced Feasible Sequential Quadratic Algorithm. 

The hybrid algorithm achieved significant improvements in convergence velocity, 

solution quality and computation time for a suite of idealised objective functions. •

• We have developed, documented and implemented a multi-deme parallel genetic 

algorithm (PGA) employing an adaptive mutation function. In general, adaptive 

mutation can increase convergence velocity and solution quality of a multi-deme 

PGA for a suite of idealised objective functions. This finding supports the current 

literature.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Problem Statement

The motivation of this research comes from the unanswered questions surrounding the 

performance of parallel and distributed genetic-based machine learning classifiers for the 

single-step classification of multiple-channel, artefact-inclusive human EEG signals derived 

from mental task experiments of ten participants. This research addresses these questions.

Learning classifier systems (LCS) typically exploit a reinforcement learning method 

coupled with the robust and global search capability of a genetic algorithm to produce a 

population of classifiers. Genetic-based learning classifier systems have been proposed as an 

effective and competent method for single-step and multi-step classification applications. 

However, during the last decade the success of learning classifier systems in many 

applications has been patchy.

The extended Learning Classifier System (XCS) is a recent and major development in 

learning classifier systems research that overcomes many of the problems that hindered early 

learning classifier systems. Introduced by Stewart Wilson, XCS is an accuracy-based learning 

classifier system, where classifiers are described using a condition and action mapping 

[ condition—faction ]. In XCS, the population of classifiers tend to form a maximally accurate 

and maximally general knowledge representation of the target problem. Furthermore, there is 

current research being conducted by Wilson and other notable XCS researchers that is 

progressing toward a theoretical description of generalisation and learning within the XCS 

framework.

The parallelisation of evolutionary algorithms, in particular, parallel genetic algorithms 

(PGA) has become an established research area. However, only a small number of 

investigators have examined strategies inspired by PGAs in learning classifier systems. 

Unfortunately, these studies focused on early learning classifier systems, such as the Zeroth 

Level LCS. They were restricted mainly to idealised problem domains using only a single 

parallel topology and migration strategy. It is not known what impact if any the migration of
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classifiers between distributed XCS populations will have upon the learning, classification 

performance, sub-population sizes with the single-step classification of multiple-channel, 

artefact-inclusive human EEG signals. This research addresses this question.

The outcomes of this research aim to further explore and incorporate pXCS evolved 

classifiers derived from mental tasks using multi-channel human EEG signals to provide a 

means for hands-free control of EEG-based assistive technologies or other brain-computer 

interface (BCI) applications.

Assistive technologies have recently emerged to help improve the quality of life of severely 

disabled people by enhancing their independence in daily activities. Since many of those 

individuals have limited or non-existing control from the upper neck downward, alternative 

hands-free modalities have become vital for these people to access assistive technologies. 

This has increased the demand for hands-free powered wheelchairs and other assistive 

technologies. Traditional powered wheelchairs using joystick control are not always sufficient 

to compensate for mobility disabilities such as Cl-4 tetraplegia, cerebral palsy, or head 

trauma. Recently, techniques including voice control, eye-gaze and eye-wink control have 

been proposed to overcome the short-comings of joystick control.

In addition, the control of computing devices using a useful human brain-computer interface 

(BCI) is currently sought after by the computer and gaming industries to permit replacement 

of traditional input devices such as the mouse and keyboard, which are associated with 

Repetitive Strain Injuries (RSI) or Cumulative Trauma Disorder (CTD). The reliable 

classification of human EEG signals is essential for the formulation of control commands for 

use in assistive technologies and BCI applications.

1.2 Aim

The aim of this research is to understand the impact of incorporating parallel and distributed 

classifier migration with the XCS learning classifier system and what might be done to 

mitigate these factors when designing and developing parallel LCS systems for the robust 

classification of mental tasks derived from multiple-channel, artefact-inclusive human EEG 

signals. The outcomes of this research are obtained with visible, repeatable and measurable 

experimental and benchmarking processes.

Early learning classifier systems have been implicated with poor performance in various 

application domains so this research will focus on the current state of the art, namely the 

extended Learning Classifier System (XCS).
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We aim to contribute to the existing XCS learning classifier system with the incorporation 

of a unique parallel and distributed classifier migration scheme to provide competitive 

performance against other non-evolutionary classification algorithms. Indeed, we also aim to 

contribute to the state of the art by adapting and adding to current knowledge in genetic-based 

learning classifier systems.

Therefore, this research has the following aims:

1. advance current knowledge in parallel learning classifier systems by identifying and 

incorporating effective migration strategies and topologies for parallel and distributed 

classifier migration in the domain of single-step classification of multiple-channel, 

artefact-inclusive human EEG signals,

2. determine the competency of the XCS genetic-based machine learning classifier system 

in the single-step classification of multiple-channel, artefact-inclusive human EEG 

signals,

3. collect and process multiple-channel EEG data from ten human participants while 

performing a number of mental task experiments to elicit hemispheric responses for use 

in (1) and (2),

4. understand, identify and develop effective migration strategies for a parallel genetic 

algorithm with an adaptive mutation function,

5. understand and develop a search heuristic based on the hybridisation of the adaptive 

parallel genetic algorithm with a non-evolutionary local search method.

1.3 Overview of the Study

The hypotheses and research outcomes of this thesis were inspired by our interest in parallel 

computing and evolutionary computation. This enthusiasm eventually led to an interest and 

adoption of genetic-based learning classifier systems. Once we developed an appreciation 

and understanding of such algorithms, a simple coupling of the two seemed potentially 

amenable to the difficult classification task of multiple-channel, artefact-inclusive human 

EEG signal. The hypotheses and research results are based on the classification of mental
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tasks derived from human EEG siignals using a parallel and distributed version of the XCS 

learning classifier system.

The research is presented as follows. Chapter 2 provides a review of the literature and 

theoretical treatment of the current state of the art in genetic-based machine learning classifier 

systems. Additionally, it covers t he literature of parallel genetic algorithms, genetic-local 

search algorithms, and non-evolutionary algorithms typically used for classification of human 

EEG signals. Chapter 3 introduces human electroencephalogram and the correlation with 

mental tasks, together with associated theory. Furthermore, we present a review of literature 

related to the various signal processing, representation and classification schemes currently 

employed for mental task discrimination.

Chapter 4 provides an inquiry' and development of optimal migration strategies for a 

Parallel Genetic Algorithm (PGA) with adaptive mutation. The effect of different migration 

strategies and number of sub-popu lations on the convergence velocity and solution quality is 

evaluated. Experimental results sh»ow that the migration strategy, number of sub-populations 

and adaptive mutation significantly' influence the solution quality and convergence velocity of 

parallel genetic algorithms.

Chapter 5 describes an investigation and development of a memetic or genetic local search 

algorithm. We perform the hybridiisation of the Parallel Genetic Algorithm (PGA) presented 

in §4.0 and the Reduced Feasible Sequential Quadratic Programming (RFSQP) Algorithm. 

The different characteristics of gemetic-based and traditional quadratic programming-based 

methods are discussed and to wfnat extent the hybrid method can benefit the solving of 

optimisation and search problems ’with nonlinear complex objective and constraint functions. 

Our experiments support the existing literature by showing that a simple coupling of these 

two very different methods effecti vely combines the robust and global search property of a 

Parallel Genetic Algorithm with the high convergence velocity of the Reduced Feasible 

Sequential Quadratic Programmings algorithm. Our results show the hybrid algorithm provides 

a significant reduction in computation time, while maintaining robustness and increasing 

solution quality.

Chapter 6 explores the efficacy of the genetic-based extended Learning Classifier System 

(XCS) for the single-step classification of multiple-channel, artefact-inclusive human EEG 

signals acquired from ten participants. The relative classification performance of XCS is 

compared against four non-evolutkonary classifier systems originating from different learning 

techniques. From here, it is possiible to consider the research results of §4.0 and §5.0, to 

hypothesise on the effects of paralllel and distributed classifier migration from multiple XCS 

sub-populations.
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These questions and the methods for answering them are covered in chapter 7, which 

presents a study into developing migration strategies inspired by Parallel Genetic Algorithms 

with the XCS Learning Classifier System to provide parallel and distributed classifier 

migration. The influence of the degree-of-connectivity implicit in a Fully-Connected, Bi

directional Ring and Uni-directional Ring topologies is also examined. Results indicate that 

classifier migration is an effective method for improving classification accuracy, improving 

learning speed and reducing final classifier population size in the single-step classification of 

multiple-channel, artefact-inclusive human EEG signals.

A final summary and discussion of the research findings is made in chapter 8. This chapter 

also provides a conclusion to the research by detailing what the contribution to engineering 

knowledge has been and what further work can be done. The following block diagram 

describes the contextual relationship between the thesis chapters and its purpose is to help 

guide the reader.

Chapter 8

Chapter 3 Chapter 4

Appendix A

Chapter 7

Chapter 6

Appendix D

Chapter 1

Chapter 5 Appendix C

Chapter 2

Appendix B

There is also a significant body of work provided in the attached Thesis Software Collection 

DVD (described in Appendix H). The material provided here is important to the thesis but has 

been shifted from the core chapters to avoid extraneous levels of detail cluttering the research 

documentation.
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1.4 Research Methods

We take the position that valid engineering research contains the following characteristics:

1. the formulation of hypotheses, which are,

2. testable,

3. repeatable,

4. applicable, and

5. provides results supported by evidence.

The main focus of our research is the study of parallel and sequential genetic-based learning 

classifier systems for the classification of multi-channel human EEG signals derived from 

mental task experiments. In order to narrow this focus we have adopted the two-tier research 

and operational hypothesis arrangement described by Robert Burns [1], In this method, the 

top-level research hypothesis is a clear and generalised statement of relationship or 

difference. Typically, the research hypothesis is not directly testable since it does not contain 

operational definitions. The lower-level operational hypothesis is more precise and contains 

terms, variables and other factors which are expressed so it is amenable to direct 

measurement. In this way, the research hypothesis can be described using several operational 

hypotheses.

In order to interpret the experimental data within a systematic mathematical framework, it is 

necessary to adopt a formal decision making procedure. The operational hypothesis is merely 

an assertion that may be true or false. But to determine which of these two states is actually 

the case the experimental data can be analysed using statistical methods. Therefore, it is 

imperative that the hypothesis testing be established within a statistical framework that 

provides a level of confidence in our conclusions. Throughout this thesis, we employ the 

formal hypothesis testing technique described by Walpole and Myers [2], In general, this 

hypothesis testing technique is as follows:

1. State the null hypothesis H0. This is the hypothesis that is statistically tested. The 

acceptance of a hypothesis implies that the experimental data does not provide 

sufficient evidence to refute it, and conversely, rejection implies that the evidence 

supported by the experimental data refutes it. The null hypothesis must be stated as an 

exact value of a statistical parameter.
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2. State the alternative hypothesis H\. The rejection of H0 leads to the acceptance of H\, 

therefore the alternative hypothesis is the assertion that is consistent with the 

operational hypothesis and is represented by an inequality of the claim being tested.

3. Define the level of significance (a). The level of significance is defined as the

probability of committing a Type I error. A Type I error occurs when the null

hypothesis (//0) is rejected when it is true. In our study, we use different values of a

reflecting our confidence in the particular hypothesis being tested. Typically, we 

employ a level of significance a=0.05 (95.0% confidence) unless stated otherwise.

4. Determine the test statistic, which is dependant a, the probability distribution of the 

experimental data and an associated mathematical formulation.

5. Determine the critical region, which specifies the region that results in rejection of 

the null hypothesis (H0). This can be one side (single tailed test) or two sided (two-tail 

test). However, all statistical hypothesis tests in this thesis use two-tailed critical 

regions to indicate wither a significant improvement or significant degradation.

6. Decide whether H0 is refuted or confirmed based on steps 4 and 5.

Any variations or extensions to this process will be described for each experiment where 

appropriate.



Chapter 2

Review of Literature

2.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a review of the key literature associated with this research. It also 

combines a theoretical treatment of the principle areas of investigation, which are parallel 

genetic algorithms followed by learning classifier systems.

In this chapter, we are interested in identifying the current state of the art in learning 

classifier system (LCS) technology and what knowledge has been gained concerning the 

competency of such systems in difficult classification tasks. Given that most learning 

classifier systems rely on a genetic algorithm, it is important to provide a brief review of the 

literature in this area.

In addition, the outcomes of our research seek to incorporate the notion of parallelism, 

inspired by parallel genetic algorithms, into a learning classifier system with the view of 

achieving a significant improvement in the single-step classification of multiple-channel, 

artefact-inclusive human EEG signals. As such, a review of literature related to parallel 

genetic algorithms and associated technologies will be presented.

As will be seen, parallel genetic algorithms (PGAs) have been applied to mainly search and 

optimisation problems. In many practical applications, parallel genetic algorithms find good 

solutions in reasonable amounts of time. Alternatively, the successful application of learning 

classifier systems to real-world classification tasks has been patchy. The premise is that the 

extended learning Classifier System (XCS) can potentially benefit from a unique 

incorporation of parallel and distributed classifier populations inspired by PGAs, when 

applied to the single-step classification of multiple-channel human EEG signals. It is these 

ideas which guide the literature review presented here.
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2.2 Genetic Algorithms

Evolution can be seen as a method for designing innovative solutions to complex problems. 

Cast in this way, the mechanisms of evolution have inspired computational search methods 

such as genetic algorithms. The Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a robust stochastic search method 

based on the principles of Darwinian natural selection and population genetics. The genetic 

algorithm does not exist in isolation, rather it belongs to the family of evolutionary algorithms 

(EA). Most evolutionary algorithms perform a guided random search heuristic and are part of 

the broader field of computational intelligence as illustrated in Figure E In [3], Fogel provides 

a good introductory survey of the different evolutionary computational approaches that have 

been developed during the last 20 years.
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Figure 1: Taxonomy of Search Methods in the broader field of Computational Intelligence
( Adapted from [4] ).

The scientific literature was introduced to the idea of guided stochastic search heuristic 

based on evolutionary principles and the expression ‘Genetic Algorithm' through the PhD 

thesis of J.D. Bagley in 1967 [5]. Although it was John Holland and his colleagues [6], who 

made the early theoretical foundations in “Adaptation of Natural and Artificial Systems”, by 

explaining the adaptive process of natural systems and designing software systems which 

retained the mechanisms of such natural systems. The pioneering and inspirational work
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performed by Holland is based on the observation that most complex organisms in the natural 

world evolve as a result of two fundamental processes: natural selection and reproduction. 

Natural selection is an evolutionary process whereby favourable traits that are heritable 

become more common in successive generations of a population of reproducing organisms 

and less favourable traits become less common. Members of a population possessing 

favourable traits are stronger and more likely to survive and reproduce. A population 

member’s fitness is a measure of how well adapted it is to the environment. It is the process 

of reproduction that ensures mixing and recombination of parental genes within the offspring 

produced. That is, the offspring will have a mixture of both parents’ genes. Analogously, new 

and possibly superior solutions are discovered by the genetic algorithm through these two 

fundamental natural processes.

2.2.1 Why use Genetic Algorithms?

To summarise and paraphrase David Goldberg [7], stochastic search algorithms have 

continued to achieve increasing popularity with researchers and more recently with industry 

as they have realised the deficiencies of traditional search optimisation techniques such as 

enumerative or calculus-based methods.

It appears that the popularity of genetic algorithms is threefold. Firstly, they are 

computationally simple1 and powerful in their ability to search for global improvement using 

a population-based approach rather than a single point. Secondly, they are not fundamentally 

limited by restrictive assumptions about the search space, such as, continuity, uni-modality 

and availability of derivatives making them inherently more robust [7]. Thirdly, genetic 

algorithms are easily amenable to a variety of parallel and distributed computing 

environments, which can increase their overall performance within difficult applications 

domains.

The use of a random process in an abstraction of natures adaptation algorithm as a tool in a 

directed search process seems peculiar at first. Then again nature contains many examples 

where natural systems are capable of efficient and successful adaptation to a wide variety of 

environments. However, this is not to say that even a simple ecosystem is not a hugely 

complicated affair. Furthermore, it appears that researchers become captivated by the 

seductive power of genetic algorithms and the various parallel models by the richness of this 

form of computation.

The term simple is often used to describe the basic modus operandi of GAs. However, there has been development of several 
different theoretical perspectives on GAs, none of which can claim to provide a complete answer to their behaviour.
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Reeves and Rowe [8] argue that researchers and practitioners are enticed by genetic 

algorithms through the underlying link to neo-Darwinism and natural selection, and there is 

therefore a sort of inevitability about their potential for all kinds of tasks. They quote the 

words of the Jesuit thinker Teilhard de Chardin, to enforce the seductive power of Darwinian 

evolution,

[Evolution] is a general postulate to which all theories, all hypotheses, all 

systems must henceforth bow and which they must satisfy in order to be 

thinkable and true. Evolution is the light which illuminates all facts, a 

trajectory which all lines of thought must follow. . . [8].

While Darwinian evolution remains the most popular narrative for genetic algorithms, there 

exists some contention between evolutionary biologists, molecular biologist and in particular 

developmental biologists to the role of natural selection within Darwinian evolutionary 

theory. This debate is beyond the scope of this thesis, but the interested reader will find a 

compelling discussion in Reeves and Rowe [8] regarding the role of neo-Darwinism and 

natural selection in nature and genetic algorithms.

A major portion this thesis is dedicated to understanding and developing mechanisms for 

genetic-based learning classifier systems (discussed §2.6) for the classification of human EEG 

signals. In learning classifier systems, the genetic algorithm is responsible for performing 

knowledge discovery. In general, the role of the genetic algorithm is to create new and 

possibly superior rules through genetic manipulation, reinsertion of superior rules and 

removing weaker ones from the population. These actions tend to create a set of cooperative 

rules, which together allow the LCS to adapt to the environment and solve the classification 

task [9], In summary, an investigation into the replacement of the LCS discovery component 

is beyond the scope of the thesis and in the interest of remaining consistent with the canonical 

learning classifier system portrayed by John Holland’s original intentions [6] and those of 

many others in the field of learning classifier systems [10] the remainder of this thesis shall 

focus on Genetic-Based Machine Learning (GBML) systems.

2.2.2 Basic Definitions and Terminology

At this stage, some simple definitions and terminology are required allowing the reader to 

appreciate the significance of the research finding and critique of such findings. With these 

basic definitions and terminology in place the structure of a canonical (simple) genetic
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algorithm can be presented and discussed. Here we will apply a restrictive view point that the 

genetic algorithm is an optimisation method for locating function optima. Here, function 

optima can mean either maxima or minima. In general, optimisation methods for function 

maximisation are given by the following form: Find xo c X such that f is maximal in x0,

where f : X —> □ is an arbitrary real-valued function. That is, f (xo) = max / (x).
xeX

Depending on the problem, it may be sufficient to have local maximum or to be located 

close to a local or global maximum. So, we are interested in values of x where the objective 

function/is “as high as possible”. Points in the search space X can be seen in direct analogy 

to the set of competing individuals in the natural world, where/is the function which assigns 

a single numerical fitness value proportional to the utility or ability of the individual.

In the natural world, reproduction and adaptation is performed at the genetic level. 

Subsequently, genetic algorithms do not operate directly in the search space X, but on some 

encoded version of them, we will call a string. Assume S to be a set of strings (over some 

alphabet). Let X be the search space of an optimisation problem given above, then a function 

mapping c: X —> S, x l—> c(x) is called the coding function. Conversely, a function mapping 

c: S —> X, s l-> c(s) is called the decoding function. Finally, we can express a general

formulation of the encoded maximisation problem: Find an soE S'f = f °c is as large as

possible. To further increase the understanding of this narrative, Table 1 provides a list of the 

key expressions, which are common in the field of genetics and biology, together with their 

equivalent in the framework of genetic algorithms.

Table 1: Mapping between terms in Natural Evolution and the Genetic Algorithms

Framework

Natural System Genetic Algorithm
genotype encoded string

phenotype uncoded point

chromosome string

population set of chromosomes

gene string position

allele value at particular string position

viability or fertility fitness

The canonical genetic algorithm consists of a fixed sized population of fixed length 

chromosomes, each represented by a string of genes and a fitness measurement. The genotype
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representation is usually in a binary coded scheme {0,1}, but alphabets of higher cardinalities 

may be used for genes without affecting the power of the technique. The fitness measure used 

by the genetic algorithm is a phenotypical representation of the utility of the chromosome to 

the search being undertaken. Practically, each chromosome is a vector representing a tentative 

solution to the optimisation problem. The genetic algorithm iterates a fixed number of 

generations or until some termination criterion is met. Algorithm 1 illustrates the basic 

algorithm for a canonical genetic algorithm. It is defined by stochastic operators which are 

fundamental to the genetic algorithm: selection, recombination, mutation, and replacement.

Algorithm 1: Canonical Genetic Algorithm

[Initialise POPULATION]:
chromosomes representing

Generate an initial random population of m 
candidate solutions.

[Evaluate POPULATION]: Evaluate the fitness of each chromosome in the 
population.

Repeat
[SELECTION]: Apply selection operator to POPULATION.

[RECOMBINATION]: Apply recombination operator to PARENTAL 
chromosome pairs to produce offspring.

[MUTATION]: Apply mutation operator to OFFSPRING.

[Evaluate OFFSPRING]:Evaluate the fitness of each OFFSPRING.
[INSERTION]: Insert OFFSPRING into POPULATION.

Until stopping criterion satisfied

It is important at this stage of the chapter to highlight several important features which 

distinguish the genetic algorithm from traditional continuous optimisation methods and 

further support the argument of why we use genetic algorithms (§2.2.1) in this research study.

1. The genetic search has a global scope rather than a local scope upon which most 

traditional search methods are based. The genetic algorithm operates on a population 

of points (strings) in the search space in parallel, not just a single point. This 

contributes much to the robustness of genetic algorithms. It improves the chance of 

reaching the global optimum and reduces the risk of becoming trapped in a local 

stationary point.
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2. The genetic algorithm manipulates coded versions of the problem parameters instead 

of the parameters themselves, i.e. the search space of S instead of X itself.

3. Genetic algorithms do not require any a priori information about the search problem, 

such as derivatives and differentiability. Only a meaningful objective function is 

needed to performed decoding and provide fitness evaluations. Therefore, they can 

be applied to any kind of discrete or continuous optimisation problem that may be 

disjoint and poorly-behaved functions.

4. The combined emphasis of selection, recombination and mutation are performed 

using probabilistic transition operators rather than deterministic ones applied to 

traditional optimisation methods. This property maintains the robust and global 

explorative property of the genetic search.

2.2.3 Selection Operators

This operator allocates reproductive trials to individuals as a function of their fitness. 

Selection guides the genetic algorithm to the solution by preferring individuals of higher 

fitness over low-fitness ones.

Each individual (chromosome) in the population is assigned a reproduction probability 

depending on their own fitness value and the fitness value of all other individuals in the 

population. The fitness value is a phenotypical representation of the chromosome in the 

objective function space. In the selection process certain individuals are chosen to be parental 

based exclusively on their associated fitness value.

There are many different types of selection. Fitness-Proportionate Selection, also known as 

roulette wheel selection or stochastic sampling with replacement is one of the simplest and 

popular fitness-biased selection schemes [7, 11]. The fitness proportionate selection method 

is based on Holland’s [6] idea that the expected number of times a chromosome is selected for 

reproduction is a function of the chromosomes fitness measure divided by the average fitness 

measure of the entire population in which it belongs. Individuals are mapped to segments of a 

wheel or a straight line, such that each individuals segment is equal in size to its fitness value. 

This assignment is usually normalised to 1.0. A random number is generated, which is 

analogous to one spin of a roulette wheel and the individual whose segment spans the random 

number is selected. The probability of selecting an individual is proportional to the size of its 

slice on the wheel or span on the number line. Thus, individuals with higher fitness have
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grater probability of becoming parents than lower fitness individuals, which is an example of 

“survival of the fittest”. The process iterates until a mating population is selected.

Although, this approach is simple it does have problems. In a comparative analysis of 

genetic algorithm selection schemes, Goldberg and Deb [12] showed that fitness 

proportionate selection is strongly dependent upon fitness and on the rate of convergence, 

which can impair its efficiency. Subsequently, it was shown to impair the performance of 

genetic-based learning classifier systems. Butz et al., [13] showed that proportionate selection 

can prevent fitness pressure and thus successful learning in the XCS learning classifier 

system.

To overcome the shortcomings of fitness proportionate selection previous research applied 

Tournament selection to genetic algorithms and later to learning classifier systems. In this 

method a number or individuals are chosen randomly from the population. They may be 

drawn with or without replacement. The best individual from this group, called a tour is 

selected as parent [11]. Tournaments are typically held between pairs of individuals (binary 

tournament), although larger tournament sizes can be used. The process iterates until the 

mating population is selected. These selected parents produce uniform at random offspring. 

Tournament selection has shown to be efficient and provide good performance for genetic 

algorithms [12, 14], Furthermore, Butz et al., showed that tournament selection results in 

better parameter independence, robustness to noise and recombinatory efficiency [13].

Stochastic Universal Sampling is another scheme which provides a zero bias [7, 15], 

Individuals are mapped to contiguous line segments, such that each individuals segment is 

equal in size to its fitness - in the same way as in roulette wheel selection. In rank-based 

fitness assignment the entire population is sorted according to their objective values as 

discussed in [11] and [7]. The fitness assigned to each individual depends upon the relative 

position in the individuals rank and not the on the actual value produced through object 

function determination. Rank-based fitness assignment overcomes the scaling problems of 

proportional fitness assignment. This is a popular selection method as it behaves in a more 

robust manner than proportional fitness assignment by minimising stagnation if the selective 

pressure is too low or premature convergence where selection has narrowed the effective 

search space. A linear ranking allows for a small range of selection intensity.

Selection must be balanced with variation from recombination and mutation. This is well 

known as the balance between exploitation and exploration. Too-strong a selection may result 

in highly fit individuals dominating the population, reducing the diversity needed for further 

change and evolutionary progress; too-weak selection will result in slow evolutionary 

progress and convergence to a solution. A comparison of selection schemes is beyond the 

scope of this thesis, the interested reader is referred to the work of Blickle and Thiele [14]
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who provide a rigours comparison of the selection intensity, selection variance, and loss of 

diversity between various selection schemes used in evolutionary algorithms.

2.2.4 Recombination Operators

The recombination or crossover operator is executed at each generation according to a 

predefined probability (Pc) and, in its simplest form, requires two parental chromosomes. 

Recombination produces new individuals, called offspring by splicing together partial 

information contained in two or more parental individuals from the mating population. 

Crossover is a very powerful mechanism for introducing new genetic material and 

maintaining genetic diversity, but with the defining property that good parents also produce 

well-performing offspring or even better ones. There are several important types of binary 

recombination operator including One-point Crossover, Two-Point Crossover, multi-point 

Crossover and Parameterised Uniform Crossover.

The simplest method is One-Point Crossover and is illustrated in Figure 2(a). Once the 

genetic algorithm has selected two parental chromosomes a single crossover position along 

the gene strings is selected uniformly at random between the first gene position and last gene 

position of the parental chromosomes. Next, all parental genes up to the crossover point are 

directly copied to the newly generated offspring. All parental genes from the crossover point 

to the last parental gene are copied to the opposite offspring. Finally, this produces two new 

offspring or child chromosomes containing partial information from each parent. It is likely 

that through the crossover process an individual of higher fitness will be produced. One-point 

crossover tends to treat some loci preferentially as the segments exchanged between two 

parental chromosomes always contain the endpoints of the gene string.

Xo X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 x7
i

Y0 O | Y2
y3 Y4 y5 y6 Y7

X0 X1 *2 i y3 I V4
y5 y6 Y7

:

o Y1 y2 X3 X4 x5 X6 x7

Parent 1

Parent 2

Offspring 1

Offspring 2

Parent 1

Parent 2

Offspring 1

Offspring 2

(a) (b)
Figure 2: (a) One-Point Crossover Operation using gene position 3. (b) The Two-Point Crossover 
Operation using gene positions 2 and 6.

To reduce such positional bias Two-Point Crossover and multi-point can be used. In two- 

point crossover two different crossover points are selected uniformly at random amid the first
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gene and last gene of the two parental chromosomes. All genes are exchanged between the 

parents about the loci, producing two new offspring as illustrated in Figure 2(b). The same 

method is applied in multi-point crossover using N-crossover points. In an early study, Spears 

and De Jong found that two-point and in particular multi-point crossover encourage 

exploration of the search space due to the increase in gene disruption. This helped prevent 

premature convergence to highly fit individuals, making the search more robust [16].

In uniform crossover every locus in the parental chromosome is a potential crossover point. 

A binary crossover mask, the same length as the parental chromosome is created at random 

and the parity of each bit in the crossover mask determines which parental chromosome will 

provide its gene to the offspring chromosome as illustrated in Figure 3. Several early studies 

examined and compared uniform crossover, showing that is can further reduce the positional 

bias associated with one- and two-point crossover [17]. Furthermore, the disruptive nature of 

uniform crossover can encourage greater exploration of the search space and prevent 

premature convergence to highly fit individuals early in the search [15].

Parent 1

Parent 2

Mask

Inverse
Mask

Offspring 1

Offspring 2

Figure 3: Uniform Crossover Operator. Encourages greater exploration of the search space and prevent 
premature convergence to highly fit individuals early in the search of a binary GA.

2.2.5 Mutation Operators

The Mutation operator alters the chromosome of newly created offspring chromosomes. The 

probability of performing mutation (Pm) is small and the variation typically involves a single 

gene. The mutation operator resets the current value of the selected gene to another in the 

alphabet of genes uniformly at random as shown in Figure 4. This stochastic operator restores 

potentially useful genetic material at particular loci within the chromosome helping to prevent
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premature convergence and ensuring that any location in the search space can be attained. The 

mutation operator protects against irrecoverable loss in artificial genetic systems [7].

The choice of an appropriate mutation method depends upon the coding technique and the 

problem itself [7]. In bitwise inversion the entire string is inverted bit-by-bit according to 

some mutation probability. With single bit-flip mutation, the inversion of a single bit a single 

bit is performed according to a mutation probability. A comparison of static binary mutation 

schemes is beyond the scope of this thesis, the interested reader is referred to [7, 8, 11] who 

provide a comparison of a number of mutation schemes in evolutionary computation.

Offspring 1

Offspring 2

X0 Xi x2 y3 Y4 y5 Y6 Y?

Vn Y1 Y2 X3 X4 x5 X6 x7

Figure 4: The Mutation Operator selecting genes in offspring chromosomes.

2.2.6 Static and Adaptive Genetic Operators

As presented earlier, the likelihood of performing crossover (recombination) of two or more 

parental chromosomes is governed by Pc and the likelihood of randomly mutating one or 

more genes within the chromosome is governed by PM. Both crossover and mutation 

operators can have their associated probabilities established statically or dynamically 

throughout the execution of the genetic algorithm. Furthermore, dynamic crossover and 

mutation operators can be deterministic, adaptive or self-adaptive. We briefly discuss each of 

these adaptive methods as they form the basis of further investigation and experimental work 
in chapter 4.

2.2.7 Static Crossover and Mutation Operators

The most common approach used by researchers and practitioners is the static approach. 

Here, Pc and PM are predetermined and remain fixed throughout the evolution of the genetic 

algorithm [ 18]. Since Pc and PM are fundamental operators for genetic algorithms, 

considerable research has been done in tuning of crossover and mutation rates before the 

genetic algorithm is used to solve a particular optimisation problem [l l, 19-23]. Parameter 

tuning is usually performed by trial-and-error or with the use of another search algorithm to
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determine the optimal values [23], Typically, this involves running numerous systematic tests 

and trying to find a cause (parameter value) and effect (genetic algorithmic performance) 

relationship. This approach can consume a lot of time as the GA parameter space is large and 

the target problem maybe high-dimensional and multi-objective.

One of the early studies into static parameter settings was performed by De Jong in his 

pivotal 1975 dissertation [15]. He examined, among other things, parameter values of a 

traditional genetic algorithm with one-point crossover and single bit inversion mutation. He 

obtained static values of Pc - 0.6 and PM = 0.001 that guarantee good genetic algorithm 

performance for a test bed of five objective functions. Grefenstette [24] proposed a Meta- 

Genetic Algorithm, which considers many genetic algorithm control parameters at one time. 

The Meta-Genetic Algorithm is a two-level genetic algorithm with the upper-level genetic 

algorithm determining the optimal set of static control parameters for the lower-level GA, 

which performs the actual optimisation task of interest. Grefenstette determined static values 

of Pc = 0.95 and PM = 0.01 for a large suite of idealised objective functions. To ensure 

sufficient exploration of the problem space practitioners typically use a static crossover 

probability in the range of (0.5 < Pc < 1.0) and mutation probability based upon the 

chromosomal length (PM = 1//), where / is the length of a single chromosome.

As research into the establishment of appropriate static parameter values continued and the 

number of test problems accumulated it was eventually realised and now commonly accepted 

that both Pc and PM are problem dependant and that some form of parameter tuning will 

always be required to optimise the crossover and mutation parameters of a genetic algorithm 

[25-27]. With this realisation the interest and need for adaptive adjustment of crossover and 

mutation probabilities increased.

2.2.8 Dynamic Crossover and Mutation Operators

It appears that the use of static control parameters, such as Pc and PM in a genetic algorithm 

seems to contrast the notion of evolution. In the domain of artificial genetic search, as in 

nature, the process of evolution is an inherently dynamic and adaptive process. Quite a few 

early studies have been conducted into adaptive control parameters of genetic algorithms. The 

aim being to reduce the amount of time required to perform static parameter tuning, minimise 

mistakes and sub-optimal performance as a result of user selection error. In addition, 

optimisation of parameter values occurs throughout the evolutionary process of the genetic 

algorithm.
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A major goal in developing strategies to adapt genetic algorithm control parameters is to 

maintain a balance and precedence between exploration and exploitation throughout the 

evolution. In genetic search, exploration is the ability to discover new regions of the solution 

space while trying to locate the optimum and is directly related to population diversity. 

Conversely, exploitation is the ability to converge to the optimum, after discovering the 

region that potentially locates the optimum. Typically, exploration precedes exploitation, 

particularly during the early phase of evolution, to prevent premature convergence to a sub- 

optimal solution.

Hinterding et al., developed a comprehensive classification and literature review of 

adaptation techniques [27]. They discuss two main types of adaptation: static and dynamic. 

Static was discussed in §2.2.7. Dynamic adaptation of genetic control parameters can be 

partitioned into deterministic, adaptive and self-adaptive, which are briefly reviewed here.

Deterministic Adaptation
Deterministic adaptation of genetic control parameters modifies the parameter value 

according, usually, to some decreasing value as evolution progresses. Mutation probability is 

appealing to our research because it allows for adaptively tuning the degree of exploration 

versus exploitation in the search. An example of deterministic adaptation of the mutation 

probability 7,w(f) was presented by Thierens in [28], initially tested by Back and Schultz and 

later investigated and adapted for use in our parallel genetic algorithm (§4.0):

pu(t)
f

2 + 
V

n — 2 
7-1

(2.1)

where, 7w(f) is the time-dependent mutation probability at generation step t, 

te |0,1,...,7 -1] , 7 is the maximum number of generations in a single epoch and n is the 

problem dimensionality. Maximum mutation probability is PM(0)=0.5.

Dynamic Adaptive
This form of adaptation relies on feedback information from the genetic algorithm to 

determine the direction and/or magnitude of modification to the control parameter values. 

Buczak [19], Wu [29], Lee [23], Ho [22] describe a powerful adaptive method developed by 

Srinivas and Patnaik. In this approach, Pc and 7lW are adapted simultaneously to maintain a 

balance between exploration and exploitation. In this method, Pc and PM values are kept large
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for individuals whose fitness values are small; creating a strong exploration characteristic 

among individuals with low fitness. Alternatively, Pc and PM values are kept small for 

individuals whose fitness values are large; favouring the exploitation characteristic among 

individuals with high fitness. As a result, high fitness solutions are protected, while solutions 

with sub-average fitness are totally disrupted. Ho et al., proposed a Probabilistic Rule-based 

Adaptive Model (PRAM) that adapts mutation probability, crossover probability or both in 

co-evolving population genetic algorithms [22]. This technique was not investigated further in 

this thesis.

Dynamic Self-Adaptive
This technique follows the evolutionary spirit in so much as modifying the control parameter 

values by evolving them. The parameters to be adapted are encoded into the genotype 

(resulting in a larger chromosome) of the individual and undergo mutation and recombination 

together with the chromosomes. The dynamic self-adaptation technique exploits the indirect 

link between ‘favourable’ control parameters and individual fitness values, as there is no 

direct feedback mechanism on the performance of parameter values. Due to limited success in 

early efforts of dynamic self-adaptation of crossover and mutation probabilities, Back and 

Schultz proposed a self-adaptive scheme for binary strings following the principles from the 

continuous domain [26]. This method was not investigated further in this thesis.

2.2.9 Replacement Mechanisms

The replacement scheme defines how the genetic algorithm will insert newly created 

offspring chromosomes into the population. There are several types of replacement schemes 

based upon the generational and steady-state mechanisms. De Jong [15] defined the 

generation gap the proportion of individuals in the population which are replaced in each 

successive generation. This fraction is defined as 1 for generational schemes - i.e. the entire 

population is replaced in each successive generation and n/popsize for the steady-state 

replacement scheme.

The generational scheme uses a mating pool of the same size as the population, which is 

created by iteratively selecting parental chromosomes from the population. With this scheme, 

the same parental chromosome can be selected more than once. Then, the members of the 

mating pool are randomly paired to produce the next generation of individuals through 

recombination and mutation. The new population totally replaces the previous population. 

Alternatively, in the steady-state scheme n members of the population (typically n=2) are
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deleted prior to new individuals being created through selection, recombination and deletion 

are inserted. The generational scheme has been adopted in this study.

2.2.10 Coding Schemes

We have seen that, in genetic algorithms a chromosome is a sequence of symbols of a 

particular alphabet. Each gene in a chromosome is represented by a single symbol. 

Traditionally, binary digits have been used to represent genes, giving each gene a cardinality 

of 2 [6, 7]. Higher-cardinality alphabets have been employed where each gene (symbol) is 

typically represented by an integer or floating-point number.

In [30], the authors made direct comparison between binary and floating-point 

representations and found that genes encoded using floating-point numbers provided faster 

convergence, higher accuracy and more consistent results. However, Goldberg argues, that a 

binary representation provides a larger number of schemata, and thus provides the highest 

degree of performance [7].

According to Mitchell, for any search and learning method the way in which candidate 

solutions are encoded is a central factor in the success of a genetic algorithm. In many ways, 

coming up with the best encoding scheme is almost tantamount to solving the problem itself. 

Typically, this involves creating objective functions representative of the problem domain and 

selecting an appropriate encoding scheme [6].

2.2.11 The Schema Theorem

For traditional deterministic optimisation methods, such as gradient-based methods, it is 

typical to have solutions which guarantee that a sequence of iterations will converge to a local 

optimum with a certain period of time. For stochastic optimisation methods, theorems of this 

kind cannot be formulated, because the behaviour of the algorithm is not determinable in 

general. Statements about the convergence of stochastic optimisation methods can only give 

information about the expected or average behaviour.

The convergence behaviour of genetic algorithms is difficult to investigate because a single 

transition from one generation to the next generation is a combination of typically three 

probabilistic operators (selection, recombination, and mutation), making the inner workings 

of a genetic algorithm rather complicated. Consequently, research into genetic algorithms has 

been influenced by experimentation for the formulation of empirical rules. There is no 

accepted “general theory” explaining why all variants of genetic algorithms possess their
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properties [8], However, the first attempt to provide a rigorous mathematical justification for 

the simple genetic algorithm was performed by John Holland and he called it the Schema 

Theorem [6].

Holland restricted his derivation of the schema theorem to a generational genetic algorithm 

with a fixed number m of binary strings of fixed length /. Furthermore, the genetic algorithm 

employed fitness proportionate selection, one-point crossover with probability Pc and single 

bit-flip mutation with probability PM. To make predictions about the complex behaviour and 

performance of the genetic algorithm an abstraction was constructed, namely the schema2 [7]. 

The Schema Theorem uses the relative fitness of a schema, its defining length and its order to 

show that “above-average schemata with low-order and short defining lengths receive an 

exponentially increasing rate of trials in subsequent generations of a simple genetic 

algorithm”[6]. To understand the significance of this finding, the following important 

definitions are required. A string H = (h,, h2, ... , hi) over the ternary alphabet {0,1,*} is 

called a (binary) schema of length /. An /z, * * is called a specification of H, and h, = * is 

called a wildcard. From this it can be shown that schemata define specific subsets of similar 

chromosomes in {0,1}', or geometrically, as defining hyperplanes in /-dimensional space 

[31J.

A string S = {sj, s2, . . . , S/) over the alphabet {0,1} contains the schema H = (h,, h2, . . . , h,)

if and only if it matches H in all non-wildcard positions, Vz £ j j | hj A *j : st — h .For

example, let X and Tbe chromosomes of eight genes, X = 01110010 and Y - 01011001. If, for 

example, H = *1 i*o****, then chromosome X is an instance of schema H and chromosome Y 

is not. Each schema can match 2n strings, where n is the number of wildcard symbols in the 

similarity template. In addition, for a population with m binary chromosomes of string length / 

there is a maximum of m.21 schemata. But, of course in practice there will be considerable 

overlapping between strings so that not all schemata will be equally represented, and some 

may have no representatives at all. The number of specifications of a schema H is called the

order, o[H) = jz£ {!,...,/] | h ^ * j . In words, the order of schema H, is simply the number

of non-wildcard symbols (defined positions) present. The order of a schema defines its 

specificity. The example schema H = * 1 |*()**** has order, o(H)=3. The distance between the 

first and last specification is called the defining length of schema H,

S(H) = m-d\{i\k A *]-min{/1/?, A*}. The defining length defines compactness. The

example schema H = * 11 *0**** has defining length, 6{H)~4.

The word comes from the past tense of the Greek verb £x<n (echo, to have), later it came to mean shape of form; its plural is 
schemata.
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Holland developed the schema theorem in terms of how schemata are processed by a simple 

genetic algorithm, to predict the expected number of strings matching a given schema, 

E[m(H,t+\)], in the next generation as a function of the number of strings matching the 

schema in the current population m(H,t). The schema theorem states, a particular schema H 

shall be represented in the next generation due to the combined effects of selection, crossover 

and mutation by the following equation:

(2.2)

Where, f(H,t) is the observed average fitness of the individuals representing schema H at 

generation t, j(t) is the mean fitness of the entire population at generation t, Pc is the 

probability of performing the crossover operation, PM is the probability of performing the 

mutation operation [6, 7]. The inequality places a lower limit on the number of copies of a 

schema which can be expected to propagate to the subsequent generation. Holland was able to 

show that a simple genetic algorithm processes something in the order of ft schemata for a 

given a population of n chromosomes. This rather impressive schemata processing estimate of 

0(n ) he eventually termed - “implicit parallelism". For a derivation of the schema theorem 

see Appendix A.

An alternative and rigorous treatment of the schema theorem can be found in Reeves and 

Rowe [8]. They also provide a detailed survey of criticisms raised against the schema theorem 

highlighting its limitations and violations. Such acknowledged limitations of the ‘classical’ 

schema theorem have stimulated new avenues of research into exact models of the theorem 

[8], Several researchers have constructed ‘exact’ mathematical models of simple genetic 

algorithms to gain a more detailed understanding and allow more detailed predictions about 

genetic algorithm behaviour. Early mathematical descriptions were proposed by Vose and 

Liepens [32] and later followed by executable models (opposed to idealised ‘exact’ models) 

by Whitley [33] and Vose [34], But it is the exact models that capture every detail of the 

simple genetic algorithm in mathematical operators, thus, once the model is constructed, it is 

possible to prove theorems about certain interesting properties of these operators.
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2.2.12 Building Block Hypothesis

In [7], Goldberg recognised the importance of the schema theorem and subsequently 

developed the Building Block Hypothesis which states, in part, that “a genetic algorithm 

seeks near-optimal performance through the juxtaposition of short, low-order, high- 

performance schemata called building blocks.”

Consider two above-average schema that are recombined through the GA mechanisms of 

selection, recombination and mutation to form a new schema. Goldberg suggested that this 

resultant schema would also possess above average fitness and that near-optimal performance 

can be obtained if such building blocks are recombined. The assertion that, building blocks do 

indeed lead to better performance is the underlying assumption of the simple genetic 

algorithm called the building block hypothesis.

Bethke [35] identified a periodicity inherent in binary schemata permitting analysis using 

Walsh Transforms [36]. Walsh Functions are a close analogy of what is done for real numbers 

using the Fourier Transform, and entails superposition of trigonometric functions - of which 

Walsh Functions are a discrete analogue, forming a set of rectangular waveforms. Bethke 

devised an efficient analytical method for determining schema average fitness in an attempt to 

support the building block hypothesis and discovered that some simple search problems could 

easily violate it by misleading the genetic algorithm. A phenomenon called deception [7] 

refers to the situation in which some building blocks can mislead the genetic algorithm and 

point it in the ‘wrong’ direction, causing the it to converge to sub-optimal points in the search 

space.

There is a strong relationship between the deception problem in genetic algorithms and 

another phenomenon known as epistasis. The term epistasis has been defined by wet 

geneticists to describe the dependency among genes on the global fitness of a particular 

chromosome. In other words, it is a measure of the fitness contribution of one gene dependent 

on the value of other genes in a particular chromosome. For genetic algorithms, a high degree 

of epistasis means that good building blocks cannot form and so the genetic algorithm can be 

deceived. To provide additional insight into the workings of genetic algorithms a class of 

binary coded deceptive functions were designed to impair the selection and recombination 

mechanisms of the genetic algorithm [7], We performed preliminary investigations (results 

not shown) using an additively separable /z-bit trap function3, which are a class of GA 

deceptive function given by Equation (2.3). The value of a trap function depends on the 

number of bits set to one.

Deceptive Trap function further described with code extract in Appendix B.
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Where, u is the number of ones in the input string of k bits, 6 is the difference in the 

functional value between the good building block (all ones) and its deceptive attractor (all 

zeros) and fk(u) is the fitness value. The problem becomes more difficult as the value of k is 

increased and the value of 9 decreased. A 4-bit deceptive trap function is shown in Figure 5.

Number of ones, u

Figure 5: 4-bit Deceptive Trap Function.

The important characteristic of additively separable trap functions is that if good building 

blocks (all ones) are not identified, then the simple genetic algorithm tends to converge to the 

deceptive attractor (all zeros).

In support of the Building Block Hypothesis Mitchell et al., [18] designed a class of fitness 

landscapes called Royal Road Functions4, that where meant to capture the essence of building 

blocks in an idealised form. These functions provided an environment for a genetic algorithm 

to build an optimising solution step-by-step, in the manner a genetic algorithm was thought to 

behave. Instead the genetic algorithm was comprehensively outperformed, by nearly a factor 

of 10, by a simple hill-climber. Experimentation with the Royal Roads function had 

highlighted a general problem in genetic algorithms - the phenomenon of hitchhiking. This 

occurs where a particular low-order schema has a significant influence on fitness. At worst, 

this effect may be caused by just a single allele in the chromosome. As selection and 

reproduction spread instances of this schema through the population, it is possible that alleles 

present in the first example of the schema will “hitch’ a ride, regardless of their importance. 

This slows the discovery of schemas in other positions, especially those that are close to the 

highly fit schema’s defined positions, restricting the schemas sampled at certain loci [18].

4 . i
A simple Royal Roads Function is further described in Appendix B
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2.2.13 The No Free Lunch Theorem

At this juncture, it is necessary to introduce a significant theoretical finding termed the No 

Free Lunch Theorem (NFL), which provides insight into the fundamental equivalence and its 

implication for search and optimisation algorithms. To summaries and paraphrase Fogel[3], 

the No Free Lunch Theorem addresses the natural enquiry into the existence of an algorithm 

that searches for the optimum of an objective function that provides superior results and 

performance across the possible range of problems. In [37], Wolpert and Macready showed 

that, averaged over all possible functions, the performance of all search algorithms that satisfy 

certain conditions is the same.

In mathematical terms adapted from [3, 8] , let an algorithm A be represented as a mapping 

from previously unvisited sets of points to a single new and previously unvisited point in the

state space of all possible points (solutions). Let P( d);n | f,m, A) be the conditional

probability of obtaining a particular sample dm that yields a value y when algorithm A is 

iterated m times on a cost (objective) function /. Given these preliminaries, Wolpert and 

Macready proved (see Appendices in [37] for the proof) the no free lunch theorem for 

algorithms that search for the optimum of a cost function:

(No Free Lunch): For any pair of algorithms A{ and A2,

ZP(4» l/>m-4) = ZP(4» l/.m.A) <2-4>
/ /

Again summarising and paraphrasing Fogel [3], the sum of conditional probabilities of 

obtaining each valuec/As the same over all cost functions / regardless of the algorithm 

selected. The immediate corollary of this theorem is that for any performance 

measure 'm), the average of ) | f,m, /t] over all functions/is independent of A.

The main result of the NFL theorem being, that there is no best algorithm whether or not 

that algorithm is “evolutionary”. Moreover, according to the NFL theorem whatever an 

algorithm gains in performance on one class of problems is necessarily offset by that 

algorithms performance on the remaining set of problems. Also, in a strict mathematical 

sense, the NFL theorem dictates that efforts to find a “best” set of parameter and operators for 

an evolutionary algorithm are futile in the absence of restricting attention to a particular class 

of problems. In addition to the seminal study by Wolpert and Macready, an excellent and 

critical treatment of the No Free Lunch Theorem for Genetic Algorithms is provided by
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Reeve and Rowe in [8] and an accessible explanation of the NFL theorem together with an 

appealing connection with information theory is provided by English [38].

2.3 Parallel Genetic Algorithms

Research into Parallel Genetic Algorithms (PGAs) has been inspired by the notion that 

evolution in the natural world is an inherently adaptive and vastly parallel process, where 

each individual is selected according to its fitness to survive and reproduce.

During the past two decades, the simple genetic algorithm has been used successfully to 

find adequate solutions to complex problems in the domains of science and engineering. In 

some cases though, the evaluation of the domain-dependent objective function is 

computationally expensive resulting in lengthy computation times. Furthermore, difficult 

optimisation problems tend to have complex search spaces which can cause premature 

convergence to sub-optimal solutions in a simple genetic algorithm. As a consequence, 

parallelisation of genetic algorithms becomes necessary to provide better solutions by 

reducing the likelihood of premature convergence and reduce the time required to reach 

suitable solutions. The Parallel Genetic Algorithm (PGA) is an approach that purges both of 

these problems while using a more realistic model of nature.

The genetic algorithm is based on a population of independent encoded solutions which are 

processed with an implicit parallelism (§2.2.1 I). Taken together, the genetic algorithm is, in a 

sense, quite straight forward to implement on parallel computing architectures that are easily 

scalable to larger populations making them “embarrassingly parallel” algorithms [39]. To 

paraphrase D. Whitley, what may seem like simple changes to the canonical genetic algorithm 

often result in surprising kinds of emergent behaviour.

2.3.1 Classification of Parallel Genetic Algorithms

Parallel genetic algorithms use the same fundamental genetic operators of selection, 

recombination, mutation and replacement as in the simple genetic algorithm, but possess 

several domain-dependant parameters - deme, topology and migration. A deme is a single 

isolated population of individuals (chromosomes) competing and breeding among themselves. 

Typically, a parallel genetic algorithm contains multiple fixed-sized denies (also called sub

populations) instead of a single panmictic population in the canonical genetic algorithm.

^ Panmictic - random mating within a single population, where all individuals are potential partners.
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Each deme typically contains fewer individuals than the single population of a simple genetic 

algorithm. During execution of a parallel genetic algorithm a portion of the individuals are 

exchanged between the demes. This exchange can be conveniently defined by the migration 

policy given by equation(2.5) and previously defined in [4],

Where, mR is the rate of migration specifying the number of individuals undertaking 

migration as a proportion of the deme population size, mF is the migration frequency and 

specifies how often migrations occur, tH is the hold-off period before migrations commence, 

ips is the selection policy of individuals from a sending deme, y/R is the replacement policy of 

individuals in a receiving deme, and s specifies either synchronous or asynchronous 

communication. The selection and replacement policies are typically biased towards the 

fitness of an individual or randomly. Algorithm 2 illustrates the basic algorithm for a simple 

parallel genetic algorithm relative to a single subpopulation.

In parallel computation, topology is an important characteristic which determines the logical 

connectivity between processing elements. In this case, demes of the parallel genetic 

algorithm are the processing elements. Although, demes can be connected to form many 

different topologies, the topology is often mapped to the underlying processor and network 

architecture to improve performance of the parallel genetic algorithm.

Algorithm 2: Parallel Genetic Algorithm

[Initialise POPULATION]: Generate an initial random subpopulation of
m chromosomes representing candidate solutions.

[Evaluate POPULATION]: Evaluate the fitness of each chromosome in the 
subpopulation.
Repeat

[SELECTION]: Apply selection operator to SUBPOPULATION.

[RECOMBINATION]: Apply recombination operator to PARENTAL

(2.5)

chromosomes to produce offspring.

[MUTATION]: Apply mutation operator to OFFSPRING.

[Evaluate OFFSPRING]:Evaluate the fitness of each OFFSPRING.
[INSERTION]: Insert OFFSPRING into SUBPOPULATION.

If Mf = TRUE then
[SELECTION] : Apply selection (ijrs) to SUBPOPULATION.

[MIGRATION] : Exchange MR chromosomes between DEMES.

[ INSERTION] : Apply replacement ( lJfR) to SUBPOPULATION.
Until stopping criterion satisfied
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In the literature, Alba and Tommassini [40] and Cantu-Paz [41, 42] describe three 

fundamental classes of parallel genetic algorithm with a fourth class being composed of the 

first three fundamental types:

1. Global Single-Population Master-Slave,

2. Single-Population Fine-Grained,

3. Multiple-Population Coarse-Grained,

4. Hierarchical Hybrid.

In this thesis we deal primarily with the first and third classes - Multiple-Population 

Coarse-Grain and Global Single-Population Master-Slave parallel genetic algorithm. As 

such, we focus the literature review towards these two classes of PGA.

Multiple-Population Coarse-Grained PGAs are a sophisticated class of parallel genetic 

algorithm. Typically, they consist of several demes that exchange individuals occasionally. 

An important characteristic of multi-population, also called multi-deme or distributed PGAs 

are the use of a number of relatively large subpopulations and the concept of migration 

strategy between sub-populations. The simplest example of multiple-population coarse 

grained parallel genetic algorithm is modelled on a network of isolated islands, each 

containing a panmictic deme as illustrated in Figure 6. The Island Model [43] is derived from 

the evolutionary biological theory known as Punctuated Equilibria [44], where individuals can 

periodically migrate to a single destination sub-population.

This class of parallel genetic algorithm is the most difficult to control, because of the effects 

associated with migration are not well understood [45]. In addition to the existing GA control 

parameters, practitioners need to decide on the number and size of the demes, the migration 

frequency, and number and destination of the migrants and the methods used to select and 

replace individuals which migrate.

The underlying topology, which determines the interconnection between each deme, is an 

important factor in the performance of multiple-population parallel genetic algorithm because 

it determines the cost of migration and the rate at which good solutions disseminate to the 

other denies [40, 45]. According to literature surveys conducted by Cantu-paz [42], Konfrst 

[46] and Alba [47], the majority of multi-population parallel genetic algorithms are designed 

for cluster computing environments (discussed in §2.4) and use synchronous migration 

between the demes.
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Pop3

Figure 6: Schematic diagram of the Multiple-Population Coarse-Grained PGA consisting of six isolated 
subpopulations each executing an independent genetic algorithm. Individuals are occasionally migrated 
(exchanged) between the subpopulations.

In an early study, Grefenstette [48] described a parallel genetic algorithm with multiple 

populations. He proposed four PGA types with the first three of the single-population master- 

slave type PGA. The fourth type was a conventional multiple-population coarse-grained PGA. 

Grefenstette was the first to raise several questions regarding the frequency of migration, the 

effect of migration to prevent premature convergence and the destination of migrants in the 

topology.

One of the first systematic studies of parallel genetic algorithm with multiple populations 

was the doctoral dissertation of Grosso [49]. According to Cantu-Paz [45], Grosso, observed 

that the rate of fitness improvement was faster in a population divided into demes than a 

single panmictic population. Grosso also experimented with a range of migration rates, and 

observed that with ‘intermediate’ settings the use of multiple populations achieved the same 

solution quality as a genetic algorithm with a single panmictic population.

In a groundbreaking and systematic study of migration and its effects on the efficiency and 

quality of multi-population coarse-grained parallel genetic algorithms, Tanese [50] performed 

experiments using a fixed number of chromosomes in fixed and equally-sized demes. Tanese 

varied the migration rates and migration intervals and found the final average solution quality 

increased significantly, and in some cases was better than the final solution quality in an 

aggregate serial GA for particular frequency of migration and deme size. In terms of 

efficiency of the parallel algorithm, Tanese found that ‘near-linear’ speedups can be obtained 

when migration is infrequent and migration rate is low. A migration rate that was too low or 

too high resulted in lower quality solutions. Tanese also examined isolated demes and found 

that the solutions are generally inferior to those found by a serial genetic algorithm or by the 

parallel genetic algorithm with migration. To prevent the premature loss of useful solutions, 

Tanese proposed to set the parameters of the genetic algorithm differently in each population, 

causing some populations to converge slower than others. The idea is that diversity is

Pop6
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preserved longer in the populations that converge slowly, and migration would reintroduce 

diversity into the populations that were set to converge quickly.

In [43] , Cohoon et al., showed that the Punctuated Equilibria Theory of natural systems, 

based upon the work of Eldridge and Gould [44], was transferable to implementations of 

parallel evolutionary algorithms including multiple population genetic algorithms. Cohoon et 

ah, discovered that the number of migrants affected the level of disruption in the demes and 

that new solutions were found shortly after migrations occurred leading to expansion of the 

evolutionary progress.

Further investigation into providing a theoretical foundation on the performance of parallel 

genetic algorithms was needed. Petty and Leuze [51], presented a derivation of the Schema 

Theorem (§2.2.11) which considered individuals selected randomly and broadcast every 

generation. Their experiments showed that the expected number of trials allocated to 

schemata could be bounded by an exponential function, which was consistent with the 

original schema theorem for simple genetic algorithms - a good result. Later, very important 

theoretical questions were raised regarding the solution quality compared between parallel 

and simple genetic algorithms. Starkweather, Whitley and Mathias [52] observed that 

relatively isolated demes of a multiple-population coarse-grained parallel genetic algorithm 

are likely to evolve in different directions and thus converge to very different solutions. They 

argued that, through the mechanisms of migration and recombination partial solutions could 

be combined to form better solutions. They speculated that this is more likely to occur if the 

objective function is separable (i.e., the combination of partial solutions yields a better 

chromosome), and therefore multiple-population PGAs have an advantage in this case.

After the year 2000, the number of papers, dissertations and books on the theory and 

application of parallel genetic algorithms had been increasing. One of the major studies which 

answered several questions and raised several new ones was the work of Cantu-Paz [45]. The 

significant findings include correct population sizing, the impact of the degree of connectivity 

between deme, scalability of single and multiple populations, the impracticality of isolated 

demes, improvement in solution quality through efficiencies in migration policy, the 

advantages of fully connected topologies, the effects of topology and optimal allocation of 

computing resources. Cantu-Paz used the method of Markov Chain Analysis to model 

multiple-population coarse-grained PGAs [53]. He used Markov chains to determine the 

number of correct building blocks that were present in the demes at the beginning of each 

epoch. Cantu-Paz found that solution quality increases as more epochs are used, but the rate 

of increase depends on the topology and at any given time, topologies where the demes have 

more neighbours reach solutions of higher quality than sparse topologies, including 

unidirectional-rings, bidirectional-rings, hypercube and fully-connected topologies.
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Cantu-Paz also explained the controversial result of super-linear speedup reported in the 

parallel genetic algorithm literature by stating, in part, that;

a parallel genetic algorithm executes less work than the serial genetic algorithm, 

because they are different algorithms. ”

Although further research is required to explain super-linear speedup, Cantu-Paz provided 

two possibilities for the reduction in work. Firstly, it is likely that multiple populations find 

different solutions, and therefore migration may introduce individuals into each deme that are 

different from the existing native ones. This increase in diversity may have two effects:

• Delaying convergence of the algorithm, giving additional time to the crossover 

operator to mix building blocks together into solutions of higher quality.

• It may be possible to evolve partial solutions independently in different demes and 

integrate them after migration.

Secondly, the migration policy affects the selection pressure. Increasing the selection 

pressure, due to influence of the migration policy, can accelerate the convergence and this 

may result in super-linear speedups of the parallel genetic algorithm. But, other examples of 

super-linear speedup in the literature maybe due to prudent implementation issues (e.g., 

smaller demes may fit completely in the processors caches, reducing memory access times).

More recently, Alba & Troya [4] performed a detailed analysis of the properties of steady- 

state, generational, and cellular parallel genetic algorithms. They examined time complexity, 

selection pressure, schema processing rates, efficiency, the ability of the PGA to find the 

desired solution of the test problem - they term ‘efficacy’, speedup and resistance to 

scalability.

The Global Single-Population Master-Slave GA is also called the Global Parallel 

Evolutionary Algorithm. Here, a single master process hosts a single, panmictic population 

and executes the genetic algorithm operators (selection, crossover, and mutation). The slave 

processes perform fitness evaluations in parallel as illustrated in Figure 7. Gene decoding and 

calculation of the objective function for fitness evaluation are the most common operations 

parallelised, particularly with large populations [45J. The master process can assign a 

predefined or dynamically determined subset of the population to each slave process. The
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slave processes decode the chromosome genotype and calculate the fitness of each individual 

within their assigned population subset and return the results to the master process.

Master

Slave 1 Slave n

Population

GA Operators

Slave 2

Figure 7: Schematic diagram of the Global Single-Population Master-Slave PGA. The master process 
stores the population, executes selection, crossover, mutation, and distributes individuals to the slaves. 
The slaves evaluate fitness of a subset of individuals.

A Global Single-Population Master-Slave PGA does not modify the fundamental search 

behaviour of the serial genetic algorithm, with the computational speedup being the only 

difference. This PGA model is typically used in SIMD6 [23] shared-memory and distributed- 

memory computer systems [54].

Another class of PGA is the Single-Population Fine-Grained PGA. Here parallelisation is 

performed on the level of individuals (fine-grained parallelism), resulting in a large number 

of interacting parallel processes of low complexity. In the fine-grained model (known as 

cellular or neighbourhood model) a single population evolves, with each individual placed in 

a processing cell of a spatial structure, usually a planar grid that limits the interactions 

between individuals as illustrated in Figure 8. Selection and crossover operations are typically 

applied between neighbouring individuals. This class of parallel genetic algorithm is said to 

employ a diffusion-model, because the spread of good traits throughout the population over 

time is analogous to the random diffusion of particles in some fluid [45]. This PGA model is 

suited to massively parallel SIMD computer systems with a large number of local processors 

and high-speed communications bus [41], This class of parallel genetic algorithm is presented 

here for completeness, although it is not explicitly studied or implemented in this thesis.

6 Single Instruction, Multiple Data - A single instruction performs the same action simultaneously on 
two or more pieces of data.
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Figure 8: Schematic diagram of the Single-Population Fine-Grained PGA arranged into
neighbourhoods of individuals each node is a single processing element and ideally contains a single 
chromosome.

The final class of parallel genetic algorithms employs a combination of the first three 

approaches. The hybridisation attempts to combine the benefits from each class of parallel 

genetic algorithm, by using a hierarchical approach. Hierarchical PGAs are well suited to 

cluster computing architectures that employ multi-processor and/or multi-core processor 

architectures at each cluster node. Typical hybridisations include a multi-deme coarse-grain 

PGA in the upper level and lower level of the hierarchical PGA as illustrated in Figure 9(a). 

The notion here is to force panmictic mixing at the lower level by using high migration rate 

and a denser fully-topology, while lower migration rate is used at the upper level. Another 

method of hybridising parallel genetic algorithms is to implement a multi-deme coarse-grain 

PGA in the upper level and fine-grained PGA implemented in the lower level of the 

architecture as illustrated in Figure 9(b). This class of parallel genetic algorithm is presented 

here for completeness, although it is not openly studied or implemented in this thesis.

Migration Migration

Figure 9: (a) Multi-deme coarse-grained PGA at both levels with different connection topologies, (b) 
Multi-deme coarse-grained PGA at upper level and fine-grained PGA at lower level.
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2.4 Parallel Computing Architectures

The topological design and resultant performance of parallel genetic algorithms and parallel 

learning classifier systems, are closely coupled to the underlying hardware architecture. As a 

result, each class of PGA and parallel LCS is particularly suited, but not restricted, to a single 

computing architecture, which is discussed in this section.

Parallelism can arise at a number of different levels in computer systems: task level, 

instruction level, or at some lower machine level. The standard model of Flynn’s Taxonomy

[55] is popular and widely accepted for classifying computer architectures. In this model the 

standard parallel computer architectures include Single-Instruction-Single-Data stream 

(SISD), Single-Instruction-Multiple-Data stream (SIMD) and Multiple-Instruction-Multiple- 

Data stream (MIMD). The SISD architectures are typical desktop computers containing a 

single-core processor. The SIMD architectures have one instruction unit and several 

processing units executing identical instructions on different local data. Most MIMD 

homogeneous architectures reflect a distributed memory structure and have become the 

generic environment for most parallel genetic algorithms.

According to surveys by Alba and Tomassini [40], Konfrst [46], and Veldhuizen [56] there 

are several disparate MIMD architectures used in current implementation of parallel genetic 

algorithms. In these surveys single population master-slave PGAs have been implemented on 

heterogeneous Sun workstations containing 80-120 processors, IBM SP-2s containing 8, 16, 

32, and 64 processors, SGI Origin 2000 systems containing 8 processors, and homogeneous 

Linux clusters containing ranging from 8 to 32 computing nodes.

These surveys also discuss the implementation of multiple-population coarse-grained PGAs 

on Cray T3D systems containing 32, 64 and 128 processors, a 16-node Motorola MPC 601, a 

16-node SGI Power Challenge, an homogeneous 5-node Linux Cluster, a heterogeneous DEC 

Alpha system containing 8 and 18 nodes, Sun Ultra workstations with 2, 4, 6, 9, and 12 

processors. Finally, multiple-population fine-grained (diffusion) parallel genetic algorithms 

only reported executing on a SIMD 32-node multicluster T-800.

An architecture based on a cluster of workstations (COW) has become very popular in 

research and industry. Essentially, this approach uses many commodity computer systems 

networked together using fast local area networks (Gigabit Ethernet or Myrinet). Each node of 

the cluster typically uses a single-processor, dual-processor or symmetrical multi-processing 

(SMP) capability. Such cluster computer systems are currently among the fastest, most 

scalable, fault-tolerant and cost effective computing platforms' and for these reasons offer an 

ideal research platform for high performance parallel genetic algorithms. Not surprisingly, 7

7 http://www.ibm.com/servers/deepcomnuting/
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cluster computing systems represent a staggering 74.6% of the entries in the November 2007 

Top500 list, which produces a bi-annual listing of the 500 fastest computing systems in the 

world8. Furthermore, the distributed memory paradigm offered by computer clusters has made 

them a very popular parallel architecture for implementing parallel evolutionary computation 

in universities and research institutions [40], which have computer clusters available for use 

by multiple users.

Taking the cluster computing environment further to produce vast computational resources, 

involves the Internet to unify widely distributed computer clusters, which is commonly 

known as Grid Computing. Grids enable the sharing, selection, and aggregation of a diverse 

range of computing resources including supercomputers, compute clusters, storage systems, 

data sources and specialised devices that are geographically distributed across multiple 

administrative domains and owned by different organisations for solving large-scale 

computational and data intensive problems in science and engineering. An excellent 

introduction and survey of Grid technologies is provided by Baker, Buyya and Lafoernza 

[57]. To summarise and paraphrase these authors, attempts to provide access to the available 

resources in a seamless manner such that physical discontinuities, differences between 

platforms, network protocols, and administrative boundaries becomes transparent in a Grid. In 

essence, it is the Grid middleware which attempts to transform a radically heterogeneous 

environment into a virtual homogeneous one, which would greatly benefit the dissemination 

and implementation of PGAs and LCSs. Furthermore, the nature of PGAs and LCSs would 

provide significant profit from this high concentration of computational resources, provided 

communication latencies are similar to those currently available from local area networks and 

sophisticated middleware provides efficient and effective access to the distributed computing 

resources.

Finally, very recent developments in multi-core microprocessor technology introduced by 

Intel9 and AMD10 in 2005 could provide short-term performance gains to parallel genetic 

algorithms and parallel learning classifier systems. This new era of microprocessor 

architecture encapsulates two or more independent processors in one physical package 

allowing coarse-grained parallel implementations of genetic algorithms and genetic-based 

learning classifier systems to be performed on-chip. However, bus contention associated with 

multi-core access to secondary memory can restrict the performance of PGAs and LCSs as 

they are memory dependent algorithms. But, with judicious use of the large internal cache 

(level 2), the bus contention associated with multi-core access to secondary memory could be 

minimised.

8 http://www.top500.ore/
‘J http://Yvvvw.intel.eom/techrtologv/index.htm
1(1 http://imilticore.amd.com/us-en/AMD-Multi-Core.aspx
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This section began with the assertion that the underlying computing architecture influences 

the design of a parallel genetic algorithm and parallel learning classifier system. As such, the 

parallel genetic algorithms (§4.0 and §5.0) and parallel learning classifier systems (§6.0 and 

§7.0) of this study are constrained to this computing environment made available at the 

University of Technology, Sydney. In general, the UTS engineering facility made available a 

Linux computing cluster consisting of 32-nodes interconnected with Gigabit Ethernet. As the 

cluster specification changed during the course of our research program the specification is 

provided in the corresponding chapters.

2.5 Inter-process Communication Models

Parallel genetic-based algorithms (PGAs and LCSs) are compelled to use some form of inter

process exchanges between individual processing nodes. Almost all parallel genetic 

algorithms are implemented using the message passing model of communication, since most 

universities and research institutions use distributed memory model to implement high 

performance parallel genetic-based algorithms [40],

In the message passing model, processes communicate by transmitting messages to each 

other using the physical communication medium, such as a bus or network connection. The 

two basic primitives are send and receive, which produce a memory-to-memory copy of data 

and an implicit process synchronisation. Popular software libraries used to implement inter

process communication include the Message Passing Interface (MPI), Parallel Virtual 

Machine (PVM) , JAVA Remote Method Invocation (RMI), Common Object Request Broker 

(CORBA), Socket programming and Globus for Grid Computing. Inter-process 

communication is important for the effective and efficient implementation of high 

performance parallel genetic algorithms and leaning classifier systems and the most notable 
are briefly discussed below.

2.5.1 Socket Programming
The Berkley socket interface is a widely available network application programming interface 

(API). It comprises a set of data structures and functions allowing the programmer to establish 

full-duplex connections between two computers with the Transport Control Protocol (TCP) 

for implementing general purpose distributed applications. Synchronous and asynchronous 

parallel programs can be developed with the socket API, with the added benefit of common 

availability, high standardisation, and complete control over the communication primitives. 

But programming with sockets is error-prone and requires understanding low level
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characteristics of the network subsystems. Also, it does not include any process management, 

fault tolerance, task migration, security options, or other features usually requested by modem 

parallel applications. The "de jure" standard for the Sockets API is contained in the POSIX 

standard which is maintained by The Austin Common Standards Revision Group (CSRG)11.

2.5.2 Parallel Virtual Machine - PVM
The PVM12 is a software system that supports the message-passing paradigm and permits the 

use of a heterogeneous network of parallel and serial computers as a single general and 

flexible concurrent computational resource. PVM offers a suite of application primitives for 

communication. The advantages of PVM are its wide acceptability and its heterogeneous 

computing facilities, including fault-tolerance issues and interoperability. Despite its 

advantages, PVM has recently begun to be unsupported and academic researchers are shifting 

from PVM to more efficient paradigms, such as MPI-2 and openMPI.

2.5.3 Message Passing Interface - MPI
The MPI is a standardised and portable library of message-passing routines [58] similar to 

PVM but more complete. The MPI application programming interface (API) was defined in 

the mid-1990s by researchers in academia, government, and industry. The interface reflects 

the past experiences with earlier message-passing libraries, such as PVM. The goal of the 

group was to develop a single library that could be implemented efficiently on the variety of 

multiple processor machines. The latest MPI core (MPI-2) is now the leading standard for 

message-passing libraries for parallel computing, and several implementations exist, such as 

MPICH13, LAM/MPI14 and very recently openMPI15. The MPI functions support 

synchronous and asynchronous process-to-process communication, group communication, 

establishment and management of groups and MPI environment. There are currently bindings 

for FORTRAN, C and C++ programming languages.

The literature suggests that MPI is currently the best choice for implementing large-scale 

and general-purpose parallel genetic algorithms, mainly because of its maturity, 

completeness, available bindings, standardisation, operating system supported 

implementations such as LAM and MPICH in Red Hat Linux, and support by a large number 

of organisations with parallel computing interests. In the situation that Globus begins to 

dominate the Grid Computing field, MPI already has a binding to access Globus services.

1' http://www.opengroup.org/austin/
L http://www.csin.ornl.gov/pvm/pvm home.html
13 http://www-unix.mcs.anl.gov/mpi/mpich/
14 http://www.lam-mpi.org/
|S http://www.open-mpi.org/
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2.5.4 Java Remote Method Invocation - JRMI
Java-RMI is based on the implementation of remote procedure calls (RPC)16. In general, 

remote procedure calls allows invoking of remote services in a transparent fashion between 

clients. The RMI in Java allows an application to use a remote service which is platform- 

independent and be able to access useful Java characteristics when dealing with distributed 

computing and the Internet. Java RMI is based on the client/server model which is somewhat 

slow in the current Java RMI implementations, at least for scientific calculations, an 

important consideration for parallel search algorithms.

2.5.5 Common Object Request Broker Architecture - CORBA
CORBA provides platform-independent programming interfaces and models for portable 

distributed object-oriented computing software systems. Its independence from programming 

languages, computing platforms, and networking protocols makes it highly suitable for the 

development of new applications and their integration into existing distributed system. 

CORBA17 is a ‘middleware’ software system that provides the glue for existing and future 

applications so they can, in principle, work seamlessly in a distributed environment. CORBA 

is based on object-oriented software technologies and allows clients to invoke operations on 

distributed objects without concern for location, programming language, operating system, 

communication protocol or hardware. However, this useful ability to interoperate with other 

systems does carry the burden of processing and communications overheads.

2.5.6 Globus
Globus [57] provides a software infrastructure that enables applications to handle distributed 

heterogeneous computing resources as a single virtual machine. The Globus project18 is a 

multi-institutional research effort that seeks to enable the construction of computational Grids. 

Globus is categorised as middleware, providing basic services and capabilities that are 

required to construct a computational Grid, such as security, resource location, resource 

management, and communications. The Globus toolkit consists of several modules that are 

used to help to implement application services. It will contain an integrated set of services, 

including “Grid enabled” interfaces to an implementation of the MPI library, various 

programming languages, and tools for constructing virtual environments.

16 http://iava.sun.eom/i2se/l .4.2/docs/guide/rmi/spec/i miTOC.html
'' http://www.corba.oig/
l!i http://www.globus.org/
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2.6 Learning Classifier Systems

“Classifier systems are a kind of rule-based system with general mechanisms 

for processing rules in parallel, for adaptive generation of new rules, and for 

testing the effectiveness of existing rules. These mechanisms make possible 

performance and learning without the ‘brittleness’ characteristic of most 

expert systems in AI. ”

John H. Holland et al., [59]

“Learning Classifier systems are intended as a framework that uses genetic 

algorithms to study learning in condition/action, rule-based systems. ”

John H. Holland [10] p. 3,

“A classifier system is a learning system based on Darwinian principles. The 

system consists of two parts: a collection or population of condition-action 

rules called classifiers; and an [genetic] algorithm for utilising, evaluating, 

and improving the rules ... To all this would seem to correspond, in 

Holland's scheme, the population of classifiers viewed as a set of competing 

hypotheses, each in some state of relative confirmation, subject to 

modification and replacement by a better hypothesis born suddenly from 

chance recombination and mutation of existing above-average material. ”

Stewart W. Wilson [10] p. 25,

“In learning classifier systems an agent learns to perform a certain task by 

interacting with a partially unknown environment from which the agent 

receives feedback in the form of numerical reward. The incoming reward is 

exploited to guide the evolution of the agent's behaviour which, in learning 

classifier systems, is represented by a set of rules, the classifiers. In 

particular, temporal difference learning is used to estimate the goodness of 

classifiers in terms of future reward; genetic algorithms are used to favour 

the reproduction and recombination of better classifiers. ”

Pier Luca Lanzi [ 10] p. 20,
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“Certainly the notion of a classifier system is appealing - how could roving 

hands of mating, reproducing, fighting, and dying rules fail to captivate our 

collective imagination ? ”

Stewart W. Wilson and David E. Goldberg

With these elegant and inspiring narratives in mind, we can view a Learning Classifier 

System (LCS) as a software system that posses learning behaviour. The behaviour of the 

software system is a product of the interaction between the system and a partially unknown 

environment. The behaviour is rather simple and consists of condition-action rules 

(hypotheses) that allow the learning classifier system to make a connection with the 

environment. By performing an inductive learning process the Learning Classifier System 

creates a set of general rules from a sample of data points using the paradigms of 

Reinforcement Learning [60] and Genetic Algorithms [6], We agree that this view remains 

consistent with Holland’s original intentions and those of many others in the field and as such 

Learning Classifier Systems have been described as Genetics-Based Machine Learning 

(GBML) systems [7],

An overview of the Genetic Algorithm paradigm was previously discussed in §2.2, but a 

review of the Reinforcement Learning framework is equally necessary to appreciate the 

following review of literature relating lo Learning Classifier Systems.

2.6.1 Reinforcement Learning

In many Learning Classifier Systems, the genetic algorithm usually works in conjunction with 

a Reinforcement Learning (RL) technique. Reinforcement learning is a learning technique 

that is accomplished through trial-and-error interactions with an environment. The learning 

process maps situations (states) to actions so as to maximise a numerical reward. The reward 

is a single real-valued scalar number, unlike the state, which may be a large feature vector or 

the action, which may also have several components.

Sutton and Barto [60] present the fundamental aspects of the reinforcement learning 

technique using a simple evaluative feedback problem called the n-armed Bandit Problem'9. 

To summarise and paraphrase the authors, in this problem you are faced with a choice among 

n different options, or actions. A numerical reward is provided following each choice (chosen 

from a stationary probability distribution). The objective is to maximise the expected total 

reward over time. Since the expected reward or value of each action is not known a priori, a

So named by analogy to a slot machine, or “one-armed bandit”, except that it has n levers instead ot just one.19
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player must maintain estimates of the action values and use this knowledge to maximise the 

total reward.

Reinforcement learning problems can be characterised as either a single-step or multi-step 

problems. Single-step problems typically require a single-shot reward trade-off decision, 

while multi-step problems have long-term reward trade-off decisions. In single-step problems, 

an agent receives sensory information from the environment, termed state. Using the received 

state, the agent must select an appropriate action to send back to the environment. As a result 

of the action taken, the agent receives a reward from the environment. Based on these 

interactions the agent develops a mapping, or policy which maximises the reward received. 

Figure 10 illustrates the basic Reinforcement Learning framework.

(reward)

(action)

Effectors

Environment

Learning Agent

Figure 10: The basic Reinforcement Learning Problem.

The policy represents a mapping from perceived states of the environment to actions to be 

taken when in those states, which maximise the reward. The policy is the core of a 

reinforcement learning agent in the sense that it alone is sufficient to determine behaviour 

[60], The reward function defines the goal of the reinforcement learning problem. It maps 

state-action pairs of the environment to a single number, a reward, indicating the utility of 

that particular state.

Although, the specific learning classifier system studied in this thesis (discussed later in 

§2.6.7) is capable of performing multi-step RL problems, it is not related to the EEG 

classification tasks and thus not within the scope of this study. For a complete and rigorous 

presentation of reinforcement learning research including temporal-difference learning and 

eligibility traces the reader is referred to the work of Sutton and Barto in [60],

2.6.2 Reinforcement Learning Architectures

In [61], Sutton provides an description of four Reinforcement Learning architectures for 

single-step and multi-step reinforcement learning problems. To summaries and paraphrase 

Sutton, the simplest reinforcement learner consists only of a policy and a method for 

modifying it based on a reward signal. This type of reinforcement learning is termed Policy-
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Only and is illustrated in Figure 11(a). For the Policy-Only architecture a clear distinction is 

required a prior of what constitutes a high and low reward signal and that these values do not 

change from state-to-state. To cope with such variations in reward, the Reinforcement- 

Comparison RL architecture must learn the baseline-value that is a function of the state. This 

architecture uses prediction error - the difference between the predicted and actual reward - 

to adjust the policy and as an error for learning the reward predictions as illustrated in Figure 

11(b). The Reinforcement-Comparison architecture is effective in single-step RL problems as 

it takes into account immediate rewards.

State

2L
Policy

Reward

Environment

Action

Reward

Environment

Reward
Predictor

(a) Policy-Only (b) Reinforcement-Comparison

Figure 11: Reinforcement Learning Architectures - Policy-Only and Reinforcement-Comparison 
(Adapted from [61]).

The Adaptive-Heuristic-Critic RL architecture was developed to take delayed effects of 

actions into account and optimise long-term cumulative reward. The predictor of immediate 

reward has been replaced with a predictor of return, a measure of long-term cumulative 

reward. The return is the expected value of the sum of all future rewards discounted by their 

associated delay (1/z or z"1).

Action State

TD
Error

Reward Reward

EnvironmentEnvironment

Policy Policy

Return
Predictor

Return
Predictor

(a) Adaptive-Heuristic-Critic (b) Q-Learning

Figure 12: Reinforcement Learning Architectures - Adaptive-Heuristic-Critic and Q-Learning 
(Adapted from [61]).

The discount factor, y:(0 < y < I) determines the rate of fall-off for delayed reward with 

length of the delay. The AHC Reinforcement Learning architecture is illustrated in Figure 

12(a). The final reinforcement learning architecture presented by Sutton in [61] is the Q-
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Learning architecture developed by Watkins [62], In the Q-Learning architecture, the 

predicted return is a function of both the state and action. That is, the predicted return is a 

combination of the best predicted return for the state and the predicted return for the selected 

action as illustrated in Figure 12(b). The Q-Learning RL architecture shares many features 

with the Learning Classifier Systems presented in §2.6.4, and, in particular the extended 

Learning Classifier Systems (XCS - §2.6.7) used throughout this study. As a result, the Q- 

leaming technique is outlined in more detail.

2.6.3 Tabular Q-Learning

Many Learning Classifier Systems employ two learning systems, one evolutionary (the 

genetic algorithm) and the other based on a reinforcement learning system of some kind. The 

extended Learning Classifier System (XCS) uses a version of the Q-Learning algorithm for 

single-step and multi-step problems.

It was Watkins [62], who developed the Q-Learning algorithm. To summarise and 

paraphrase Watkins, the Q-Learning algorithm iteratively approximates a prediction of 

expected return for each state-action pair by constructing a table with entries for multiple 

state-action pairs, i.e. Q-values. In its simplest form, Q-Iearning is defined by:

Q(st,ar)^ Q(st,at) + a[r + /maxQ(sl+],a,)-Q(st,at)] (2.6)

Where, r is the scalar reward signal, y is the discount factor (0 < y < 1), maxQ(s,+i,at) is the 

highest transitional Q-value associated with the next state (st+]), Q(sha,) is defined as 

expected discounted sum of future payoffs obtained by taking action (a) from state (5) at time 

(t) and following an optimal policy thereafter. As a result the optimal action from any state is 

the one with the highest Q-value.

One feature of Watkins Q-learning that simplified analysis and provided early convergence 

proofs, is the learned action-value function (Q) can directly approximate the optimal action- 

value function (Q ) independent of the policy being learned. The Q-learning algorithm is 

shown in algorithmic form by Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3: Summary of Q-Learning - An off-policy Temporal-Difference Control 
Algorithm [60],

Initialise Q(s,a) randomly 
Repeat (for each episode):

Initialise state(s)
Repeat (for each step in episode):

Select (a) from (s) using policy derived from Q 

Take action (a), observe r and next state (s')

Update Q(s,a) based upon this experience
Q(sl,at)^Q(st,at) + a[r+/maxQ(sl+l,a[)-Q(s!,at)]. 
s s'

Until goal state (s) is reached

In Algorithm 3, the agent learns iteratively. By setting the agent into an initial random state 

and having it perform actions and updates of the Q-table until it reaches the goal state. Given 

a sufficient number of episodes (training sessions) , the entire state-action table (Q-table) will 

converge on the true Q-function for a stationary environment, provided that the system has 

bounded immediate rewards and visits every possible state-action pair infinitely often.

For those interested in other temporal-difference learning methods or the use of “eligibility- 

traces” in reinforcement learning algorithms (including Q-Learning) to obtain generalised 

methods that learn more efficiently refer to [60] for further study.

2.6.4 A Brief History of Learning Classifier Systems

Learning Classifier Systems are a machine learning paradigm introduced by John Holland and 

based on his earlier research (1975) into the Genetic Algorithm [6j. In 1978 John Holland 

and Judith Reitman designed and implemented the first Genetic-Based Machine Learning 

System called Cognitive System Level One (CS-1) [63]. This learning classifier system 

comprised a population of simple string rules, which Holland called classifiers or classifier 

rules, a temporary memory mechanism called the Message List to keep track of past inputs, 

and genetic algorithm with crowding replacement. This type of classifier system architecture 

became known as a “Michigan-Style” classifier system. To improve performance Holland 

then revised the framework to define what would become the standard system [64], which is 

described in §2.6.5.
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Holland’s full learning classifier system was complex and implementations did not achieve 

the envisaged behaviour or performance [65]. In 1985, Stewart Wilson presented a basic 

classifier system, which “kept much of Holland’s original LCS framework but simplified it to 

increase understandability and performance” by introducing the Zeroth Level Classifier 

System (ZCS) [66]. The basic ZCS system performed similarly to more complex LCS 

implementations, which suggested that Holland’s ideas could work in a simplified framework, 

although ZCS performance was not yet optimal.

Optimal performance was reported in different applications in 1995 when Wilson introduced 

the extended Classifier System (XCS) [67], which altered the way in which rule fitness is 

calculated. XCS was able to evolve maximally general and maximally accurate rules to 

represent the target concept. Both ZCS and XCS Learning Classifier Systems where derived 

from Holland’s 1986 classifier system and are described in §2.6.6 and §2.6.7 respectively.

2.6.5 Holland’s Learning Classifier System

In 1986 Holland suggested the Learning Classifier System which is illustrated in Figure 13 

and described most completely in [64]. To summaries Holland, it is based on a computational 

construct that processes rules of the form IF <condition> THEN <action>. This fundamental 

mechanism allows the LCS to choose appropriate actions in response to the state of the 

external environment. The learning classifier system receives input from the environment

through its detectors. The environmental state cr = |0, l}; , where / is the number of bits in each

state, is then placed in temporary memory called the Message List. The system determines an 

appropriate response based on the state and executes a corresponding action, 

ac la},a2,...,an]. Desired behaviour is rewarded by providing a scalar reinforcement p as a 

result of the performed action.

The Holland Learning Classifier System consists of a set of detectors, a set of effectors, a 

Message List, a Population [P] of fixed length condition-action rules or classifiers20, a Match 

Set [M], an Active Set [A] and a Genetic Algorithm. A classifier is defined by {C: A: S'],

where Ce {0,1,#}; represents the condition part of the classifier, Ae {OJ,#}' represents the 

action part and S is the strength. The number of bits contained in the condition and action 

strings of the classifier is given by /. The # meta-symbol acts a wildcard and allows 

generalisation in the condition part of the classifier. Furthermore, it allows “pass-through” of

20 Note: classifiers are referred to either rules or classifier rules throughout the document.
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corresponding bits in a matched message to propagate into the outgoing message. The 

strength S is a fitness scalar representing the “usefulness” of the corresponding classifier.

ENVIRONMENT

Genetic
Algorithm

Detectors Effectors

#0#1
#01#

Message List,

0010

Active Set [ A ]

#0#1 : 0001 : 23

#0#0
##00

#0#1
#01#

1000

Match Set [ M ]Population [ P ]

#111 : 0010 : 04

Figure 13: Schematic illustration of Holland’s 1986 Learning Classifier System (Adapted from [68])

In general, the Holland Learning Classifier System iterates through cycles of performance 

that compares rules with messages to determine which rules(s) should be activated, 

reinforcement that modifies the strength of each rule on the basis of its “fitness” in the current 

environment state and discovery where a genetic algorithm combines rules to create new ones 

on each discrete time-step. A single cycle of the Holland Learning Classifier System is 

summarised by Algorithm 4, as follows:

Algorithm 4: Summary of a single learning cycle of Holland’s 1986 LCS

1. [SENSE ENVIRONMENT]: Detectors sense the environment and load 
binary input messages into the Message List.

2. [FORM MATCH SET] : Form Match Set [M] consisting of classifiers
whose condition is satisfied by any message in the Message List.

3. [FORM ACTIVE SET] : Compute bids for each classifier in [M] . Then
place the classifier with highest bid into the Active Set [A].

4. [INTERNAL REINFORCEMENT]: Redistribute a portion of the bid from
classifiers in [A] . Then distribute bid equally among activated 
classifiers.

5. [UPDATE MESSAGE LIST]: Clear the current message list and copy
action string of classifier in [A] into message list.
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6. [PERFORM ACTION]: Effectors process messages corresponding to
external actions.

7. [EXTERNAL REINFORCEMENT] : Divide reward among classifiers in [A] .

8. [DISCOVERY]: Execute a panmictic genetic algorithm in [P] after a 
certain number of time-steps.

At the start of each cycle, excluding the initial cycle, the Message List contains binary 

messages posted by winning classifiers in the previous learning cycle. The performance 

system begins with the detectors generating binary messages that describe the current state of

the external environment, o = {0,1}, where / is the number of bits in each state. The binary

messages of fixed length / are then placed into the Message List (Step 1). The Match Set [M] 

contains classifiers from the current Population [P], whose condition string exactly matches 

one or more messages in the Message List at every string position excluding wildcards (#) 

(Step 2). The classifiers in the Match Set [M] take part in an auction mechanism for the right 

to be included into the Message List and become the systems external action. A classifiers 

auction bid is proportional to the product of their strength (“past usefulness”) and specificity 

(“relevance”). Further, a constant (3:((3 « 1) is included [68]. Thus, for a classifier C in the 

Match Set [M] at time t; Bid(C,/) = (3-specificity(C) ■ fitness(C,/).

As part of the internal reinforcement system, classifiers with the highest auction bid from 

the Active Set [A] (Step 3) and get posted to the Message List (Step 5), after it is cleared. All 

classifiers in the Active Set [A] have their strength 5 reduced by an amount proportional to 

their corresponding auction bid and classifiers in [P] responsible for posting a message that 

activated the winning classifier(s) has its strength increased proportional to the bid (Step 4). 

Any messages in the Message List corresponding to actions are processed by the effectors and 

performed within the environment (Step 6). The external reinforcement system takes any 

reward, p, received from the environment and shares it among all active classifiers in the 

Active Set [A], who advocate the corresponding action (Step 7).

The discovery system of Holland’s learning classifier system is based on a steady-state 

genetic algorithm, which acts panmicticly on the entire classifier population [P]. The genetic 

algorithm is executed every learning cycle according to a predefined probability (Pc,a < LO). 

The GA selects two parental classifiers using fitness proportionate selection, applies one-point 

crossover and bit-flip mutation according to predefined probabilities, Pc and PM. The 

resulting offspring classifiers are reinserted into the population [P], replacing two existing 

classifiers. Replaced classifiers are selected based on the reciprocal of their strength (1/5) 

using fitness proportionate selection. The role of the Genetic Algorithm is to create new and
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possibly superior classifiers through the mechanisms of selection, crossover and mutation. By 

reinserting superior classifiers and removing weaker ones from the population, the genetic 

algorithm creates a set of cooperative classifiers (rules) which together allow the learning 

classifier system to adapt to the environment and solve the task [9].

Holland used the Bucket-Brigade Algorithm as a reinforcement mechanism in his 1986 

learning classifier system [64]. This algorithm is used to update the strength parameter (S) of 

classifiers and also serves as the fitness metric for the genetic algorithm. Holland’s learning 

classifier system exhibits a number of problems related to cooperation among competing 

classifiers, which sometimes prevent the system from achieving satisfactory performance 

[65]. In general, a learning classifier system should not attempt to search for one superior or 

optimal classifier rather it seeks a set of co-adapted classifiers that cover the environment.

For a complete description of Holland’s 1986 Learning Classifier System and Holland’s 

LCS framework refer to [64].

2.6.6 Zeroth Level Classifier System - ZCS

Stewart Wilson introduced the basic Zeroth Level Learning Classifier System (ZCS) [66] to 

increase understandability and performance, while maintaining much of Holland’s original 

LCS framework. In particular, Wilson removed the message list so classifiers in the 

population match the current observable environment, replaced the rule bidding mechanism, 

introduced a covering operator to create new classifiers and introduced the use of Action Sets 

rather than individual rules, as illustrated in Figure 14.
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Match Set [ M ]
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Figure 14: Schematic illustration of ZCS Learning Classifier System (Adapted from [66]).
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With ZCS, Wilson maintained the essential idea of the classifier system: “a system capable of 

action through time to obtain external reinforcement, based on an evolving set of internally 

reinforced, general condition-action rules. ”[66]

The ZCS Learning Classifier System consists of a set of detectors and effectors, a 

Population [P] of fixed length condition-action rules (classifiers), a Match Set [M], an Action 

Set [A] for time t, a previous Action Set [A]_i for time t-1, Genetic Algorithm and Covering 

mechanism. A classifier is defined by {C:A: S'], where Ce {0,1,#}' represents the condition 

part of the classifier, Ae [ax,a2,...,af\ represents the action part and S is the strength. The

number of bits contained in the condition and action strings of the classifier is given by /. The 

# meta-symbol acts a wildcard and allows generalisation in the condition part of the classifier. 

The strength S is a fitness scalar representing the “usefulness” of the corresponding classifier. 

Like Holland’s Classifier system, the ZCS classifier system is applied to reinforcement

learning problems. In general, the system senses the environment state <7 = {0,l}/ through its

detectors, executes a corresponding action, Ae lava2,.through it effectors and desired

behaviour is rewarded by providing a scalar reinforcement p as a result of the performed 

action. The ZCS Classifier System iterates through cycles of performance that compares 

classifiers with detector strings to determine which classifiers should become members of the 

Match Set [M], reinforcement that modifies the strength of each rule on the basis of its 

“fitness” in the current environment state and discovery where a genetic algorithm combines 

rules to create new ones on each discrete time-step. A single cycle of the ZCS Learning 

Classifier System is summarised by Algorithm 5 as follows:

Algorithm 6: Summary of a single learning cycle of the ZCS Learning Classifier System

1. [SENSE ENVIRONMENT]: Detectors sense the current environment and 
generate binary string.

2. [FORM MATCH SET] : Form Match Set [M] consisting of classifiers
whose condition is satisfied by Detector string.

3. [COVERING]: Perform covering if [M] is empty OR average strength
of classifiers in [M] < fraction of population mean

4. [FORM ACTION SET (t)] : Select action deterministically OR
probability-based. Then place the classifier with selected action 
into the Action Set [A].

5. [INTERNAL REINFORCEMENT]: Deduct a fraction of strength from
classifiers in [A] , discount total bid in [A] , divide discounted 
bid equally among classifiers in [A] and deduct fraction of 
strength from remaining classifiers in [M].
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6 . [PERFORM ACTION]: Effectors process correspond external actions.

7 . [EXTERNAL REINFORCEMENT]: Divide
equally among classifiers in [A].

discounted external reward

8. [DISCOVERY]: Execute a panmictic genetic algorithm in 
certain number of time-steps.

[P] after a

To summarise Wilson, the performance system of ZCS begins with the detectors generating 

a binary string that describes the current state of the external environment, cr = {0,l}7, where l

is the number of bits in each state (Step 1). The Match Set [M] is formed containing 

classifiers from the current Population [P], whose condition string exactly matches the 

corresponding bit in the detector string at every position, excluding wildcards (#) (Step 2). 

Although, during the early learning phase it is possible that no classifiers in the population [P] 

match the input detector string, resulting in an empty Match Set [M]. In this situation, new 

classifiers are created by the covering operator. The covering operator creates new classifiers 

whose condition string matches, or covers, the current input detector string. The condition 

string of covering classifiers contain a random number of (#) meta-symbols, a randomly 

chosen action and a classifier strength set to the population mean (Step 3). Specifically, after 

the current detector string is copied into the condition string of the newly created covering 

classifier, each attribute is set to # with a probability given by P# or alternatively to the 

corresponding input symbol {0,1}. This method ensures the covering classifier represents a 

generalised form of the matched detector string. The covering operator can also be invoked 

when the total classifier strength in the Match Set [M] is less than some fraction / of the 

population mean strength.

Next, an action is selected from among those advocated by the classifiers in the Match Set 

[M] using a deterministic or probabilistic method. In the deterministic approach, the action is 

selected based on the highest sum of the strength for each action advocated by members of the 

Match Set [M], The probabilistic approach, uses fitness proportionate selection where a 

particular action is selected with probability equal to the sum of classifier strengths in [M] 

which advocated the action, divided by the total strength of classifiers in the Match Set [M] 

(Step 4).

The internal reinforcement system of ZCS (Step 5) utilises the current Action Set [A] at time 

t and the Action Set on the previous time-step [Af |. First, the strength of each classifier in [A] 

is reduced by a fixed fraction (3 and placed in a common ‘bucket’, which is initially empty. 

Here, (3:(0 < (3 < 1) is the learning rate for strength updates under the bucket brigade 

algorithm. Now, the current contents of the bucket are discounted by a fixed fraction y and 

evenly distributed among the classifiers, if any, in the previous Action Set [A].,. Here, y:(0 <
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y < 1) is the discount factor for the bucket brigade algorithm. Goldberg termed this method of 

passing the strength from classifier rules presently active at time t to those previously active at 

time t-1, implicit bucket brigade [7]. Finally, a small tax is imposed on the classifiers in the 

Match Set [M] that do not belong to the Action Set [A] at each time-step. The fixed tax rate, 

t:(0 < t < 1) reduces the strength of the appropriate classifiers in the Match Set [M]. Wilson 

suggests this technique, effectively weakens matching classifiers which advocate actions 

other than the selected actions and over many cycles will cause ZCS to become increasingly 

definite about its action choices. This tends to encourages exploitation of ‘fitter’ classifiers, 

by reducing the strength (fitness) of matching classifiers not in the Action Set [A], thereby 

reducing their probability of selection in future cycles.

Any actions in the Action Set [A] are processed by the effectors and performed within the 

environment (Step 6). The external reinforcement system takes any reward, p, received from 

the environment and discounts it by the learning rate, [3, before being shared between 

classifiers in the Action Set [A] who advocate the corresponding action. This prevents the 

genetic algorithm from allocating excessive numbers of classifiers to highly-rewarding niches 

(subset of all possible state-action pairs that have high reward) from taking over the 

population [P] (Step 7).

The discovery system of ZCS (Step 8) employs two mechanisms, a steady state genetic 

algorithm operating panmicticly on the population [P] and the covering operator (described 

previously). The genetic algorithm is executed every learning cycle according to a predefined 

probability (PGA < 1-0). The GA selects two parental classifiers using fitness proportionate 

selection, applies one-point crossover and bit-flip mutation according to predefined 

probabilities, Pc and PM. If crossover occurs, the parental classifiers donate the mean of their 

combined strength (fitness) to the newly created offspring classifiers. The offspring classifiers 

are reinserted into the population [P], replacing two existing classifiers. Replaced classifiers 

are selected based on the reciprocal of their strength (1/5) using fitness proportionate 

selection. The role of the Genetic Algorithm is to create new and possibly superior classifiers 

through the mechanisms of selection, crossover and mutation. By reinserting superior 

classifiers and removing weaker ones from the population, the genetic algorithm creates a set 

of cooperative classifiers which together allow the learning classifier system to adapt to the 

environment and solve the task [9].

In [66], Wilson made explicit the strong similarities between ZCS and Watkin’s Q-Learning 

rule. Although, the implicit bucket brigade also termed Q-bucket brigade (QBB) closely 

parallels the Q-learning rule given by (2.6), Q-Learning estimates a function of input-action 

pairs represented by a single number (Q-value), whereas ZCS represents this value using the 

sum of strengths of classifiers in the Action Set [A]. Although, Wilson had no proof at the
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time, he suggested the built-in generalisation mechanisms of classifiers in ZCS, leads to a 

population (of classifiers) that maps optimally to the environment. It was later shown by Bull 

and Hurst [69] that ZCS was capable of optimal performance in a suite of well-known multi

step maze problems, through its construction of a partial map of the task.

For a complete description of Wilson’s Zeroth Level Learning Classifier System, including 

experimental results in multi-step environments the reader is referred to [66]. However, ZCS 

has been somewhat superseded by Wilson’s XCS Learning Classifier System, which, as a 

result, is the focus of the remainder of the thesis.

2.6.7 Overview of the XCS Classifier System

The XCS classifier system was introduced by Stewart Wilson in 1995 [67] and slightly 

modified in 1998 [70]. The primary innovation of XCS is the way in which it calculates 

classifier fitness for use by a niche genetic algorithm. In the Zeroth Level Learning Classifier 

System (ZCS) and Holland’s 1986 Learning Classifier System, the classifier strength 

parameter is used a predictor of future payoff and as a fitness measure for the panmictic 

genetic algorithm. In these earlier ‘payoff-based’ classifier systems the strength parameter 

forms the basis for search for improved classifiers in both action selection and reproduction. 

However, several major problems have been highlighted with payoff-based classifier systems.

1. In [67], Wilson asserts that “an accurate classifier with moderate payoff may not be 

distinguished from an overly general classifier having the same payoff on average.” 

Thus, over-general classifiers may proliferate since they occur in many Match Sets 

and receive many chances to reproduce. In [71], Kovacs defines an over-general 

classifier as “a rule which matches in multiple states and is incorrect in some - rules 

which are simply too general”, which will lead to non-optimal system performance.

2. Population takeover may occur by classifiers in high-payoff niches21 within the 

environment [66]. This greedy classifier creation can result from the genetic 

algorithm assigning preferential allocation of reproductive events to classifiers with 

higher fitness. If the bias in reproduction of classifiers is strong enough, a payoff- 

based classifier system may completely abandon classifiers representing low 

rewarding states, creating a gap in the covering map of the input/action space.

21 Niche means a set of environmental states each of which is matched by approximately the same set 
of classifiers.
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3. Kovacs [72] recognised that over-general classifiers can interact with the effect of 

greedy classifier creation, which is termed the problem of strong over-generals. A 

strong over-general classifier acts correctly in a high reward state and incorrectly in a 

low reward state and as a result benefits from greedy classifier creation of the genetic 

algorithm. The proliferation of strong over-general classifiers can significantly reduce 

LCS performance by dominating more reliable rules during action selection.

4. The division or sharing of classifier strength eliminates population takeover effects, 

but becomes problematic since the value of a particular classifiers strength value is 

often involved in many distinct Match Sets, making the meaning of classifier strength 

unclear [67],

5. Payoff-based classifier systems dealing with multi-step problems involving deferred 

rewards often employ a form of payoff discounting to encourage exploitative 

behaviour. Due to discounting, early-matching classifiers that “set-up” later ones in a 

chain will appear inherently less fit, making long chains unsustainable [65],

6. Classifiers employ the (#) meta-symbol in the ternary syntax of their condition 

permitting the formulation of generalisations. Wilson hypothesised [67], there is no 

theoretical reason, under payoff-based fitness, for accurate generalisations to actually 

evolve.

Motivated to overcome these problems, Wilson investigated systems where the classifier 

strength parameter could be replaced by a more appropriate representation of classifier fitness 

rather than expected payoff. As a result of these efforts and in contrast to payoff-based 

learning classifier systems, XCS is an accuracy-based classifier system whose genetic 

algorithm uses a fitness metric based on the accuracy of a classifiers predicted payoff rather 

than the prediction itself, or strength. Combined with niche, instead of a panmictic, genetic 

algorithm, XCS tends to evolve classifiers that are accurate and maximally general.

Willson designed XCS to drive toward accurate classifiers, while encouraging 

generalisation in similarly accurate classifiers. That is, any accurate classifier will “be beaten 

out” by a more general version of itself that maintains the same accuracy. These mechanisms 

allow XCS to overcome several of the above problems. Since over-general classifiers are 

inaccurate by definition, XCS will replace them with more accurate and less general (specific) 

classifiers. Furthermore, XCS does not exhibit preferential allocation of reproductive events 

to classifiers with higher predicted payoff, since the payoff associated with a region of the
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problem space is independent of the action of the genetic algorithm. Inspired by the work of 

Sutton in reinforcement learning (§2.6.3), Wilson provided XCS with the capability of 

building a complete map of the problem space using a set of maximally general and accurate 

classifiers, that attempts to cover as many state-action-prediction regions of the problem 

space[67].

The XCS Learning Classifier System is illustrated in Figure 15. Many features of the XCS 

classifier system were taken from the Zeroth Level Classifier System. But the major 

differences between XCS and ZCS are the way in which classifier fitness is calculated. As 

mentioned previously, XCS uses an accuracy-based fitness metric, where fitness is the inverse 

function of a classifiers’ average prediction error rather than a predictor of future payoff. 

Furthermore, XCS employs a different discovery mechanism in the form of a niche genetic 

algorithm and a more sophisticated action selection technique. Given the XCS learning 

classifier system forms a major portion of this thesis, we provide a detailed description of the 

classifier definition and complex cycle of operation.

2.6.8 Detailed Description of the XCS Classifier System

Like Holland’s Classifier system and ZCS, XCS can be applied to reinforcement learning

problems. In general, the system senses the environment state <7 = {0,1} through its detectors,

executes a corresponding action, Ae through it effectors and desired behaviour

is rewarded by providing a scalar reinforcement p as a result of the performed action.

The XCS Learning Classifier System consists of detectors and effectors and four different 

sets - Population [P] of fixed length condition-action rules (classifiers), a Match Set [M], an 

Action Set [A] for time t, a previous Action Set [A]_, for time t-1. In addition, XCS contains a 

prediction array, Genetic Algorithm, Covering and Subsumption mechanism as illustrated in 

Figure 15. The following review of literature for the XCS Learning Classifier Systems is 

based on the full description provided in [67, 70], the algorithmic description provided in [73] 

and the implementation provided in XCS+TS C-Code 1.2 [74],
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Figure 15: Schematic illustration of XCS Learning Classifier System, 1998 (Adapted from [70]).

Knowledge Representation
XCS evolves a population of classifiers denoted by [P] and has a fixed size limit denoted by 

N. Before the learning cycle begins, the population may be initialised with randomly created 

classifiers or remain empty relying on the covering technique to generate initial rules once the 

learning cycle beings.

A classifier in XCS is defined as {C: A: p:£: f: exp: ts: as: num] where,

• Ce {0,1,#}' - condition (or state)

• Ae {a,,a2,...,an} - action (or classification)

• p — payoff prediction

• e - prediction error

• /- fitness

• exp - experience

ts - time stamp
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• as - Action Set Size estimate

• num - numerosity

Fundamentally, XCS classifiers are rules consisting of a condition—^action pair and 

additional information estimating the quality of the classifier. With a binary encoding scheme

the input space can be denoted by, cr = {0,l}y where / is the fixed length of a feature vector

received from the environment. Thus, C specifies the possible environmental states, cr„ the 

classifier can match if detected by the system (using the detectors). For example, a condition 

(c.,c2,...,cn) matches an input (<7v(J2,...,Gn), if and only if V/C,=<7, VC, = #. As described

earlier, the # meta-symbol acts a wildcard and allows generalisation in the condition string of 

the classifier. The action, A specifies the action or class proposed by the classifier and p is an 

estimate of the reward or payoff to be received for performing the given action A. The action 

is coded in binary for a two-class problem or as an integer for problems with three of more 

classes. The prediction error, c is an estimate of the error in the prediction the classifier has 

recently made. The classifier fitness metric,/is used by the genetic algorithm as estimate of 

the classifiers utility. Classifier fitness, is an inverse function of the prediction error, e. Thus, a 

higher fitness measure comes from a lower prediction error. As a result, the genetic algorithm 

using fitness bias will select parental classifiers that have proven to be accurate at predicting 

payoff, leading XCS to increased accuracy. The classifier experience parameter, exp 

represents the number of times since its creation a particular classifier has participated in an 

Action Set. Classifier experience is used by the Subsumption operator and deciding when to 

invoke the Moyenne Adaptive Modifee (MAM) update technique, both discussed later. The 

time-stamp parameter, ts denotes the time-step of the last occurrence of the genetic algorithm 

in an Action Set to which the classifier belonged. XCS uses the time-step parameter to 

determine when the genetic algorithm should be invoked. The Action Set Size estimate, as, 

estimates the average size of the Action Set to which the classifier belonged. The numerosity 

parameter, num, is the number of micro-classifiers that a classifier - which is technically a 

macro-classifier - represents.

Macro-Classifiers
A macro-classifier is a classifier that logically represents a set of classifiers with identical 

condition and action using the numerosity (num) parameter. In XCS, whenever a new 

classifier is generated, either at initialisation, by the genetic algorithm or due to covering, the 

population [P] is searched to find an existing classifier with an identical condition and action.
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If a classifier is found, than its numerosity parameter is incremented and the new classifier is 

discarded. If not, the new classifier is inserted into the population [P] with num-1. As a result, 

the population contains structurally unique classifiers with numerosity > 1. These classifiers 

are termed macro-classifiers. A macro-classifier with numerosity n is structurally equivalent 

to n individual classifiers. Furthermore, all operations in a population of macro-classifiers are 

performed as though the population consisted of N regular classifiers, though the actual 

number of macro-classifiers, M, may be significantly less that N [67]. This programming 

technique improves the speed of matching a population of classifiers against an input string.

To reinforce the notion of macro-classifiers, Table 2 shows a population of seven micro

classifiers and Table 3 displays the equivalent population of classifiers implemented as 

macro-classifiers, using the numerosity parameter.

Table 2: Population of Micro-classifiers in XCS
Classifier Condition Action Prediction Prediction Error Accuracy

a ##1100 1 300.0 0.0 1.0
b ##1100 1 300.0 0.0 1.0
c ##1100 0 200.0 0.0 1.0
d 110001 1 200.0 0.0 1.0
e 10##01 0 601.1 0.0011 0.75

f 10##01 0 600.8 0.0008 0.80

8 I0##01 0 600.3 0.0003 0.95

Table 3: Population of Macro-classifiers in XCS
Classifier Condition Action Prediction Prediction Error Accuracy Num

a ##1100 1 300.0 0.0 1.0 2
c ##1100 0 200.0 0.0 1.0 1
d 110001 1 200.0 0.0 1.0 1

g 10##01 0 600.3 0.0003 0.95 3

In Table 3, classifier a has absorbed b, which contained the same condition and action. In a 

similar fashion, classifier g absorbed e and /. The numerosity of classifier g has been 

incremented twice, but has ignored the prediction, prediction error and accuracy of classifiers 

e and/. In practice, classifiers are absorbed by older (exp) and fitter (f) classifiers.
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The Explore/Exploit Modes
The XCS Classifier system separates learning and evaluation into distinct modes of operation. 

The system performs either a pure explore trial (learning of knowledge) or a pure exploit trail 

(evaluation of knowledge) at each time-step [67].

During pure explore mode XCS learns through its discovery and reinforcement systems and 

has no effect on generated statistics used to monitor and evaluate performance. Here, no 

attempt is made to exploit the system’s learned knowledge of how to maximise rewards. In 

this mode, an action is selected using fitness proportionate selection from those advocated by 

matching classifiers; that is, the system uses the genetic algorithm to explore available 

options. Only in pure exploit mode is evaluation of learned knowledge performed. In this 

mode, the XCS uses its performance system to deterministically select an action which is 

highly recommended by matching classifiers. In exploit mode, the system is maximally biased 

towards exploitation of its current knowledge and the genetic algorithm (discovery system) 

and parameter updates (reinforcement system) do not occur.

In [71], Kovacs suggests that Wilson’s explore/exploit scheme is “less then fully 

satisfactory” in multi-step problems as it handles exploration very inefficiently, tends to get 

stuck in loops and follows random policy which slows the process of learning. Kovacs 

suggests the explore/exploit scheme is more suitable to single-step environments, where 

analogous methods such as separate test and training sets, or cross-validation is the norm in 

the machine learning literature.

Learning Parameters and Sets
A more detailed description is provided here for the learning parameters, various sets and 

subsystems of the XCS classifier system. There are four different sets and eighteen different 

learning parameters which control various aspects of each learning cycle in XCS. The sets in 

XCS are:

• [P] - Population (set) of all classifiers that exist at time t

• [M] - Match Set is formed from classifiers in [PJ matching the current state o(r)

• [A] - Action Set is formed from classifier in [M] advocating the executed action /\

• [A].i - Previous Action Set that was active in last execution cycle at time (M)

The learning parameters affect all aspects of the XCS classifier system including the 

performance, discovery and reinforcement systems. The parameters in XCS are:
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• N - maximum population size in micro-classifiers (i.e., the total of classifier 

numerosities, num)

• P - learning rate for p, s, f.

• a, s0, v - parameters used in calculating the fitness of a classifier

• y - discount factor for prediction updates in multi-step problems

• x~ Crossover probability for the Genetic Algorithm

• p- Mutation probability for the Genetic Algorithm

• S - fraction of mean population [P] fitness

• P#- probability of using the # meta-symbol in C when covering

• pi, Si, fi - initial values for p, s, f when creating a new classifier

• Pexp - probability of choosing a random action

• Odei - deletion threshold

• 0suh - subsumption threshold

• Oqa ~ Genetic Algorithm threshold

• Omna - minimum number of classifiers in [M] needed to prevent covering

The Learning Cycle

The XCS Classifier System iterates through cycles of performance that compares classifiers 

with detector strings to determine which classifiers match the current input, considers their 

recommendations and selects an appropriate action; reinforcement where classifier parameters 

are updated, most importantly, a classifiers reward prediction and fitness on the basis of the 

reward received from the environment; and finally discovery where a genetic algorithm 

creates new classifiers and removes old ones on each discrete time-step.

A single cycle of the XCS Learning Classifier System is summarised in Algorithm 7, 

followed by a further detailed description of the performance system, reinforcement system, 

discovery system, classifier deletion mechanism and subsumption components.
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Algorithm 8: Summary of a single learning cycle of the XCS Learning Classifier System

1. [SENSE ENVIRONMENT]: Detectors sense the current environment and 
generate a binary string.

2. [FORM MATCH SET] :
(a) Form Match Set [M] consisting of classifiers in [P] whose 

condition is satisfied by Detector string.
(b) Perform covering if [M] is empty OR [M] < 0^ threshold

3. [PREDICTION ARRAY]: Form Prediction Array using the system
prediction for each action from classifiers in [M]

4 . [FORM ACTION SET] :
(a) Select action at random OR select best action in Prediction 

Array.
(b) Place the classifiers with selected action into the Action 

Set [A].

5. [EXTERNAL REINFORCEMENT]:
(a) Process external action using Effectors
(b) Record external reward based on external action

6. [CREDIT ASSIGNMENT]:
(a) Set Prediction to immediate external reward (Single-Step) OR
(b) Set Prediction to highest discounted values in Prediction 

Array plus the external reward from step 5(a) (Multi-Step)

7. [PARAMETER UPDATE]:
(a) Update classifier experience
(b) Update classifier prediction (p) using Prediction
(c) Update classifier prediction error (e) using Prediction
(d) Update classifier Action Set Size Estimate (as)
(e) Calculate classifier accuracy and relative accuracy
(f) Update fitness using relative accuracy

8. [SUBSUMPTION]: Perform Action Set Subsumption in [A] or [A].!

9. [DISCOVERY]:
(a) Execute Genetic Algorithm in [A] or [A]_1; if time since last 

invocation < 0GA threshold
(b) Apply Genetic Algorithm Subsumption
(c) Reinsert new classifiers into [P] using classifier deletion 

scheme.

The Performance System
This section describes the performance system of XCS, which handles interactions with the 

environment, determines matching classifiers, considers recommendations, selects appropriate 

actions and triggers the other XCS systems when required.

The performance system of XCS begins each discrete time-step with the detectors 

generating a binary string that describes the current state of the external

environment, o - jO, 1} , where / is the number of bits in each state (Step 1). XCS forms the
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Match Set [M] of classifiers in [P] whose condition string exactly matches the corresponding 

bit in the detector string at every position, excluding wildcards (#) (Step 2a). If the Match Set 

[M] contains less than 0mna classifiers with different actions, covering is repeatedly performed 

until the number of classifiers is equal to 0mna (Step 2b). The covering mechanism creates 

new classifiers with a condition that matches (‘covers’) the current input (C = a) and an action 

is selected randomly from those not contained in the Match Set [M]. Specifically, after the 

current detector string is copied into the condition string of the newly created covering 

classifier, each attribute is set to # with a probability given by P# or alternatively to the 

corresponding input symbol {0,1}. This method ensures the covering classifier represents a 

generalised form of the matched detector string. In addition, newly created covering 

classifiers have the prediction, prediction error and fitness set to the values ph s,, and f, 

respectively. The remaining classifier parameters are initialised with exp - 0, num - 1, as= 1 

and ts set to the current time-step value.

Next, XCS computes the system or payoff prediction, P(at) for each action a, in [M], P(ad 

estimates the payoff the system will receive if action a, is chosen. It is computed by a fitness- 

weighted average of all matching classifiers that advocate action ci,. Following the notation in 

[71], the system prediction is defined as:

P(at) =

Z T'Pc

i i

Ct[M]a.

(2.7)

where, ce [M \a. represents a subset of classifiers in [M] advocating action pc is the

prediction of classifier c and f. is the fitness value of classifier c. So, P(ad is the estimate of 

return the system will receive if it performs action 

The different values of P(aj) form the prediction array and XCS selects an winning action 

based upon the values stored in the prediction array (Step 3). The chosen action determines 

the action set [A], which contains all the classifiers in [M] advocating action a,. If no action is 

advocated, leaving the match set [M] empty, then a covering is initiated guaranteeing the [M] 

will contain at least one classifier and at least one action.

Next, an action is selected from among those advocated by the classifiers in the Match Set 

[M] using a deterministic or probabilistic method. In the deterministic approach, the action is 

selected based on the highest fitness-weighted average prediction in the Prediction Array. The 

probabilistic approach, uses fitness proportionate selection, to select an action at random from 

the Match Set [M] (Step 4a). Then, an Action Set [A] is formed of classifier in [M]
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advocating the selected action (Step 4b). Refer to Appendix D for algorithmic extracts 

associated with the XCS performance system, which have been adapted from [73, 74],

The Reinforcement System
This section describes the reinforcement system of XCS, which is responsible for updating the 

classifier parameters and triggering other XCS systems when required. Most importantly, the 

reinforcement system updates the fitness, payoff prediction and prediction error of each 

classifier based on the reward received from the environment.

The Effectors process the action contained in the Action Set [A] (Step 5a). Once the selected 

action is sent to the environment a reward, p, is returned to XCS (Step 5b). XCS processes the 

external reward differently depending on the type of reinforcement learning problem: single

step or multi-step problem22. In the single-step reinforcement learning problem the external 

reward (p) is received as an immediate reward for performing a given action in the current 

environmental state (a) (Step 6a). For multi-step problems, the external reward is recorded for 

later use in the next learning cycle (Step 6b).

A classifiers prediction is updated differently in XCS, depending upon the type of 

reinforcement learning problem. For single-step problems, the value P is used to update the 

predictions (/?,) of classifiers in the current Action Set [AJ is equal to the immediate reward (/?) 

alone:

P = pt (2-8)

where,/?, is the immediate reward returned by the environment at time t.

For multi-step problems, the same notion (P) is used to update predictions (/?,) of classifiers 

in the previous Action Set [A] j according to the sum of the rewards received in the previous 

learning cycle and the discounted (y) maximum system prediction of the current prediction 

array:

P -p,, + ymax P(a-) (2.9)
i 1

where, y: (0 < y < 1) is the discount rate, used to weight the contribution of the next time step 

to the value of P , and P(«,) is the system prediction for the action a,. Refer to Appendix D for 

algorithmic extracts associated with the XCS reinforcement system, which have been adapted 

from [73, 74],

22 NOTE: In this thesis classification of REG signals are modelled as a single-step RL problem. A description of multi-step RL 
problems is provided for completeness in the presentation of the XCS Learning Classifier System.
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Classifier Parameter Updating
Part of reinforcement system in XCS is the updating of classifier parameters, which is 

presented in this section. In [73], Butz and Wilson describe the reinforcement portion of the 

classifier parameter update procedure as analogous to the Q-Learning update rule [60] in 

equation(2.6). The only difference between the Q-Learning in XCS and tabular Q-learning 

system is that in XCS, the system prediction (i.e., Q-values) are the result of estimates from 

many classifiers, whereas in a tabular system each Q-value is represented by a single estimate 

[67]. Put another way, it is the prediction of a general classifier that is updated in XCS, 

whereas in Q-Learning it is the prediction associated with the environment state [73].

Each time a classifier enters the Action Set [A] at time t (single-step RL problem) or the 

previous Action Set [A]_j at time (t-1) (multi-step RL problem) its parameters are updated in 

the given order: experience (exp), prediction error (e), prediction (p), Action Set Size Estimate 

(as) and fitness (f) [73]. A primary variation on the order of classifier updates is to exchange 

the prediction and prediction error. Furthermore, in Wilson’s original XCS paper [67], the 

fitness update was performed first, which is no longer the case.

The XCS learning classifier system uses a “two-phase” technique to update classifier 

parameters [67]. During the initial phase the MAM (Moyenne Adaptive Modifiee, or 

Modified Adaptive Method) technique is used for early updates to prediction error (s), 

prediction (p), and Action Set Size Estimate (as) by setting them to an average of previous 

values and the current value. This allows these parameters to move more quickly to their true 

average values by speeding up the estimation of these classifier parameters using values 

acquired on successive time steps. The average values are determined using the experience 

parameter (exp), which counts the number of times a classifier has taken part in the Action Set 

and thus the number of times it has been updated.

The second phase occurs when the classifier has already been adjusted times. In this 

phase the classifier parameters prediction error (c), prediction (p), Action Set Size Estimate 

(as) and fitness (f) are updated using the Windrow-Hoff update rule with a learning rate 

specified by y6 [67], Equations (2.10) - (2.16) show the methods for updating parameters (exp 

£, p, as, f) for classifiers currently in the Action Set ([A] or [A].]): •

• Update Experience (Step 7a):

exp ■ = exp j + \ (2.10)

where, expt is the experience of classifier j.
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• Update Prediction (Step 7b):

pj=
if

otherwise
(2.11)

where, pj is the prediction of classifier j and /?: (0 < /? < 1) is the learning rate and P is from 

equation (2.8) or (2.9), depending on the RL problem.

• Update Prediction Error (Step 7c):

£r
£ i +-----

} exP i r-p -£

£i+rt p-p

it[expi<-j

otherwise
(2.12)

where, Ej is the prediction error of classifier j and /?: (0 < /? < 1) is the learning rate and P is 

from equation (2.8) or (2.9), depending on the RL problem.

• Update Action Set Size Estimate (Step 7d):

as. +——[ V. num- — as 
J expjl^'t IA] 1 J

asi+p{L,*wnumi-asj)

\ f 1 ^if

otherwise
(2.13)

where, as, is the Action Set Size Estimate of classifier j, num is the numerosity of classifiers 

currently in [A] and ft: (0 < /? < 1) is the learning rate. •

• Update Fitness (Step 7e and Step 7f):

The fitness update is applied simultaneously to classifiers in the Action set and is performed 

using three steps:
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1. Calculate Accuracy

K,
a

v

if £j < eQ 

otherwise
(2.14)

where, k} is the accuracy of classifier j, e} is the prediction error of classifier j, ea is the 

accuracy criterion, a constant which defines the tolerance for prediction error, a:(0< a<l) is 

the accuracy fall-off rate and t>:(0< v) is the accuracy exponent.

A classifier an error {ej) value which is less than e0 is considered to be accurate and kj=\ . If 

not accurate, the classifier accuracy (tcj) is a result of the power function defined by a, e0 and v 

as illustrated in Figure 16.

K

Figure 16: Classifier accuracy k as a function of classifier prediction error s. If e < en the classifier is 
accurate (k=1), otherwise, the accuracy diminishes quickly, based on the values of a, u. Adapted from 
[75],

2. Calculate Relative Accuracy

Kj • num .

I
ic\A]

K • numi t
(2.15)

where, k’j is the relative accuracy of classifier j and numi is the numerosity of classifier j. The 

relative accuracy of a classifier j is calculated by the product of its accuracy and numerosity 

divided by the sum total of the products of accuracy and numerosity of all classifiers in the 

Action Set [A] or [A]_). Equation (2.15) causes the sum total of relative accuracies of 

classifiers in the Action Set to equal I. Also, a classifiers share of relative accuracy in the 

Action Set is weighted its numerosity.
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3. Update Fitness

frfr/nc /,! (2.16)

where, f is the fitness of classifier j. Finally, the fitness of each classifier is updated towards 

its relative accuracy as shown by the Widrow-Hoff update for fitness in equation (2.16). 

Since, fitness is updated towards relative accuracy, which is weighted by classifier 

numerosity, a form of fitness sharing is implemented in XCS. A fitness sharing technique 

distributes a population of classifiers more evenly through the space. In [71], Kovac’s asserts 

this form of fitness sharing differs from ZCS. Firstly, XCS shares accuracy-based fitness 

rather than strength-based fitness. Secondly, XCS shares fitness within the Action Set [A] 

whereas ZCS performs fitness sharing panmicticly in [P].

To summarise, in XCS the fitness measure (fj) of a classifier (j) is an estimate of the 

classifier’s accuracy relative to other classifiers in the Action Set ([A] or [A].]) and behaves as 

an inverse function of the error (ej) in reward prediction, with errors below an accuracy 

threshold (e0) being regarded as having equal accuracy. It should be noted, the updating of 

classifier parameters apart from prediction is unique to the XCS learning classifier system 

[73], Refer to Appendix D for algorithmic extracts associated with the XCS classifier 

updating, which have been adapted from [73, 74],

The Discovery System
The discovery system is the final and most complex system of the XCS learning classifier 

system. In general, the discovery system creates new classifiers and removes old ones from 

the population. Classifiers can be created during random initialisation of the population [P], 

by the covering mechanism, and by the genetic algorithm.

Prior to starting the first learning cycle the classifier population [P] can be completely filled 

with N randomly generated classifiers. A random condition string (Q and random action (A) 

are generated for each classifier in [P], The classifiers condition string contains (#) with 

probability P#, otherwise, 0 or 1 will be equally probable at each bit position. In addition, 

randomly created classifiers have the prediction, prediction error and fitness set to the values 

Pi, £/, and/] respectively. The remaining classifier parameters are initialised with exp = 0, num 
1, as-1 and ts= 1.

Alternatively, the initial population [P] can be empty (N=0) at the start of the learning cycle. 

In this case matching classifiers are created using the covering mechanism. The covering 

mechanism creates new classifiers with a condition that matches (‘covers’) the current input
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(C = a) and an action is selected randomly. Specifically, after the current detector string is 

copied into the condition string of the newly created covering classifier, each attribute is set to 

# with a probability given by Pn or alternatively to the corresponding input symbol {0,1}. This 

method ensures the covering classifier represents a generalised form of the matched detector 

string. In addition, newly created covering classifiers have the prediction, prediction error and 

fitness set to the values pi, eh and // respectively. The remaining classifier parameters are 

initialised with exp = 0, num = 1, as-1 and ts set to the current time-step value. The newly 

created covering classifier is inserted into the population [P], perhaps replacing an existing 

classifier if the population limit (N) is exceeded. If covering is used at the start of the learning 

cycle to initialise the classifier population, it will tend to be performed only a few times. After 

which the genetic algorithm takes control of the discovery system.

The main discovery system of the XCS learning classifier system is a niche genetic 

algorithm, in which only subsets of classifiers participate in the selection process (Step 9a). 

The genetic algorithm acts upon classifiers in the Action Set ([A] for single-step problems and 

[A]., for multi-step problems) instead of the panmictic population [P], as in ZCS. In Wilsons 

original 1995 implementation of XCS [67] the genetic algorithm operated upon the Match Set 

[M], In 1998, Wilson improved XCS by conducting the parameter update procedures and 

genetic algorithm in the Action Set 170]. In the [70], Wilson presented results for a multi-step 

problem (woods2) and a single-step multiplexer problem using 6, 11, and 20bits. The 

performance was slightly better compared to the original XCS, but classifier populations 

where significantly reduced. By focusing the genetic search into Action Sets a restricted 

mating scheme ensues and provides better performance in all cases[73]. Application in the 

Action Sets is now commonly used.

Triggering of the niche genetic algorithm is aimed at allocating GA invocations to different 

portions of the classifier population approximately equally. Wilson’s purpose of such GA 

invocation was to permit formation of a relatively complete mapping of the problem space 

[67]. As a result, the reproduction rate of classifiers per Action Set per unit time is 

approximately constant. This scheme is achieved by applying the genetic algorithm to the 

Action Set at specific time-step given by the formula in equation (2.17):

ts IMe[A] (2.17)actual num■y'ee[.4]

Such that, for all classifiers in [A], if the current time-step counter (tslutuai) minus the sum 

total of classifier time-stamps ts multiplied by classifier numerosities {num) divided by the 

sum total of micro-classifiers in [A] is greater than the constant threshold given by 0GA, then
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invoke the genetic algorithm in [A], When the genetic algorithm is triggered, the time-stamp 

for all classifiers in [A] are set to the current time step.

Once the genetic algorithm is invoked, it selects two parental classifiers from the current 

Action Set using fitness proportionate selection [67] or tournament selection, with default 

tournament (tour) size of 0.4/V [13]. It is well known in the literature that tournament 

selection is more efficient and provides good performance for genetic algorithms [12, 14]. 

Subsequently, Butz et ah, showed that tournament selection results in better parameter 

independence, robustness to noise and recombinatory efficiency making it more favourable 

than fitness proportionate selection in XCS [13].

Once the parental classifiers are selected the genetic algorithm applies crossover to the 

condition string (C), with probability x per chromosome pair, producing two new offspring 

classifiers. One-point, two-point or uniform crossover methods can be applied, although there 

is only a small effect between the different methods [71]. Point mutation is applied to the 

newly created offspring classifiers with probability /a per allele in both the condition and 

action part of the classifier. In [73], Butz and Wilson describe the current mutation scheme 

employed in XCS. In this scheme, if an allele in the condition string is #, then it will be 

mutated to the value of the corresponding allele in the detector string, C- <7,, else if allele is 

(0, 1) mutate to #. The resulting condition string still matches the current input detector string. 

The action is mutated with probability // to other possible action.

Parameter initialisation of the two newly created classifiers occurs after the genetic 

algorithm has performed selection, crossover and mutation. The numerosity and experience 

parameters are set to num-1 and exp=0. If crossover was performed the prediction (p) is set to 

the mean of the parental classifiers prediction values, otherwise, it is reset to the same as the 

parents prediction value. The prediction error (s) is reset to 0.25 of the mean of the parental 

prediction error values and fitness (j) is reset to 0.1 of the mean of the parental classifiers 

fitness values. Refer to Appendix D for algorithmic extracts associated with the XCS 

discovery subsystem, which have been adapted from [73, 74],

The Subsumption Component
Once offspring classifiers are created and their associated parameters reset through the 

application of the genetic algorithm, they are evaluated prior to its insertion into the 

population [P], If the condition and action of the offspring classifier can be logically 

subsumed by the condition and action of an accurate (k=1), sufficiently experienced (exp > 

0suh) and formally more general parent classifier, then the offspring classifier is discarded and 

the parents numerosity (num) is incremented. A parent classifier is more general if the set of
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states, <7„ matched by the condition string is a superset of those states matched by the 

offsprings condition string. This process is called GA subsumption (Step 9b). If the offspring 

classifier is not GA subsumed it is inserted into the population [P], deleting another classifier.

The second method, Action Set Subsumption searches the Action Set ([A] or [A]_j) for the 

most general classifier that is both accurate and sufficiently experienced. Then, all the 

remaining classifiers in the action set are evaluated against the most general classifier for 

possible subsumption. If a classifier is subsumed it is deleted from the Action Set and 

subsequently from the Population [P] (Step 8). Action set subsumption tends to create a 

stronger subsumption pressure than the GA subsumption method resulting in a smaller 

classifier population [75]. Refer to Appendix D for algorithmic extracts associated with the 

XCS subsumption mechanism, which have been adapted from [73, 74],

Classifier Deletion
The final step of the discovery system involves deletion of an offspring classifier if the 

number of classifiers in the population is exceeded (Step 9c). The deletion scheme of XCS 

assures an approximately equal number of classifiers are present in environmental niches 

(Action Sets) and it removes low-fitness individuals from the population [73].

Deletion of classifiers occurs if the total number of classifiers (given by the classifier 

numerosities) in [P] is greater than a constant threshold, N. Classifiers are selected for 

deletion with probability proportional to an estimate of the average size of the Action Set in 

which the classifier participated. The action set size estimate parameter (as) stores this 

estimate. In addition, if the classifier is sufficiently experienced (exp >0llel, where 0M is the 

constant deletion threshold) and its fitness/is significantly lower than the average fitness of 

classifiers contained in the population [P], its probability of deletion (deletion vote) is 

increased in inverse proportion to its fitness. If the classifier selected for deletion has a 

numerosity equal to 1, it is removed from the population [P], otherwise (num> 1) its 

numerosity is decremented by 1. This deletion scheme biases the search toward highly fit 

classifiers [76], Refer to Appendix D for algorithmic extracts associated with the XCS 

classifier deletion, which have been adapted from [73, 74],

2.6.9 XCS and Tabular Q-Learning

The XCS learning classifier system uses a type of Q-learning update for predictions of 

rewards to be received for taking the advocated action and following the optimal policy
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thereafter. In fact, Wilson showed that in XCS high fitness classifiers converge to essentially 

the same Q-values as a tabular Q-Learner for the multi-step Woods2 problem [67].

In XCS the value towards which an estimate (a classifier is an estimate) is updated is given 

by P. For single-step problems, there is no difference in P for the tabular Q-Leaming, as the 

estimate is a single value given by equation(2.8). Alternatively, in multi-step problems, the 

estimate is updated towards P using an average of estimates contributed by multiple 

classifiers, given by equation(2.9).

To summaries and paraphrase Kovacs [71], only two minor modifications are required to 

convert XCS into a tabular Q-learner - disable invocation of the discovery system (make 0GA 

very large) and remove the generalisation capability (P#= 0, covering will create fully specific 

classifiers) by not allowing the classifier condition string to contain hashes (#). With these 

modifications, XCS becomes a tabular Q-Leaming system, where the list of specific 

classifiers is a Q-Table. Without these modifications, Kovacs argues, that XCS is a Q- 

Learning system which uses a function approximation genetic algorithm to generalise over 

equivalent states in the Q-table [71]. In support of these findings, Dorigo and Bersini [77] 

presented the first comparison of Q-Learning and Learning Classifier Systems showing that 

the reinforcement system of a very simplified Holland-Style LCS could be a generalisation of 

tabular Q-Learning.

These studies focus on the similarities between Q-Leaming (RL community) and XCS 

(LCS community) when applied to multi-step reinforcement learning problems. Since, the 

central focus of this thesis is on single-step reinforcement learning problems in XCS, 

additional discussion of the multi-step characteristics of learning classifier systems is beyond 

the scope of this thesis and remains are area of future research.

2.6.10 Common Classifier Encodings

This section describes some of the alternative representations used to encode classifier rules, 

in particular the classifier condition string. For the XCS classifier system common alternative 

representations for condition-action rules (classifiers) include continuous-valued and integer

valued encodings.

Standard Ternary
In standard ternary encoding each classifier of a learning classifier system consists of a single 

condition and single action. The condition string is of fixed length and described using the 

ternary alphabet {0,1,#}, while the classifier action is represented using a fixed length binary
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string {0,1}. The ternary alphabet is derived from the binary alphabet with the addition of (#) 

meta-symbol allowing generalisation within the classifier condition string.

The use of binary encoding appears to be a result of close historical development shared 

between genetic algorithms and learning classifier systems. Binary was the native encoding 

scheme used by Holland in his original research into genetic algorithms [6]. Since, then a 

plethora of empirical and theoretical research has been performed on binary encoded genetic 

algorithms as described earlier in §2.2.

Each of the learning classifier systems described earlier Hollands LCS (§2.6.5), ZCS 

(§2.6.6) and XCS (§2.6.7), where developed upon binary encoded classifier rules. 

Furthermore, each of these learning classifier systems explicitly used the (#) meta-symbol in 

condition strings, forming a standard ternary encoding scheme.

The work presented in this thesis focuses on the original ternary alphabet used in XCS, 

although, it is recognised that some representations can provide improved performance for a 

particular task, no single representation is ideal for all tasks. As the XCS learning classifier 

system already posses many complex interactions, changing the representation would add 

further complexity to our understanding and implementation of the XCS learning classifier 

system in the classification of human EEG signals.

Continuous-Valued and Integer-Valued Intervals
To provide a higher representational accuracy for classification problems described by a 

vector of continuous real-coded variables and avoid the addition of fuzzy techniques, Wilson 

presented a continuous-valued version of the XCS learning classifier system suitably called 

XCSR [78]. To paraphrase Wilson, instead of using the standard ternary representation in the 

classifier condition string, XCSR uses a concatenation of interval predicates. In XSCR, the 

classifier condition string C consists of i interval predicates, each defined as mt,=(c„ s,) where 

Cj is the centre of the intervals range and s, is the spread defined with respect to the centre c,. 

Following this definition, the upper and lower bounds of interval predicate int, is given by [c, - 

sh Cj + Sj]. Thus, a classifier matches the condition of an input detector string .r if and only if c, 

- Sj < Jtj < Cj + Si, for all jq. If the variable bounds exceed the bounds of the interval predicate, it 

is truncated. Further, a consequence of using interval predicates is the number of numerical 

values in the condition is doubled. Wilson tested the Centre-Spread representation (CSR) 

employed in the XCSR learning classifier system on a modified version of the well-known 

Boolean 6-Multiplexer test problem, ‘real-valued 6-mux’. XCSR achieved 100% learning 

performance after 15,000 learning cycles opposed to 1,500 learning cycles for XCS (on the 

Boolean 6-mux problem), a factor of 10 slower [78], The use of Centre-Spread representation
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requires a truncation when mapping from genotype to phenotype and after application of 

genetic operators. In [79], Stone and Bull showed that truncation can result in bias from a 

many-to-one mapping of genotype to phenotype, creating the undesirable possibility of a 

phenotype being represented by more than one genotype.

To handle multi-variable problems where instances are represented using integers and 

overcome biasing effects introduced by truncation in the CSR method, Wilson presented a 

integer-valued version of the XCS learning classifier system suitably called XCSI [80], The 

changes to XCS are analogous to those made for the real-valued inputs described for XCSR. 

In XCSI, the classifier condition string C consists of i interval predicates, each defined as 

int,=(lj, Uj) where /, is the lower bound integer and m, is the upper bound integer. Following 

this definition, the upper and lower bounds of interval predicate intj is given by [/„ w,]. Thus, a 

classifier matches the condition of an input detector string x if and only if l, < X; < w„ for all xj. 

Further, a consequence of using interval predicates is the number of numerical values in the 

condition is doubled. In [80], Wilson achieved good performance and pattern discovery using 

the Interval representation employed in XCSI on a number of synthetic test problems and the 

Wisconsin Breast Cancer Database from the UCI Repository [81], Unfortunately, after 

application of the genetic operators the interval representation can generate infeasible 

predicate intervals when a predicate’s lower bound becomes larger than the upper bound (/, > 

Uj). To deal with this problem, Stone and Bull [79] proposed two approaches called Ordered 

Bound and Unordered Bound encodings. The Ordered Bound representation (OBR) can be 

applied to both continuous-valued and integer-valued problems. In OBR an ordering is 

imposed upon alleles representing an interval predicate by enforcing the condition that /, < 

This enforces ari ordering restriction on interval predicates by swapping lower and upper 

alleles if the ordering condition (/, < u,) is violated. This repair operator ensures that all 

interval predicates in the condition C remain feasible.

The Unordered Bound representation (UBR) solves the problem of generating infeasible 

interval predicates by removing the ordering restriction, such that an interval inti = Vi, «,] is 

equal to int, = [//„ /,]. The advantage of UBR over OBR is that it avoids additional operator 

complexity associated swapping interval endpoints due to the imposed ordering restriction. 

For a more complete and rigorous presentation of Centre-Spread, Interval, UBR and OBR 

encodings used in learning classifier systems, in particular XCS, the reader is referred to [79].
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2.7 Parallel Learning Classifier Systems

As presented in §2.6.7 and §2.6.8, XCS is a major and key development in learning classifier 

systems (LCS) research that improves on the some of the limitations of traditional LCS 

introduced by Holland [6]. XCS has proved to be effective in many domains, in particular 

data mining (discussed in §3.5) and single-step classification learning applications where it 

can perform better than other traditional machine learning techniques [9, 80, 82].

The parallelisation of evolutionary algorithms, in particular, parallel genetic algorithms 

(PGAs) has become an established research area [7, 40, 46]. However, only a small number of 

investigators have examined migration strategies inspired by multi-deme PGAs in parallel and 

distributed learning classifier systems, which also employ a genetic algorithm for improving a 

population of classifiers.

Some early examples include Dorigo et al., [83] use of multiple LCS within a hierarchical 

structure to control an autonomous robot and Seredynski et al., [84] learning of Nash 

equilibria by coevolving distributed LCS in competitive or cooperative approaches. More 

recently, Cao et al., [85] used distributed LCS to learn and control signalling at road traffic 

junctions. Recently, Bull et al., [86] investigated the inclusion of a rule migration mechanism 

into a derivative of XCS and found it to be an effective way to improve learning speed. Here, 

rule migration was applied to the idealised 20-bit multiplexer test problem. Wyatt et al., [87] 

investigated the migration of rules for two popular multi-step idealised test environments 

(maze6 and woods 1). Here rules were selected from eight Zeroth Level Learning Classifier 

System (ZCS) sub-populations and exchanged using a unidirectional ring topology.

To the best of our knowledge, no investigatation has been made to further understand the 

performance implications of incorporating a parallel and distributed classifier migration 

mechanism into the XCS learning classifier system. Furthermore, most of the previous studies 

where restricted to a single topology and single classifier selection:replacement scheme.

We have explored distributed classifier migration in XCS using three different network 

topologies, namely the uni-directional ring, bi-directional ring and fully-connected topology. 

In the uni-directional ring topology, classifiers migrate to a single neighbouring XCS sub

population (deme) in one direction only. In the bi-directional topology, classifiers migrate to 

both neighbouring XCS demes and in a fully-connected arrangement classifiers are migrated 

to all XCS demes. We also extended the results of these earlier studies by investigating 

several classifier selection:replacement schemes, based on combinations of classifier 

numerosity, fitness and random. Migration policies based on a range of migration rates and 

migration frequencies have been explored for each topology and selection/replacement
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scheme with some general recommendations presented to facilitate robust and improved 

classification performance.

Our study into parallel and distributed migration of XCS classifiers was inspired by the 

research of Cantu-Paz [45], Alba [40] and Tanese [50] who performed systematic studies of 

migration policies and its effects on the efficiency and quality of loosely-coupled, coarse

grained PGAs. In support of their studies and to better understand the performance 

implications, we performed preliminary studies into PGA optimal migration strategies (§4.0) 

and to some degree, the coupling of the PGA to traditional search methods (§5.0).

Another important motivation of this research comes from the unanswered questions 

surrounding the performance of parallel and distributed classifier migration in XCS when 

applied to the difficult single-step classification of multiple-channel, artefact-inclusive human 

EEG signals derived from mental task experiments of ten participants. This research attempts 

to addresses these questions, which are held over for presentation in §6.0 and §7.0.

To this point our review of literature has been restricted to genetic algorithms, parallel 

genetic algorithms and learning classifier systems as they form the basis of our research 

interests. However, a review of literature and theory related to the target classification task, 

namely the human EEG is tantamount if we hope to address unanswered questions relating to 

the performance and efficacy of parallel learning classifier systems in this difficult 

classification domain.

2.8 Conclusion

This chapter presented a review of the key background literature and associated theory related 

to [parallel] genetic algorithms and learning classifier systems. We have shown that the 

genetic algorithm is a robust stochastic search method based on the principles of Darwinian 

natural selection and population genetics, belonging to the larger family of evolutionary 

algorithms (EA).In summarising the literature, we argued that GAs and PGAs have several 

important features which distinguish them from traditional continuous optimisation methods:

• Global scope rather than a local scope, operating on a population of points in the 

search space in parallel, not just a single point, contributing to the robustness of GAs. •

• The GA manipulates coded versions of the problem parameters instead of the 

parameters themselves.
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• Genetic algorithms do not require any a priori information about a problem, such as 

derivatives and differentiability. Only a meaningful objective function is needed to 

performed decoding and provide fitness evaluations.

• The combined emphasis of selection, recombination and mutation are performed 

using probabilistic transition operators rather than deterministic ones. This property 

maintains the robust, global explorative properties of the genetic search.

We have seen that there is no accepted “general theory” explaining why all variants of 

genetic algorithms possess their properties. However, the Schema Theorem and Building 

Block Hypothesis go a long way to provide a theoretical justification, but the literature 

contains a number of criticisms, highlighting limitations and violations against these ideas. 

Moreover, the No Free Lunch Theorem provides an upper bound to the generalised 

performance capability all search algorithms, including GAs.

We presented and reviewed several static selection, recombination, mutation and 

replacement schemes used in GAs and their implications regarding performance when 

employed in learning classifier systems. In addition, the notion of dynamic and adaptive 

operators in GAs was presented. This forms the basis for further experimental investigation 

related to the performance implications in PGAs, which is held over until chapter 5.

This chapter also discussed how the parallel genetic algorithm can provide improved 

solution quality by reducing the likelihood of premature convergence and reducing the time 

required to reach suitable solutions. These “embarrassingly parallel” algorithms are quite 

straight forward to implement on current state-of-the-art parallel computing architectures, 

such as computational clusters using message passing methods for inter-process 

communication. Several PGA architectures were presented and reviewed, namely the 

Multiple-Population Coarse-Grain and Global Single-Population Master-Slave. It was at this 

stage we introduced the notion of Migration Policy, which is vital to much of the work 

presented in this thesis. Moreover, the topological design and resultant performance of PGAs 

and parallel learning classifier systems, is closely coupled to the underlying hardware 

architecture. As a result, each class of PGA and parallel LCS is particularly suited, but not 

restricted, to a single computing architecture
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This chapter also provided an extensive review of the current state of the art in genetic- 

based learning classifier systems (XCS) and the significant developments that led to its 

creation. We described how the genetic algorithm is responsible for performing knowledge 

discovery in LCSs, by creating new and possibly superior rules through genetic manipulation, 

reinsertion of superior rules and removing weaker ones from the population. Furthermore, the 

role of reinforcement learning in LCSs was presented with a particular focus on tabular Q- 

leaming. We reviewed two payoff-based LCSs, namely the Holland LCS and Wilsons ZCS. It 

was problems associated with payoff-based LCS which inspired Wilson to development an 

accuracy-based LCS, namely XCS. Insight into this evolution can be appreciated through the 

detailed examination of the algorithms we provided for the different LCSs. A theoretical 

treatment is provided for each of the subsystems within XCS, particularly the classifier update 

procedure.

Finally, the notion of parallelism in learning classifier systems was presented. Only a small 

number of investigators have examined migration strategies inspired by multi-deme PGAs in 

parallel and distributed learning classifier systems. But, these studies have mainly been 

restricted to idealised test environments. Moreover, no study has been formulated which 

compares [parallel] LCS to other classification schemes typically used in the Brain-Computer 

Interfacing (BCI) field. It is within the framework of genetic-based learning classifier systems 

we perform classification learning of artefact-inclusive, multiple-channel human EEG data 

derived from a suite of mental task experiments. We developed and incorporate the notion of 

parallel and distributed classifier migration within this framework and investigate the 

implications for classification performance, learning rate and classifier population size.



Chapter 3

Classification Learning of the Human 
Electroencephalogram

3.1 Introduction

The material related to the human electroencephalogram (EEG) is vast. This chapter will 

provide a summary of such material and thus provide the reader with an understanding of the 

classification task being undertaken in this research program. It begins with a presentation on 

the origin and generation of EEG from within the human brain. This will lead to a description 

of the associated potentials and subsequent rhythms related with brainwave activity.

Methods for recording human EEG are also covered in this chapter. This includes a 

discussion of EEG electrodes, associated equivalence models and the international electrode 

placement system, which is designed to ensure consistency and repeatability of recording 

experiments. Another vital element of EEG recording is known as the EEG System. This 

system typically comprises of various stages including; multiplexing of the multiple EEG 

channels, differential preamplification, high resolution and low noise analog-to-digital 

conversion, decoupled power sources, computer acquisition and a storage system. Bringing 

this all together is a software system that implements hard real-time constraints, while 

providing monitoring, triggering, graphical user interface and data conversion.

In this chapter, we are also interested in identifying and describing typical EEG signal 

analysis techniques that are simple and reliable. We examine two broad EEG signal analysis 

techniques, namely frequency-based and parametric-based representations. In this study, the 

frequency-based method constructs feature vectors derived from ratios of hemispheric activity 

based on the Fourier Transform, while the parametric-based approach treats the time-domain 

EEG signal as a random process. Finally, a number of alternative EEG signal classification 

methods are presented and reviewed.
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3.2 The Human Electroencephalogram

The electroencephalogram is a voltage measurement that provides a means of examining the 

activity of the cerebral cortex over time. In 1875, British physiologist Richard Canton 

performed remarkable experiments to observe the electrical activity within the brains of cats, 

monkeys and rabbits using very primitive equipment and a little knowledge of electricity. 

Although such pioneering studies were performed on animals, it was not until 1929 that 

Austrian psychiatrist Hans Berger published the first report of the human EEG. Berger 

observed that the recorded EEG of waking and sleeping humans was different [88].

This section provides an introduction to the human EEG. Moreover, we describe the source 

of EEG signals and associated rhythms of the human brain. Also, common techniques for 

acquiring and recording EEG signals are presented together with sources of interference and 

the description of artefacts within EEG signals. For a complete presentation of EEG 

technology the reader is referred to the Fisch and Spehlmann’s text [89], alternatively Cooper 

et ah,[88].

3.2.1 The Source of EEG Signals

The gross anatomy of the brain consists of two hemispheres, the cerebellum, the diencephalon 

and brain stem. The two hemispheres are separated by the longitudinal fissure across which 

there is a connective group of fibres. The outer surfaces of the cerebral hemispheres are 

composed of nerve cells or neurons (grey matter) that form the cerebral cortex. Beneath the 

cerebral cortex, nerve fibres (white matter) lead to other sections of the brain.

The cerebrum provides humans with the ability to read, write, speak, remember, plan and 

imagine - it is the ‘seat of intelligence’. The outer rim of grey matter is the cerebral cortex 

and although only 2-4 mm in thickness with an approximate area of 2300cm2, it contains 

about 6xlOlu neurons at a density of approximately 10,000 neurons/mm^ [88]. The cerebrum 

can be further partitioned into four lobes: Frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital lobes as 

illustrated in Figure 17. The cortical region rolls and folds upon itself, because the grey matter 

of the cortex enlarges more rapidly than the deeper white matter during embryonic 

development. The folds are called gyri, the deepest groves between the folds are known as 

fissure and the shallower groves between folds are termed sulci. The singular terms are gyrus 

and sulcus.
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Figure 17: The Cerebrum, showing the 4 lobes (Frontal, Parietal, Temporal, and Occipital) [90J.

Signals from sense organs to the brain are transmitted along nerve fibres, which enter the 

cerebral cortex in a profuse branching. Branched nerve fibres terminate on both the cell body 

and dendrites, by means of a small swelling called the synaptic end bulb as illustrated in 

Figure 18. Signal pulses are transmitted from the nerve fibres across the synaptic membranes 

into the cell structure of the neuron as shown in Figure 19. As a result of the profuse 

branching, signal impulses transmitted along a single primary nerve fibre will act on many 

neurons to a varying degree of intensity [88]. Each neuron has many synaptic end bulbs and 

can receive single impulses from many nerve fibres creating a very dense network of 

interconnected neural circuits.
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Figure 18: Structure of a typical neuron. Arrows indicate the direction of signal flow: dendrites 
body —>• axon —> axon terminals [90],
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Figure 19: Two examples of neurons: The Purkinje cell found in the cerebellum and the Pyramidal cell 
located in the cerebral cortex. Arrows indicate the direction of signal How [90].
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Resting Potential
To paraphrase Fisch [89] and Tortora [90], neurons are composed of thin tubular membranes 

containing mainly fluid. The membranes are highly organised biomolecular structures which 

severely restrict the flow of ions (electrical charge) between the inside and outside of the 

cells. This ionic restriction results in the generation of a voltage difference, called the resting 

potential, between the inside and outside of the membrane. The resting membrane potential 

exists because of a small accumulation of negative ions along the inside the cell membrane, 

and an equal accumulation of positive ions on the outside surface of the cell membrane. 

Specifically, the ionic concentrations of sodium (Na+) and chloride (Cl ) are high and the 

concentration of potassium (K+) is low in the extra-cellular fluid along the outside of the cell 

membrane. Conversely, the concentration of Na+ and Cf are low and that of the K+ ion is high 

in the cytosol on the inside of the cell membrane. This difference in ionic concentrations on 

either side of the cell membrane creates a charge imbalance generating a potential difference 

of around -70mV. The minus sign indicates that the inside is negative with respect to the 

outside of the membrane. Despite natural forces continually driving the concentrations 

gradient and resting potential towards equality, two conditions allow the maintenance of the 

resting membrane potential in neurons: Unequal distribution of ions across the plasma 

membrane and the relative permeability of the membrane to Na+ and K+ ions.

Action Potential
The action potential (AP) or impulse is a progressive transient disturbance of the resting 

potential. The action potential is caused by a very rapid change (^lms) of the membrane 

permeability to sodium (Na+) ions, which is called the depolarising phase, followed by a 

recovery period called the repolarising phase as illustrated in Figure 20.

Repolarising
phaseDepolarising 

phase ,
Reversal of_. 
Polarisation

Action
potential

-55
Threshold
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EPSP-70
Resting
Potential
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Time (ms) 2 ms

Figure 20: Postsynaptic and Action Potential of neuronal membrane (Adapted from [91 ])
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During the depolarising phase the membrane potential decreases rapidly toward zero and 

eventually becomes positive (+30mV) and repolarising phase restores the membrane potential 

to the resting state of -70mV [89].

Postsynaptic Potentials
As the propagated AP reaches the cell the permeability of the cell membrane can increase 

suddenly and the cell ‘fires', that is it produces a spike potential of its own. This spreads 

throughout the dendritic branches and causes the release of neurotransmitters where the 

synapses terminate on other cell bodies (synaptic cleft). If the neurotransmitter is inhibitory 

the membrane potential of the receptor neuron will increase in a negative direction reducing 

the likelihood of discharge. This induced change is called the inhibitory postsynaptic potential 

(IPSP). Alternatively, if the neurotransmitter is excitatory the receptor membrane potential 

increases towards zero (less negative) and the probability of the receptor neuron discharging 

to produce a spike potential of its own (it fires) is increased. This induced change is called an 

excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) as illustrated in Figure 20. These intracellular 

postsynaptic potentials can be as large as 30mV and cause external current flow between the 

upper and lower portions of the cortex [88],

Summation of Potentials in the Cerebral Cortex
A typical pyramidal cell within the cerebral cortex receives input from 1000 to 10,000 

synapses. The greater the integration (summation) of EPSPs the greater the probability that 

threshold will be reached, resulting in one or more action potentials. Dendrites of the 

pyramidal cells guide the flow of currents generated by postsynaptic potentials through entire 

thickness of the cortex. Spatial summation results from excess release of neurotransmitters by 

several hundred densely packed cortical pyramidal cells. Temporal summation results from 

excess releases of neurotransmitters by a single synaptic end blub two or more times in rapid 

succession. Summation of the currents generated by these neurons occurs within the extra

cellular space. A small amount of current leakage occurs through the skull to the scalp 

creating potential gradients on the outer surface of the scalp. The voltage differences are 

typically within the range of 10 - lOOpV and can be recorded between two electrodes, 

representing the EEG signal [89].
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Generation of EEG by the Cerebral Cortex
Most of the evidence in literature suggests the EEG signal is produced by the temporal and 

spatial summation of electrical currents that arise due to the excitatory and inhibitory 

postsynaptic potentials developed by the cell body and large dendrites of pyramidal neurons 

[88-90]. Furthermore, Fisch [89] suggests that intrinsic cellular currents created by ionic 

channels produce high amplitude, long duration, extra-cellular potentials which contribute to 

the EEG. Figure 21 summarises the principles of the resting potential, action potential, and 

postsynaptic potentials by illustrating the generation of EEG by the cerebral cortex.

REST

EPSP

Figure 21: The generation of EEG by the cerebral cortex, showing closed loops currents generated in 
the extracellular region by postsynaptic potentials (dashed lines) and regions of similar voltage levels 
(heavier dashed line). The two scalp electrodes record the voltage difference over time indicated by 
the resulting upper waveform. The lower waveform results from the measurement made of a single 
cortical neuron using a microelectrode, which does not resemble the scalp derived EEG signal [89].

• REST: The rest potential is generated by the uneven distribution of ions across the cell 

membrane. The rest potential is maintained partly by the semipermeable nature of the cell 

membrane and partly by the exchange of Na+ and K+ ions, generating a steady 70mV 

voltage difference. •

• IPSP: The inhibitory postsynaptic potential is generated by activation of an inhibitory 

synapse on the cell body of the neuron. This transiently increases the permeability of the 

postsynaptic membrane to Cl and K+ ions, resulting in an increase of membrane potential 

which generates electrical current flow of decreasing strength along the cell membrane.
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• EPSP: The excitatory postsynaptic potential is caused by activation of an excitatory 

synapse on a dendritic process of the neuron. The activation causes an increase of 

permeability to Na+, K+ and Cl" ions, which results in a local decrease in membrane 

potential and generates current flow. This current tends to depolarise the membrane of the 

cell.

• AP: The action potential occurs when the neuronal membrane is depolarised beyond a 

critical threshold. At the threshold point the membrane becomes freely permeable to all 

ions causing a momentary collapse and reverse in membrane potential. The action 

potential spreads rapidly from the cell body through the axon and dendritic tree.

3.2.2 Rhythms of the Human Brain

To summarise and paraphrase Fisch [89] and Cooper [88], at any instant, pyramidal neurons 

within the cerebral cortex are generating millions of impulses (AP) and graded potentials 

(IPSP and EPSP). Taken together, these neuronal electrical impulses can be measured using 

microelectrodes on the surface of the cerebral cortex. The intensities of brain waves on the 

surface of the cerebral cortex can be lOmV, whereas those signals measured and recorded 

from the scalp (EEG) are much smaller in amplitude ranging from 5 - lOOpV peak to peak at 

low frequencies (0.5Hz-100Hz).

Intuitively, one might expect that the complex neuronal activity of the human brain would 

result in irregular and convoluted EEG patterns. But, EEG recorded during wakefulness or 

sleep commonly contains rhythmical activity in the time and frequency domains [89]. In the 

frequency domain, EEG waves are conveniently classified into four common frequency bands 

(Figure 22 illustrates the common EEG bands in the time domain):

Delta (S) 0.5Hz - 4.0Hz [< 20pVpp]

Theta (0) 4.0Hz - 8.0Hz [< lOOpVpp]

Alpha (a) 8.0Hz-13.0Hz [< lOpVpp]

Beta (/?) 13.0Hz-22.0Hz [< lOOpVpp]

Gamma (y) 22.0Hz - >30.0Hz [< lOOpVpp],
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Figure 22: Different types of normal EEG waves in the time domain (a) Delta, (b) Theta, (c) Alpha (d) 
Beta activity (e) blocking of the alpha wave by eye opening and (f) 1 second markers [88].

3.2.3 Recording Electrodes

Electrodes are used to make an electrical connection between the conducting fluid of the 

tissue in which electrical activity is generated and the input of an amplifier. Typically, this 

interface consists of a metal/liquid junction. In this section we describe the electrical 

properties and equivalent circuit model of the electrode, the silver-silver chloride electrode, 

typical EEG electrodes and their placement on the scalp.

Electrode Properties
The electrical characteristics of electrodes are determined primarily by the type of metal used 

and can only be changed by altering the condition of the metallic surface [88]. Good EEG 

recording electrodes should couple electrical potential changes at the recording site to the 

input of the amplifier without introducing any distortion. We consider three important 

electrode characteristics which can affect the recording of EEG - electrode potential, 

polarisation and impedance.

The skin and other tissue of humans are electrolytic and can be modelled as electrolytic 

solutions, which may be saline. When a metallic electrode is immersed into such a conducting 

electrolytic solution a potential difference can be measured between the electrode and the 

solution in the absence of current flow. This potential difference is typically called the 

electrode potential or half-cell potential. The magnitude varies for different metals and with 

temperature. The generation of the electrode potential is attributed to a flow of ions 

(electrically charged particles) from the metal into the solution and to the discharge of
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metallic ions from the solution onto the metallic electrode [88]. Electrode potential interferes 

with EEG recordings only when they are not steady. The effect of electrode potentials is 

minimised using electrodes constructed of pure metals with clean surfaces, which reduces ion 

exchange and electrodes of the same kind at the inputs of each amplifier, which neutralises 

electrical differences caused by such bias potentials [89].

Polarisation results from current flow across the interface between the electrode and tissue. 

The current carries positive ions to the more negative part of the electrode/tissue interface and 

negative ions to the more positive part. This accumulation of ions causes the electrode to 

behave like a capacitor, polarising the electrode so that is favours current flow in a single 

direction only. This capacitance can be many microfarads per cm2 of electrode surface and as 

a result distorts the recording of EEG potentials. Polarisation is minimised by providing a 

large contact area between electrode and scalp, which results in a steady current density, and 

high impedance amplifier inputs, which reduces the required current flow (typically 10 12 

amps) through the electrode [88, 89]. The effect of electrode polarisation and half-cell 

potentials on routine clinical EEG can be significantly minimised using modern electrodes, 

appropriate interface methods of electrode application and high-quality amplifiers [89],

The impedance between electrode and tissue is measured after the electrode has been 

applied to the recording site to evaluate contact between electrode and scalp. Using an 

alternative current (10-30Hz) for this measurement, the impedance of each electrode should 

be between 200 and 5000f2, which is substantially smaller than the input impedance of the 

amplifier. A very low impedance (<200<T) connection between recording electrodes is 

undesirable because it effectively short circuits the EEG potential differences, by creating an 

abnormal pathway of conduction between electrodes across the scalp. Electrodes exhibiting a 

very high impedance (>5000£2) is also undesirable, because it creates an imbalance with the 

input impedance of the amplifier allowing mains line (50Hz) interference to enter the EEG 

recording.

In summary, to obtain high fidelity EEG recordings, one must select electrodes of suitable 

material, measure electrode resistance to determine electrical continuity, measure electrode 

impedance after application and during EEG recording, constantly evaluate the electrical 

contact between the electrode and scalp; avoid electrode polarisation and bias potentials [89],

The Silver-Silver Chloride Electrode
Electrodes most commonly used are made from pure silver (Ag) coated with a layer of silver 

chloride (AgCl) with improves the electrode properties. The silver-silver chloride (Ag-AgCl)
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electrode is a practical electrode which approaches the characteristics of a perfectly non- 

polarisable electrode that can be easily and economically fabricated.

An electrolytic method is used to coat the electrodes. The silver electrode is placed in a 

saline electrolytic bath and made electro-positive (anode), thus attracting negative chlorine 

ions that react with the silver to produce silver chlorine [88]. The behaviour of the Ag-AgCl 

electrode is governed by two reversible chemical reactions.

Ag □ Ag++e 

Ag+ + Cr □ AgCl
(3.1)

If the silver electrode is made positive, the silver ion (Ag+) will combine with a chlorine ion 

(Cl ) from a saline solution and give a neutral silver chloride molecule deposited on the silver. 

Thus, chlorine ions are removed from the saline electrolytic solution. This is how silver 

electrodes are chlorided in the fabrication process. But, Ag-AgCl electrodes are reversible 

with respect to anions; that is, a metal in contact with one of its insoluble salts immersed in a 

solution of soluble salt of the same anion23. Thus, if current is passed in the opposite direction, 

silver ions from the solution are discharged at the electrode surface, the solution becomes 

unsaturated and the silver chloride dissociates into silver and chlorine ions with the chlorine 

ions passed into the solution. The system, therefore acts like a reversible chlorine electrode 

with silver chloride acting as a bridge which is relatively stable in biological applications 

[88], The electrode- or half-cell potential of the Ag-AgCi electrode is consequently quite 

stable when it is placed in an electrolyte containing Cl" as it principle anion (conductive gel).

However, the choice of metals for electrodes is not determined solely by the electrical 

characteristics, but also by such factors as scalp irritation, skin staining and mechanical 

properties [89].

Equivalent Circuit Model
The equivalent circuit for a biopotential electrode in contact with an electrolyte (conductive 

gel) is illustrated in Figure 23. In the diagram, Vp is the half-cell potential, Rs is the series 

resistance associated with the interface effects between the conductive gel and electrode, it is 

typically in the range of 50-300FI Rd and Cd are the double-layer impendence associated with 

the electrode-electrolyte interface and polarisation effects when current flows.

2! Anion is a negatively charged ion that migrates to an anode during electrolysis.
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Figure 23: Equivalent Circuit Model for an electrode (Adapted from [88]).

The effect on the EEG will depend upon the value of Cd since, with input impedance of the 

amplifier, it acts as a filter attenuating low frequencies and is equivalent to the introduction of 

a time delay [88], If typical scalp electrodes are used this capacitance is large (10-20pF), and 

even with a large Rd, this capacitance will not distort EEG recordings to any great extent 

provided the amplifier input impedance is high (>1ME>), which is typical in current amplifiers 

used in EEG recordings.

Types of EEG Electrodes
EEG electrodes transform ionic currents generated within the tissue of the cerebral cortex into 

electrical currents used as input to EEG preamplifiers. Figure 24 illustrates the basic circuit 

model of two scalp electrodes, where Rc is the cell resistance and Rt is the main tissue 

resistance. The remaining component labels follow from Figure 23.

Electrode A

Differential
Amplifier

Ag-AgCl

Ag-AgCl Electrode B
Gain = A

V tissue

Cellular
Potentials

Electronic ConductionIonic Conduction

Figure 24: Basic circuit model for two scalp electrodes with input into a differential amplifier (Adapted 
from [91]).

Essentially there are five main electrodes used in the acquisition of EEG from humans, they 

include the following [88]:
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• Scalp electrodes - are typically silver pads/discs/cups attached to the scalp. An insulated 

lead wire is attached to each electrode, which is often colour coded for easy identification. 

Typically, head-bands, straps, caps and hair-nets are used to hold the entire set of 

electrodes in place. Clip electrodes are sometimes used for recordings from the earlobes. 

Scalp electrodes are placed on the participants head after preparing the scalp to reduce 

electrical impedance. Scalp preparation includes local exfoliation of the area using 

alcohol or abrasive gels to remove skin oils. Conductive gels or paste, which have similar 

consistency to body fluids/electrolytes are applied between the scalp electrode and the 

scalp. The conductive gels help to reduce contact resistance of the electrode/scalp 

interface. The impedance of each scalp electrode should be in the range of 100-5000Q 

measured regularly using AC ohmmeter with an AC signal between (10-30Hz). Scalp 

electrodes are used exclusively in this study.

• Sphenoidal electrodes - are insulated silver electrodes with an uninsulated chlorided tip. 

They are inserted through muscular tissue using hypodermic needles and can remain in 

place for several days for continuous EEG recording without danger of breaking or injury 

to the participant. Sphenoidal electrodes are typically used to detect epileptiform activity 

in the temporal lobe [89].

• Nasopharyngeal electrodes - consist of an insulated solid silver rod with a small 

uninsulated silver ball at the tip. This electrode is inserted through the nostrils for 

recording from the mesiobasal surface of the temporal lobe for patients suspected of 

having epileptiform activity, which is not apparent in EEG recordings using scalp 

electrodes [88],

• Electrocorticographic electrodes - are metal balls or saline-socked cotton, which rest on 

the surface of the brain and connect to wires supported by a clamp fixed to the skull [88]. 

These electrodes are used during some neurosurgical procedures. •

• Intracerebral electrodes - sheaves of Teflon-coated gold or platinum wires cut at 

various distances from the tip of the sheaf. Each electrode is typically less then 150pm in 

diameter and between l-4mm long and stiffened with a central insulated stainless steel 

wire to ease handling during insertion. Intracerebral electrodes are sometimes used for 

electrical stimulation of brain tissue or for making electrolytic lesions [88],
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Placement of Scalp Electrodes
The international 10-20 system of electrode placement provides a uniform coverage of the 

entire scalp. It uses distances between bony landmarks of the head to formulate a system of 

lines which traverse the head and intersect at intervals of 10% or 20% of their total length 

[89]. Scalp electrodes are placed at the intersections of the lines as illustrated in Figure 25. 

The 10-20 system provides a reproducible and symmetrical electrode placement, allowing 

accurate comparison of EEGs between patients.
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Figure 25: Electrode names and placement in the International 10-20 System (Adapted from [91]).

Under the 10-20 system, the standard set of electrodes for adults consists of 21 recording 

electrodes and one ground electrode. The recording electrodes are identified by a letter and 

associated subscript. The letter represents the underlying region of the scalp: prefrontal or 

frontopolar (Fp), frontal (F), central (C), parietal (P), occipital (O) and auricular (A). The ‘z’ 

subscript, indicates zero or mid-line placement or a number representing lateral placement. 

Odd subscript number represent electrodes located on the left hemisphere and even subscript 

numbers refer to electrodes located on the right hemisphere [89].

The modified expanded 10-20 system was proposed by the American Clinical 

Neurophysiology Society and defines the placement of additional electrodes to those defined 

in the standard 10-20 system described previously. According to Fisch [89], the modified 

expanded 10-20 system shown in Figure 26 aims to:

• Improve the localisation of ictal or interictal epileptiform activity,

• Increase spatial resolution using computerised EEG signal analysis methods,

• Allows for the detection of highly localised evoked potentials.
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Figure 26: Modified expanded 10-20 system

3.2.4 The EEG System
The block diagram of a simple 8-channel EEG is illustrated in Figure 27. In the diagram scalp 

electrodes are placed on the head of the patient and these are selected for input into a number 

of differential preamplifiers. The signal output of the preamplifier stage is further amplified in 

a multi-channel adjustable amplifier stage prior to conversion using a high resolution an 

Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC). The EEG signals can now be transmitted to a local or 

remote computer system for display and storage for offline analysis.
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Figure 27: Simplified Block Diagram of a modern 8-Channel EEG Recording System. Older system 
employed an additional power amplifier stage to drive paper-based charting equipment which used 
electric motors.
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The low-voltage DC power supply is typically separate from the amplifier stages in EEG 

systems. In addition to this design the operation of the power supply must not induce 

extraneous 50Hz noise into the extremely low-level (5-lOOpVpp) EEG input signal. Although 

the study of EEG subsystems is beyond the scope of this thesis a brief overview of 

preamplifiers, Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs) and digital filtering used in modern EEG 

systems is presented here.

EEG Preamplifiers
Preamplifiers are probably the most important subsystem within the EEG recording system. 

Typically, they are differential amplifiers with low internal input noise (< lpVrms referred to 

shorted inputs), high gain (5000 to 10,000 with 1% accuracy), high common mode rejection 

ratio (> 80dB @ 50Hz), low frequency AC-coupling (<lHz), high input impedance (>10M£2, 

1 lpF @ 50Hz), very low input bias currents (<100pA per channel), low DC offset (<0.5mV), 

low DC drift (<0.5pV per degree Celsius), low channel distortion (<0.1%), high channel 

separation (>100dB) and 3dB bandwidth of (0.1 Hz-400Hz) [91, 92]. Due to the capacitive 

coupling at the input the preamplifier produces zero (or very small) noise at the output (eout)-

Analog-to-Digital Conversion and Digital Filtering
The Successive Approximation Register (SAR) and Sigma-Delta (AX) analog-to-digital 

converters (ADC) have become the two most popular ADCs for use in biopotential EEG 

measurement applications [88]. In general, SAR ADCs perform fast conversion while 

consuming low power, while the Sigma-Delta ADCs provide high dynamic range and good 

linearity. Often modern ADCs have a noise level close to the theoretical minimum of the 

quantisation noise generated by the least significant bit (LSB) value (VnojseRMs=LSBA/12) 

[93], In 2001, the semiconductor industry introduced a family of low-power 24-bit Sigma- 

Delta ADCs with dynamic range of greater than 115dB enabling the design of high- 

resolution, low-noise, fast multi-channel biopotential measurement systems with high input 

range.

Frequencies between 0.5Hz - 100Hz need to be recorded clearly and without distortion for 

effective EEG signal analysis. In modern EEG systems digital low-pass filters are used to 

remove high extraneous frequencies from EEG waveforms. Typically, low-pass filtering is 

performed after analog-to-digital conversion using programmable digital (z-domain) filters. A 

digital notch filter can be employed to reduce the effects of 50Hz mains frequency. Figure 28 

is a block diagram of a modern Sigma-Delta ADC employing a 16-channel analog input 

multiplexer, 24-bit ADC, and programmable low-pass 5th order Digital Filter.
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Figure 28: A modern Sigma-Delta ADC with Fully programmable Low-Pass filter typically used in biopotential 
measurement systems (Adapted from TI-ADSl 258 ADC Technical Specification).

3.2.5 EEG Artefacts

By definition, an artefact in EEG is any signal (recorded electric potential) which does not 

originate in the brain [88]. There are two broad categories of EEG artefacts; physiological 

artefacts originating from the patient and non-physiological artefacts originating from EEG 

measuring equipment and external electrical interference.

Physiological Artefacts

Blinking and other Eye Movements

To summarise from Fisch [89], these movements create potential changes that originate 

mainly at the frontal electrodes, although they may also be picked up by the central and 

temporal electrodes. For vertical eye movements electrodes Fpl and Fp2 record the largest 

change in potential, whereas for horizontal eye movements the F7 and F8 electrodes pickup the 

largest change in potential. The movement of the lids across the eyeball can also produce 

similar artefacts. Typically, activity in the alpha frequency band which is localised to the 

frontal electrodes is possibly eye movement unless proven otherwise. Several examples of eye 

movement artefacts are illustrated in Figure 29.
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Figure 29: Eye movement artefacts in time domain. (1) Blink, (2) eye opening (EO), (3) eye closing (EC), 
rhythmical slow eye movement (EM), (5) saccadic eye movement (EM) [89].

Muscle Artefacts

Muscle activity produces very short duration potentials in periodic groups. If they occur as 

discrete potentials with the same shape and distribution they may resemble cerebral activity. 

If they occur in rapid burst of discharges they merge and obscure the recording of cerebral 

activity. Muscle artefacts from the scalp and face muscles occur in the frontal and temporal 

regions, but all electrodes may pickup their presence to varying degrees [89]. Several 

examples of muscle artefacts are illustrated in Figure 30
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Figure 30: Common artefacts generated by extracerebral activity. (1) Continuous muscle artefact in all channels 
with HPF fcmolT = 70Hz, (2) Continuation of (1) with fcul0)T = 15Hz, (3) Heart beat artefacts, (4) Artefacts due to 
talking and frontal muscle contraction, (5) Artefact due to chewing [89],
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Movement Artefact

These artefacts originate from movements of the head and body. Movement of the electrode 

wires regardless of good mechanical and electrical contact, can also generate movement 

artefacts [89]. Movement artefacts are fairly easy to recognise during recording by the 

associated visible movements. They include chewing and sucking as illustrated in Figure 30, 

tensing the jaw or grinding of teeth, tongue movement, breathing, and repetitive head 

movements.

Heat Beat Artefact (Electrocardiogram)

Potential changes originating from the rhythmical beating of the heart are picked up in the 

EEG when wide inter-electrode distances are employed, especially in linkages across the head 

and to the left ear. The artefact may appear in all channels using a common reference, or only 

in a few channels. Small artefacts are due to the R wave of the electrocardiogram (ECG) as 

illustrated in Figure 30, while larger artefacts may reflect additional components of the ECG. 

Very large artefacts are often generated from cardiac pacemakers as shown in Figure 31. The 

ECG artefact can be eliminated in most patients by using a balanced neck to chest electrode 

pair [89],
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Figure 31: Non-biological artefacts. (I) 60Hz interference (50Hz in Australia) before and after switching on a 
filter. (2) Artefacts induced by a person walking near the patient. (3) Cardiac pacemaker artefacts, (4) Poor contact 
of electrodes [89].

Skin Potential

There exist two important artefacts that are generated from skin changes. Artefacts arising 

from patient perspiration consists of slow waveforms that are usually greater than 2 seconds 

in duration. This occurs due to the change of impedance or contact between electrode and the 

skin. In addition, activity of sweat glands can produce slow changing potentials that are
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picked up by electrodes. The second less common artefact is the sympathetic skin response 

(SSR). The SSR consists of slow waveforms, each with a duration of 0.5-1.0 seconds that 

lasts 1.5-2.0 seconds with 1-3 prominent phases [89],

Interference
The most common artefact arising from electrical interference originates from power lines 

and electrical equipment with an operating frequency of 50Hz in Australia. A slight amount 

of interference is unavoidable when using devices powered by an alternating current (AC). 

The artefacts can be introduced electrostatically by unshielded power cables or 

electromagnetically by high currents flowing through power cables and electromagnetic 

equipment like transformers and motors (particularly during starting). Electrostatic 

interference can be reduced by shielding power cables; electromagnetic interference can be 

reduced by using standardised wiring of power cables [89]. To further reduce these artefacts 

EEG recording equipment should be moved far away from other electrical equipment or 

ideally, be the only equipment using power. Electrode wires should be a short a possible to 

minimising the reception of mains noise.

3.3 Correlation of Human EEG with Mental Tasks

In an early and somewhat pioneering study conducted at Colorado State University by 

Zachary Keirn and Jorge Aunon [94], they attempted to justify the “feasibility of establishing 

an alternative mode of communication between man and his surroundings” by using the 

participants’ brainwaves (EEG). Keirn and Aunon formulated a notion that was based upon 

eight key publications which reported observations including “changes in the character of 

brain waves based on a variety of mental tasks are detectable". The authors argued that the 

literature went as far as suggesting that measurable difference in the EEG correlates with 

different types of mental processes”. To summarise and paraphrase Keirn and Aunon [94], 

the literature they referenced dealt primarily with the investigation of hemispheric 

specialisation, for example, it was found that the alpha band power was less in the left 

hemisphere than it was in the right for verbal tasks and less in the right hemisphere than in the 

left for spatial tasks.

Nevertheless, the authors attempted to show that mental task experiments could be 

conducted in the hope of producing a measurable difference in the EEG response and then be 

used to characterise the various mental tasks. The initial phase of their research program 

explored techniques to ‘detect changes in the morphology and spectral density” of the EEG
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across the different electrodes positioned across the left and right hemisphere of a human 

participant. Eventually, the formulated a set of mental task experiments to elicit changes in 

the EEG. The mental tasks experiments included:

1. Baseline Task (BL): Participants were instructed to relax and attempt to think of 

nothing in particular during the recording period. This baseline task served to 

differentiate the particular mental tasks being performed during recording period and 

was used as a control measure of the EEG. This task was performed with eyes opened 

and eyes closed.

2. Mental Arithmetic (MA): Participants were instructed to perform a non-trivial 

multiplication problem, such as 36x68. The arithmetic problems were non-repeating 

and designed so the answer was not immediately apparent. This prevented 

participants from completing the arithmetic task before recording period had elapsed.

3. Figure Rotation (FR): Participants were instructed to examine a complex object 

placed immediately in front of them for 30-seconds after which the object was 

removed and the participant was instructed to visualise the same object being rotated 

about one of its axis.

4. Letter Composition (LC): Participants were instructed to mentally compose a letter to 

a friend or relative. They were also asked to continue with the letter composition 

during each recording period rather than repeat the same portion of the letter.

5. Mental Counting (MC): Participants were instructed to imagine counting consecutive 

numbers by having them appear on a board in front of them and then removed 

sequentially with the previous number being erased before the next number was 

written.

Keirn and Aunon formulated a protocol for their experiments to ensure consistent and 

repeatable EEG recordings between different participants and different sessions, which 

included:

• Seating participants comfortably in a sound controlled booth with dim lighting,

• Participants were instructed not to vocalise or make any overt movements during the 

recording period,
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• A total of six EEG electrodes were placed on the participants scalp, located at (02, P4, 

C4) for the right hemisphere and (Ob P3, C3) for the left hemisphere according to the 

international 10-20 system,

• An additional channel was used to record eye blinks,

• The EEG data from the 6-channels was recorded for 10-seconds during each task and 

each task was repeated 5 times per recording session,

• All tasks were performed with eyes opened, except for the baseline task.

Using this protocol for conducting EEG recordings and the suite of mental task 

experiments, Keirn and Aunon collected EEG data from five participants (4 male and 1 

female - between the ages of 21 and 48 years) during two independent sessions. The resulting 

raw EEG data has been widely sourced and reported in the literature as the basis for many 

EEG and Brain-Computer-Interface (BCI) studies.

Other BCI researchers have used EEG data derived from different mental experiments, 

including:

• Movement intention using fingers, toes or muscles used in speech,

• Pure motor imagery, which includes left and right imagined hand movements, 

imagined foot and tongue movements,

• P300~4 speller, which uses the evoked potential component of the EEG.

• Rhythm based cursor control which used EEG frequency bands to control the GUI 

cursor.

These other research studies are not within the scope of this thesis and are held over for 

future research. Our research and this thesis deals exclusively with a suite of mental tasks 

derived from human EEG. Furthermore, to form effective comparisons with the literature, we 

use a very similar recording protocol and suite of mental task experiments as that formulated 

by Keirn and Aunon, as described in §6.3.3. 24

24 P300 is an event-related potential appearing as a positive deflection of the EEG at approximately 300 ms. The P300 is 
supposed to follow unexpected sensory stimuli or stimuli that provide useful information to the subjects according to his/her task.
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3.4 Signal Processing and Representation of Human EEG

Numerous alternatives are available for signal processing and representation of EEG data 

derived from mental task experiments. For this domain, as with many others, signal 

processing involves transformation of the raw time-domain EEG data into a different domain, 

while retaining enough signal information and maintaining an adequate signal-to-noise ratio. 

The resulting transformed data is typically arranged into feature vectors used for training, 

validation and testing the classifier system. The most common methods used to represent 

EEG data include Band Power (BP), Power Spectral Density (PSD), AutoRegressive (AR) 

models, Time-Frequency features (wavelet transform), and principle component analysis 

(PCA). The following overview reviews literature related to the creation of features derived 

from these methods.

3.4.1 Frequency-Based Representation

Representation of EEG signals based on its frequency components have been commonly 

applied in EEG classification literature, typically using Band Power (BP) or Power Spectral 

Density (PSD) values. These approaches are based on early observations that the human EEG 

spectrum is primarily characterised by several frequency bands active over the cerebral 

cortex: Delta(0.5Hz - 4.0Hz), Theta(4.0Hz - 8.0Hz), Alpha(8.0 - 13.0Hz), Beta( 13.0-22.0Hz) 

and Gamma(22.0Hz - 30.0Hz) as described in §3.2.2.

In [94, 95], the authors used PSD estimates, calculated from the Fourier transform to form 

asymmetry ratios for a specific frequency band. The asymmetry ratios were calculated for all 

right-to-left combinations of six EEG channels and for each EEG frequency band. In [96], the 

PSD of 22-channels was reduced to seven features by integrating weighted spectral values 

weighted. Similarly, Blankertz [97] applied a windowed Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to 27 

and 21-channels of raw EEG data to create features based on the PSD. The study examined a 

pseudo-online evaluation of single-trial EEGs from voluntary self-paced finger movements. 

In a more recent study, Palaniappan [98] created features derived from the spectral power and 

power difference between the four EEG bands. Spectral powers were determined for the four 

EEG bands from six EEG channels and computed using the energy of the Elliptic FIR filter 

output. In [99], the authors reported good results by creating features using the Welch 

Periodogram, which is a classical PSD method. In order to justify the application of Welch's 

periodogram as a pre-processing method for EEG data classification, the authors assumed 

piecewise stationarity, which they assert is possible because, “the original nonstationary EEG 

signal is segmented into shorter (quasi)-stationary sequences”. In [100], Chiappa et ah, took
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the raw EEG without artefact rejection or correction and computed the PSD for 19-channels 

over 250ms windows. The EEG data was derived from repetitive and self-paced mental tasks 

of left and right hand movements and the generation of words starting with a given letter.

3.4.2 Parametric Methods

Signal processing techniques which estimate the PSD from the EEG signal directly, such as 

the periodogram and Welch's method, are commonly known as nonparametric methods. 

Alternatively, parametric methods estimate the PSD of a signal by assuming it to be the 

output of a linear system driven by white noise [101]. Typical examples of parametric 

methods include the Yule-Walker, Burg, Covariance and Modified Covariance autoregressive 

(AR) methods. These AR methods use regression to estimate the PSD by estimating the 

parameters (coefficients) of the linear system that theoretically "generates" the signal. 

Parametric methods tend to produce better results than classical nonparametric methods when 

the data length of the available signal is relatively short [101], which can be modelled as short 

(quasi)-stationary sequences.

According to Wolpaw et al.,[102], “the autoregressive model parameter estimation 

technique is a useful method for describing EEG activity and can prove valuable for BCI 

applications.” To summaries and paraphrase Wolpaw [102], AR methods are also attractive 

because of their online performance compared to the other techniques. Provided a suitable AR 

model order is selected and matched with the underlying hardware architecture, AR methods 

can provide excellent computation times during signal transformation, while maintaining high 

signal accuracy as reported in [103].

Keirn and Aunon [94], also investigated an alternative to the frequency-based method for 

creating feature sets. They used the Burg parameter estimation method to obtain estimates of 

the AR coefficients. The average classification accuracy of 84.6% was achieved using a 

Bayes Quadratic Classifier for the single-step, two-class classification of 6-channel EEG 

signals from five participants. The Burg AR method provided improved results, although 

small, over the frequency-based method.

In [104], Anderson et al., studied both scalar and multivariate autoregressive (AR) method 

for representing multi-channel EEG data, which was acquired previously from the Keirn and 

Aunon [94], Most of the previous research into classification of mental tasks acquired from 

human EEG relied on, “feature vectors constructed from single channel features on their own 

or multiple-channel features concatenated together”, and typically used scalar AR 

coefficients. Prior to Anderson’s research being published, very little work had been
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performed regarding multivariate models and the EEG recognition problem for mental task 

discrimination. A common form of a multivariate parametric model is given by the 

autoregressive moving-average (ARMA) model. The authors implemented Yule-Walker AR 

and ARMA models and reported average classification accuracies of 90.6±2.0% for the AR 

model based on scalar coefficients and 91.4±1.8% for multivariate ARMA models. The 

authors decided to use an AR model order of p-6, which was based on earlier research by 

Anderson et al., [105, 106], They further concluded that, “if in the future computation time 

needs to he conserved, the scalar AR coefficients would be the most efficient representation.”

In [107, 108], Penny et al., examined an autoregressive method where AR taps where 

separated or lagged by L samples. This Lagged AR (LAR) method was tested using model 

orders of p~4, 8, 12. The authors assert that the lagged AR model is less sensitive to noise. 

An average two-class, single-step classification accuracy of 80±12% was reported for mental 

task discrimination of using seven participants and only two EEG channels (C3 and C4).

To summarise and paraphrase Garrett, et al.,[ 109], the autoregressive model seems to 

capture information in EEG that is discriminatory between [mental] tasks, regardless of the 

classifier system being used.

3.4.3 Other Signal Processing and Representations

A small number of alternative signal processing and representations have been reported in the 

literature. Like the frequency-based and parametric-based methods, these alternative 

approaches create feature vectors from multiple-channel human EEG generated through the 

execution mental task experiments.

In [110], Qin et al., studied imagined motor movement of the left/right hand using human 

EEG derived from electrode pairs C3/C4 and CJC2 of a single participant. In order to represent 

the energy distribution of the EEG signal in the time and frequency domains, the Morlel 

Wavelet decomposition was used coupled with event related (de)synchronisation (ERD/ERS) 

patterns extracted from the symmetric electrode pairs. The weighted difference in energy 

between electrode pairs was used to perform the classification task. Using ten-fold cross 

validation protocol a maximum classification accuracy of 91.7% was reported.

In a recent study, Jahankhani et al., [Ill] examined the differences between normal and 

epileptic EEG signals over a 24-second window. Using 100-channel EEG recorded from Five 

participants, feature vectors were created from the coefficients of the discrete wavelet 

transform (DWT). A Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) and Radial Basis Function (RBF) Neural
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Networks used to perform classification. The authors reported maximum classification 

accuracies of 97% and 98% for the MLP and RBF ANNs respectively using two-classes.

Wang et al., [112] developed a single trial motor imagery (MI) classification strategy using 

a time-frequency synthesis approach to accommodate the individual difference, and using the 

spatial patterns derived from EEG rhythmic components as the feature description. The EEGs 

were decomposed into a series of frequency bands, and the instantaneous power was 

represented by the ‘envelop of oscillatory activity ’, which forms the spatial patterns for a 

given electrode montage at a time-frequency grid. More specifically, the EEGs from nine 

participants were high-pass filtered and decomposed into frequency bins between 6-30Hz, 

which covered the p and (3 bands. Six different EEG electrode montages, consisting of up to 

18-channels were examined. The authors, “delineated the ERD/ERS properties of the 

decomposed EEG rhythms of each frequency bin using the associated envelops, which can be 

regarded as a smooth outline of the instantaneous power of the decomposed EEG rhythm for 

the frequency bin under consideration.” They achieved 80% average classification accuracy 

across all 9 subjects using two-classes.

Garcia et al.,[ 113] represented 6-channel EEGs from two participants using a time- 

frequency representation based on Wigner-Ville distribution, they termed the ambiguity 

domain. Feature vectors were created from the Mahalanobis distance in the time-frequency 

representation (ambiguity domain) at a given number of points of maximum Fisher contrast. 

A common single-layer ANN consisting of three neurons was used for the three-class 

classification task. The authors showed that the error rate in the classification of two motor 

imaginary tasks and a single mental arithmetic task reduced over the first three sessions in 

which a feedback strategy was used.

3.5 Data Mining Human EEG

“Data mining is a practical topic and involves learning in a practical, not a 

theoretical, sense. ”

Witten and Frank [1 14],

In [1 14], Witten and Frank define data mining as, “the process of discovering [structured] 

patterns in data [and] the process must be automatic or (more usually) semiautomatic”. This 

seems to agree in part with the definition proposed by Fayyad [1 15], where data-mining refers 

to “...the application of algorithms for extracting patterns in data”. According to Fayyad, 

data-mining is one step in a much larger process called Knowledge Discovery in Databases
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(KDD). There are several processes within KDD which include selection, pre-processing, 

transformation, and interpretation/evaluation of extracted knowledge. Our research study 

contains many common elements with the KDD process including:

• Selection - collection of raw EEG data from ten participants and selection of feature 

vector instances,

• Pre-processing - various signal processing techniques applied to the raw EEG data,

• Transformation - use of frequency-based and parametric-based methods for data 

transformation.

However, the final element of KDD, namely the interpretation and evaluation of extracted 

knowledge is replaced with the automated process of classification learning in this thesis. In 

classification learning, the learning scheme is presented with a set of classified examples of 

the target concept from which the learning scheme is expected to learn a method of 

recognising unseen examples. To summarise and paraphrase Witten and Frank [114], 

classification learning is often known as supervised 25 learning because the approach operates 

under supervision by being provided with the actual outcome for each of the training 

instances, called the class.

The success of classification learning is typically assessed by supplying an independent set 

of test data for which the true classifications are known a priori but not exposed to the 

classifier during training. The rate of success on the unseen set of test data provides an 

objective measure of how well the target concept has been learned by the classifier system. 

Considering that data-mining algorithms, in this case classifiers, are a distinct component of 

the entire Knowledge Discovery process the remainder of this overview will focus on the 

different learning schemes used for the classification of human EEG signals derived from 
mental tasks experiments.

3.5.1 Classification of EGG using Non-Evolutionary Algorithms

An assortment of non-evolutionary machine learning and statistical methods have been 

explored, with varying success, for the classification of mental tasks derived from human 

EEG signals. In June 2007, an excellent and much needed survey of classifiers used for EEG-

' Alternatively, in unsupervised or association learning a set of training examples is provided without any prior class 
designation, and the goal is to discover underlying regularities and patterns, typically by identifying clusters or subsets of similar 
examples. This thesis employs supervised learning for all EEG classification tasks.
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based classification was published by Lotte et al., [116]. Some of the notable studies in the 

literature are discussed in the following overview.

In an early and somewhat pioneering study by Keim and Aunon [94], they attempted to 

justify the “feasibility of establishing an alternative mode of communication between man and 

his surroundings”, by using the participants brainwaves (EEG). The best average 

classification accuracy of 84.6% was achieved using a Bayes Quadratic Classifier for the 

single-step, two-class classification of 6-channel EEG signals from five participants.

However, the majority of research related to the classification of mental tasks derived from 

human EEG and the larger BCI research effort, appear to have been undertaken using 

connectionist methods, namely artificial neural networks (ANN) [117]. Reasons for there 

common use can be attributed to their ease of application, their robustness to parameter 

selection, similarity to other nonlinear regression methods and extensive number of software 

libraries implementing ANNs, including Matlab.

In [95, 104, 106], Anderson et al., implemented a typical feed-forward neural network 

consisting of a single layer of between 5 and 20 hidden neurons and one output neuron. 

Training of the neural network was performed using the well known backpropagation method, 

the details of which can be found in any recent text book such as Zurada [117]. To control 

over-fitting of the training data, Anderson followed a 10-fold cross-validation procedure, 

where 80% of the feature data used for training the neural network and 10% of the feature 

data for validation. The best network, which consists of a matrix of real-valued weights, was 

then applied to the remaining 10% of the feature data for testing. An assortment of results 

ranging from 54.5% to 91.4% average classification accuracies where achieved for the single

step, two-class classification of multiple-channel (4 and 6 channels) human EEG signals.

In a recent study [109], Garrett et al., compared the method of linear discriminant analysis 

(LDA), a neural network and support vector machine (SVM) for the classification of 

spontaneous EEG during five mental task experiments. The LDA created models of the 

probability density functions for the data generated from each class, with the decision 

boundaries between the different classes of data being linear. Alternatively, the neural 

network and support vector machine are non-linear methods. The ANN consisted of 36 

inputs. 20 hidden neurons, and five output units and was trained using backpropagation. The 

SVM was tested with a variety of kernel degrees and was trained using Platt’s sequential 

minimal optimisation (SMO) and DAGSVM algorithms [118]. Classification of 0.5-seconds 

windows resulted in average classification accuracies of 66%, 69% and 72% for LDA, ANN 

and SVM respectively. In [103], Pfurtscheller et al., also used ANNs and LDA toward real

time processing and feedback presentation of oscillatory EEG signals derived from mental 

task activity for patients with severe neuromuscular disabilities.
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In [107, 108], Penny et al., used a Bayesian logistic regression model with temporal 

smoothing for the offline classification of a pair of mental tasks derived from the EEG of 

seven participants. The logistic regression models were trained using a Bayesian evidence 

framework with cross-validation, providing results for both the value and distribution of 

network weights. They averaged the classifier outputs over a number of consecutive EEG 

segments (temporal smoothing) as in [106] to increase classification accuracy. The average 

classification accuracy for the two-class classification tasks was 80.0±12%.

Impressive classification results were reported in a recent publication by Barreto et al., 

which compared two ANNs with a statistical classifier. As with many of the publications 

mentioned in this overview, 6-channels of raw EEG data was taken from Keim and Aunon 

EEG database [94], The authors used a Welch periodogram to obtain a smooth estimate of the 

PSD of the EEG data. A classifier called the Bayes Optimal Classifier, which is based on the 

Quadratic Gaussian Classifier (QGC) was compared to a Multi-layer perceptron ANN (6 

input, 30 hidden, 5 output neurons with logistic activation function and trained using 

Levenberg-Marquadt method) and the Self-Organising Map (6 input, 112 output neurons and 

trained in batch mode) which is an unsupervised ANN. One hundred runs were performed 

using 80% of the feature data for training and 20% for testing and validation. They performed 

a Jive-class, single-step classification of five mental tasks derived from five participants EEG 

data. The best classification accuracy averaged across all participants was reported at 

98.6±0.68% for the QGC classifier, 75.7±3.43% for the SOM ANN and 98.6±2.25% for the 

MLP ANN.

In another recent publication, Palaniappan [98] used a multi-layer perceptron neural network 

with a single hidden layer consisting of between 10 - 100 nodes and trained using error 

backpropagation to perform two-class, single-step classification of four mental tasks derived 

from the EEG of four participants. Using 6-channels of the same EEG data and frequency- 

based representation as Keirn and Aunon [94], an average classification accuracy of 85.4% 

was achieved across four participants and mental task experiments.

A somewhat different approach was explored by Chiappa et al.,[ 100]. The authors compared 

two classifiers based on Markovian models against a multi-layered perceptron ANN. 

Specifically, the Markovian classifiers were based upon a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and 

Input-Output HMM (IOHMM) to discriminate between three cognitive and motor-related 

tasks derived from 19-channel EEG data of two participants. The reported results where 

mixed and the authors contend that IOHMMs are more superior that HMMs and similar to 

MLP.
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3.5.2 Learning Classifier Systems for Data Mining in Medical 
Databases

To the best of our knowledge there is no existing study appearing in the literature, which 

employs a genetic-based machine learning classifier system, such as XCS, in the single-step 

classification of multiple-channel, artefact-inclusive human EEG signals derived from mental 

task experiments. In addition, the notion of parallel and distributed classifier migration in 

learning classifier systems also appears to be an uncharted avenue of research within the EEG 

classification domain. In order to address this disparity we examined the efficacy and 

performance of the XCS (§6.0) and pXCS (§7.0) learning classifier systems in the single-step 

classification of multi-channel, artefact-inclusive, human EEG derived from ten participants.

However, in this section we describe the few examples where genetic-based learning 

classifier systems have been successfully used for classification learning of medical 

databases. Several medical problems such as those found in the UCI Repository of machine 

learning databases [81], have been constructed to benchmark and compare evolutionary and 

non-evolutionary machine learning techniques.

In an early study, Bonelli and Parodi demonstrated a Michigan style learning classifier 

system called NEWBOOLE [119]. The authors reported “significantly faster learning rate” 

compared to an artificial neural network trained using backpropagation on an artificial data 

set derived from the Multiplexor problem. More importantly, three different medical data sets 

were used to investigate and compare the classification performance of NEWBOOLE, CN2 

[120] and the neural network. However, the ANN achieved slightly better classification 

accuracy than NEWBOOLE, it was noted that the compactness and readability of the 

resulting solution (set of rules) produced by NEWBOOLE provided a significant advantage 

for similar data-mining applications.

Holmes developed a stimulus-response learning classifier system called EpiCS [121], which 

was based on NEWBOOLE. To summarise and paraphrase Holmes, EpiCS was developed for 

use in deriving an estimate of risk of disease for noisy, epidemiologic26 data. The 

epidemiologic surveillance databases provided an important, and at the time largely untested, 

platform for investigating KDD techniques, especially those drawn from the domain of 

evolutionary computation. EpiCS also included a risk assessment module for determining the 

risk of an outcome rather than a decision based simply on class membership, differential 

reinforcement for data environments where the prevalence of outcomes are disproportionate 

and the capability to deal with noisy data, such as missing entries. The classification

26 The datasets represented epidemiologic surveillance for hepatocellular (liver) carcinoma in a group of individuals living within 
the same neighbourhood who may have been exposed to Vinyl Chloride (ViCl), a known hepatocarcinogen.
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performance of EpiCS was compared with linear regression, which is a traditional statistical 

method for classification and found to provide better classification ability.

GALE [122] is a Pittsburgh-style learning classifier system that incorporates cellular 

automata models and fine-grained parallelism to co-evolve different knowledge 

representations. Typically, in Pittsburgh classifiers each member of the classifier population 

represents a complete solution of the classification task. In GALE, individuals are spread over 

a two-dimensional grid topology with each cell on the grid connected to the surrounding cells, 

thus defining demes where local and diffuse co-evolution occurs. To summarise and 

paraphrase Llora, GALE is not tailored to any predefined knowledge representation or 

dataset. Furthermore, it exploits parallel processing techniques and spatial relations among 

population members to effectively reduce the time required for data mining applications.

Moreover, Bernado-Mansilla, Llora, and Garrell [82] compared GALE and XCS, which is a 

Michigan-style LCS, with several other learning schemes, including Naive Bayes, SMO, IBk 

and PART. Naive Bayes [123] implements the standard probabilistic Naive Bayes classifier 

based on Bayes rule of conditional probabilities to estimate the predicted class. SMO (SVM) 

is a mathematical function that implements the sequential minimal optimisation algorithm for 

training a support vector classifier [118], It only supports binary classifications. IBk is an 

instance-based learning algorithm [124]. It uses the /c-nearest-neighbour method (k=3 in [82]) 

to predict the class according to the closest Euclidean distance metric between stored training 

instances and test instances. PART belongs to the category of rule-based classifiers [125]. It 

effectively combines the divide-and-conquer strategy for decision tree learning with the 

separate-and-conquer scheme for rule learning. It builds a partial decision tree and recursively 

makes the "best" leaf into a rule.

Fifteen datasets were used in the comparison. They were characterised by various attribute 

types, number of classes and dataset sizes as shown in Table 4. Three datasets were generated 

artificially (led, mux] 1 and tao) and twelve datasets, which represent real-world domains, 

were taken from the UCI repository datasets [81] except for biopsies and mammograms. 

Table 5 illustrates a condensed version of classification results between the different learning 

schemes. Moreover, the table clearly illustrates the competitiveness of both the GALE and 

XCS classifier systems when compared with the other learning schemes. For detailed 

explanations about the methodology, parameter tuning of XCS and GALE, and detailed 

descriptions of the dataset please refer to [82, 122].
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Table 4: Datasets used for the Comparison of Learning Schemes in [82],

Dataset Instances Missing(%) Numeric att. Nominal att. Classes
1 Biopsies (bps) 1027 0.0 24 - 2
2 Breast-w (bre) 699 0.3 9 - 2
3 Bupa (bpa) 345 0.0 6 - 2
4 Cmc (cmc) 1473 0.0 2 "7i 3
5 Glass (gls) 214 0.0 9 - 6
6 Heart-c-14 (h-c) 303 0.2 6 i 5
7 Heart-h-14 (h-h) 294 20.4 6 i 5
8 Iris (irs) 150 0.0 4 - 3
9 Led (led) 2000 0.0 - 7 10

10 Mammograms (mmg) 216 0.0 21 - 2
11 Mux 11 (mux) 2048 0.0 - 11 2
12 Pima-indians (pmi) 768 0.0 8 - 2
13 TAG (tao) 1888 0.0 2 - 2
14 Vehicle (veh) 846 0.0 18 - 4
15 Wine (wne) 178 0.0 13 - 3

Where, (bps)-Cancerous Biopsy Images; (bre)-Wisconsin Breast Cancer; (bpa)-Liver 

disorders; (cmc)-Contraceptive Method Choice; (gls)-Glass Identification; (h-c)-Heart 

Disease (Cleveland); (h-h)-Heart Disease (Hungarian), (irs)-Iris Plant; (led)-LED Display; 

(mmg)-Cancerous Mammogram Images; (mux 11 )-l 1 bit Multiplexor; (pmi)-Pima Indians 

Diabetes; (tao)-TAO Figure Sampling; (veh)-Vehicle Silhouettes; (wne)-Wine Recognition.

Table 5: Average Prediction Accuracy and Standard Deviations of six Machine Learning 
Schemes using Stratified Ten-Fold Cross-Validation [82].

Dataset IBk NB PART SMO XCS GALE
bps 82.8±4.3 78.6±5.5 79.0±3.3 86.4±3.0 83.2±3.1 83.7±3.8
bre 96.7±1.4 96.0±2.3 95.3±2.2 96.7±1.7 96.4±2.5 95.7±2.2
bpa 60.6±6.6 54.3±2.8 65.8±10.0 58.0±1.4 65.4±6 9 68.4±6.7
cmc 46.8±3.3 50.6±2.8 49.8±3.6 - 55.5±2.5 50.3±5.1
gls 66.4±10.9 47.6±8.9 69.0±1.0 - 70.8±8.5 65.6±1.9
h-c 83.2±5.2 83.6±6.0 77.9±6.4 - 80.3±7.8 79.9±5.2
h-h 82.4±8.4 83.7±7.8 79.6±10.6 - 79.9±6.3 78.2±7.2
irs 95.3±3.2 94.7±2.8 95.3±3.2 - 94.7 ±5.3 98.7±2.8
led 75.0±0.0 74.9±0.0 75.1 ±0.0 - 74.5±0.0 75.0±0.0

mmg 65.3±6.3 64.1 ±1.1 61.9±4.2 67.0±7.4 64.3±6.4 71,3±5.9
mux 99.8±0.3 61.9±2.7 100.0±0.0 61.6±3.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0
pmi 73.9±5.3 75.4±6.8 72.6±5.0 76.7±4.6 75.4±4.7 75.8±4.0
tao 96.0±1.4 80.8±1.8 93.6±2.8 83.6±2.3 89.9±1.3 95.5±1.0
veh 69.7±5.9 46.2±5.7 72.6±4.6 - 73.0±4.4 68.8±3.8
wne 96.8±4.5 97.8±2.9 92.9±6.1 - 95.1 ±6.8 97.2±2.9

AVG 79.4% 72.7% 78.7% 75.7% 79.9% 80.3%
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Further data mining studies using the XCS learning classifier system have also been 

performed on medical datasets. In [80], Wilson modified the XCS to handle integer-valued 

attributes of the Wisconsin Breast Cancer (WBC) data-set [81]. Wilson modified the input 

interface, mutation operator, covering, and subsumption mechanism of XCS allowing integer

valued intervals to encode rules (XCSI - §2.6.10). Using a stratified ten-fold cross-validation 

procedure for training and testing, the XCSI learning classifier system achieved an average 

classification accuracy of 95.5%. At the time, this result improved on the best known 

performance for the WBC data-set, with the advantage of producing a compact and readable 

set of rules (classifiers).

Recently, Holmes and Sager developed EpiXCS, which incorporate features of EpiCS into 

the XCS paradigm [126], To summaries Holmes and Sager, EpiXCS implements several 

additional features that tailor the XCS paradigm to the demands of epidemiologic surveillance 

data. In particular, EpiXCS accommodates the needs of epidemiologists and other clinical 

researchers in performing knowledge discovery tasks on surveillance data because it includes 

a workbench-style GUI for visualisation and parameterisation and the use of “clinically 

meaningful evaluation metrics”. EpiXCS has shown competitive rule discovery when applied 

to a large epidemiologic surveillance database. Early investigation indicates that EpiXCS is a 

more stable system than EpiCS on similar data, in that it can handle conflicts and missing data 

more gracefully, and evolves a more generalised and accurate classifier population.

3.6 Conclusion

It was the pioneering research performed by Richard Canton and later by Hans Berger that 

provided an early understanding and simple experimental methods for examining the voltage 

activity of the cerebral cortex over time which represents the EEG. In this chapter we 

introduced the modern interpretation of the human EEG and the experimental processes 

associated with the reliable and repeatable acquisition of it. A major aspect of our research 

was the preparation, acquisition, processing of EEG signals derived from ten human 

participants, as discussed in §6.0. Consequently, this chapter also described and reviewed 

literature associated with each of these important processes including common classification 

techniques.

We also examined how EEG signals arise on the outer surfaces of the cerebral hemispheres 

due to the spatial summation of action potentials, which produce small leakage currents 

through the skull creating potential gradients on the scalp. In addition, we described how the 

EEG commonly contains rhythmical activity in the time and frequency domains. With this
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understanding, several alternative EEG signal processing and representations were reviewed 

including Band Power, Power Spectral Density, AutoRegressive models, and Time-Frequency 

transforms.

We described how the International 10-20 system of electrode placement provided a means 

for achieving repeatable and reliable EEG recordings between different participants and 

sessions. By developing an equivalent circuit model of the EEG electrode, we also discussed 

methods for mitigating the effects of electrode potential, polarisation and impedance from our 

experimental method. In terms of acquisition, we described a typical EEG system consisting 

of a number of differential preamplifiers, multi-channel adjustable amplifiers, high resolution 

Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) and computational processing, display and storage for 

offline analysis.

Since this study deals with the single-step, offline classification of artefact-inclusive EEG, 

we described techniques to minimise physiological artefacts that can originate from the 

participant and non-physiological artefacts that can originate from EEG measuring equipment 

and external electrical interference. Adopting experimental methods for the mitigation of EEG 

artefacts during the recording process is particularly important in this study, since no post

processing is performed for the removal of artefacts (§6.0).

We described early research by Keirn and Aunon, who proposed the widely accepted notion 

of a “detectable correlation between human EEG and mental tasks”. We have adopted their 

experimental protocol, including the suite of mental task experiments, designed to elicit 

hemispheric responses in human participants (§6.0).

Since our research is to a great extent focused on learning classifier systems, we outlined 

the relationship between data mining, Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) and 

classification learning. In support of this, we reviewed an assortment of machine learning and 

statistical methods that have been used for the classification of mental tasks derived from 

human EEG signals. Although, varying classification results have been reported in the 

literature, we discovered that the performance of evolutionary-based classifier systems is 

somewhat uncharted in the discrimination of mental tasks derived from human EEG. This is 

surprising, as classification of existing medical data sets has been undertaken by evolutionary- 

based learning classifier systems with competitive results reported in the literature. 

Furthermore, results also showed the robustness of evolutionary schemes when applied to 

very different datasets compared to other non-evolutionary ones.

Several questions have been raised as a result of this chapter’s considerations, and will be

addressed in this research:
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• How does XCS compare in terms of classification performance of artefact-inclusive, 

multiple-channel human EEG derived from mental task experiments with the state of 

the art non-evolutionary schemes?

• Does a frequency-based representation provide improved classification performance 

compared with a parametric representation?

• Does parallel and distributed classifier migration, inspired by parallel genetic 

algorithms improve classification performance, learning rate and classifier 

population? •

• What are the critical signal processing and learning scheme parameterisations that 

affect classification performance, learning rate and classifier populations?



Chapter 4

Optimal Migration Strategies for a 
Parallel Genetic Algorithm with 
Adaptive Mutation

Chapter Outline

In this chapter we present a coarse-grained, multiple-deme Parallel Genetic Algorithm (PGA), 

with adaptive mutation. The research outcomes presented in this chapter, inspired us to 

investigate and further understand parallel and distributed genetic-based machine learning 

classifier systems. In particular, the migration of classifiers within the framework of learning 

classifier systems when applied to the single-step classification of noisy, artefact-inclusive 

human EEG signals (§5.0 and §6.0).

In this chapter, we examine the important effect of migration frequency and deme count 

upon the parallel genetic algorithm. Using a set of common unimodal and multimodal 

optimisation problems, we investigated and compare the convergence velocity and solution 

quality of the PGA against a simple genetic algorithm (SGA), which does not employ a 

parallel algorithmic approach. In addition, we develop a method for deterministically adapting 

the mutation probability during execution of the PGA, which is compared to static mutation 

probability.

The experimental results presented in this chapter suggest that migration frequency and the 

number of subpopulations (demes) significantly influences the performance of the PGA. 

Furthermore, the use of an adaptive mutation operator can further increase convergence 

velocity and solution quality of the parallel genetic algorithm, but in one case can inhibit the 

PGA’s exploitation ability. This work appears in [127].
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4.1 Aim

The aim of the research presented in this chapter is to investigate and understand:

1. The performance of a multi-deme, coarse-grained parallel genetic algorithm 

compared to the simple genetic algorithm,

2. The impact of migration frequency and the deme count on the performance of the 

parallel genetic algorithm,

3. The effects of an adaptive mutation probability on the parallel genetic algorithm.

Using a common suite of objective functions (described in §4.3.2) we performed a 

meaningful benchmarking method that allows comparison with the simple genetic algorithm 

in terms of convergence velocity and final solution quality.

4.2 PGA Convergence Velocity and Solution Quality
In order to develop a useful understanding against the aims of the research presented in this 

chapter, a sound experimental method is required. We have proposed a single high-level 

research hypothesis HI, which is consistent with the aims of the research presented in this 

chapter. This hypothesis is tested in a systematic manner. The results of these experiments 

give us information about the convergence velocity and solution quality of the parallel genetic 

algorithm using a common set of unimodal and multimodal optimisation functions.

The following research hypothesis is tested in the work presented in this chapter:

Hypothesis (HI): “The convergence velocity and solution quality achieved by the 

parallel genetic algorithm, with adaptive mutation is superior to that achieved by the 

serial genetic algorithm on a common set of optimisation problems.”

This statement has been formulated in combination with both the theoretical considerations 

and the earlier literature review (§2.0). In support of the literature, we share the view that 

competent parallelisation of stand-alone genetic algorithms and systems incorporating 

genetic-based machine learning, such as learning classifier systems can achieve improved 

solution quality and converge faster towards an appropriate solution. Therefore, it is
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imperative to increase our understanding of the state of the art in parallel genetic algorithmic 

techniques.

4.2.1 Refinement
The following terms require further specification:

“convergence velocity” Here, we define convergence velocity as the value of the decay 

constant (X) in the equation representing exponential decay, which has the form:

f(t) = f\e~At (41)

where,/(?) is the phenotype fitness value of the objective function at each generation (t), and 

/i is the fitness at the end of the first generation (r=l). Associated with equation (4.1) is the R2 

value, which provides a measure of the correlation between variables/and t. In this study, the 

R2 value is computed using the square of the Pearson product moment correlation coefficient 

for fitting an exponential function to the particular data set. The R2 value has a range of (0.0< 

R2<1.0) which indicates the ‘goodness’ of fit. The convergence velocity is measured using the 

W&M hypothesis testing procedure (described in §1.5) such that the tmth and superiority of 

assertion, Apga > /lSGA can be known with a 95% level of confidence.

“solution quality” We define solution quality as a measure of the distance from the final 

solution to the known global optimum, for searches that do not result in failure. Solution 

quality is often called accuracy. Here, solution quality is characterised by the final fitness 

value ( /, ) of the fittest individual in the population once the algorithm has reached a'max 11

predetermined number of generations. The solution quality is measured using the W&M 

hypothesis testing procedure (§1.5) such that the truth and superiority of the 

assertion,/ . > f, K can be known with a 95% level of significance.V'max ' (/max JAU7i

“optimisation problems” In this experiment, three different optimisation problems are 

described using the Sphere, Ackley and Rastrigin objective functions. Each objective function 

is thoroughly described in section §4.3.2. The PGA and SGA attempt to locate the global 

minimum of each optimisation problem separately.
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4.2.2 Operational Hypotheses

Hypothesis The resultant convergence velocity (A-pga) and solution quality

ft \pr\ are influenced by the migration frequency (mF) of a multi-deme parallel
\ Umax )

genetic algorithm using a common set of optimisation problems such that the truth of 

the assertion,/?!* = 5: mF e {0,5,10,20,40} can be known with a 95% level of 

confidence for each objective function independently.

Hypothesis The resultant convergence velocity (Apga) and solution quality

/' are influenced by the number of sub-populations (d#) of a multi-deme
\ ' Umax )' /

parallel genetic algorithm using a common set of optimisation problems such that the 

truth of the assertion, dn — 8: dn e {1,4,8} Am, =5 can be known with a 95% level of 

confidence for each objective function independently.

Hypothesis The truth of the assertion, “deterministic adaptive mutation provides

superior convergence velocity (Apga) and solution quality |/)(1)compared to the

static bit-flip mutation probability for the multi-deme parallel genetic algorithm, when 

mF =5and<:/# =8”, can be known with a 95% level of confidence for each objective 

function independently.

4.3 Method

In order to develop a useful understanding against the aims of this research, a sound 

experimental method is required. The operational hypotheses (Hu, H] 2, and H\ 3) were tested 

in a systematic manner to provide experimental results and subsequent information about the 

multi-deme, coarse-grained parallel genetic algorithm performance and the factors affecting 

it.
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4.3.1 Multi-Deme Parallel Genetic Algorithm

Parallel Genetic Algorithms were inspired by the notion that evolution in the natural world is 

an inherently adaptive and vastly parallel process, where each individual is selected according 

to its fitness to survive and reproduce (§2.3). The parallel genetic algorithm studied in this 

chapter was formulated in combination with both the theoretical consideration and the earlier 

literature review of chapter 2.

The PGA consists of multiple-demes or subpopulations. The demes were coarse-grained 

with loosely-coupled subpopulations. The number of chromosomes or individuals in each 

subpopulation remained static throughout the execution of the parallel genetic algorithm. 

Each subpopulation evolved in isolation starting from an initial random population of 

candidate solutions. All subpopulations maintained two non-overlapping populations, using 

the generational model (§2.2.9), where each new generation replaced the old to help maintain 

population diversity.

For all subpopulations, the tournament selection method was used to select a fixed number 

of tour individuals chosen randomly from the population (§2.2.3). The fittest individual from 

the tour was selected for mating. This process occurred twice with two, different parental 

chromosomes selected for mating. The tournament selection method allowed selective 

intensity and population diversity to be adjusted through setting of the tour size, 

(2<tour<popsize) [11].

The binary encoded genes of each offspring chromosome were decoded into corresponding 

phenotype values, for direct use in objective function evaluation and determination of fitness. 

The parallel genetic algorithm uses defined objective functions with no other a priori 

knowledge provided. Each chromosome contained a number of genes corresponding to the 

number of function dimensions in each objective function (n).

Adaptive Mutation Probability and Multi-Point Crossover
It is well recognised that crossover (Pc) and mutation (PM) probabilities are important and 

commonly used operators for genetic algorithms (§2.2.4 and §2.2.5). The likelihood of 

performing crossover of two or more parental chromosomes is governed by Pc and the 

likelihood of randomly mutating one or more genes within the chromosome is governed by 

PM. The theoretical considerations presented in §2.2.6, demonstrated that crossover and 

mutation operators can be set statically or dynamically throughout the execution of the 

genetic algorithm. Furthermore, dynamic crossover and mutation operators can be 

deterministic, adaptive or self-adaptive.
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In this study, multi-point crossover was performed with a static probability of (Pc=0.95). 

Four crossover sites {xsites-4) were selected at random with no duplicates permitted. 

Segments of parental chromosomes lying between the crossover sites were exchanged to 

produce two new offspring chromosomes. The section between the start of the chromosome 

and the first crossover site was not exchanged. According to Back and Schultz, the disruptive 

nature of multi-point crossover encourages exploration of the search space, rather than 

favouring the convergence to highly fit individuals early in the search, thus making the search 

more robust [26].

We found, adapting the mutation probability appealing because it allowed for tuning the 

degree of exploration versus exploitation in the genetic search. For the parallel genetic 

algorithm, mutation was performed with the adaptive probability given by equation(4.2).

G «
r n-1 2-n■l ^

- +-------- 1
\ a 7-1 )

(4.2)

where, PM(7) is the temporal mutation probability at generation step t, te {0,1,...,T — l} , T’ is

the maximum number of fixed generations in a single epoch, n is the problem dimensionality, 

/ is the gene bit length (static chromosome length is n l) and a determines the initial mutation 

probability and its rate of decay. This deterministically decreasing function was derived in 

combination with similar studies into adaptive mutation probability for serial genetic 

algorithms [26, 28]. This expression does not introduce additional parameters, since Pm(0 is 

dependent upon a, which needs to be set.

Figure 32 illustrates the adaptive and static mutation probabilities employed in this study, 

with fixed a=20. The solid curves represent the adaptive mutation probability PM(t), which 

decreases deterministically according to equation(4.2). The dashed lines represent the static 

mutation probability commonly computed in the literature as l/n-l. Adapting the mutation 

probability according to equation(4.2) provides a large mutation probability during the early 

stage of evolution. This causes greater disruption within the chromosomes resulting in 

potentially improved exploration of the search space. Alternatively, a smaller mutation 

operator can be beneficial in the later stage of evolution to protect highly fit individuals from 

random mutations, since they usually have ‘more to lose’ in variation of the chromosome, 

thus retaining good solutions [20].
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Sphere {/7=30,/=33,«=20}
- Rastrigin {n=20,/=33,«=20}
- Ackley {n=30,/=49,«=20}

Adaptive ^

Static P

Generations

Figure 32: Mutation Probability PmU)- Solid lines represent adaptive mutation probabilities calculated 
using equation(4.2) and dashed lines represent static mutation probabilities calculated using (1 //;-/) for 
the Sphere, Rastrigin and Ackley Path Functions with a=20.

Multi-Deme Topology
The parallel genetic algorithm presented in this chapter was modelled using a multiple- 

population, coarse-grained master-slave topology (§2.3.1) as illustrated in Figure 33. We 

investigated four and eight deme topologies and their influence on convergence velocity and 

solution quality of the parallel genetic algorithm.

Deme 5 Deme 4 Deme 1

Deme 2Deme 6

Deme 3Deme 7
Root 

Deme 0

Root Deme 0

Deme 2Deme 1 Deme 3

Figure 33: The Multi-Deme Master-Slave Topologies of the PGA using 4- and 8- subpopulations.
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Each deme contained a fixed population size of 200 chromosomes (/V=200). A single 

population (deme) was used to represent the simple genetic algorithm, with no migration. 

Each subpopulation was allocated to a separate single-cored processor of the ORION 

computing cluster (§4.3.4) for execution of the genetic algorithm. Processor and memory 

resources were not shared between any subpopulations. Subpopulations executed in isolation 

with individuals exchanged according to the migration policy.

Migration Policy
Determination of a migration policy is essential for competent parallel and distributed 

algorithms, such as a parallel genetic algorithm (§2.3.1). The migration policy (M) for the

PGA is conveniently defined by six parameters, M =[mR,mF,tH,l//s,l//R,sy The definition of 

each parameter within the migration policy for a PGA is restated here for convenience:

• mR - migration rate is the number of individuals or chromosomes undertaking 

migration as a proportion of the deme population, N.

• mF - migration frequency is how often migrations occur as a proportion of the total 

number of generations. •

• tH - hold-off period before migrations occur and is defined as a proportion of the total 

number of generations.

• y/s - chromosome selection policy specified by phenotype fitness (J).

• y/R - chromosome replacement policy specified by phenotype fitness (/).

• s - the communication type, either synchronous or asynchronous.

In this study, the selection and replacement policies were restricted to the phenotype fitness 

(y/s -f y>R = j). Four individuals with the highest fitness values were migrated (mR = 4) from 

each leaf deme to the root deme where additional fitness evaluation was performed. The 

migration rate was fixed for all experiments. The root deme also contained a local 

subpopulation and participated in genetic evaluation and migration. In addition, the root deme
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computed the overall fittest individuals among those individuals that migrated on the current 

cycle. The overall fittest individuals were sent to each deme replacing the least-fittest 

individuals in the subpopulation as illustrated by the example in Figure 34.

Selection of 
emigrants

Compute Overall Replacement
Fittest Individuals using immigrants

Root Deme 0

Fittest 0

Fittest 2 .Fittest nFittest 1,

Deme 1 Deme 3Deme 2

Root Deme 0

{0a,0b,0c,0d} Fittest 0 

Fittest 1

{2a,2b,2C,2d}

{3a,3b,3Cl3d}

Fittest 2 

Fittest 3

{2a,1b,3c,1d} Fittest

Figure 34: Unordered and blocking communication provided synchronous migration between loosely- 
coupled and coarse-grained sub-populations of the Master-Slave PGA consisting of four demes.

The transmission of immigrants and emigrants was performed synchronously between the 

root deme (pop 0) and leaf demes within the topology. All subpopulations continued to evolve 

fitter individuals until the maximum number of generations was reached.

We investigated different migration frequencies (mF = 0, 5, 10, 20, 40) for both four and 

eight deme topologies and there influence on convergence velocity and solution quality. No 

migration occurs for a single population (mF = 0). The same migration policy (M) was 

implemented for each deme and the value of the each migration policy parameter remained 

static throughout the exploration (§4.3.3).

Exploration Cycle
The XCS (§6.0) and pXCS (§7.0) learning classifier systems iterate through a number of 

different cycles to perform a single-step classification task. These cycles were named after the 

corresponding and relevant subsystem - performance, reinforcement, discovery and 

migration. Unlike, pXCS and XCS the parallel genetic algorithm in this chapter performs 

cycles of discovery and migration only. Although, analogous to the learning classifier 

systems, the discovery component is performed by a genetic algorithm and migration is 

performed through the exchange of chromosomes according to a migration policy (M). A 

single cycle of the parallel genetic algorithm is summarised by Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 9: Exploration Cycle of the Parallel Genetic Algorithm

[Initialise SUBPOPULATION]: Generate an initial random subpopulation
of m binary chromosomes representing candidate solutions of the first
epoch.

[Decode SUBPOPULATION] Perform genotype to phenotype conversion of
each chromosome in the subpopulation. Convert genes of binary 
chromosome into phenotypical fitness values.

[Evaluate SUBPOPULATION]: Evaluate the fitness of each chromosome in
the subpopulation.

Repeat
Repeat

[SELECTION] : Apply Tournament selection operator to
SUBPOPULATION.

[CROSSOVER] : Apply Uniform recombination operator to
PARENTAL chromosomes to produce OFFSPRING.

[MUTATION]: Apply Deterministic Adaptive Mutation
operator to OFFSPRING.

[DECODE]: Convert genes of binary chromosome into 
phenotypical REAL fitness values.

[EVALUATE]: Evaluate the fitness of each OFFSPRING.

[INSERTION]: Insert OFFSPRING into new SUBPOPULATION.

Until NEW SUBPOPULATION is full 
If TRUE then

[SELECTION] r Apply selection (ijis) to SUBPOPULATION.

[MIGRATION] : Leaf demes send MR chromosomes to the root 
deme within the Master-Slave topology.

[FITNESS EVAL]: Determine the MR chromosomes with the best 
fitness from all migrants received.

[MIGRATION] : Send Mr chromosomes to the root DEME.

[REPLACEMENT] : Receive MR chromosomes from the root DEME and 
apply replacement [\jjR) to SUBPOPULATION.

Until MAXIMUM generation satisfied
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PGA Software System
This section provides a high-level description of the parallel genetic algorithm software 

system as illustrated by the following structure charts. Due to the parallel and distributed 

nature of the PGA, certain portions of the software system are executed exclusively by the 

root deme while others are executed within the leaf demes. In Figure 35 to Figure 39, modules 

with a black outline are executed by all demes. Modules with red outline are executed 

exclusively by the root deme. Remembering, the root deme also contains a subpopulation 

(demeO) and thus participates in migration within the master-slave topology studied in this 

chapter. Data flows have been omitted to prevent crowding of the diagramming. A full 

description of each module, associated data structures and source code are provided in the 

attached Thesis Software Collection DVD (described in Appendix H).

| 1.3 Optional l 
I GAFuncs Cycle_Errorinitialise

1.6
WriteResuits

1.2
Generation

1.5
Migration

Figure 35: Decomposition of the Level l (PGA) Structure Chart for the Parallel Genetic Algorithm 
Software System.

Figure 36: Decomposition of Level l.l (Initialise), 1.3 (OptionalGAFuncs), and L4 (Cycle _Error) 
Structure Charts for the Parallel Genetic Algorithm Software System.
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Figure 37: Decomposition of Level 1.2 (Generation) Structure Chart for the Parallel Genetic Algorithm 
Software System.

1.5.2
UniRing

1.5.1.1
In itMig ration

1.5.1.2 
GetMig rants

1.5.1.3 Send 
MigrantsMS

MPI_Send

ProcessNode >

1.5.2.1 
GetMig rants

DQurckSort j

1.5.3
BiRing

' ProcessNode' 
V BR

1.5.3.1 Send 
Migrants

MPI_Send

/ ProcessNode3

1.5.4.1
RecvMig rants

MPI_Recv

Figure 38: Decomposition of Level 1.5 (Migration) Structure Chart for the Parallel Genetic Algorithm 
Software System

1.6.3
RecvResults

MPI_Recv 1.6.5.3 
WriteFooter

1.6.5.2
WriteResults

1.6.2
SendResults Process

Results

MPI_Send 1.6.5.1
WriteHeader

1.6.5
WriteFiie

1.6
WriteResults

1.6.1
InitResults

Figure 39: Decomposition of Level 1.6 (WriteResults) Structure Chart for the Parallel Genetic 
Algorithm Software System.
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4.3.2 Benchmark Test Functions

A test environment was established to facilitate a meaningful empirical investigation of the 

impact of the migration frequency (mF), deme count {d#) and deterministic adaptive mutation 

on the convergence velocity and solution quality of the parallel genetic algorithm. The test 

environment consisted of a set of idealised objective functions, expressed in closed and 

analytical form. The objective functions are used extensively in the literature to study 

performance of evolutionary algorithms. They included the Sphere Function (fsPh), Rastrigin’s 

Function (fRas) and Ackley’s Path Function (fAck) as defined below. Optimisation is 

characterised by searching for a global minimum of each objective function separately.

The Sphere Function is a continuous, strictly convex unimodal function given by the 

equation(4.3):

•MO = ZOO
i=i

-5.10 < Xj < 5.10,/t = 30,/ = \ :n (4.3)
4* (4=o.o, *=0.0

Figure 40: An example illustration of the Sphere Function for n=3.
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Rastrigin’s Function is a continuous multi-modal non-linear function based on fSph with the 

addition on cosine modulation to produce many regularly distributed local minima. It is given 

by equation(4.4):

fRas M = n ■ A + £(*3 - Acos(2^,)) 
1=1

—5.10<x( <5.10,A = 10,?i = 20,/ = \:n

/to(4=a0’*/=0-0
(4.4)
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Figure 4I: An example illustration of Rastrigin's Function for n=3 (top) and n=2 (bottom).



The Ackley Path Function is a continuous multi-modal non-linear function, given by 

equation(4.5). Minima are regularly distributed:
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fAck (x) = 20 + e-20-exp -0.2 ■xuri=i
exp 1 T• X cos(2;rx.) 

O' i=l ' 1 .
-32.8 < Xj < 32.8,e = exp(l),« = 30,i = 1: n 
/^(^) = 0-°>x, =0.0

(4.5)
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Figure 42: An example illustration of the Ackley Path Function for n=3 (top) and n=2 (bottom)
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4.3.3 Experiment Parameters

There is a complex, non-linear relationship between the parameters of a parallel genetic 

algorithm which tends to influence their behaviour [18]. To minimise these effects, most 

parameters remained constant for the duration of the experiments. Experiments were 

conducted using the parameter specification listed in Table 6. No migration was used for the 

single population scenario. Gene lengths of 33-bits and 49-bits were used to provide adequate 

resolution and minimise quantisation error between candidate solutions. Each experiment 

terminates after 80000, 80000 and 120000 objective function evaluations for fSph, fRas and fAck 

respectively. Final experimental results are averaged over 50 independent experiments.

For the adaptive mutation probability given by equation(4.2), the operator a determines the 

initial mutation probability and its rate of decay. In our experiments, values of a = [5, 10, 20, 

40, 80, 160} were used and compared to the static mutation probability given by (nl) for each 

objective function. Figure 43 illustrates the variation of PM(t) for different values of a for each 

objective function used in this study.

Table 6: Parallel Genetic Algorithm Parameter Specieication

Sphere Function
(fsoh)

Rastrigin’s Function
(fRas)

Ackley’s Function
(fAck)

Generations (gen) 400 400 600
Subpopulation Size (N) 200 200 200
# Subpopulation 1,4,8 1,4,8 1,4,8
Aggregate Pop Size 200,800,1600 200,800,1600 200,800,1600
Subpopulation Type Non-Overlapping Non-overlapping Non-overlapping
Migration Frequency (mF) 0,5,10,20,40 0,5,10,20,40 0,5,10,20,40
Migration Rate (mR) 0.005N 0.005N 0.005N
Selection Policy (*P$) Fittest Fittest Fittest
Replacement Policy (*Pr) Least-fit Least-fit Least-fit
Holdoff-Time (tH) (mF) (mF) (mF)

Gene Size (bits) 33 33 52
Dimensions (/;) 30 20 30
Chromosome Length (bits) 990 660 1560
Tour Size 5 3 6
Mutation Probability (PM) Adaptive (a=20) Adaptive (a=20) Adaptive (a=20)
Crossover Probability (Pc) 0.95 0.95 0.95
# Crossover Sites 4 4 4
Packet Payload (bytes) 2256 1536 3236
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Figure 43: Mutation Probability PM(r) for a = 5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 160. Solid lines represent adaptive 
mutation probabilities calculated using equation(4.2) for the Sphere Function {nl-990), Rastrigin 
Function (/?/=660) and Ackley Path Function (/z/=l560).

4.3.4 Experimental Apparatus

All experiments in this chapter were performed using the research computing cluster 

(ORION) located at the University of Technology, Sydney. The cluster node specification is 

provided in Table 7 The parallel genetic algorithm was coded in ISO C and employed the 

Message Passing Interface Specification V2.0 (MPI-2) for communication between PGA 

denies executing on separate cluster nodes.

Table 7: Cluster Computing Hardware and Soetware Environment

Computing Environment Component Description
Number of Node Utilised 1,4,8
Processor Type and core Speed Intel Pentium 4 @ 3.0Ghz
Front-side Bus Bandwidth 800MHz
DRAM capacity and bandwidth 2GB DDR2 @ 400MHz
Network Type and Bandwidth 1000Mbps Ethernet
Network Switching Type Gigabit Switching Fabric
Network Protocol TCP/IP V4
OS Kernel Type and Version RHE Linux 4.0 (2.4.20-19.8)
MPI Type and Version LAM 6.5.6/MPI 2
Compiler Type and Version mpiCC and gcc (3.2.0)
Coding Language Standard ISO c
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4.4 Results

The purpose of this section is to present and discuss the results obtained against the aims and 

hypothesis (HI) using the experimental methods described earlier in this chapter. 

Furthermore, it is our objective to provide a level of analysis leading to a statement as to 

whether the hypothesis is confirmed or refuted. Further discussion of the implications arising 

from these experimental results are held until §8.1.3.

4.4.1 Description

Research Hypothesis HI:
“The convergence velocity and solution quality achieved by the parallel genetic algorithm, 

with adaptive mutation is superior to that achieved by the serial genetic algorithm on a 

common set of optimisation problems.”

This high level research hypothesis was further refined to three lower level operational 

hypotheses that could be tested directly:

Operational Hypothesis Hu:

The resultant convergence velocity ( Apga ) and solution quality (/p . )pga )are

influenced by the migration frequency (mF) of a multi-deme parallel genetic algorithm 

using a common set of optimisation problems such that the truth of the

assertion, mF =5 :mF e {0,5,10,20,40} can be known with a 95% level of confidence 

for each objective function independently.

Operational Hypothesis H] 2:

The resultant convergence velocity (APGA) and solution quality /, ,pr. are

influenced by the number of sub-populations (d#) of a multi-deme parallel genetic

algorithm using a common set of optimisation problems such that the truth of the assertion,

d# =8 : r/# e {l,4,8}Amf =5 can be known with a 95% level of confidence for each 

objective function independently.
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Operational Hypothesis Hi.3:
The truth of the assertion, “deterministic adaptive mutation provides superior convergence 

velocity (Apca) and solution quality f, pr compared to the static bit-flip mutation

probability for the multi-deme parallel genetic algorithm, when mF =5 and d# =8”, can 

be known with a 95% level of confidence for each objective function independently.

4.4.2 Presentation

The PGA performance is shown in Figure 44 to Figure 49 for a fixed number of 

subpopulations and different migration periods. The (0-gen) curve, in each figure, represents a 

single population with no migration and is the baseline performance.

Results derived from experiments related to adaptive mutation probability are presented in 

Figure 50 to Figure 52 for a fixed migration frequency (mF= 5) and deme count (d# = 8). All 

graphs use a log-linear scale, to display the behaviour of the PGA for the maximum number 

of generations. Experimental results are averaged over 50 independent experiments.
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Figure 44: Sphere Function with 4-subpopulations and variable migration period.
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Figure 45: Sphere Function with 8-subpopulations and variable migration period.

Table 8: Convergence Velocity and Solution Quality - Sphere Function

m f 4-demes 8-demes
/(') = /,<? ^ "Nnax /(/) = /,c * f

J ^max
0 126.4e‘lu,S2X±am's;<I. R2=0.952 1,03±0.98E-11 126.4e‘IUIX2S±(U)0-s-\ R2=0.952 1.03±0.98E-11
5 I |4 9e-o.nyx4±o.ooi)Xi> R2=Q 954 3.04±2.28E-14 |07 3e-o.mi4±<u»()i7^ R^=0 960 1,33±0.72E-14
10 1 I4.3e iu,94y±,l'°0421. R2=0.961 8.98±7.64E-14 108.5e‘lu,yxi±ai,(,s,\ R2=0.964 2.67±1.47E-14
20 113.6e4U,y27±(,l)(’461, R2 =0.962 1,75±0.96E-13 I08.4e'iuiy-‘s'i±ool)421, R2=0.963 6.85±3.71E-13
40 , , , 3e-n.0904±„.n«.46,_ R-—0 96, 4.51±2.50E-13 1 i i 2e-|U)927±{U,()-tel, R2=0.962 1,94±I .03E-13
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Figure 46: Rastrigin’s Function with 4-subpopulations and variable migration period.
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Figure 47: Rastrigin’s Function with 8-subpopulations and variable migration period.

Table 9: Convergence Velocity and Solution Quality - Rastrigin Function

mF 4-demes 8-demes

/(') = /,<? A' ‘^'max
0 223.7e',u)l2y±<u)iuyi, R-’=0.000 6.91±2.62E-00 223.7CU)™±t)M)- M, R2=0.000 6.91 ±2.62E-00
5 21 1 2e'l)ms7±0'l)ll4yi, R2=0.990 2.42±5.55E-14 204.0e‘ll'",''±o'l,l)411. R2=0.992 5.68±4.02E-16
10 208.7e'°'"s>ift±a007". R2=0.994 3.63±6.40E-13 203.8elu,iiy4±(U)'UM, R2=0.996 2.22±5.73E-13
20 209.9e'0'l)2'',±()moyt. R'’=0.000 1.59±3.68E-0I 204.4e'IM)7X7±(),)l)6lt. R2=0.997 6.54±4.27E-12

40 212.5e‘"',2y-±0""°l. R'=0.000 1.59±3.68E-01 201 7e‘°n746±<l0,)641 r2=o 993 2.61 ±1.75E-11
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Figure 48: Ackley’s Path Function with 4-subpopulations and variable migration period.
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Figure 49: Ackley’s Path Function with 8-subpopulations and variable migration period.

Table 10: Convergence Velocity and Solution Quality - Ackley Path Function

mF 4-demes 8-demes

/(') = /i* h ■^ma x "^max

0 20.22e"”(,7l±,MI,,4f>1. R'=0.000 1.14±l .04E-00 20.22e4MM)7l±<M)046t, R-’=0.()00 1.14± 1.04E-00
5 19.93e'ai)444±"llll4-S|. R2=0.983 2.82±l .28E-10 19.81e4U)4fty±IM)"4Xl, R2=0.982 6.94±4.00E-11
10 20.02e"l,4:’4±°'110-". R2=0.984 5.23±2.98E-I0 19.88e4)"454±00l)48t, R2=0.982 1.67±0.64E-10
20 l9.97e°'ll422±,M,l,4yi. R2=0.985 9.94±6.28E-10 19.89e4l04V7±IMM)471, R2=0.983 4.42±1.89E-10
40 19.92e4,',)4"l±00IIMl. R2=0.994 2.04±1.05E-09 19 85e4M)422±0 ll04y', R2=0.984 1,07±0.44E-09
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Figure 50: Adaptive Mutation vs Static Mutation probability for the Sphere Function (mF= 5, d# = 8).

Table 11: Effect of Adaptive Mutation Operator (a) on Convergence Velocity and

Solution Quality - Sphere Function

a R2 f
' ^max

5 107 2e~°'loro±0'(5(roi 0.9594 1.51 ±0.62H-14
10 10B 0.9594 1.39±0.71E-14
20 j |Q ^^-0.10I4±0.0045t 0.9574 1.31 ±0.89E-14
40 105 10IO±0.0043t 0.9607 1.41 ±0.8 IE-14
80 108 ^0"0.l023±O.(X)6$t 0.9553 1.09±0.93E-14
160 109 Oe-aio39±oo°74t 0.9454 9.09±6.54E-15
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Figure 51: Adaptive Mutation vs Static Mutation probability for the Rastrigin Function (mF=5, d# - 8).

Table 12: Effect of Adaptive Mutation Operator (a) on Convergence Velocity and 
Solution Quality - Rastrigin Function

a /(/) = /i<? * R2 f‘ Cax
5 199 4e 12’/2±0■005-^, 0.9394 5.68±0.12E-16
10 203 -0.J076±0.0041t 0.9820 5.68±0.1 OE-16
20 200.5e'ao974±0-tx,3M 0.9947 1.71 ±6.8 IE-15
40 207 5et)uy:,5±a(X)29t 0.9977 2.33±5.1 IE-14
80 206.5e'°'oyz/±ao0181 0.9984 2.6I±4.07E-14
160 ^^-O.0924±0.0027t 0.9985 2.72±3.65E-14
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Figure 52: Adaptive vs Static Mutation probability for the Ackley Path Function (mh-=5, d# = 8).

Table 13: Effect of Adaptive Mutation Operator (a) on Convergence Velocity and 
Solution Quality - Ackley Path Function

a /(')=/,■H" R2 f•’ 'max

5 19 86e"a0383±a0029t 0.0893 3.01 ±11.45E-10
10 19 g'y0-O-O46O±O.OO211 0.9880 8.53±3.84E-11
20 19 83e'a0466±000l6t 0.9850 8.19±3.63E-1 1
40 1 9 ^67±0.0020t 0.9814 7.63±4.84E-11
80 19 88V0‘()456±() <X)22t 0.9801 8.81 ±4.19E-1 1
160 19 -0.0466±0.00211 0.9825 8.12±3.83E-11
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4.4.3 Analysis

Some observations from the graphs and tables are noted:

• Figure 44 and Table 8 show the results of the PGA applied to the unimodal Sphere 

function using 4-demes. A single population (d# = 1) with no migration (mF = 0, 0- 

gen), which represents the SGA, produced a convergence velocity Asga = -

0.0828±0.0053 and solution quality /40o = 1.03±0.98xl0'n. A migration frequency of 

mF - 5 resulted in improved convergence velocity Apga = -0.0984 ± 0.0008 and 

superior solution quality/40o = 3.04±2.28xlCT14.

• Figure 45 and Table 8 show the results of the PGA applied to the unimodal Sphere 

function using 8-demes. A migration frequency of mF~5 resulted in improved 

convergence velocity ZPCA =-0.1014 ±0.0027 and superior solution quality /4oo = 

1,33±0.72xl0"14.

• Figure 46 and Table 9 show the results of the PGA applied to the multimodal 

Rastrigin Function using 4-demes. A single population {d# - 1) with no migration (mF 

= 0, 0-gen), which represents the SGA failed to converge beyond a solution quality of 

/400 = 6.91 xlO"00 As a result, R2 = 0.0 when modelled using equation(4.1). A 

migration frequency of mF= 5 resulted in improved convergence velocity 

Apga = -0.0957 ±0.0049 and superior solution quality/40o = 2.42±5.55xl0"14.

• Migration frequencies of (.mF- 20 and mF- 40) also resulted in convergence failure 

and produced low quality solutions /400 = 1.59x10"°'. As a result, R = 0.0 when each 

curve is modelled using equation(4.1). Larger population sizes may have prevented 

premature convergence of the PGA, but was not tested. •

• Experiments that result in convergence failure produce an R2 value equal to 0.0. This 

indicates that the results curve cannot be adequately modelled by the exponential 

function expressed by equation(4.1). With R2=0.0, meaningful inferences regarding 

the decay constant (X) and hence convergence velocity cannot be performed.
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• Figure 47 and Table 9 show the results of the PGA applied to Rastrigin Function 

using 8-demes. A migration frequency of mF= 5 resulted in improved convergence 

velocity Apga = -0.1022±0.0041 and superior solution quality f400 = 5.68±4.02x10’l6. 

Using 8-demes for the PGA produced no convergence failures.

• Figure 48 and Table 10 show the results of the PGA applied to the multimodal 

Ackley Path Function using 4-demes. A single population (d# = 1) with no migration 

(mF = 0, 0-gen), which represents the SGA failed to converge beyond a solution 

quality of f400 = 1.14. As a result, R2 = 0.0 when the curve is modelled using 

equation(4.1). A migration frequency of mF-5 resulted in improved convergence 

velocity Apga = -0.0443 ± 0.0045 and superior solution quality f600 = 2.82±1.28xl0 l0.

• Figure 49 and Table 10 show the results of the PGA applied to the Ackley Path 

Function using 8-demes. A migration frequency of mF = 5 resulted in improved 

convergence velocity Apga = -0.0469 ± 0.0048 and superior solution quality f600 = 

6.94±4.00xl0 ".

• Figure 50 and Table 11 illustrate the experimental results for PGA applied to the 

Sphere function using static and adaptive mutation probabilities. Here, a={5, 10, 20, 

40, 80, 160} for the adaptive mutation probability with fixed migration frequency 

(mF= 5) and deme count {d# = 8). Adaptive mutation provided superior convergence 

velocity and solution quality compared to static mutation using the typical probability 

of PM-\lnl for all values of a tested. •

• Figure 51 and Table 12 illustrate the experimental results for the PGA applied to the 

Rastrigin function using static and adaptive mutation probabilities. Again, a={5, 10, 

20, 40, 80, 160} for the adaptive mutation probability with fixed migration frequency 

(mF=5) and deme count {d# = 8). Adaptive mutation reduced the convergence velocity 

compared to static mutation using the typical probability of PM-\ln\ for all values of 

a tested. This unexpected result suggests that the high mutation probability 

introduced by adaptive mutation in the early stage of the search hinders the PGA. In 

this case, a high degree of mutation may destroy promising chromosomes and slow 

the rate of convergence. Both methods achieve similar solution qualities at the
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stopping criteria, although smaller values of a={5, 10, 20} provide better solution 

quality than larger values a={40, 80, 160}.

• Figure 52 and Table 13 illustrate the experimental results for the PGA applied to the 

Ackley Path function using static and adaptive mutation probabilities. Here, a={5, 10, 

20, 40, 80, 160} for the adaptive mutation probability with fixed migration frequency 

(mF=5) and deme count {d# - 8). Adaptive mutation provided superior convergence 

velocity and solution quality for a > 5 compared to static mutation using the typical 

probability of PM=\/nl. Some experiments resulted in convergence failure for values a 

= 5 and a = 10. This is evident by the corresponding ‘bumps’ in the graph where the 

convergence of the PGA moves away from the typical trajectory. The effect is greater 

for a = 5 compared to a = 10.

4.4.4 Interpretation

Hu Interpretation

1. Null Hypothesis: “The migration frequency nif =5 : mF e {0,5,10,20,40}does

provide the superior convergence velocity ( Apga ) and solution quality ^pQA j for

the multi-deme parallel genetic algorithm when applied independently to objective 

functions/sp/,, fRas and fAck. ” 2 3 4

2. Alternative Hypothesis: “The migration frequency mF = 5 : mF e {0,5,10,20,40} 

does not provide superior convergence velocity ( Apga ) and solution quality

(f{i ^pGA j for the multi-deme parallel genetic algorithm when applied independently 

to objective functions fsphjRas and fAck”

3. Level of significance: a=0.05 (95% confidence).

4. The experimental setting of this hypothesis requires testing of two independent 

populations. As such, we define the test statistic and critical region for testing two 

known means (3c,,x2) and associated standard deviations (Sj, s2) with (/?/ = n2 = 50) 

samples and independent observations we can employ the Two-Sample Pooled t-Test 

with (/I, + n2 - 2) degrees of freedom:
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^ _ (-*1 *2) (/6 f^i)
spyj\l nx + 11 n2

where,

s _ ^1 {n\ ~ ~f ^2 {n2 ~

/; ]j rij +n2—2

Since, n] = n2 and pi=fj.2 for all experiments in this chapter:

(4.6)

(4.7)

t = (4.8)

and require that t > (t^, (ni+n2-2) = 1.984) or t < (t^, (ni+n2-2) = -1.984) since we have 
selected a=0.05.

5. Computation: Table 14 and Table 15 list the Two-Sample Pooled T-test results for the 

convergence velocity and solution quality respectively for mf= 5.

Table 14: Two-Sample Pooled T-test Results For Convergence Velocity against Migration

Frequency

Migration Frequency (mF)

Function Demes (d#) 0 10 20 40
fsph 4 16.91 4.37 6.76 9.48

8 22.11 4.11 8.64 13.67
fRas 4 Fail, R2=0.0 5.82 Fail, R2=0.0 Fail, R2=0.0

8 Fail. R2=0.0 16.79 22.61 25.68
fAck 4 Fail. R= 0.0 0.94 2.23 3.43

8 Fail, R2=0.0 1.56 3.37 4.85

Table 15: Two-Sample Pooled T-test Results For Solution Quality Against Migration

Frequency

Migration Frequency (mF)

Function Denies (dp) 0 10 20 40
fsph 4 7.90 5.62 11.10 12.25

8 7.44 7.44 7.44 7.44
fRas 4 18.65 3.73 3.06 3.06

8 18.65 3.31 10.84 10.56
fAck 4 7.76 5.27 7.86 1 1.74

8 7.76 9.17 13.64 15.99
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6. Decisions:

a. Since t > 1.984 for all migration frequencies and deme sizes for fSph in Table 

14 and Table 15, there is sufficient statistical evidence favouring the null 

hypothesis and rejecting the alternative hypothesis. Therefore, the operational 

hypothesis Hu is confirmed for fSph-

b. Since t > 1.984 for all migration frequencies and deme sizes, not resulting in 

convergence failure for fRas in Table 14 and Table 15, there is sufficient 

statistical evidence favouring the null hypothesis and rejecting the alternative 

hypothesis. Therefore, the operational hypothesis is confirmed for fRas.

c. Since t < 1.984 for my= 10 (d#=4, 8) and m/=20 {d#=4) for fAck in Table 14, 

there is insufficient statistical evidence supporting the null hypothesis and it is 

rejected, and we support the alternative hypothesis. Therefore, the operational 

hypothesis Hj.j is refuted for fAck. However, t > 1.984 for all migration 

frequencies and deme sizes for fAcks in Table 15. This suggests that the PGA 

can provide statistically significant improvements in solution quality when 

my= 5.

H12 Interpretation

l. Null Hypothesis: “The deme size dn = 8: dn e {1,4,8} amf = 5 does provide the 

superior convergence velocity (Apca) and solution quality ^/(/ ^pGA j for the multi-

deme parallel genetic algorithm when applied independently to objective functions

fsph, fRas and fAck. ”

2. Alternative Hypothesis: “The deme size dn = 8 : dn e {1,4,8} a mf — 5 does not

provide the superior convergence velocity (Apga) and solution quality ,pGA ) for

the multi-deme parallel genetic algorithm when applied independently to objective 

functions/sp/„ fRas and fAckP 3

3. Level of significance: a=0.05 (95% confidence).
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4. The experimental setting of this hypothesis requires testing of two independent 

populations. As such, we define the test statistic and critical region for testing two 

known means (x,,3c2) and associated standard deviations (s/, s2) with (nj - n2 = 50) 

samples and independent observations we can employ the Two-Sample Pooled t-Test 

of equation (4.8) with {ti\ + n2 - 2) degrees of freedom. The two-tailed hypothesis test 

requires that t > (t^, (ni+1.2-2) = 1.984) or t < (t^, (ni+n2-2) = -1.984) since we have 
selected a=0.05.

5. Computation: Table 16 the Two-Sample Pooled T-test results for the convergence 

velocity and solution quality for d#=8 and mf = 5.

Table 16: Two-Sample Pooled T-test Results for Convergence Velocity and Solution

Quality Against Deme Size

Denies (d#)
Function Metric 1 4

fsph 22.59 4.70
/-too 7.91 5.31

fRas A Fail. R2=().() 7.19
foo 18.65 3.23

f\ck A Fail, R5=0.0 2.99
feoo 7.75 1 1.56

6. Decisions:

a. Since t > 1.984 for both convergence velocities (4) and solution qualities (f’400) 

for fSph in Table 16, there is sufficient statistical evidence favouring the null 

hypothesis and rejecting the alternative hypothesis. Therefore, the operational 

hypothesis H| ? is confirmed forfsph-

b. Since t > 1.984 for solution qualities (fA00) and convergence velocities (4) that 

do not result in convergence failure for fRas in Table 16, there is sufficient 

statistical evidence favouring the null hypothesis and rejecting the alternative 

hypothesis. Therefore, the operational hypothesis Ht 2 is confirmed for fRas.

c. Since t > 1.984 for solution qualities (/600) and convergence velocities (4) that 

do not result in convergence failure for fAck in Table 16, there is sufficient 

statistical evidence favouring the null hypothesis and rejecting the alternative 

hypothesis. Therefore, the operational hypothesis H| ? is confirmed for fAcks-
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Hu Interpretation
1. Null Hypothesis: “The deterministic adaptive mutation probability given by 

equation(4.2) does provide superior convergence velocity (Apca) and solution quality

{f(t )pca ) f°r multi-deme parallel genetic algorithm when applied independently

to objective functions /s^, fRas and fAck-”

2. Alternative Hypothesis: “The deterministic adaptive mutation probability given by 

equation(4.2) does not provide superior convergence velocity ( apga ) and solution

quality (/,
\ \ * IT apga for the multi-deme parallel genetic algorithm when applied

independently to objective functions fSph, /rus and fAck-

3. Level of significance: a=0.05 (95% confidence).

4. The experimental setting of this hypothesis requires testing of two independent 

populations. As such, we define the test statistic and critical region for testing two 

known means (jc,,3c2) and associated standard deviations (Sj, s2) with (n] = n2= 50) 

samples and independent observations we can employ the Two-Sample Pooled t-Test 

of equation (4.8) with (/i, + n2 - 2) degrees of freedom. The two-tailed hypothesis test 

requires that t > (tu/2> (ni+n2-2) = 1.984) or t < (W (ni+n2-2) = -1.984) since we have 

selected a-0.05.
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5. Computation: Table 17 the Two-Sample Pooled T-test results for the convergence 

velocity and solution quality for d#=8 and mf= 5.

Table 17: Two-Sample Pooled T-test Results for Static and Adaptive Mutation

Probabilities

Metric
a k ./max
5 6.23 5.77
10 5.60 6.01

fsph 20 5.46 6.11
40 5.07 5.92
80 4.89 6.60
160 5.81 7.23

5 Fail R2=0.08 Fail. R2=0.08
10 7.04 9.52

fAck 20 11.84 9.71
40 9.85 9.76
80 5.44 9.35
160 9.05 9.71

6. Decisions:

a. Since t > 1.984 for both convergence velocities (4) and solution qualities (fmax 

-/400) for/s/;/i in Table 17, there is sufficient statistical evidence favouring the 

null hypothesis and rejecting the alternative hypothesis. Therefore, the 

operational hypothesis H| 3 is confirmed for fSph.

b. For the Rastrigin Function (fRas), the static mutation probability (1 hil) cannot 

be modelled using exponential function (R2=0.0), thus no meaningful 

statistical comparison can be performed comparing the static and adaptive 

mutation techniques. But the nature of the results presented in Figure 51 and 

Table 12 enables the operational hypothesis Hj 3 to be refuted for fRas.

c. Since t > 1.984 for solution qualities (fmax = /60o) and convergence velocities

(2) that do not result in convergence failure (a=5) for fAck in Table 17, there is 

sufficient statistical evidence favouring the null hypothesis and rejecting the 

alternative hypothesis. Therefore, the operational hypothesis HI3 is 

confirmed for fAcks.
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4.5 Conclusion

This chapter presented an investigation into the effect of migration frequency and deme count 

upon a parallel genetic algorithm. Using a set of common unimodal and multimodal objective 

functions the convergence velocity and solution quality was investigated and compared to the 

simple genetic algorithm. Furthermore, we developed and compared a technique for 

deterministically adapting the mutation probability during execution of the PGA.

Local optimisation algorithms using strictly gradient methods, for example, tend to become 

trapped in local optima, which are frequently distributed in the search space of highly 

multimodal functions. The multi-deme, coarse-grained parallel genetic algorithm presented in 

this chapter was mostly capable of improved convergence velocity and solution quality while 

exploring large, complex, multi-dimensional search spaces. It was also able to avoid localised 

minimum by crossing intervening valleys of the search space towards better solutions.

An optimal migration frequency of mF= 5 provided statistically significant increases in both 

the convergence velocity and solution quality of the PGA for the Sphere and Rastrigin 

functions. Increased convergence velocity was not significant for the Ackley Path Function, 

however solution quality was found to be significant with mF= 5. An optimal deme size of 

d#=8 resulted in statistically significant increases in both the convergence velocity and 

solution quality of the parallel genetic algorithm for the Sphere, Rastrigin and Ackley Path 

Functions. Taken together, a low migration frequency (mF= 5) and larger deme size (d#= 8) can 

also reduce the likelihood of premature convergence for multimodal problems. This assertion 

is supported by the convergence failure and poor solution quality results achieved by the SGA 

(mF=0, d#=l) and PGA with (mf>20) and (d#<4) for the difficult multimodal functions. We 

believe that the distributed and independent nature of the parallel genetic search was 

performed in several regions of the problem space and was thus better able to escape from 

unfit local minima.

In this study, deterministic adaptive mutation provided a changing mutation probability 

during the execution of the PGA without the introduction of additional parameters. In the 

literature, a static mutation probability of PM=\/nl is typically used. The deterministic 

adaptive mutation provided a high mutation probability during the early phase of evolution 

for each independent subpopulation causing greater disruption within each chromosome. As 

the search progresses the mutation probability decreases exponentially, protecting highly fit 

individuals. Deterministic adaptive mutation provided statistically significant improvements 

in convergence velocity and solution quality for the Sphere and Ackley Path Functions.
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Although, convergence velocity was hindered by adaptive mutation for the Rastrigin Function 

resulting in a reduced convergence velocity compared to a static mutation probability.

Therefore, based on the analysis and interpretation of the experimental results we can state 

our research findings; hypothesis HI is confirmed for the Sphere Function and Ackley Path 

Function, but refuted for the Rastrigin function.



Chapter 5

Sequential Quadratic Programming 
Methods in Parallel Genetic Algorithms

Chapter Outline

Parallel genetic algorithms have become an increasingly popular method for solving global 

optimisation problems [40, 42, 46]. They are very effective techniques for searching complex 

problem spaces for an optimum. Parallel genetic algorithms are stochastic algorithms that 

require minimal information from the problem domain to guide a global search process. The 

genetic search is performed by evolving a random population of tentative solutions towards 

the optimum solution. This is achieved through the iterative application of simple and 

stochastic operators inspired from those of genetics (e.g., selection, crossover and mutation) 

as discussed in §2.0. Genetic algorithms tend to experience slow convergence before 

providing a suitable solution because the minimal use of a priori domain knowledge and 

prevention of greedy exploitation of local information.

Conversely, traditional optimisation methods, such as the Sequential Quadratic 

Programming (SQP) Algorithm [128] and Quasi-Newton Method exploit all local information 

in an efficient and greedy manner, provided the objective function to be minimised is “well- 

conditioned” in the neighbourhood of the optimum [129]. Unfortunately, these methods tend 

to prematurely converge to local optima when used to solve complex optimisation problems 

containing numerous local optima.

In the global optimisation of high-dimensional (/?> 10) and highly-multimodal landscapes it 

becomes generally unfeasible to accurately locate the quasi-global optimum reliably in 

minimal computational time, because of the fundamental conflict of precedence and balancing 

of exploration and exploitation during the search process. This fundamental conflict of 

exploration/exploitation trade-off is managed differently in PGA and quadratic programming 

based methods. Parallel genetic algorithms provide reliable exploratory capabilities able to 

locate promising regions of a complex search space, but can suffer from slow convergence
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velocity. Alternatively, traditional quadratic programming (QP)-based methods provide high 

convergence velocity and minimise computation time, to the detriment of robustness and 

solution quality.

The intention of this chapter is to present a hybrid search algorithm that couples the benefits 

offered by both classes of search technique. The proposed hybrid search algorithm combines 

the reliable exploratory property of a PGA with the efficient exploitative property offered by 

the Reduced Feasible Sequential Quadratic Programming (RFSQP) Algorithm [130, 131]. 

This study was inspired by search heuristics that were proposed in much earlier research into 

memetic algorithms [132], which are also called genetic local search algorithms [7], The 

opposing characteristics of genetic-based and traditional quadratic programming-based 

methods are discussed and to what extent the hybridisation of these techniques benefit the 

solving of optimisation problems with nonlinear complex objective and constraint functions.

Primarily, we investigate the effect of cascading the RFSQP algorithm into the exploitation 

phase of the same PGA application presented in §4.0. Using a set of common unimodal and 

multimodal optimisation problems, we investigated and compare the convergence velocity, 

solution quality and computation time of the PGA against the hybrid algorithm 

(PGA+RFSQP). The experimental results presented in this chapter suggest that the hybrid 

method effectively combines the robustness property of a PGA with the high convergence 

velocity of the RFSQP Algorithm. The hybrid algorithm reduces computation time, increases 

convergence velocity, and increases solution quality, while maintaining robustness. This work 

appears in [133].

5.1 Aim

Primarily, the hybrid search algorithm aims to combine the parallel genetic algorithm (§4.0) 

and the RFSQP algorithm in order to blend their advantages and minimise their 

disadvantages. The aims were formulated in combination with both the theoretical 

considerations and the earlier literature review of chapter 2. More specifically, the aim of the 

research presented in this chapter is to investigate and understand:

1. The effect on convergence velocity and solution quality of the hybrid algorithm 

compared to the parallel genetic algorithm,

2. Examine and compare the computation time between the hybrid and parallel genetic 

algorithm.
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Using a common suite of objective functions (described in §5.3.4) we performed a 

meaningful benchmarking method that allows comparison with the PGA in terms of 

convergence velocity and final solution quality.

5.2 Performance Hypothesis of the Hybrid Algorithm

In order to develop a useful understanding against the aims of the research presented in this 

chapter, a sound experimental method is required. We have proposed a single high-level 

research hypothesis H2, which is consistent with the aims of the research presented in this 

chapter. This hypothesis is tested in a systematic manner. The results of these experiments 

give us information about the convergence velocity, solution quality and computation time of 

the hybrid algorithm using a common set of unimodal and multimodal optimisation functions.

The following research hypothesis is tested in the work presented in this chapter:

Hypothesis (H2): “The convergence velocity, solution quality and computation time 

achieved by the hybrid search algorithm is superior to that achieved by the parallel 

genetic algorithm on a common set of optimisation problems.”

This statement has been formulated in combination with both the theoretical considerations 

and the earlier literature review (§2.0). In support of the literature, we share the view that 

competent hybridisation and parallelisation of genetic-based systems can achieve improved 

solution quality and converge faster towards an appropriate solution.

5.2.1 Refinement
The following terms require further specification:

“convergence velocity” Practically, convergence velocity is measured by observing the rate 

of change of magnitude between terms of a sequence. Here, we represent and analyse 

convergence velocity graphically, through direct examination of the rate of change of 

phenotype fitness value f(t) at each generation (t) of the objective function. In Chapter 4, the 

decay constant (X) of an exponential model (equation (4.1)) and associated correlation (R)
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were derived for the resultant convergence velocity of the PGA and SGA. This approach 

provided a suitable technique for comparing the convergence velocity of the PGA and SGA. 

However, the same technique cannot by applied reliably to the comparison of convergence 

velocity between the hybrid algorithm and PGA. Because, the hybrid algorithm performs 

extremely large reductions in phenotypical fitness over a single generation, which occurs in 

PGA time, preventing the use of equation (4.1) to model the resultant curve.

Consequently, we define convergence velocity of the hybrid algorithm as the number of 

generations (/) to reach discrete phenotype values/(r) that are 10%, 25%, 50%, and 75% of 

that achieved by the PGA. Thus, the discrete convergence velocity is measured using the 

W&M hypothesis testing procedure (described in §1.5) such that the truth and superiority of

the assertion,/(f,0% 25% 50% 75% )wy.g/?/D > / (^o%,25%,50%,75%)pga > can known with a 95% level 

of confidence.

“solution quality” We define solution quality a measure of the distance from the final 

solution to the known global optimum, for searches that do not result in failure. Solution 

quality is often called accuracy. Here, solution quality is characterised by the final fitness 

value ( /, ) of the fittest individual in the population once the algorithm has reached a
° ‘max

predetermined number of generations. Solution quality is measured using the W&M 

hypothesis testing procedure (§1.5) such that the truth of assertion, f, wvRmn > ft, \pr&
(‘max jnioKIU (‘max j'

can be known with a 95% level of confidence.

“computation time” The computation time for search algorithms is often a measure of the 

number of objective function evaluations, which allows the comparison of different 

algorithms regardless of their particular implementation. However, this often disregards 

communication times for parallel implementations. In this study, the computation time was 

measured by recording the wall-clock time to achieve an objective function fitness value of 

l.Oe'12. This approach accounts for all components of an algorithms execution, including 

communications. The wall-clock time is a fair measure of performance that is frequently used 

in parallel and distributed algorithms [45], The computation time is measured using the W&M 

hypothesis testing procedure (§1.5) such that the truth of the assertion, tHYBRID >tpCA can be 

known with a 95% level of confidence.

“optimisation problems” In this experiment, six different optimisation problems are 

described using the Sphere, Rastrigin, Ackley Path, Schwefel, Michalewicz and Langerman



objective functions. Each objective function is thoroughly described in section §4.3.2 and 

§5.3.4. The hybrid and parallel genetic algorithm attempt to locate the global minimum of 

each optimisation problem separately.
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5.3 Method

In order to develop a useful understanding against the aims of this research, a sound 

experimental method is required. We propose a single research hypothesis consistent with the 

aims of the research presented in this chapter. The hypothesis is tested in a systematic 

manner. The results of these experiments give us new information about the performance and 

factors affecting it when hybridising the multi-deme, coarse-grained parallel genetic 

algorithm with the Reduced Feasible Sequential Quadratic Programming Algorithm.

5.3.1 The Hybrid Search Algorithm

The hybrid search algorithm employs an iterative global search heuristic using a cascaded 

architecture, with the PGA in the primary stage followed by the RFSQP algorithm in the 

secondary stage as illustrated in Figure 53 and Algorithm 1. The cascaded architecture 

enabled the hybrid search algorithm to initially explore the entire search space for promising 

regions and then exploit these sub-spaces while satisfying any constraint functions.
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Side Constraints 
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▼
Solution

Xs:[xi, x2, —, Xn]T

Figure 53: The hybrid search algorithm architecture. The PGA described in §4.0, performs exploration 
of the search space in the initial phase. The Reduced RFSQP Algorithm performs exploitation of local 
information provided by the PGA. This iterative search heuristic continues until the stopping criterion 
is met.

Algorithm 10: Hybrid Search Algorithm (PGA and RFSQP)

[Initialise PGA]: Generate and evaluate an initial random
subpopulation of m binary chromosomes representing candidate 
solutions of the first epoch.

Repeat
[EXPLORATION]: PGA performs SELECTION, CROSSOVER, MUTATION,

fitness EVALUATION and MIGRATION.

IF BEST fitness = 0.99foptimal && RFSQP_Count=0 then
[INITIAL GUESS]: Root deme passes the phenotype fitness

of the BEST individual to the RFSQP 
algorithm.

[EXPLOITATION]: RFSQP algorithm performs single local
search

[INJECTION]: ENCODED solution vector injected into
PGA population using ELITISM.
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ELSE GENERATION%10 0 && RFSQP Count>0 then
[INITIAL GUESS]: Root deme passes the phenotype fitness 

of the BEST individual to the RFSQP 
algorithm

[EXPLOITATION]: RFSQP algorithm performs local search 
and returns ENCODED solution vector to
PGA.

[INJECTION]: ENCODED solution vector injected into 
PGA population using ELITISM.

Until MAXIMUM generation satisfied

5.3.2 Exploration Stage - Parallel Genetic Algorithm

Evolutionary algorithms typically employ the precedence and balance between exploration 

and exploitation when searching large, multi-dimensional, multi-modal optimisation 

problems. Performing exploration iteratively provides a continual global sample of the search 

space, while reducing the likelihood of premature convergence. While exploitation uses 

information gained during the exploration phase to generally improve convergence velocity 

and reduces computation time.

As in the primary stage of the hybrid search algorithm, it was important to explore the 

search space for promising sub-spaces, also called neighbourhoods, that may contain the 

global optimum (in this study minima), without prematurely converging to a local optimum. 

The robust, explorative and non-greedy properties of the PGA were important during the 

initial stage of the hybrid search as discussed in the earlier literature review (§2.0). Once the 

PGA had narrowed the search region to a promising neighbourhood of the search space that 

‘may’ contain the global optimum, evolution was halted and the solution vector (X,) of the 

overall fittest individual provided input to the secondary stage of the hybrid search algorithm.

The exploration stage was performed exclusively by the PGA described in §4.0. A partial 

description of the multi-deme, coarse-grained PGA is repeated here for convenience. The 

PGA consists of eight multiple-demes or subpopulations. The denies were coarse-grained 

with loosely-coupled subpopulations. The number of chromosomes or individuals in each 

subpopulation remained static throughout the execution of the hybrid algorithm. Each 

subpopulation evolved in isolation starting from an initial random population of candidate 

solutions. All subpopulations maintained two non-overlapping populations, using the 

generational model (§2.2.9), where each new generation replaced the old to help maintain 

population diversity.
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For all subpopulations, the tournament selection method was used to select a fixed number 

of tour individuals chosen randomly from the population (§2.2.3). The fittest individual from 

the tour was selected for mating. This process occurred twice with two, different parental 

chromosomes selected for mating. The binary encoded genes of each offspring chromosome 

were decoded into corresponding phenotype values, for direct use in objective function 

evaluation and determination of fitness. The PGA handles objective functions with no other a 

priori problem knowledge provided. Each chromosome contained a number of genes 

corresponding to the number of function dimensions in each objective function (,n).

The recombination of binary encoded chromosomes was performed using uniform 

crossover or multi-point crossover (§2.2.4), depending on the particular objective function 

being used. Both crossover methods used the same crossover probability (Pc=0.95). Bit-flip 

mutation is performed with an adaptive probability given by equation (4.2) with a=20.

The PGA Multi-Deme Topology
The parallel genetic algorithm was modelled using a multiple-population, coarse-grained 

master-slave topology as illustrated in Figure 54. A total of eight demes contained a fixed 

population of chromosomes.

Deme 1 Deme 2 Deme 3

Deme 4
\ Root 
Deme 0

Deme 6Deme 5 Deme 7

Figure 54: The Multi-Deme Master-Slave Topology of the parallel genetic algorithm used in the 
exploration stage of the hybrid algorithm.
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Each subpopulation was allocated to a separate single-cored processor of the ORION 

computing cluster (§5.3.6) for execution of the genetic algorithm. Processor and memory 

resources were not shared between any subpopulations. Subpopulations executed in isolation 

with individuals exchanged according to the migration policy.

The PGA Migration Policy
The migration policy (M) for the PGA is previously defined in §4.3.1. In this study, the 

selection and replacement policies were restricted to phenotype fitness (y/s - f Qr = f). 

Individuals with the highest fitness values were migrated from the leaf demes to the root 

deme where additional fitness evaluation was performed. The migration rate (mR) and 

migration frequency (mF) were fixed for all experiments. The root deme also contained a local 

subpopulation and participated in genetic evaluation and migration. In addition, the root deme 

computed the overall fittest individuals among those individuals that migrated on the current 

cycle. The overall fittest individuals were sent to each leaf deme replacing the least-fittest 

individuals in the subpopulation as illustrated in Figure 55.

Selection of 
emigrants

Compute Overall 
Fittest Individuals

Replacement 
using immigrants

Root Deme 0

Fittest 0

Fittest 2 .Fittest nFittest 1,

Deme 3Deme 1 Deme 2

Root Deme 0

{Oa.Ob.Oc.Od} Fittest 0 

Fittest 1{1a,1b,1c.1d}

(2a,2b,2C,2d}
{3a,3b,3c,3d}

Fittest 2 

Fittest 3

{2a,1b,3c,1d} Fittest

Figure 55: Unordered and blocking communication provided synchronous migration between loosely- 
coupled and coarse-grained sub-populations of a 4-deme Master-Slave PA. However, the PGA stage of 
the hybrid algorithm implemented 8-demes, but the process was the same.

The transmission of immigrants and emigrants was unordered and synchronous between the 

root deme (pop 0) and leaf demes within the topology, which introduced small wait states 

within the hybrid algorithm, during periods of migration. The same migration policy (M) was 

implemented for each deme and the value of the each migration policy parameter remained 

static throughout the exploration phase (§5.3.5).
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The PGA Exploration Cycle
The parallel genetic algorithm performs cycles of discovery and migration only. The 

discovery component is performed by a genetic algorithm implemented in each deme and 

migration was performed through the exchange of chromosomes according to the migration 

policy (M).

The entire PGA was halted before reaching the known global optimum. The root deme 

passes the phenotype solution vector (X,) of the overall fittest individual as input to the 

secondary stage RFSQP algorithm. This real-valued solution vector provides the RFSQP 

algorithm with a starting-point or initial guess for the local search.

The PGA halts evolution once the objective function fitness value reaches a predefined and 

static proportion of the global optimum. In this study we defined the halting value as 99.0% of 

the known global optimum value for all numerical objective functions. Once the PGA 

continues exploration of the search space, which may now become significantly smaller 

(focused) due to the search result of the RFSQP algorithm, the PGA will again halt 

computation and relinquish to the exploitation stage after predefined number of generations. 

In this study, the PGA continues exploration of the search space until it reaches a number of 

generations with modulus of 100 generations, before switching control to the exploitation 

stage.

We recognise that a robust and adaptive switching mechanism would be required for 

problems with unknown global optimums when switching between the exploration stage 

(PGA) and exploitation stage (RFSQP). Such a switching mechanism could be based upon 

total population diversity, population fitness, time-stamped execution or a fusion of these. 

But, in this chapter we are specifically concerned with the impact on discrete convergence 

velocity, solution quality and computational time when a traditional, local search algorithm 

such as RFSQP is coupled with the PGA. Optimisation of the switching between the two 

stages is left for future research. A single cycle of the exploration stage PGA is summarised in 

Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 11: Exploration Cycle of the Parallel Genetic Algorithm

[Initialise SUBPOPULATION]: Randomly generate initial subpopulation
of m binary chromosomes representing candidate solutions.

[Decode SUBPOPULATION]: Perform genotype to phenotype conversion of
each chromosome in the subpopulation. Convert genes of binary 
chromosome into phenotypical fitness values.

[Evaluate SUBPOPULATION] : Evaluate the fitness of each chromosome in
the subpopulation.

Repeat
Repeat
[SELECTION]: Apply Tournament selection to SUBPOPULATION.

[CROSSOVER] : Apply Uniform OR Multi-point recombination to 
PARENTAL chromosomes to produce OFFSPRING.

[MUTATION]: Apply Deterministic Adaptive Mutation
operator to OFFSPRING.

[DECODE]: Convert genes of binary chromosome into 
phenotypical REAL fitness values.

[EVALUATE]: Evaluate the fitness of each OFFSPRING.

[INSERTION]: Insert OFFSPRING into new SUBPOPULATION.

Until NEW SUBPOPULATION is full 
If Mf = TRUE then

[SELECTION] : Apply selection (jjfs) to SUBPOPULATION.

[MIGRATION] : Leaf demes send MR chromosomes to the root 
deme within the Master-Slave topology.

[FITNESS EVAL]: Determine the MR chromosomes with the best 
fitness from all migrants received.

[MIGRATION] : Send Mr chromosomes to the root DEME.

[REPLACEMENT] : Receive MR chromosomes from the root DEME and 
apply replacement {\JfR) to SUBPOPULATION.

If (fitness = 0.99foptimal && RFSQP_Cnt = 0 ) OR (GEN%100 && RFSQPCnt >0) then
[INITIAL GUESS]: Pass the phenotype fitness of the BEST 

individual to the RFSQP algorithm.

[RFSQP]: RFSQP algorithm performs local search and 
returns ENCODED solution vector to PGA.

[INJECTION] : Inject ENCODED solution vector into PGA 
POPULATION.

Until MAXIMUM generation satisfied
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5.3.3 Exploitation Stage - The RFSQP Algorithm

The secondary stage of the hybrid search algorithm is handled exclusively by the Reduced 

Feasible Sequential Quadratic Programming (RFSQP) algorithm [130], which provides highly 

exploitative properties. The minimal number of objective and constraint function evaluations 

of the RFSQP algorithm result in high convergence velocity with short computation times.

In general, Sequential Quadratic Programming Algorithms (of which RFSQP is one such 

implementation) are a widely used direct method based upon the expansion of the supplied 

objective function. In search for an optimal solution, algorithms based on direct methods 

handle the objective and constraint functions without any form of transformation. Conversely, 

indirect methods solve the search problem by transforming it into an unconstrained problem. 

Typically, the RFSQP algorithm does not require transformation to a different class of 

problem to handle smooth objective and constraint (equality and inequality) functions. But it 

does involve linearization of the functions about the current solution point, which is based 

upon expansion of the objective function about the current variable values using the Taylors 

Series (Appendix C)

If X, is the considered the current solution vector, the optimisation problem can be 

assembled using equation C.(l) to expand the objective function quadratically about the 

current solution vector and using equation C.(4) to linearly expand the constraint functions 

The minimisation problem then becomes the following.

Minimise:

/(ax) = /(x,)-v/(x,)tax+|axtv2/(x,)ax (5.1)

Subject to:

hk (AX): hk (X,) +V/zJ (X,) AX = 0;& = 1,2,...,/ (5.2)

gj (AX): gj (X,) + Vgj (X, )T AX < 0; j = 1,2,...,/» (5.3)

Axjow < Ax, < Ax‘,p; i = 1,2,..., n (5.4)

The SQP routine adopted for use in this study is the Reduced Feasible Sequential Quadratic 

Programming Algorithm (RFSQP). To summarise and paraphrase Lawrence and Tits, the “R” 

reflects the reduced amount of work per iteration of the algorithm to calculate the search 

direction. Specifically, RFSQP algorithm requires only the solution of one QP and two 

closely related linear least squares problems for the generation of new iterates [130]. In 

equation(5.1) the term V2/(X;) is the Hessian matrix. The Hessian is not used in the formal 

implementation of the RFSQP algorithm. Rather a metric [H*], based on the Lagrangian,
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L(x,X), is updated each iteration using the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) 

updating scheme [130]. This strategy of updating the Hessian based on the Lagrangian of the 

problem can reduce the computation time of the algorithm, which has lead to the popularity of 

the SQP method. The AX term is replaced by the search direction S, which modifies the 

constraint functions allowing a feasible direction to be found with respect to the current active 

constraints. The search direction finding QP subproblem is:

Minimise: /(S) = /(X/) + V/(X,.)TSt[H]S (5.5)

Subject to: hl(S):chk(Xi) + VhJ(Xl)S = 0-k=l2,-J (5.6)

gj(S)-cgj(Xi) + Vgj(xTs<0;j = i,2,-,m (5.7)

s'™ <s, = 1,2,..„n (5.8)

The factor c is an adjustment for moving the tangent to the constraint. The SQP direction S 

may not be a feasible direction at Xj, though it is at worst tangent to the active constraint 

surface. Thus, in order to generate feasible iterates in the SQP framework, it is necessary to 

“tilt” S into the feasible set. The solution found by the SQP algorithm is used as the starting 

value for the next iteration (iterate) [128]. All quadratic programming and linear least squares 

subproblems are solved using QPOPT [134], which was implemented as part of the RFSQP 

code. A complete and rigorous treatment of the RFSQP algorithm is beyond the scope of this 

thesis. However, the reader is referred to a complete description by Lawrence and Tits [130] 

and [131] for a guide to implementation and interfacing with the RFSQP algorithm.

In this study, the RFSQP algorithm takes as input the objective function (§5.3.4), the ‘best’ 

solution vector, X, as the initial guess containing points in the neighbourhood of the global 

optimum and any side constraints. Although, the RFSQP algorithm can enforce equality and 

inequality constraints, this feature was not studied or implemented as part of this chapter. 

Depending upon the accuracy of the initial guess provided by the PGA, the RFSQP algorithm 

may either locate the known global optimum (local in RFSQP scope) or simply move closer 

to it.

The RFSQP algorithm halts if stopping criteria (§5.3.5) has been fulfilled. If the RFSQP 

algorithm managed to locate the global optimum the hybrid search algorithm terminates and 

Xv represents the final solution vector. If the RFSQP algorithm simply moved closer to the 

region containing the global optimum, without locating the true global optimum, the updated 

solution vector, X„ is feedback to the primary stage PGA where it is evaluated for fitness. If 

the corresponding phenotype fitness value of the XM solution vector is greater than the 

phenotype fitness value of the X, solution vector (i.e. an improvement was made), X„ is



encoded into the genotype representation (chromosome) and injected into the PGA 

population. Once the new chromosome representing X„ has been injected into the PGA 

population, a high level of elitism (0.90/V) is enabled to ensure that it permeates to other PGA 

subpopulations during subsequent migration periods. For the case where the phenotypical 

fitness of X„ is less than the fitness of Xs, the encoded XM solution vector is not injected into 

the population and the PGA continues until the next call to the RFSQP algorithm. A single 

cycle of the RFSQP Algorithm and associated assumptions are presented in pp 1096-1098, 

[130],
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Figure 56: (a) During exploration, the PGA narrows the search region to a promising neighbourhood of 
the search space which contains the global optimum. The global optimum is at the centre of the contour 
graphs representing the Ackley Function (n=2). (b) During exploitation, the RFSQP algorithm uses 
local information to guide a single search of the neighbourhood provided by the PGA. (c) If the global 
optimum is not located, an improved solution vector is injected into the PGA population otherwise the 
search terminates.
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The hybrid search algorithm continues the search by iterating through the exploration using 

the PGA followed by the exploitation using the RFSQP algorithm at fixed stages of the hybrid 

search. The candidate solutions of the PGA population and solution vector from the RFSQP 

algorithm continue to converge towards the global optimum, as illustrated on the previous 

pages in Figure 56.

Hybrid Search Software System
This section provides a high-level description of the additional modules included in the 

software system of the hybrid search algorithm as illustrated by the structure charts in Figure 

57 and Figure 58. Decomposition of modules 1.1 - 1.6 are provided in section §4.3.1, titled 

PGA Software System and are not repeated here. Due to the parallel and distributed nature of 

the exploration stage PGA, certain portions of the software system are executed by the root 

deme while others are executed within the leaf demes. In the figures modules with a black 

outline are executed by all demes. Modules with red outline are executed exclusively by the 

root deme. Remembering, the root deme also contains a subpopulation (demeO) and thus 

participates in migration within the master-slave topology implemented in this chapter.

Data flows have been omitted to prevent crowding of the diagramming. A full description of 

each module, associated data structures and source code are provided in the attached Thesis 

Software Collection DVD (described in Appendix H).

| 1.3 Optional . 
| GAFuncs j

1.6
WriteResults

1.7
RFSQPIntCycle_Error

1.5
MigrationInitialise

1.2
Generation

Figure 57: Decomposition of the Level l Structure Chart for the Hybrid Algorithm Software System.
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Figure 58: Decomposition of the Level 1.7 Structure Chart for the RFSQP algorithm.
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5.3.4 Benchmark Test Functions

A test environment was established to facilitate a meaningful empirical investigation of the 

convergence velocity, solution quality and computation time of the hybrid search algorithm 

compared to the PGA. The test environment consisted of a set of idealised objective 

functions, expressed in closed and analytical form. The objective functions are used 

extensively in the literature to study performance of evolutionary algorithms. They included 

the three objective functions previously used in Chapter 3 - namely, the Sphere Function 

ifsph), Rastrigin’s Function (fRas) and Ackley’s Path Function (fAck)- 1° addition, this study 

included Schwefel’s Function (/Sch), Michalewicz Function (fMlc) and the Langerman Function 

(fLan) as defined below. Optimisation is characterised by searching for a global minimum of 

each objective function separately.

Schwefel’s Function is a continuous multi-modal non-linear function given by equation(5.9). 

The function is somewhat deceptive, in that the global minima are geometrically distant over 

the parameter space from the next best local minima.

/sc*(^) = S[--r/sin(>/Rf)]

-500 < x, < 500,n = 10,i = 1: n (5.9)
fSch (x) = -n • 418.982887272434, x(. - 420.96874636
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/ /'

-400 Cf(o)})

Figure 59: An example illustration of Schwefel’s Function for n=3 (top) and n=2 (bottom).

The Michalewicz Function is given by equation(5.10). The function is multi-modal and 

contains n! local optima. It contains steep gullies or edges interconnected with areas 

containing no gradient information. The m parameter defines the steepness of the valleys or 

edges. A larger m leads to a more difficult search.

//

Af/cW=-Isin(^-)-
1=1

0.0 < Xj < 7T,n = 10,m = 10,i = 1: n (5.10)
fMic (x) = -9.66015171564134966786, jc, =.
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Figure 60: An example illustration of the Michalewicz Function for n=3 (top) and n=2 (bottom).

The Langerman Function is given by equation(5.11). The function is multi-modal with local 

minimum unevenly distributed resulting from two predefined vectors A[ ][ ] and C[ ]. The 

values for the arrays A and c are given in Appendix B.

A»F)=-ZC i ■cos *Tlxi- A
i='

0.0 < xl < 10, n — 5, m — 30, i = 1: m, j = 1: n, 
fUm (x) = -1.49994382372177771, x, =.

(5.11)
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Figure 61: An example illustration of the Langerman Function for n=3 (top) and n=2 (bottom).

5.3.5 Experiment Parameters

There is a complex, non-linear relationship between the parameters of a parallel genetic 

algorithm which influences behaviour [18]. To minimise these effects, most genetic algorithm 

parameters remained constant for the duration of the experiments. Experiments were 

conducted using the parameter specification listed in Table 18.

Table 18: Parallel Genetic Algorithm Parameter Specieication

fsph fRas fAck fsch fyiic flMIl
Generations (gen) 400 400 600 600 600 400
Subpopulation Size (N) 200 200 200 400 400 400
# Subpopulation 8 8 8 8 8 8
Aggregate Pop Size 1600 1600 1600 3200 3200 3200
Migration Frequency (mF) 4 4 4 25 10 4
Migration Rate (tnK) 0.0 IN 0.04N 0.01N 0.005N 0.005N 0.005N
Selection Policy (V/s) Fittest Fittest Fittest Fittest Fittest Fittest
Replacement Policy (•P/fl Least-fit Least-fit Least-lit Least-fit Least-fit Least-fit
Holdoff-Time (t„) (m/r) imF) (mF) (m/r) (%) (mF)
Gene Size (bits) 53 52
Dimensions (n) 30 20 30 10 10 5
Chromosome Length(bits) 1590 1060 1590 530 530 260
Tour Size 5 3 6 2 2 6
Mutation Probability (P;W) Adaptive (eq3.2 a=20)
Crossover Probability (Pc) 0.95
# Crossover Sites Uni 3 Uni 8 8 4



To encourage a meaningful empirical comparison between the stand-alone parallel genetic 

algorithm and hybrid search algorithm, the specification of genetic algorithm parameters 

remain constant in both algorithms. Final experimental results are averaged over 50 

independent experiments. Table 19 describes the parameter specification for the RFSQP 

algorithm. Additional algorithm parameters specified in the file, param.h, remain at their 

default values as described in [131], for all experiments.
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Table 19: RFSQP Algorithm Parameter Specification

RFSQP Parameter Value
Problem Dimensions (nparam) (Table 18)
# Objective Functions (nf) 1
# Equality constraint functions (neq) 0
# Inequality constraint functions (neq) 0
Maximum Iterations (miter) 200
Stopping Criteria (epsneq)- Sum of abs values of non 
equality constraints 7.0e'10
Number of sets of affine SR constraints (nclsr) 0
Number of sets of nonlinear SR constraints (ncnsr) 0
Number of sets SR objectives (nosr) 0
Bound for QP subproblems (bigbnd) l.Oe15

Current design vector - initial guess - (sqpx)
bestindi vidual.x| i 1

27

Lower Bound Side Constraints - (bl) phenotype_lb*
Upper Bound Side Constraints - (bu phenotype_ub
Start/Stopping Criteria (eps) - fsph 0.990/ 10e'7
Start/Stopping Criteria (eps) - fRas 0.990/ 10e'5
Start/Stopping Criteria (eps) - fAck 0.990 / 10e‘8
Start/Stopping Criteria (eps) -fsCh 0.990/ 10e"8
Start/Stopping Criteria (eps) - fMic 0.990/ 1 Oe 7
Start/Stopping Criteria (eps) -/^„ 0.990/ lOe 7

We found experimentally (results not shown) that limiting the maximum number of RFSQP 

iterations to 200 provided good results for all objective functions, while minimising the 

RFSQP computations.

77 The value of these RFSQP parameters is established by the PGA and there value is dynamic throughout the execution of the
hybrid algorithm.
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5.3.6 Experimental Apparatus

All experiments in this chapter were performed using the research computing cluster 

(ORION) located at the University of Technology, Sydney. The cluster node specification is 

specified in Table 20. The PGA and RFSQP algorithm were coded in ISO C and employed 

the Message Passing Interface Specification V2.0 (MPI-2) for communication between PGA 

demes executing on separate cluster nodes.

Table 20: Cluster Computing Hardware and Software Environment

Computing Environment Component Description
Number of Node Utilised 8

Processor Type and core Speed 
Front-side Bus Bandwidth 
DRAM capacity and bandwidth 
Network Type and Bandwidth 
Network Switching Type 
Network Protocol 
OS Kernel Type and Version 
MPI Type and Version 
Compiler Type and Version 
Coding Language Standard

Pentium 4 Hyper threading @ 
3.6Ghz (Prescott) 

800MHz 
2GB DDR2 @ 533MHz 

1000Mbps Ethernet 
Gigabit Switching Fabric 

TCP/IP V4 
Linux (2.4.21-20.EL) 

LAM 7.0.6/MPI 2 
mpiCC and gee (3.2.3) 

ISO C (PGA) and (RFSQP)

5.4 Results

The purpose of this section is to present and discuss the results obtained against the aims and 

hypothesis (H2) using the experimental methods described earlier in this chapter. 

Furthermore, it is our objective to provide a level of analysis leading to a statement as to 

whether the hypothesis is confirmed or refuted. Further discussion of the implications arising 

from these experimental results are held until §8.1.4.

5.4.1 Description

Research Hypothesis H2:
The convergence velocity, solution quality and computation time achieved by the hybrid 

search algorithm is superior to that achieved by the parallel genetic algorithm on a 

common set of optimisation problems.
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5.4.2 Presentation

The relevant results of the experiments are shown in Figure 62 to Figure 67. Each figure is a 

graph representing Objective Function Fitness versus Generation count using a log-linear 

scale. This displays the behaviour of the hybrid search algorithm and PGA for the maximum 

number of generations. Experimental results are averaged over 50 independent experiments.
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Figure 62: Experimental results for PGA and Hybrid Search Algorithm applied to the Sphere Function.
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Figure 63: Experimental results for PGA and Hybrid Search Algorithm applied to Rastrigin’s Function.
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Figure 64: Experimental results for PGA and Hybrid Search Algorithm applied to the Ackley Path 
Function.
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Figure 65: Experimental results for PGA and Hybrid Seareh Algorithm applied to the Schwefel 

Function.
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Figure 66: Experimental results for PGA and Hybrid Search Algorithm applied to the Michalewicz 

Function.
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Figure 67: Experimental results for PGA and Hybrid Seareh Algorithm applied to the Langerman 
Function.

Table 21 lists the computation times and associated standard deviations for the PGA and 

hybrid search algorithm for each test function. In this chapter, the computation time of each 

algorithm, is determine by the time required to reach an objective function fitness value of 

l.Oe 12.

Table 21: Computation Times for the Hybrid Search and Parallel Genetic Algorithms

fsph flias fAck fsch fMic flMn

Hybrid (sec) 0.59±0.15 l.07±0.19 6.30±1.02 5.30±2.01 3.12±0.57 0.46±0.10
PGA (sec) 4.78±0.81 2.83±0.20 12.96±0.30 7.76±0.36 6.20±0.38 1.68±0.66
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5.4.3 Analysis

Some observations from the graphs are noted:

• In Figure 62 to Figure 67, the hybrid search results are characterised by very similar 

convergence velocity and solution quality as the standalone PGA during the early 

stage of the search. This tracking behaviour is expected, since the hybrid search 

algorithm uses an identical PGA in the primary stage which provides exploration of 

the search space. The results begin to deviate once the hybrid algorithm makes the 

transition from primary stage PGA to secondary stage RFSQP algorithm.

• In Figure 62 to Figure 67, the results of the hybrid search algorithm show episodes of 

extremely rapid convergence which we refer to as cliffs. The cliffs have different 

magnitudes (height) and occur at different stages of the hybrid search for each 

objective function. They are caused by the exploitative search of the secondary stage 

RFSQP algorithm, framed within a single generation of the hybrid search. The 

RFSQP algorithm was limited to 200 iterations of the objective function ensuring 

computation was completed within a single generation of the PGA.

• In general, the effectiveness of the local search performed by the exploitation stage 

RFSQP algorithm can be directly gauged by the difference in objective function 

fitness value of the solution vector provided by the primary stage PGA (top of cliff) 

and the resulting solution vector discovered by the RFSQP algorithm (base of cliff).

• Figure 62 shows the results for the Sphere Function. For the hybrid search algorithm, 

a single cliff between generations 24 and 25 had an initial objective function value of 

2.33x10 0! and final value of 3.13x10 l7. Subsequently, the exploration stage managed 

to locate the true function minimum for all experiments, which provided a superior 

solution quality of/400 = 0.0. •

• Figure 63 illustrates results for the Rastrigin Function. For the hybrid search 

algorithm, the largest cliff had an initial objective function value of 3.48x10 03 and 

final value of 3.24x10 l(), between generations 29 and 30. This was followed by a 

declining rate of convergence, as additional iterations of the PGA were required. 

Significantly, smaller cliffs occurred at the generations 101, 201, and 301 when the



exploitation stage was reinitiated. Solution quality did not improve after generation 

301.

• The results for the Ackley Path function are illustrated in Figure 64. The results 

contain three distinct cliffs. The first and largest cliff had an initial objective function 

value of 3.43x10"02 and final value of 1.37xlO"07, between generations 60 and 61. 

Two significantly smaller cliffs occurred at generation 201 and 301 as the RFSQP 

algorithm manages only small improvements due to many local optima. 

Subsequently, the exploration stage managed to locate the true function minimum for 

all experiments, which provided a superior solution quality of/435 = 0.0.

• Figure 65 illustrates results for the Schwefel Function. For the hybrid search 

algorithm, a single cliff had an initial objective function value of 2.43x104" and final 

value of 2.42x10 ", between generations 51 and 52. The geometrically distant global 

minimum is not oriented along the axes, which may account for the slower 

convergence velocity in the later stage of the search, with no significant 

improvements being made by the hybrid algorithm. The exploration stage of the 

hybrid algorithm did achieve a superior solution quality of/6oo = 3.683±4.594xl0 L\

• Figure 66 illustrates results for the Michalewicz Function. The fitness landscape of 

the Michalewicz Function contains steep edges interconnected with plateaus 

containing no gradient information. As a result, the hybrid algorithm has a single cliff 

occurring quite late in the search between generations 200 and 201, with an initial 

objective function value of 4.36x10 07 and final value of 1.16x 10 12. Prior to the this 

characteristic cliff, the results curve of the hybrid search algorithm wanders after 

deviating from the standalone PGA results curve (between generations 112 and 200). 

This suggests that the exploitation stage did initiate during this time in some of the 

experiments, but was unable to robustly provide significant improvements. •

• Results for the Langerman Function are shown in Figure 67. For the hybrid search 

algorithm, a single cliff had an initial objective function value of 2.96x10 04 and final 

value of 2.92x10'", between generations 31 and 32. This multi-modal function 

contains unevenly distributed local minimum resulting from two predefined vectors, 

which may account for the slower convergence velocity in the later stage of the
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search. The exploration stage of the hybrid algorithm did achieve a superior solution 

quality of/400 = 9.057±6.485xl0'15.
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5.4.4 Interpretation

H2 Interpretation
1. Null Hypothesis: “The difference in convergence velocity, solution quality and 

computation time between the hybrid algorithm and parallel genetic algorithm is 

equal to zero when applied independently to objective functions /s^, fRas, fAck, fSch, f\nc 

and fUtnr

2. Alternative Hypothesis: “The difference in convergence velocity, solution quality and 

computation time between the hybrid algorithm and parallel genetic algorithm is not 

equal to zero when applied independently to objective functions fs,,h, /rcis, fAck, fsch. fsiic 

and ,/L„.”

3. Level of significance: o=0.05 (95% confidence).

4. The experimental setting of this hypothesis requires testing of two independent 

populations. As such, we define the test statistic and critical region for testing two 

known means (xvx2) and associated standard deviations (s/, s2) with {nt = n2 = 50) 

samples and independent observations we can employ the Two-Sample Pooled t-test 

with («] + n2 - 2) degrees of freedom:

t = (5.12)

and require that t > (t^. (ni+n2-2) - L984) or t < (ta/2. (ni+n2-2) = -1.984) since we have 
selected a=0.05.

5. Computation: Table 22 lists the Two-Sample Pooled t-test results for the convergence 

velocity, solution quality and computation times between the hybrid search algorithm 

and the standalone parallel genetic algorithm.
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Table 22: Two-Sample Pooled T-test Results For Convergence Velocity, Solution Quality
and Computation Time

Discrete Convergence
/ (^10%,25%,50%,75%)

Solution Quality
f

J ‘max

Computation 
Time (Q

Function 10% 25% 50% 75%
.fsDh 10.04 8.63 6.96 10.20 6.21 35.85
.iRas 9.26 7.43 4.74 0.00 0.36 45.70
f\ck 7.37 26.02 20.74 17.22 14.68 44.08
fsch 26.36 11.42 6.61 3.99 3.24 8.52
flic 1.30 8.32 7.73 2.43 -0.99 31.73
flan 2.96 1.68 0.86 0.86 0.86 13.00

6. Decisions:

a. For fsPh in Table 22, t » 1.984 for all metrics. Therefore, sufficient statistical 

evidence exists to reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative 

hypothesis. Therefore, the hypothesis H2 is confirmed forfSph-

b. For fRas in Table 22, the metrics/(f75% ) and ft have t < 1.984. There is

sufficient statistical evidence favouring the null hypothesis and rejecting the 

alternative hypothesis. Therefore, the hypothesis H2 is refuted for fRas. 

However, early discrete convergence measures and computation time of the 

hybrid algorithm do provide statistically significant improvements.

c. For fAck in Table 22, t » 1.984 for all metrics. Therefore, sufficient statistical 

evidence exists to reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative 

hypothesis. Therefore, the hypothesis H2 is confirmed for fAck.

d. For fsch in Table 22, t » 1.984 for all metrics. Therefore, sufficient statistical 

evidence exists to reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative 

hypothesis. Therefore, the hypothesis H2 is confirmed for fSch.

e. For fMic in Table 22, the metrics / (/j0% ) and/7 have t < 1.984. There is

sufficient statistical evidence favouring the null hypothesis and rejecting the 

alternative hypothesis. Therefore, the hypothesis H2 is refuted for fMic.



f. For fian in Table 22, the metrics/(f25%50%75%) and ft have t < -1.984.

There is insufficient statistical evidence favouring the alternative hypothesis 

and rejecting the null hypothesis. Therefore, the hypothesis H2 is refuted for
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filin'

5.5 Conclusion

This chapter presented a hybrid algorithm, which combined two very different search 

techniques. An injection feedback technique was used to couple the output of the exploitation 

stage RFSQP algorithm to the input of the exploration stage PGA, which effectively 

combined the robust and global search properties of the parallel genetic algorithm with the 

high convergence velocity of the RFSQP Algorithm.

Experimental results show statistically significant decreases in computation time for all 

objective functions solved using the hybrid search algorithm. Improvements in solution 

quality were statistically significant for the fsph, fAck and fSch objective functions. Improvements 

in solution quality were also gained for the fRas and/^„, but were not significant and the fMic 

was not improved. Examination of the convergence velocity presented in the graphical results 

(§5.4.2) and the two-sampled pooled t-test results (Table 22), show the hybrid search 

algorithm is capable of providing significant increase in convergence velocity early in the 

search. In fact, the experimental results show that 19 out of 24 results from Table 22, 

provided a statistically significant improvement.

Therefore, based on the analysis and interpretation of the experimental results we can state 

our research findings; hypothesis H2 is confirmed for the Sphere, Ackley Path and Schwefel 

functions, but refuted for Rastrigin, Michalewicz and Langerman functions.

We recognise that a robust and adaptive switching mechanism would be required for 

problems with unknown global optimums when switching between the exploration stage 

(PGA) and exploitation stage (RFSQP). Such a switching mechanism could be based upon 

total population diversity, population fitness, tirne-stamped execution or a fusion of these. 

Optimisation of the switching between the two stages is left for future research. In addition, 

replacement of the existing binary-coded chromosomes with real-valued chromosomes will 

remove the PGA phenotype-to-genotype (real-to-binary) decoding step, which currently 

requires between 33% and 45% of total PGA computation time. Furthermore, there is now a 

widespread acceptance in the evolutionary computation community that the most appropriate



representation for a problem should be selected and then genetic operator selected 

accordingly. Furthermore, constrained optimisation problems could be defined through 

enforcement of equality and inequality constraint functions in the secondary stage RFSQP 

algorithm. With the experimental data and information presented in chapter 4.0 and this 

chapter, what useful knowledge and wisdom can be drawn from these ideas for inclusion into 

Learning Classifier Systems? This is held over until chapter 8.
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Chapter 6

Genetic-Based Machine Learning 
Classifier for Electroencephalographic 
Signal Classification

Chapter Outline

This chapter presents an investigation into the efficacy of the XCS learning classifier system 

for the single-step classification of multiple-channel, artefact-inclusive human EEG signals. 

In particular, the XCS learning classifier system was applied to the classification of five 

mental tasks derived from human EEG signals. The EEG of 10 participants was acquired and 

transformed into two distinct representations - Frequency-Band Representation and 

Parametric Representation. The frequency-band representation transforms time-domain EEG 

waveforms into the frequency-domain using the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm. 

Alternatively, the parametric representation uses the Burg, Covariance and Modified 

Covariance autoregressive parameter estimation algorithms to transform the time-domain 

EEG signal into a number of real-valued variables. Testing of a statistical hypothesis (H3) 

provides a systematic comparison between the different methods.

This chapter also describes the mental task experiments used to elicit hemispheric responses 

on the scalp of participants, the techniques and specialised equipment for recording human 

EEG signals, and signal transformation techniques. In addition, the learning and relative 

classification performance of the XCS learning classifier system is presented and statistically 

compared against four non-evolutionary classifier systems originating from different learning 

techniques (Hypothesis H4). This work based on three participants appears in [ 135],
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6.1 Aim

The aim of the experiments described in this chapter attempt to address unanswered questions 

regarding the competency of the XCS Learning Classifier System (§2.6) in the single-step 

classification of human EEG signals, which is a difficult problem due to the high-dimensional 

and noisy nature of EEG (§3.2). More specifically, the aim of the research presented in this 

chapter is to investigate and understand the following questions in the context of EEG signal 

classification:

1. The effect on classification performance when representing EEG signals using either 

parametric or frequency-band representations,

2. The competitiveness of XCS in the single-step classification of noisy, artefact- 

inclusive human EEG signals, when compared against current state-of-the-art, non

evolutionary classifiers,

3. The optimal EEG segment size relative to XCS learning and classification 

performance,

4. The optimal autoregressive model (p) order for the Burg, Covariance, and Modified 

Covariance parametric methods,

5. The effect of two important XCS parameters on learning and classification 

performance - namely, XCS classifier population size (AO and generalisation 

probability (P#).

6.2 EEG Signal Representation and Competitive 
Hypotheses

In order to develop a useful understanding against the aims of our research, a sound 

experimental method is required. We have proposed two high-level research hypotheses H3 

and H4, which are consistent with the aims of the research presented in this chapter. These 

hypotheses are tested in a systematic manner. The results of these experiments give us new
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information about the performance of XCS in the single-step classification of multiple- 

channel, artefact-inclusive human EEG signals and factors affecting it.

The following research hypotheses are tested in the work presented in this chapter:

Hypothesis (H3): “The Parametric representation provides superior performance 

compared to the Frequency-band representation for the single-step classification of 
multiple-channel, artefact-inclusive human electroencephalographic data using 

evolutionary and non-evolutionary classifiers”

Hypothesis (H4): “The extended Learning Classifier System (XCS) provides superior 

performance when compared to the current state of the art in non-evolutionary 

classifiers for the single-step classification of multiple-channel, artefact-inclusive human 

electroencephalographic data”

These statements have been formulated in combination with both the theoretical 

considerations and the earlier literature review (§2.0 and §3.0). It is our view that genetic- 

based machine learning classifier systems and in particular XCS will be an essential 

consideration of future learning classification systems for use in EEG recognition systems. 

Therefore, it is imperative to increase our understanding of the state of the art in GBML 

systems.

6.2.1 Refinement
The following terms require further specification:

“superior performance” We define superior performance as the average classification 

accuracy for a two-class classification problem. Average classification accuracy (c) is 

defined the total number of correctly classified classes after 20,000 learning cycles28 

(■max_nr_steps) averaged across 10 participants. Larger classification accuracy means better 

performance. The single-step classification performance is measured using the W&M 

hypothesis testing procedure (§1.5) such that the truth of the assertions c metric >cfre for 2 *

2S The term ‘learning cycles’, ‘learning iterations’ and ‘generations’ have equivalent meaning and are
used interchangeably.
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hypothesis H3 andcXC5 > cNB, cxcs > cSM0, cxcs > cIBk, cxcs > cPART for hypothesis H4 can 

be known with a 95% level of confidence.

“Parametric Representation” In this study the parametric representation method separately 

uses the Burg, Covariance and Modified Covariance autoregressive parameter estimation 

algorithms to transform the time-domain EEG signal into a number of real-valued variables. 

A description of this method is presented in §6.3.5 - EEG Signal Representations.

“Frequency-band Representation” In this study the frequency-band representation 

transforms time-domain EEG waveforms into the frequency-domain using the Fast Fourier 

Transform algorithm. A description of this method is presented in §6.3.5 - EEG Signal 

Representations.

“Multiple-Channel” In this experiment we define multiple-channel to represent 6 EEG 

channels, namely (02, P4, C4) for the right hemisphere (R) and (O,, P3, C3) for the left 

hemisphere (L).

“human electroencephalographic data” In this chapter we define human EEG data to 

represent pre-processed EEG signals collected from 10 human participants (7 males and 3 

females). EEG signals were re-sized, partitioned into fixed length segments of 0.5, 1.0 or 2.0 

seconds, transformed using either a frequency-based or parametric-based method, 

concatenated into feature vectors (instances) and randomly divided into two sets for training 

and testing using a 50%:50% split.

“Artefact-Inclusive” In this experiment, artefacts such as eye and muscle movements, which 

are non-cerebral in origin, were not removed from the recorded EEG data.

“Evolutionary Classifier” In this study, evolutionary classifier refers directly to the 

extended Learning Classifier System (XCS) discussed in §2.0 and §6.3.6 - Classification 

Environment.

“Non-Evolutionary Classifier” In this study, non-evolutionary classifier refers to the Naive 

Bayes (NB), SMO, IBk and PART classifiers. A description of these classifiers is presented 

and discussed in §6.3.6 - Classification Environment.



6.2.2 Operational Hypotheses

Hypothesis (H3A): “The Parametric representation will provide greater classification 

accuracy than the Frequency-band representation for XCS, Naive Bayes, SMO, IBk and 

PART classifiers of a two-class, single-step classification problem using EEG channels 

(02, P4, C4, Oi, P3, C3), such that the truth of the assertion cparametric >cfrequency, can be 

known with a 95 % level of confidence for each classifier”
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Hypothesis (H4A): “XCS will provide greater classification accuracy than Naive Bayes, 

SMO, IBk and PART classifiers, after 20,000 learning cycles of a two-class classification 

problem using EEG channels (02, P4, C4, Oj, P3, C3) transformed by frequency-band or 

parametric representations, such that the truth of the assertions cxcs > cNB,

cxcs > csmo ’ cxcs > cisk ’ and cXCs > cpart can be known with a 95 % level of confidence”

6.3 Method
The key difficulty in addressing the aims and testing the hypotheses of this chapter is the 

presence of confounding factors. It is important that we attempt to identify and mitigate as 

many of these factors as possible. Furthermore, it is essential that we identify and control 

sources of experimental and systematic errors. The experimental methods used in this chapter 

can be outlined by seven important steps:

1. Participant Preparation: Application of headcap, conductive gel, electrodes and 

EEG hardware and software configuration (§6.3.2).

2. Mental Tasks: Mental activity designed to generate hemispheric responses on the 

scalp of the participant (§6.3.3).

3. Data Acquisition: Methods to elicit the EEG signals from the participant (§6.3.4)

4. Signal Processing: Low-pass filtering, channel reduction, down-sampling and 

segmenting EEG signals (§6.3.4).

5. Signal Transformation: Transform filtered time-domain segments of EEG signal 

into frequency-band or parametric representations (§6.3.5).

6. Feature Vector Encoding: Encode and concatenate transformed EEG segments into 

fixed length vectors and randomly inserted into training or testing sets (§6.3.5).

7. Classification: This includes both, training (classification learning) and testing (what 

has been learnt) the classifier system (§6.3.6).



6.3.1 Experimental Apparatus - EEG Data Acquisition

The Biosemi1M ActiveTwo System [92] was used in this study for recording EEG signals 

from the scalp of each participant.
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ActiView

ActiveTwo AD-Box 
(Amplifiers, ADC, Digital 
Filters, MUX)

< 256 Ch

Montage of Active 
Electrodes arranged using 
a headcap

' . * (=3

« 1 ■ a
ActiveTwo Battery-Box 
(power supply)

BDF Files

Figure 68: Experimental configuration of the BioSemi Active-Two EEG Acquisition subsystem

The Biosemi Active-Two system is an integrated hardware and software system designed 

for multi-channel, high-resolution and low-noise measurement of biopotential signals for 

research applications. As illustrated in Figure 68, the complete system consists of an elastic 

headcap, set of Active-Electrodes, the AD-box containing primary stage of preamplifiers and 

digital signal processor (ADC and digital filters), a battery power supply, optical-to-USB 

converter, software system and output file specification. Each component is essential for the 

reliable, reproducible, accurate and precise acquisition of EEG waveforms from human 

participants. Refer to Appendix G.l for the complete specification of the BioSemi Active

Two system with two wire active electrodes.

Headcap
Figure 69 illustrates the BioSemi headcap29 used in this study. It consists of an elastic cap 

with 64 plastic, electrode cup holders which are arranged according to the International 10/20 

electrode placement system (Appendix G.2). The headcap does not contain electrodes. 

Typically, the headcap was placed on the participants head, braced using a chin strap and the 

electrode holders were filled with conductive electrode gel using a syringe.

29 Refer to http://www.biosemi.eom/headcap.htm for complete description and alternatives.
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Figure 69: Rear view of the BioSemi headcap used for all experiements in this study. It provides 
connectivity for a 64-channel electrode montage [92].

Active Electrodes
The BioSemi Pin-type Active electrodes30 represent the latest in biopotential electrode 

technology by performing analog signal processing within the electrode. Typical biopotential 

electrodes are passive metal discs with connecting wires to the electronic circuitry. Although, 

mechanically simple they tend to induce mains power interference (50Hz) within the 

electrode. Another problem originates from a recent design trend of combining low-noise 

analog circuitry and fast-digital logic in the front-end. This required special attention and cost 

to minimise the interference caused by the digital circuitry coupling into the sensitive analog 

input circuitry of the electrode. The BioSemi Active electrode design solves both these 

problems resulting in high immunity to interference and high quality EEG recordings [136],

•O Vdd

-O Vref

-O Vout

AU electrode pad 
(1 1 mm diameter)

AC gain = 153 (0.5 uV/bit) 
DC gain = 4.79 (16 uV/bit)
Vdd - Vss = 5 Volt

153 -

♦ freq. [Hz]

Figure 70: Circuit diagram and transfer function of the active electrode. The stopped integrator in the 
feedback loop reduces the gain for low frequencies in order to keep the relatively large electrode offset 
voltages within the dynamic range of a typically 16-bit ADC (Adapted from [ 136]).

30 Refer to http://www.hiosemi.com/pin electrode.htm for complete description and alternatives.
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The Active Electrode are based on thick-film manufacturing technology with an amplifier 

design that requires a minimal number of components as illustrated in circuit diagram of 

Figure 70. With an output impedance of <1£2 Active electrodes ensure the signal in the cable 

is insensitive to interference.

The BioSemi Pin-type Active electrodes are designed especially for mounting into the 

BioSemi headcap. Figure 71(a) shows a typical pin-type electrode, which has a sintered Ag- 

AgCl electrode tip, providing very low noise, low offset voltages and very stable DC 

performance [92], Standard sets have 32 electrodes arranged into a ribbon cable with common 

connector as shown in Figure 71(b). The pin-type electrode is completely resistant to long 

term water and alcohol submergence. The electrodes are numbered with water-proof stickers 

for easy channel recognition. The interest reader is referred to research by MettingVanRijin et 

al., [136] for a complete presentation of low-cost Active Electrodes.

(a) (b)
Figure 71: (a) BioSemi “pin-type” active electrode and (b) Standard set of 32 electrodes [92],

ActiveTwo AD-Box
The BioSemi ActiveTwo AD-Box contains circuitry providing a low-noise DC coupled 

amplifier and 24-bit Delta-Sigma Analog-to-Digital converter per channel, which provides a 

maximum of 256 amplifiers and ADCs. Filtering is provided by a 5th order sine-digital filter, 

which is fully software controlled. Finally, the filtered outputs of all ADCs (up to 256) are 

digitally multiplexed and transmitted uncompressed to a computer using a single optical Fibre 

[92]. The AD-box and associated battery power supply are shown in Figure 72.

As the Active-Two system has been recently commercialised the design and implementation 

details of the hardware are not available. Alternatively, to develop a greater understanding of 

the capabilities of the AD-Box the reader is strongly encouraged to review the rather
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impressive specifications of the ActiveTwo amplification, ADC and filtering stages provided 

in Appendix G.l, coupled with additional presentations on their website [92],

Figure 72: BiosSemi ActiveTwo AD-Box and battery box power supply [92].

ActiveTwo Battery Box
The Active-Two battery-box acts as the power supply for the AD-Box and Active electrodes. 

It contains a large capacity lead-acid battery and circuitry to prevent deep discharges, which 

may reduce the effective operational lifetime of the battery [92]. Charge time is typically 4 

hours, which provides at least 5 hours supply of power for a 256 channel system. The battery 

box is shown attached to the AD-box in Figure 72.

Optical-to-USB Converter
The ActiveTwo Receiver converts the optical output from the AD-box to an output 

conforming to the Universal Serial Bus Version 2 (USB2) protocol for input into a personal 

computer. Use of a USB2 interface allows reliable high-speed data throughput of up to 

480Mbps (60MBytes/sec). For example, consider a recording configuration using both the 

AD-box and Analog Input Box. With the AD-Box recording from 256 channels with 24-bit 

resolution and sampling a 4096kHz and the Analog Input Box sampling at 4096kHz for 32 

channels, this would produce a total data throughput of 3.54MByte/sec [92], which is easily 

accommodated by the USB2 protocol.

In addition, the ActiveTwo receiver has a trigger port which provides 16 independent trigger 

inputs (TTL) and 16 independent trigger outputs (TTL) as shown in Figure 73. Because the



trigger inputs are located at the receiver, the trigger inputs and connected trigger equipment 

remains galvanically isolated from the AD-Box, electrodes and the participant, ensuring that 

the trigger equipment cannot cause any interference and provides optimal subject safety31 

[92].
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Figure 73: Front and Rear view of the ActiveTwo Optical-to-USB2 converter [92].

ActiView Software System
The ActiView acquisition software was developed using the LabVIEW32 graphical 

development environment from National Instruments. The ActiView software system was 

responsible for basic functions like data acquisition, filtering configuration, presentation, and 

streaming data in the BioSemi Data Format (.BDF) to the file system of local or networked 

personal computer as shown by the example interface in Figure 74.

The ActiView software system supports data acquisition from multiple sources including the 

USB2 receiver connected to the AD-Box for the relevant EEG signals, digital triggers, and 

extra sensors connected to the AD-Box (such as Respiration, Temperature, Ergometers). 

Furthermore, ActiView is a free and open source program allowing researchers to extend the 

software system.

'' Refer to h11p://www.biosemi.eom/l'aq/1 imit current.htm for more details regarding subject safety.
Refer to http://www.ni.com/labview/ for a description of the graphical development environment.
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Figure 74: The BioSemi ActiView interface allows configuration of filters, source channels, trigger 
formats and sources, sampling rate, events, and file commands. It displays EEG source signals, 
electrode offset voltages, events and auxiliary sensors signals in real time [92].

BDF File Format
The ActiView software system outputs files using the BioSemi Data Format (.BDF), which is 

used exclusively with the ActiveTwo system [92], The BDF format represents recorded EEG 

data as 24-bit data samples using little endian and two’s complement. The BDF format is 

essentially a 24-bit version of the older and well known European Data Format (EDF)33. The 

EDF format was designed and published in 1992 by Bob Kemp, Alpo Varri, Agostinho C. 

Rosa, Kim D. Nielsen and John Gade as "A simple format for exchange of digitized 

polygraphic recordings" in Electroencephalography and Clinical Neurophysiology, 82 (1992) 

391-393. The BDF and EDF file format specification is described in Appendix G.3.

Refer to http://www.edfplus.info/ for the 16-hit EDF specification.
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6.3.2 Participant Preparation

Prior to the acquisition of EEG data, processing, transformation and eventually classification 

each participant was carefully prepared. Correct, complete and repeatable preparation of 

participants was a vital component of the data collection protocol and ensured acquisition of 

precise and accurate EEG data from all participants.

The first step was to place the headcap firmly and comfortably over the head of the 

participant using the chin strap for additional support as shown in Figure 75(a). Next, each 

electrode holder was filled with low impedance, highly conductive gel (electrolyte or saline 

gel) using a syringe as shown in Figure 75(b). This provided sufficient electrical contact 

between the participants scalp and EEG electrodes. Finally, a 32-electrode set of Ag-AgCl, 

Pin-type Active electrodes were snapped into the electrode holders as shown in Figure 75(c). 

No hair removal or additional scalp preparation was required and typically excellent quality 

EEG signals were immediately available. Although, very occasionally the syringe was used to 

gently scrape the participants scalp removing skin oils and fragments to provide better 

conductivity and lower impedance.

Figure 75: (a) Placement of headcap, (b) Syringe used to inject conductive gel into electrode holders 
and (c) Insertion of Active Electrodes into holders [92].

The careful preparation of each participant took approximately 15-25 minutes to apply 32 

channels and two electrically-linked flat-type electrodes located on the ear lobes as shown in 

Figure 76 of a completed participant. The electrode contact was continuously monitored by 

the offset values displayed in real-time through the interface of the ActiView software 

ensuring low impedance contact of each electrode throughout the recording session.

The EEG electrode montage used in this study was adapted from the extended international 

10-20 electrode system and all 32 channels were referenced to the electrically-linked mastoids 

located on the ear lobes of each participant (32+2), which is illustrated in Appendix G.2.
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The recording of the EEG signals was conducted in a dedicated temperature controlled 

research laboratory on level 11 of the UTS Tower Building. Furthermore, the recording of 

human EEG signals conducted in this study was approved by the institutional research ethics 

committee and all participants (7 males and 3 females) were only entered into the study after 

informed consent

Figure 76: A fully prepared participant from our study who was ready to commence with the Mental 
Task phase of the experiments.

6.3.3 Mental Task Experiments

The suite of mental task experiments were formulated in combination with both the 

theoretical considerations and the earlier literature review (§3.3). The protocol in our study 

required each participant to performed five mental tasks, chosen to invoke changes in EEG 

activity across both hemispheres (right and left) and across different electrodes [94].

Each mental task was performed for a continuous period of 10 seconds and repeated for 10 

independent trials during a single recording session. Participants were asked to remain still, 

not make any overt movements or vocalise any task to minimise non-cerebral artefacts. The 

five mental tasks studied in our research were performed with eyes opened and include the 

following:

I. Mental Counting (MC): Participants were instructed to imagine counting consecutive 

numbers by having them appear on a board in front of them and then removed 

sequentially with the previous number being erased before the next number appeared.
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2. Figure Rotation (FR): Participants were instructed to examine a complex object 
placed immediately in front of them and to visualise the same object being rotated 

about one of its axis. A typical video camera tripod was used to represent the complex 

object in this mental task.

3. Mental Arithmetic (MA): Participants were instructed to perform a non-trivial 

multiplication problem, such as 36x68. The arithmetic problems were non-repeating 

and designed so the answer was not immediately apparent. This prevented 

participants from completing the arithmetic task before the 10 second recording 

period has elapsed.

4. Letter Composition (LC): Participants were instructed to mentally compose a letter to 

a friend or relative. They were also asked to continue with the letter composition 

during each 10 second recording period rather than repeat the same portion of the 

letter.

5. Baseline Task (BL): Participants were instructed to relax and attempt to think of 

nothing in particular during each 10 second recording period. This baseline task 

served to differentiate the particular mental tasks being performed during the 10 

continuous recording periods of 10 second duration.

In addition to the five mental tasks a single task, which is non-cerebral in origin was 

performed for induced artefact generation:

6. Eyes Closed (EC): Participants were instructed to physically close there eye lids for a 

recording period of 10 seconds. Recording of this task could aid in the removal of eye 

artefacts from other mental task data if we decided to do so.

6.3.4 Data Acquisition and Pre-processing

This section describes the protocol used for the data acquisition and signal pre-processing 

techniques used in this study for the EEG data derived from all participants.
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EEG Data Acquisition
The Biosemi Active-Two System (§6.3.1) was used in this study for the acquisition of EEG 

signals from each participant. Raw data was acquired using 32-channels at a sampling rate of 

1024Hz with 24-bit digital resolution per channel, using the biopotential measurement system 

and active electrodes. The EEG electrode montage was adapted from the extended 10-20 

electrode system and all 32 channels were referenced to electrically-linked electrodes located 

on the ear lobes of each participant (Appendix G.2). A 32-electrode set of Ag-AgCl, Pin-type 

Active electrodes were used to measure the EEG signal. To record brain activity from a 

participants scalp, the electrodes were mounted into electrode holders located on the Biosemi 

head cap. To provide sufficient electrical contact between the participants scalp and EEG 

electrodes, electrode holders were filled with low impedance, highly conductive electrode gel 

before attaching the electrodes. The recording of the EEG signals was conducted in a 

dedicated temperature controlled research laboratory. All experimental data was recorded 

using the ActiveView software system and stored in .BDF format to the local hard disk drive 

of a typical personal computer.

Both low pass and high pass digital filtering was applied to the recording of all EEG data. In 

this study the 3dB cutoff frequencies where established atfLP_^fi=100Hz Wfi=0.15Hz.

A notch filter with fnotch-50Hz was also applied during the initial data acquisition phase. 

Artefacts such as eye and muscle movements, which are non-cerebral in origin, were not 

removed from the recorded EEG data.

EEG Data Pre-processing
The preliminary processing of EEG data was performed using EEGLAB Toolbox for Matlab 

V5.02. EEGLAB is Matlab software for processing continuous or event-related EEG or other 

physiological data. It was developed at Swartz Centre for Computational Neuroscience 

located within the University of California San Diego. It provides an interactive graphic user 

interface (GUI) allowing users to interactively process multiple-channel EEG and other 

dynamic brain data using time/frequency analysis (TFA), standard averaging techniques or 

independent component analysis (ICA) [137J.

Several pre-processing steps were performed on the raw EEG data prior to applying 

transformation methods, feature vector encoding and single-step classification. The first three 

pre-processing steps were performed using EEGLAB, while the remaining steps were 

performed using our signal processing software system, which was developed in Matlab 

(Appendix H). The pre-processing steps included the following:



1. The 32-channels of raw EEG data (ch-1 to ch-32) were re-referenced to the computed 

average of the two reference channels (ch-33 and ch-34). The common reference 

channels were acquired via the electrically-linked mastoids located on the earlobe of 

the participant.

2. The total number of EEG channels was reduced from 32- to 6-channels as illustrated 

in Figure 77 and Figure 78. As in previous research work [94, 104], our study also 

focuses on EEG channels (02, P4, C4) for the right hemisphere (R) and (Oi, P3, C3) for 

the left hemisphere (L). Using the BioSemi electrode position configuration (Appendix 

G.2) this corresponds to channel labels (A 15, A12, A8) for left hemisphere and (A 17, 

A19, A8) for right hemisphere.
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Baseline Task: 
Sample 1

Mental Counting Task 
Sample 1

Baseline Task: 
Sample 2

Figure 77: An example of 32-channel referenced EEG data from t= 9 to t= 21 seconds for baseline and 
Mental Counting task from a single participant. Bandwidth is 1024Hz.
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Figure 78: An example of 6-ehannel EEG data from t-9 to t-21 seconds for baseline and Mental 
Counting Task from a single participant. Bandwidth is 256Hz.

In an attempt to minimise the number of EEG channels even further we performed a 

preliminary analysis of three participants using 2 and 4-channels asymmetrically. A reduction 

in classification performance (results not shown) was achieved using a smaller EEG channel 

configuration. We further acknowledge that additional research is required to determine the 

optimal set of EEG channels, which achieves both a minimal channel count and provides the 

highest classification accuracy for all participants. Considering our total EEG data consists of 

32-channels from ten participants, discovering an optimal EEG channel set would be possible 

and only requires an intensive computational exercise and is left for future work.

3. The sampling frequency of the remaining 6-channels was down-sampled by a factor of 

4 from 1024Hz to 256Hz. This pre-processing step removes frequencies not typically 

found in human EEG signals, which range from 0.1 Hz to 100Hz.

4. Each 6-channel, 10-second mental task recording was windowed in the time-domain. 

This effectively reduced the total time-domain EEG data to either 9.0 or 8.0-seconds 

by deleting 0.5- or 1.0-second respectively from the beginning and end of the EEG 

data as illustrated in Figure 79. The window size depends on the EEG segment size, 

described in the next step. This technique provides EEG data that does not contain any
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transitional effects introduced prior or following each 10 second recording experiment 

as a participant initiates the mental task or concludes early. This results in EEG data 

that is representative of the mental task itself.
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Figure 79: An example of a single 10-second recording of the Mental Counting Task being windowed 
to 8-seconds by removal of the first and last I-second of time-domain EEG data from all 6-channels. 
This excludes any transitional effects that may not be representative of the mental task itself.

5. The remaining time-domain EEG data was partitioned into separate segments or 

blocks of 0.5-, l.O- or 2.0-seconds allowing the transformation methods (§6.3.5) to 

operate on smaller portions of EEG time-domain data. Since the sampling frequency 

was down-sampled to 256Hz (Step 3), this produces single segments containing 128, 

256 or 512 time-domain sample points. Furthermore, for ten independent experiments 

this creates a total 40, 90, or 180 time-domain instances derived from 2.0-, l.O- and 

0.5-second segments respectively as illustrated in Figure 80 and Figure 81. By 

partitioning the EEG data into different segment sizes we were able to study the 

effects on classifier learning performance (rate and accuracy) and classification

accuracy.
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Artefacts such as eye and muscle movements, which are non-cerebral in origin, were not 

removed from the recorded EEG data. This approach allowed us to investigate and understand 

the generalisation capabilities of XCS. That is, the ability of XCS to form generalisations in 

the classifier population regarding the existence of artefacts, while maintaining robust 

classification performance. This approach could prove beneficial for online assistive 

technologies and brain-computer interfacing applications, as it removes the need to perform 

additional signal pre-processing and computation for the removal of artefacts.

6.3.5 EEG Signal Representations

Classification of multiple-channel human EEG is a difficult problem due to the high

dimensional and noisy nature of artefact-inclusive EEG data. Consequently, finding a suitable 

representation of human EEG that provides repeatable and reliable discrimination is often 

tantamount to performing the classification task itself. In this study we investigate two 

distinct representations based upon different signal transformation techniques - Frequency- 

Band Representation and Parametric Representation. The frequency-band representation 

transforms time-domain EEG data into the frequency-domain using the Fast Fourier 

Transform algorithm, while the parametric representation separately uses the Burg, 

Covariance and Modified Covariance autoregressive parameter estimation algorithms to 

transform the time-domain EEG data into a number of real-valued variables.

Parametric Representation
This section describes the three parametric time-series methods we used to represent the EEG 

data. Representation of EEG signals based on parametric methods have been applied in EEG 

classification literature [104, 105] and presented in §3.4.2. Parametric methods assume a 

description of an EEG signal can be devised from a time-series model of a random process. 

As such, parametric methods model fixed length segments or blocks of EEG data (as 

described in EEG Data Pre-Processing - Step 5) as the output of a linear filter of order p 

driven by a Gaussian white noise sequence with zero-mean [101], The most commonly used 

linear filter, is an all-pole filter with all of its zeros located at the origin of the z-plane. The 

output for such a filter driven by Gaussian white noise is a plh order autoregresssive (AR) 

process also called the Maximum Entropy Method (MEM) which is given by the general form 

in equation(6.1).
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P
x(n) = — + (6.1)

k=l

where, x(u) is the stationary34 time-series output sequence that models the fixed segment of 

EEG data, a(k) are the autoregressive coefficients and u(n) is a Gaussian white noise input 

driving sequence, as illustrated in Figure 82.

Figure 82: Generalised Autoregressive Filter Model of order p [101]. The boxes with z 1 denote a delay 
of one sample and the circles with a[ l],...,a[p] denote the autoregressive coefficients

Typically, parametric methods are employed to model the power spectral density (PSD) of a 

given signal. These methods estimate the PSD by first estimating the autoregressive 

coefficients of the linear system that hypothetically "generates" the given signal. Although, as 

in previous studies [104, 105], we directly represent the EEG data using the scalar 

autoregressive coefficients a(k) opposed to an estimate of the PSD.

The Burg, Covariance35 (COV) and Modified Covariance (MCOV) are three AR parameter 

estimation algorithms investigated in this study. Each autoregressive method operates on a 

fixed segment of time-domain sample points to recursively yield a plU order AR model of 

parameter estimates a[k], called AR coefficients. The computationally efficient Burg method 

estimates AR coefficients from the complex-valued reflection coefficient sequence, based on 

a least squares criterion, while satisfying the Levinson-Durbin recursion [101]. The COV 

method estimates AR coefficients by performing minimisation of the forward and backward 

linear prediction squared errors separately, while the MCOV method performs the same 

minimisation in a combined approach [101].

Selection of the AR model order (p) for complex signals represents a trade-off between 

increased resolution (model order p) and decreased prediction error variance (ae) of AR

34 We assume the weaker form of stationarity commonly employed in signal processing, known as 
weak-sense stationarity.
3> This terminology is based on historical usage in speech processing and is not justified by the 
statistical definition of the term.
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coefficients [101]. Model order determination was performed for Burg, COV and MCOV 

using a random selection of ten 2.0-second EEG segments from the five mental tasks of each 

participant.

In the first approach of model order determination, we examined the rate of decrease in 

prediction error variance as the model order was incrementally increased from p-1 to p-50. 

Typically, at an order of 4 < p < 8 the rate of change of the prediction error variance curve 

tends to reduce and the curve flattens out as illustrated by the example graph provided in 

Figure 83.

Variance Estimate (error) - Window 1, Sample 1, Channel 1

4 </?< 8
MCov

25
AR Order

Figure 83: Example of visual AR order determination. Diagram shows the logarithmic rate of change of 
Variance Estimate (error) against model order p for a single EEG 2.0 second sample. The circled region 
indicates the point of inflection and the shaded region its variation 4 < p < 8 from all samples.

In addition, we used the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) method [ 101 ] as a more formal 

technique for determining an optimal (trade-off) AR model order. The AIC method 

determines the AR model order by minimising the information theoretic function of the form:

AIC[pJ-Wln(/);;) + 2p (6.2)

where, p is the model order, N is the number of time-domain sample points given by the 

EEG segment length (seconds) multiplied by the sampling frequency (fs), and pp is the

variance estimate of the white noise input to the AR model for order p.

Similarly, with this approach the model order was incrementally increased from p= 1 to 

p-50. Typically, the AIC curves tended to approach a minimum within a range of orders 

beginning at 5 <p < 10 as illustrated by the example graph provided in Figure 82 .
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Akaike Information Criterion (error) - Window 1, Sample 1, Channel 1
200

Burg
Cov
MCov

> 0
25

AR Order

Figure 84: Example of AR order determination using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) 
Technique. Diagram shows the Variance Estimate (error) against model order p for a single EEG 2.0- 
second sample. The circled region indicates the point where the curve approaches a minimum and the 
shaded region its variation 5 < p < 10 from all samples.

Using the AIC technique and the visual inspection approach provided an optimal AR model 

order within the range 4 < p < 10. In support of this result, AR model orders in the range of 2 

< p < 8 were employed in similar EEG classification tasks [104, 105], Taken together, we use 

p-6 as a fixed AR model order for all experiments presented in this study, unless stated 

otherwise. A slightly higher order provides additional detail to he incorporated into the AR 

model without introducing a significant increase in computation and feature vector size. 

Preliminary classification experiments (results not shown) were conducted using p-8, 10, 12, 

16, 18, 20, and 30 as validation of this result (p=6). Using the XCS learning classifier system, 

improvements of approximately 2-3% in classification accuracy where gained with increasing 

AR orders for the single-step classification of the two-class mental task problem.

Frequency-Band Representation
This section describes the frequency-band method we used to represent the EEG data. 

Representation of EEG signals based on frequency components have been commonly applied 

in EEG classification literature [94, 95] and presented in §3.4.1. These approaches are based 

on early observations that the human EEG spectrum is primarily characterised by several 

frequency bands active over the cerebral cortex: Delta (0.5Hz - 4.0Hz), Theta (4.0Hz - 

8.0Hz), Alpha (8.0 - 13.0Hz), Beta (13.0 - 22.0Hz) and Gamma (22.0Hz - 40.0Hz.). 

Although, in this study an extended Beta (13.0 - 40Hz) was defined, encapsulating the 

Gamma frequency band.

The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm was used to extract the frequency components 

of all EEG channels within each time-domain segment of EEG data. The spectral density
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relating the magnitude at each integer frequency was calculated for each separate EEG band. 

A 128-, 256- and 512-point FFT was applied to 0.5-, 1.0-, 2.0-second EEG segments 

respectively. Trapezoidal numerical integration was then used to calculate the area under the 

spectral density curve (AUC) for each EEG frequency band (3, 6, a, /?) of each EEG channel 

(02, P4, C4, Oj, P3, C3). In a similar approach used in [2], the asymmetry ratio for each EEG 

frequency band was also determined. The asymmetry ratio for a single EEG frequency band is 

given by the following iterative formula:

Asymmetry Ratio =
hzLl

R: + L: (6.3)

where R, is the AUC value of the right hemisphere channel, /={02, P4, C4} and Li is the 

AUC value for the left hemisphere channel, /—{O], P3, C3}. Consequently, the asymmetry 

ratio method produces a total combination of (# EEG Channels / 2)2 AUC ratios for each EEG 

frequency band, as illustrated by the tree solution diagram in Figure 85. Hence, for the six 

EEG channels used in this study there are nine corresponding AUC ratios for each EEG band.

EEG Frequency ^ UC Left 
Band Hemisphere

Channels

A CCRight Asymmetry Ratio 
Hemisphere of AUC values
Channels

>

>

►

►

>

>

►

------- ►

Ig+g, 
f G-V 
U+G, 
G-o2 |

v G + G J
Ig+pJ 
'h-h\

(hzA" 
l G + h < 
f G-G I 
iG+oJ 
( G - h N
1?4+gJ
I (\ - o2
{G + G,

Figure 85: Tree solution for the 9 asymmetry ratios of the Delta (5) EEG frequency band. The 9 
asymmetry ratios are calculated from the AUC value for each of the 6 EEG channels. This calculation 
is performed for each EEG segment. The tree solution for asymmetry ratios of the Alpha, Beta and 
Theta EEG frequency bands are calculated in the same manner using AUC values within the particular 
band.
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Feature Vector Encoding
The production of feature sets was the final stage of transforming EEG data into a form that 

was amenable to the input environment of the XCS Learning Classifier System. This section 

describes encoding of feature vectors and production of training and testing sets using the 

parametric and frequency-band representations.

Separate training and testing sets, containing multiple feature vectors were created to train 

XCS and test the classification accuracy, specificity and sensitivity. The first approach was 

based on the parametric representation, where a single feature vector (instance) was encoded 

from the six autoregressive coefficients used to represent a single EEG segment (0.5, E0, 2.0- 

seconds) for each EEG channel (Ch, P3, C3, 02, P4, or C4). The AR coefficients were 

computed using the Burg, COV and MCOV autoregressive methods and feature vectors were 

created for each AR method separately. More specifically, each real-valued autoregressive 

coefficient was converted to a positive value, multiplied by a constant defined in ARmult for 

normalisation, rounded to the nearest integer value and converted to a 3-bit unsigned binary 

string. The final feature vector for a single EEG segment was created from the concatenation 

of the six EEG channels containing the six AR coefficients as illustrated in Figure 86. Thus, a 

single instance was represented by a 108-bit binary string and a class label (MC, FR, MA, 

LC, BL} corresponding to the five mental tasks.

{MC, FR, MA, LC, BL}

3-bit AR coeff

Class Label

6-EEG Channels x 6-AR Coeffs x 3-bits Class

Class

AR Coeffs

Feature Vector Instance

Feature Vector Instance

Figure 86: A single 108-bit feature vector based on the parametric representation. A single instance 
typically comprises of 6-autoregressive coefficients per EEG channel encoded as 3-bit unsigned binary 
stings and a class label.
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In the second approach feature vectors were created separately for each EEG frequency 

band (3, 0, a, /?). Each instance contains the AUC of the spectral density coupled with the 

asymmetry ratio representation. More specifically, the real-valued AUC and asymmetry ratio 

were multiplied by a constant (AUCMult) for normalisation, rounded to the nearest integer 

value and finally converted to an /-bit signed binary string. The length of the signed binary 

string (/) ranges between 5-bits to 9-bits and depends on the magnitude of the AUC spectral 

density for each participant.

{MC, FR, MA, LC, BL)

Class LabelSigned /-bit BinaryUnsigned /-bit Binary

AUC_C3 AUC_P3 AUC_01 AUC_02 AUC_P4 AUC_C4 AR 1 AR_7 AR_8 AR_9

6-AUC x /-bits 9-Asymmetry Ratios x /-bits

Feature Vector Instance

Feature Vector Instance

Figure 87: A single feature vector based on the frequency-band representation. A single instance 
typically comprises of 6-AUC channel values encoded into /-bit unsigned binary stings, 9-Asymmetry 
Ratios encoded into /-bit signed binary strings and a class label.

Training and Testing Sets
Instances were randomly inserted into training and testing sets for the seven different 

representations (Burg, COV, MCOV, 3, 0, a, (3). Training and test sets contained 40, 90 or 

180 randomly selected instances corresponding to the 2.0-, 1.0- and 0.5-second EEG 

segments respectively. This approach provided 50% of the data for the training phase and the 

remaining 50% for the testing phase. This 50% split was used throughout our research to 

ensure unbiased training and testing.

Figure 88 and Figure 89 summarises the steps required to produce training and testing sets 

from feature vectors created using the parametric or frequency-band representations.
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6.3.6 Classification Environment

XCS is an accuracy-based learning classifier system. It exploits a reinforcement learning 

method coupled with the robust and global search capability of a niche genetic algorithm to 

produce a population of classifiers. The classifiers tend to form an accurate and maximally 

general knowledge representation of the target problem in single- and multi-step 

environments. XCS is a recent and major development in Learning Classifier Systems (LCSs) 

research that was fully described in §2.6.7.

In review, XCS improves upon three short-comings of traditional LCSs. Firstly, each 

classifier maintains a prediction of expected payoff, but the classifiers fitness is not given by 

the prediction. Instead, the fitness of a classifier is based on the inverse function of the 

classifiers average prediction error. That is, it is based on the accuracy of a classifiers reward 

prediction instead of the strength of the prediction itself. Secondly, a niche genetic algorithm 

(GA) is used for the exploration of better classifiers in the Action Set [A] instead of the entire 

population [P], Finally, XCS has no internal message list, like traditional LCSs and is thus 

suited for learning in Markov environments36.

In the literature, XCS is commonly applied to data which is non-noisy [67, 80], artefact-free 

[82] and represented using small condition lengths (<70bits) [75]. To the best of our 

knowledge, the single-step classification of artefact-inclusive, multi-channel, noisy EEG 

signals, represented using condition lengths greater than 70bits is a unique application of XCS 

to a difficult EEG classification problem. The promising experimental results demonstrate the 

competence of XCS in this difficult classification task.

Non-Evolutionary Classifier Schemes
In order to confirm or refute hypothesis H4, the relative classification performance of XCS 

was directly compared with other non-evolutionary classifier systems. The non-evolutionary 

classifier systems selected for the comparison originate from different learning techniques, 

namely Naive Bayes, SMO, IBk and PART.

Naive Bayes [123] implements the standard probabilistic Naive Bayes classifier based on 

Bayes rule of conditional probabilities to estimate the predicted class. SMO is a mathematical 

function that implements the sequential minimal optimisation algorithm for training a support 

vector classifier [118]. It only supports binary classifications. IBk is an instance-based 

learning algorithm [124], It uses the ^-nearest-neighbour method to predict the class

36 Classification tasks in this study are single-step. Although. XCS is capable of multi-step 
classification in Markov environments this is outside the scope of this study.
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according to the closest Euclidean distance metric between stored training instances and test 

instances. For all experiments the number of neighbours is set to k=3. PART belongs to the 

category of rule-based classifiers [125]. It effectively combines the divide-and-conquer 

strategy for decision tree learning with the separate-and-conquer scheme for rule learning. It 

builds a partial decision tree and recursively makes the "best" leaf into a rule.

The non-evolutionary machine learning algorithms were obtained from the Weka machine 

learning workbench [114] as illustrated by an example in Figure 91. They were executed in 

classification mode using the default parameters provided by Weka, unless stated otherwise as 

shown in

Figure 90.

weka.gui.GenericObjectEditor
weka. dassif iers. bayes. NaiveBayes 

About

Class for a Naive Bayes classifier using estimator classes.

Capabilities

debug j False

useKernelEstirnator j False

useSupervisedDiscretlzation | False

CancelOpen..,

weka.gui.GenericObjectEditor
weka. classifiers .functions. SMO 

About

Implements John Platt's sequential minimal optimization 
algorithm for training a support vector classifier.

mm

More

Capabilities

f...—
buildLogisticModeis ; False

kernel Choose PolyKernel-C 250007-E 1.0

numFolds I -1 

randomSeed j 1 

toleranceParameter

Open... Cancel

(b)
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weka.gui.GenericObjectEditor
weka. dassif iers. lazy. IBk 

About

K-nearest neighbours classifier.

HHii

More

Capabilities

KNN 3|

crossValidate False

debug False

distanceweighting | No distance weighting

meanbquared : False

nearestNeighbourSearchAlgorithm Choose ILinearNN -A weka.core.EudideanDisti

window5ize i 0

Open. ][ ][ OK Cancel

(C)

— j□
weka .classifiers, rules. PART 

About

Class for generating a PART decision list. | More

Capabilities

binarySplits 

confidenceF actor 

debug 

rninNurriObj 

numFolds 

reducedErrorPruning 

seed 

unpruned

False v

j 0.25

False v

j 2

Open.,.______| [ Save... | [ OK ] |...........Cancel

(d)

Figure 90: Default settings for classifiers implemented in Weka v3.5.5. These settings where used 
throughout the classification experiments conducted in this study for the following non-evolutionary 
classifiers (a) Naive Bayes, (b) SMO, (c) IBk and (d) PART.
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■ Weka 3.5.5 - Explorer Cj|i5jj§jt |
Program Applications Tools Vtsuafeatton Windows Help:

(a)

Program App tea: ions Tools Vtsuaitzatxn Wndows Help

* Explorer
Pretax*evs Oatsfy Ou>let Associate Select attributes vfcuaitfe

[ Qoosc jMatvcftayc-

Test sabiris

O truing set 
v»> Stippled test set f 

O Cross-va&dabon 

O Percentage st* *t

More options ..

(Norn) class

Result list (right-click for -options;
:10:27;03 - bayes.NaiveBayes 
;10:29:49 - functions.SMO 
;|l0*.30.12 - lary.IBk

: Ctes^iw cj^put

Attributes: 109
[list of attributes 

Test »ode: user supplied test s>

Classifier »odel (full ttaimn-

: unknosm (reading increicentally)

Ch£_13 « 0: F (21.0/1.1 

: A (19.0)

; Correctly Class 
:Incorrectly Cla 
Kappa statistic

1429 
3515 
5714 ; 
3087 :

iiied Accuracy By Class = = ■

1 Pate

<— classifu

(b)

Figure 91: Weka v3.5.5 GUI; (a) The training data and (b) Classification result using supplied test set
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Experimental Apparatus - Classification Environment
All experiments in this chapter were performed using the research computing cluster 

(ORION) located at the University of Technology, Sydney. The cluster node specification is 

specified in Table 23.

Table 23: Cluster Computing Hardware and Software Environment

Computing Environment Component Description
Number of Node Utilised 1
Processor Type and core Speed Pentium Core2 Duo @ 2.93Ghz
Front-side Bus Bandwidth 1066MHz
DRAM capacity and bandwidth 4GB DDR2 @ 667MHz
OS Kernel Type and Version RHE Linux 4.0 (2.4.20-19.8)
Compiler Type and Version mpiCC and gcc (3.2.3)
Coding Language Standard ISOC

XCS Parameter Settings
All experiments in this study were performed using the C-code implementation of XCS+TS 

vl.2 [74], Although, code modifications were performed to enable execution of XCS in our 

computing environment, the core components of XCS remain the same. The reader is referred 

to Appendix D for detailed algorithmic description of XCS.

The XCS parameter settings remained constant during all experiments presented in this 

chapter, except population size (/V=2000, 4000, 8000) and generalisation probability (P# =

0.76, 0.86). The parameter specification for the XCS learning classifier system was 

established using the following values:

a = 0.1, (3 = 0.2, § = 0.1, e0 = 0.01, v = 5, 0Ga = 25, 0mna = #actions,

X = 0.9, p = 0.004, 0(jei = 100, 0sub = 100, doGAsubsumption = 1, do AS subsumption = 0, 

^explore = 1 > reward — 1000/0, toursize = 0.4, crossover_type = uniform, 

initpop - 0, fitness_reduction = 1,

force_different_in_tournament = 0, selectJtolerance — 0.001, 

general_mutation - 0, nichejmutation = 0, dojmam = \ , pi— 10, £/ = 0.0,//= 0.01.

A total of 30 independent experiments (nr_exps) were performed for a maximum of 20,000 

explore iterations each (maxjir_steps). All remaining parameters were set to default values. 

Refer to §2.6.7 for a complete description of XCS parameters and notation.



6.4 Results

The purpose of this section is to present and discuss the results obtained against the aims and 

hypotheses (H3 and H4) using the experimental methods described earlier in this chapter. 

Furthermore, it is our objective to provide a level of analysis leading to a statement as to 

whether the hypotheses are confirmed or refuted. Further discussion of the implications 

arising from these experimental results are held until §8.1.1.
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6.4.1 Description

Research Hypothesis H3:
The parametric representation provides superior performance compared to the frequency- 

band representation for the single-step classification of multiple-channel, artefact-inclusive 

human electroencephalographic data using evolutionary and non-evolutionary classifiers.

Research Hypothesis H4:
The extended Learning Classifier System (XCS) provides superior performance when 

compared to the current state of the art in non-evolutionary classifiers {Naive Bayes, 

SMO, IBk and PART} for the single-step classification of multiple-channel human 

electroencephalographic data.

These high level research hypotheses were further refined into single lower level operational 

hypotheses that could be tested directly:

Operational Hypothesis H3]:
The parametric representation will provide greater classification accuracy than the 

frequency-band representation for XCS, Naive Bayes, SMO, IBk and PART classifiers of 

a two-class classification problem using EEG channels (02, P4, C4, O,, P3, C3), such that 

the truth of the assertionc , >c, , can be known with a 95% level ofpurametnc frequency ’

confidence for each classifier.

Operational Hypothesis H41:
XCS will provide greater classification accuracy than Naive Bayes, SMO, IBk and PART 

classifiers, after 20,000 learning cycles of a two-class classification problem using EEG
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channels (02, P4, C4, 01? P3, C3) transformed by frequency-band and parametric methods, 

such that the truth of the assertions cxcs > cNB, cxcs > cSM0, cxcs > cIBk, and

cxcs > Cpart can known with a 95% level of confidence.

In addition to the high level research hypotheses (H3 and H4), several experimental aims 

were also investigated to develop an understanding of EEG signal classification. For 

convenience, the experimental aims are restated here:

1. The optimal EEG segment size relative to XCS learning and classification performance,

2. The optimal autoregressive model order for the Burg, Covariance, and Modified 

Covariance parametric methods,

3. The effect of two important XCS parameters on learning and classification performance 

- namely, XCS classifier population size (AO and generalisation probability (P#).

6.4.2 Presentation

The relevant results of the experiments are shown in Table 24 to Table 30. Illustrated on the 

next page are Table 24, Table 25 and Table 26, which list the average classification accuracy 

and standard deviation for the classification of two mental tasks using XCS for the ten 

participants. The results are based upon the Burg, Covariance (COV) and Modified 

Covariance (MCov) parametric methods respectively.

The mental task abbreviations are given by, FR: Figure (object) Rotation, MC: Mental 

Counting, MA: Mental Arithmetic, and LC: Letter Composition. The EEG segment size was 

2.0-seconds and the XCS classifier population size was A^=8000.
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Table 27 lists the average classification accuracy and standard deviation between the 

different parametric methods (Burg, Covariance (Cov) and Modified Covariance (MCov)) 

used to generate autoregressive (AR) coefficients. Derived from the averages (AVG) of Table 

24, Table 25 and Table 26, the results are averaged across ten participants and all mental tasks 

using the XCS Learning Classifier System.

Table 27: Average Classification Results for the Different Parametric Methods

(order:p=6)

Burg Cov MCov
AVG 84.8 ±2.9 85.1 ±2.9 85.2 ± 3.2

Table 28, lists the average classification accuracy and standard deviation for the 

classification of two mental tasks using XCS for the ten participants. Here, EEG signals for 

each mental task are represented using the frequency-band method (<$, 6, a, /?). The EEG 

segment size was 2.0-seconds and XCS classifier population size was N=8000.
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Table 29, summarises the average classification accuracy and standard deviation of the 

different learning algorithms across the ten different participants using the parametric 

representation, which is based upon six autoregressive coefficients. The results for the XCS 

learning classifier system are taken from the ‘AVG’ columns of Table 24, Table 25 and Table 

26 for the Burg, Covariance and Modified Covariance methods respectively.

Table 29: Classifier Scheme Comparison Using Parametric Methods (order p-6)
NB SMO IBk PART XCS

FR Burg 84.5±13 86.8±10 83.0±11 79.8±14 81.9±11.2
V Cov 84.0±13 87.8±9 83.6±11 81.6± 14 81.6±11.5

MC MCov 84.4±13 86.2± 10 81.7± 12 82.0±14 81.6±11.3
FR Burg 90.0±9 88.8±10 87.0±11 87.0±12 87.4±10.2

V Cov 88.0±10 87.3±13 84.8±12 87.3±11 87.7±9.6
MA MCov 89.3±10 89.3± 10 85.5±12 84.8±13 87.9±10.2
FR Burg 90.3±9 91.3±8 90.0±7 88.8± 10 88.5±7.6

V Cov 91,0±9 91.0±7 90.0±7 85.0±17 88.4±8.4
LC MCov 90.5 ±9 91.5±8 89.8±7 88.3±11 89.3±7.8
MA Burg 86.0±12 85.8±13 84.3±14 82.0±13 83.5±13.0

V Cov 86.0±12 86.0±14 84.8±14 81.3± 13 83.6+13.6
LC MCov 86.0±12 86.8± 12 85.3±13 81.5±14 83.9±13.5
MA Burg 82.8±9 87.3±9 78.3± 12 81,3±10 82.8±9.2

V Cov 82.5±10 83.8±12 78.5±12 76.3±15 84.2±7.8
MC MCov 82.5±11 84.8±11 78.5±13 81.5±12 83.4±9.1

Table 30, summarises the average classification accuracy and standard deviation rates of the 

different learning algorithms across the ten different participants using the EEG frequency- 

band (S, 0, a, /?) representation. The results for the XCS learning classifier system are taken 

from the ‘AVG’ columns of Table 28.

Table 30: Classifier Scheme Comparison Using Frequency-Band Representation

NB SMO IBk PART XCS

FR 8 53.5±10 51,5±7 52.3±9 53.3±8 50.3±2.8
0 60.5±14 55.5±11 55.8±14 56.5±12 56.0±10.4

MC
a 62.8±9 59.8±8 56.5±11 60.0±8 55.2±3.1
(3 7 4.3 ± 17 69.5 ±2 3 70.3±17 71,5±22 70.1 ±20.1

FR 8 50.8±13 48.3±9 52.0±10 56.8±10 49.9±3.8
e 62.3±19 63.0±12 61.8± 13 58.0±15 59.5±13.1

MA
a 70.8±9 65.3±9 62.8±7 60.3±12 62.6±8.7
P 81,0± 15 7 6.3 ± 18 73.5±15 75.3±15 74.7±17.0

FR 8 53.8±1 1 55.8±7 54.5±6 50.5±8 51.6±2.1
e 59.8±16 58.0±18 60.8±16 57.3± 14 58.4±13.0

LC
a 74.8±16 66.3±15 61.5± 16 66.8± 16 63.0±8.5
P 79.0+13 73.5±14 71.3 ± 13 69.3+15 73.2±13.9

MA 8 51.4± 12 49.3 ±6 51.5 ±6 52.0±7 50.2±3.1
0 52.8±9 47.5±8 50.0±9 5 3.3 ±7 48.8±3.4

LC
a 65.3±15 5 9.3 ± 10 57.5±11 56.5±1 1 57.2+6.8
P 74.3±I6 67.5±17 69.5±16 67.8±19 69.6±15.0

MA 8 55.5±8 51.5 ±5 51,5±7 48.9±7 50.2±1.9
0 61 5±15 58.3±12 54.8±15 55.8±14 56.3±11.8

V a 67.3+10 63.8+8 63.5+7 57.3+8 58.1+5.5
MC P 69.5 ± 17 67.5±18 68.5± 16 66.5 ±18 68.9±16.8
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6.4.3 Analysis

Some observations from the tables are noted:

• In Table 24, Table 25 and Table 26 the classification accuracy vary considerably 

between participants for the same mental task experiment. This is not unexpected, 

since variations in the time-domain EEG signal arising from physiological differences 

in each participant, are carried through into the parametric representation (AR-Space).

• Furthermore, variations occur in the classification accuracy between different mental 

task experiments for the same participant. This may be attributed to variations in 

time-domain EEG signals resulting from individual physiological mechanisms of the 

participant used to perform the different mental task experiments.

• Alternatively, we hypothesise that representation of EEG signals in AR-space may 

produce similar class boundaries or geometries for different mental tasks. Such 

similarities may restrict the ability of XCS to distinguish between different mental 

tasks using its hyper-rectangle representation. This may be overcome by increasing 

both the AR-order and the number of bits used to encode AR feature vectors, while 

maintaining the same number of EEG channels. Furthermore, increasing the number 

of EEG channels encoded into the AR feature vector by including, for example, 

channels (CP|, CP2, CP5, CP6, P03, P04) will provide additional data and may 

diversify the AR-space representation.

• Based on Table 27, there was no statistically significant improvement or degradation 

in classification accuracy between the three parametric representations according to a 

two-sampie pooled t-test at a 95% confidence level as illustrated in Table 31. Here, t 

> (ta/2.(ni+n2-2)= 1.734) or t < (W (ni+n2-2) = - I -734) for a=0.05 and n=\0.

Table 31: Two-Sample Pooled T-test Results For Average Classification Accuracy of

Parametric Methods

Burg Cov MCov
Burg 0.00 -0.22 -0.29
Cov 0.22 0.00 -0.09
MCov 0.29 0.09 0.00
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• In Table 28, a statistically significant improvement in average classification accuracy 

conveniently occurs within the Extended Beta EEG frequency band (|3:13Hz-40Hz) 

for all participants according to a two-sample pooled t-test at a 95.0% confidence 

level, which requires t > (tc/2, (ni+n2-2) = 1 -734) for an a=0.05 and n-10, as illustrated in 

the Table 32. This finding is used in §6.4.5 for the interpretation of the operational 

hypothesis H3A.

Table 32: Two-Sample Pooled T-test Results For Average Classification Accuracy of EEG
Frequency-Bands

8 0 a
FR/MC 3.07 1.96 2.30
FR/MA 4.50 2.24 2.01
FR/LC B 4.82 2.44 1.96
MA/LC 4.01 4.27 2.39
MA/MC 3.50 1.94 1.93

6.4.4 Additional Analysis

In support of the aims of this research the same experiments were also preformed using EEG 

segment sizes of 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0-seconds, XCS classifier population sizes (AO equal to 2000, 

4000, and 8000 classifiers and XCS don’t care probability (P#) equal to 0.76 and 0.86. 

However, these experiments where performed using three participants and later published in 

[135]. Since the XCS parameter space is large we focused on two key parameters (N and P#). 

It is well known in learning classifier systems literature that classifier population size (AO and 

probability of using the # meta symbol in the classifier condition string (P#), which controls 

the generalisation ability of XCS, both affect learning and classification accuracy [70, 75, 

138]. In these preliminary experiments we found: •

• An EEG segment size of 2.0-seconds tended to provide statistically significant 

improvements in average classification accuracy compared to 0.5 and 1.0-second 

EEG segments, with P#=0.86. Improvements were apparent in all mental task 

classification experiments using the parametric representation. But improvements 

were less discernable for the frequency-band representations. Detailed experimental 

results and statistical analysis that support our findings are presented in Table E.3 and 

Table E.4 (Appendix E) for parametric and frequency-band representations 

respectively.
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• An XCS don’t care probability of /V=0.86 tended to provide statistically significant 

improvements in average classification accuracy for the parametric and frequency- 

band representations compared to P#-0.76. To help maintain the readability of this 

chapter, detailed experimental results and statistical analysis that support our findings 

are presented in Table E.l and Table E.2 (Appendix E) for parametric and frequency- 

band representations respectively.

• An XCS classifier population of /V=8000 did not provide statistically significant 

improvement or degradation in average classification accuracy when compared with 

yV=2000 and /V=4000 for the parametric representation, with P#=0.86. This result 

suggests that a classifier population of A=2000 was sufficient for the XCS learning 

classifier system to adequately learn the two-class single-step classification problem 

encoded using the parametric representation. Detailed experimental results and 

statistical analysis supporting our findings are presented in Table E.5 (Appendix E). 

Interestingly, experimental results for P#=0.16 (not shown) do indicate small 

improvements in average classification accuracy, but only with a larger classifier 

population size (/V=8000). Even in the single-step classification of noisy, artefact- 

inclusive human EEG signals, this result supports Butz et al.,[75] findings which 

suggest that a larger classifier population is required when the ability of XCS to 

evolve accurate and maximally general classifiers is reduced. That is, by reducing the 

value of P# from 0.86 to 0.76 the probability of the # meta-symbol occurring in the 

classifier condition string (C) when covering is performed is also reduced. This forces 

XCS to evolve classifiers with condition strings of higher specificity, away from 

generalisation. Thus, a P#=0.86 provided enough generalisation ability for 2000 

classifiers to form a complete map of the target problem. •

• An XCS classifier population of N=8000 did provide a few statistically significant 

improvements in average classification accuracy when compared with /V=2000 and 

N=4000 for the frequency-band representation, with P#=0.86. Detailed experimental 

results and statistical analysis that support our findings are presented in Table E.6 

(Appendix E).
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6.4.5 Interpretation

H3.1 Interpretation
1. Null Hypothesis: “The difference in average classification accuracy between the 

parametric representation and the frequency-band representation using XCS, Naive 

Bayes, SMO, IBk and PART classifiers separately is equal to zero."

2. Alternative Hypothesis: “The difference in average classification accuracy between the 

parametric representation and the frequency-band representation using XCS, Naive 

Bayes, SMO, IBk and PART classifiers separately is not equal to zero"

3. Level of significance: a=0.05 (95% confidence).

4. The experimental setting of this hypothesis requires testing of two independent 

populations each sampled from the ten participants. As such, we define the test statistic 

and critical region for testing two known means (T,,jc2) and associated standard 

deviations (sj, s2) with (n, = n2 = 20) samples and independent observations we can 

employ the Two-Sample pooled t-test with (72, + n2- 2) degrees of freedom:

(x\ x2) (Mi)
srsj\ / ft, + 1 / n2

where,

5 = L2 ("i-O+4 K-O
/; y 77, + 77,-2

Since, n, = n2 and pi=fi2 for all experiments in this chapter:

(6.4)

(6.5)

Oi-Q
/■v+4

V 77

(6.6)

and require that t > (ta/2. (ni+n2-2) = 1.734) or t < (t^. (ni+n2-2) = -1.734) since we have 
selected a=0.05. The populations are assumed to be approximately normal.



5. Computation: Table 33 lists the Two-Sample Pooled t-test results for the average 

classification accuracy between the parametric and frequency-band representations for 

all participants. The Extended Beta frequency-band is used for comparison, as it 

achieved the best results compared to the other EEG frequency-bands (a,8,9), which 

was presented in Table 32. In addition, Table 33 is based upon the Burg parametric 

method (/?=6) as there is no statistically significant improvement or degradation 

between the three parametric methods as discussed earlier in Table 31. The last row in 

the table summarises the results by indicating if the parametric representation was 

better (B) or worse (W) with respect to the frequency-based representation for each 

classifier.
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Table 33: Two-Sample Pooled T-test Results For Average Classification Accuracy 
between The Parametric and Frequency-Band Representations

XCS NB SMO IBk PART
FR/MC 1.84 1.91 2.34 1.77 1.24
FR/MA 2.11 2.49 2.24 1.95 1.86
FR/LC 3.19 3.27 3.56 3.43 2.89
MA/LC 2.23 2.73 2.55 2.25 1.97
MA/MC 2.61 2.27 3.07 1.43 1.99

B-W 5-0 5-0 5-0 4-0 4-0

6. Decisions:

a. For the XCS classifier, there exists sufficient statistical evidence for all 

mental task experiments to reject the null hypothesis and accept the 

alternative hypothesis. Therefore, the hypothesis H3A is confirmed for the 

XCS classifier.

b. For the non-evolutionary, Naive Bayes classifier there does exist sufficient 

statistical evidence for all mental task experiments to reject the null 

hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis. Therefore, the hypothesis 

H3 ] is confirmed for the Naive Bayes classifier.

c. For the non-evolutionary, SMO classifier there does exist sufficient statistical 

evidence for all mental task experiments to reject the null hypothesis and 

accept the alternative hypothesis. Therefore, the hypothesis H3A is confirmed 

for the SMO classifier.
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d. For the non-evolutionary, IBk classifier there does exist sufficient statistical 

evidence for FRvMA, FRvLC, MAvLC and FRvMC mental task 

experiments. Although, insufficient evidence exists for MAvMC (t - 1.43) 

mental task experiment to accept the alternative hypothesis. Therefore, the 

hypothesis Ff A is refuted for the IBk classifier.

e. For the non-evolutionary, PART classifier there does exist sufficient 

statistical evidence for FRvMA, FRvLC, MAvMC and MAvLC mental task 

experiments. Although, insufficient evidence (t = 1.24) exists for FRvMC 

mental task experiment to accept the alternative hypothesis. Therefore, the 

hypothesis Ff i is refuted for the PART classifier.

H4.i Interpretation
1. Null Hypothesis: “The difference in average classification accuracy between XCS 

and {Naive Bayes, SMO, IBk and PART} classifiers in both frequency-band and 

parametric representations is equal to zero."

2. Alternative Hypothesis: “The difference in average classification accuracy between 

XCS and {Naive Bayes, SMO, IBk and PART} classifiers in both frequency-band 

and parametric representations is not equal to zero."

3. Level of significance: ce=0.05 (95% confidence).

4. The experimental setting of this hypothesis requires testing of two independent 

populations each sampled from the ten participants. As such, we define the test 

statistic and critical region for testing two known means (x,,x2) and associated 

standard deviations (sq, s2) with (/2/ = n2 = 20) samples and independent observations 

we can employ the Two-Sample pooled t-test of equation(6.6) with (n} + n2 - 2) 

degrees of freedom. The two-tailed hypothesis test requires that t > (tc/2. <ni+n2-2) = 

1.734) or t < (ta/2. (ni+n2-2) = -1.734) since we have selected a=0.05. The populations are 

assumed to be approximately normal.

5. Computation: Table 34 and Table 35 list the Two-Sample Pooled t-test results for the 

average classification accuracy across all participants between XCS and the non
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evolutionary classifiers {Naive Bayes, SMO, IBk and PART} for the parametric and 

frequency-band representations respectively. The Burg parametric method {p-6) is 

used for comparison in Table 34, as there is no statistically significant improvement 

or degradation between the three parametric methods as discussed earlier in Table 31. 

In addition, the Extended Beta frequency-band is used for comparison in Table 35, as 

it achieved the best results compared to the other EEG frequency-bands (a,5,0).

Table 34: Two-Sample Pooled T-test Results For Average Classification Accuracy using
The Parametric Representation

NB SMO IBk PART
FR/MC -0.47 -1.01 -0.21 0.38
FR/MA -0.60 -0.30 0.08 0.08
FR/LC -0.47 -0.78 -0.46 -0.06
MA/LC -0.46 -0.39 -0.13 0.25
MA/MC 0.02 -1.10 0.94 0.36

B-W 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0

Table 35: Two-Sample Pooled T-test Results For Average Classification Accuracy using

The Frequency-Band Representation

NB SMO IBk PART
FR/MC -0.49 0.06 -0.02 -0.15
FR/MA -0.88 -0.20 0.16 -0.08
FR/LC -0.96 -0.06 0.32 0.60
MA/LC -0.66 0.30 0.02 0.24
MA/MC -0.08 0.17 0.05 0.31

B-YV 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0

6. Decisions:

a. For the parametric representation, there insufficient evidence for all mental 

task experiments and all non-evolutionary classifiers to accept the alternative 

hypothesis. Therefore, the hypothesis H4A is refuted for the parametric 

representation.

b. For the frequency-band representation, there insufficient evidence for all 

mental task experiments and all non-evolutionary classifiers to accept the 

alternative hypothesis. Therefore, the hypothesis H4, is refuted for the 

frequency-band representation.
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6.5 Conclusion

This chapter investigated the efficacy and competency of the genetic-based machine learning 

classifier XCS for the single-step classification of artefact-inclusive, multi-channel human 

EEG signals, that were acquired from ten participants as they performed five different mental 

tasks. The study focussed on two very different methods for representing EEG signals, 

namely parametric methods and a frequency-band method, which led to the formulation and 

statistical testing of our research hypothesis (H3). In addition, the average classification 

performance of the XCS learning classifier system was compared against four non

evolutionary classifier systems originating from different learning techniques (Hypothesis 

H4).

With respect to research hypothesis H3, experimental results suggest that the parametric 

representation provides superior classification performance compared to the frequency-band 

representation for the single-step classification of multiple-channel, artefact-inclusive human 

EEG data using XCS, Naive Bayes and SMO classifiers, confirming H3. However, there was 

insufficient statistical evidence supporting research hypothesis (H3) for the IBk and PART 

non-evolutionary classifiers and is thus refuted for these classifiers.

There was insufficient evidence to support research hypothesis (H4), which claims the 

extended Learning Classifier System (XCS) provides superior performance when compared 

to the current state of the art in non-evolutionary classifiers for the single-step classification of 

multiple-channel, artefact-inclusive human EEG data. This has led us to refute hypothesis H4. 

There was no statistically significant improvement or degradation in classification 

performance of XCS compared to the non-evolutionary classifier systems using either 

parametric or frequency-band representation. However, this result does show that the XCS 

learning classifier system is competitive with the other non-evolutionary classifiers used in 

this study for the classification of artefact-inclusive, multi-channel human EEG signals. 

Within the problem context of this study, the favourable result of XCS performing 

competitively against other non-evolutionary classifier schemes goes on to support similar 

findings by Bernado-Mansilla, Llora and Garrell [82] in other problem domains.

In support of the research aims of this study, we used the Akaike Information Criterion 

technique and a visual inspection approach to determine an optimal autoregressive (AR) 

model order. We found the optimal AR order to exist within the range 4 < p < 10. Combined 

with previous research findings of optimal AR model orders for similar EEG signal 

classification experiments [104, 105], we used p-6 as a fixed AR model order for all 

experiments presented in this study.
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We can also conclude that increasing the ability of XCS to form generalisations in classifier 

conditions strings tends to provide statistically significant improvements in average 

classification accuracy for the parametric and frequency-band representation. This was 

achieved by increasing the value of don’t care probability from P#=0.76 to P#-0.86. 

Furthermore, XCS classifier populations of N=4000 and yV=8000 did not provide statistically 

significant improvement or degradation in average classification accuracy for the parametric 

representation compared to A=2000. However, an XCS classifier population of /V=8000 did 

provide a few statistically significant improvements in average classification accuracy when 

compared with N=2000 and A=4000 for the frequency-band representation.

By far the largest improvements in classification accuracy where gained through increases 

in the EEG segment size. Experimental results show that an EEG segment size of 2.0-seconds 

provide statistically significant improvements in average classification accuracy compared to

0.5 and 1.0-second EEG segments, with P#=0.86. Improvements were apparent in all mental 

task classification experiments using the parametric representation. But improvements were 

less discernable for the frequency-band representations.

After conducting the research presented in this chapter, we aim to explore the effect of 

increasing the feature vector (instance) size beyond 108-bits for the XCS learning classifier 

system. Larger feature vectors would allow increased resolution of autoregressive coefficient 

encodings and additional EEG channels to be concatenated into each feature vectors.

Another area of interesting research is the incorporation of traditional optimisation 

techniques based on gradient descent methods into XCS. Such a research study has recently 

been undertaken by Butz, Goldberg and Lanzi for idealised multi-step classification problems 

[139]. By leveraging our previous research experience into hybridisation of the Parallel 

Genetic Algorithm and the Reduced Feasible Sequential Quadratic Programming (RFSQP) 

Algorithm as presented in §4.0, the learning capability of XCS could also be improved by 

incorporating RFSQP or similar technique into the one of the classifier update equations of 

prediction error (e), prediction (p) or fitness (F).



Chapter 7

Distributed Classifier Migration in 
XCS for Classification of EEG Signals

Chapter Outline

This chapter builds upon our work in the previous chapter by presenting a unique adaptation 

of the XCS Learning Classifier System which improves the learning and classification 

capability of XCS when applied to the single-step classification of noisy, artefact-inclusive 

human EEG signals. This is accomplished through the unique incorporation of migration 

strategies inspired by multi-deme, coarse-grained PGAs (§2.3) with the XCS Learning 

Classifier System (§2.6.7) to provide parallel and distributed classifier migration. In this 

study, we shall refer to this unique parallel and distributed version as pXCS.

This chapter also explores the influence of the degree-of connectivity and classifier 

migration policies upon the classification and learning performance of the pXCS learning 

classifier system. The degree-of-connectivity is implicitly defined by the multi-deme topology 

of employed in pXCS. In this chapter we explore the Fully-Connected, Bi-directional Ring 

and Uni-directional Ring topologies. In addition, the migration policy defines the rate, 

frequency, hold-off period for migrating classifiers. The selection:replacement mechanism for 

migrating classifiers is also defined by the migration policy and is directly determined 

through the local ranking of classifiers according to their numerosity, fitness or randomly. 

The experimental results presented in this chapter suggest that classifier migration within 

pXCS is an effective technique for improving classification accuracy, improving learning 

speed and reducing the final classifier population size in single-step classification of artefact- 

inclusive, multi-channel human EEG data (Hypothesis H5). This work appears in [140],



7.1 Aim

The aim of the experiments described in this chapter attempt to address unanswered questions 

regarding the incorporation of migration strategies into a unique parallel and distributed 

version of XCS for the single-step classification of noisy, artefact-inclusive human EEG 

signals. More specifically, the aim of the research presented in this chapter is to investigate 

and understand the following questions in the context of EEG signal classification learning 

using the parametric-based representation of EEG data (§6.3.5):

1. The effect of different migration policies based on classifier fitness, numerosity or 

random classifier selection on the learning and classification performance of pXCS,

2. The effect of the degree-of connectivity introduced by Uni-Directional, Bi

Directional and Fully-Connected topologies on the learning and classification 

performance of pXCS,

These aims incorporate the findings of chapter 6.0. Specifically, the optimal EEG segment 

size (2-seconds), the optimal autoregressive model order {p-6) for the Burg, Covariance, and 

Modified Covariance parametric methods, and optimal generalisation probability (P#=0.86). 

These critical parameters remain fixed for the experiments presented in this chapter, allowing 

a valid comparison between the XCS learning classifier system and pXCS.
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7.2 Parallel Evolutionary Methods in Leaning Classifier 
Systems

In order to develop a useful understanding against the aims of our research, a sound 

experimental method is required. We have proposed a high-level research hypothesis H5, 

which is consistent with the aims of the research presented in this chapter. This hypothesis is 

tested in a systematic manner. The results of these experiments give us new information about 

appropriate migration policies and connection topologies of the pXCS learning classifier 

system in the single-step classification of multiple-channel, artefact-inclusive human EEG 

signals and factors affecting it.
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The following research hypothesis is tested in the work presented in this chapter:

Hypothesis (H5): “The incorporation of a parallel and distributed classifier migration 

mechanism into the extended Learning Classifier System (XCS) increases classification 

performance for the single-step classification of multiple-channel, artefact-inclusive 

human electroencephalographic data”

This statement has been formulated in combination with both the theoretical considerations 

and the earlier literature review (§2.0 and §3.0). It is our view that genetic-based machine 

learning classifier systems that are capable of performing parallel and distributed learning will 

be an essential consideration of future learning classification systems for use in EEG 

recognition systems. Furthermore, such algorithms are amenable to existing and future 

parallel/distributed computing architectures (§2.4), inter-process communication models and 

associated software systems (§2.5). Therefore, it is imperative to increase our understanding 

of parallel and distributed genetic-based machine learning systems.

7.2.1 Refinement
The following terms require further specification:

“increases performance” We define increased performance as a statistically significant 

improvement in the average classification accuracy of pXCS compared the stand-alone and 

serial version of XCS for a two-class classification problem executed for 25 independent 

experiments. Classification accuracy (c) is defined as the total number of correctly classified 

classes during 20,000 learning cycles. Larger classification accuracy means better 

performance. The single-step classification performance is measured using the W&M 

hypothesis testing procedure (described in §1.5) such that the truth of the assertion 

c xcs > cxcs can be known with a 95% level of confidence.

“Multiple-Channel” In this experiment we define multiple-channel to represent six EEG 

channels, namely (02, P4, C4) for the right hemisphere (R) and (O,, P3, C3) for the left 

hemisphere (L).



“human electroencephalographic data” In this chapter we define human EEG data to 

represent pre-processed EEG signals collected from 10 human participants (7 males and 3 

females). EEG signals were re-sized, partitioned into fixed length segments of 2.0 seconds, 

transformed using parametric-based methods, concatenated into feature vectors (instances) 

and randomly divided into two sets for training and testing using a 50%:50% split

“Artefact-Inclusive” In this experiment, artefacts such as eye and muscle movements, which 

are non-cerebral in origin, were not removed from the recorded EEG data.
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7.2.2 Operational Hypotheses

Hypothesis “pXCS provides greater classification accuracy than XCS within
20,000 learning cycles of a two-class classification problem using EEG channels (02, P4, 

C4, Oi, P3, C3) transformed by the Burg parametric method, such that the truth of the 

assertion cpXCS > cxcs can be know n with a 95 % level of confidence”

Hypothesis (//52): “pXCS requires a smaller classifier population than XCS after 20,000 

learning cycles of a two-class classification problem using EEG channels (02, P4, C4, Oj, 
P3, C3) transformed by the Burg parametric method, such that the truth of the assertion

PnYrc > Are can be known with a 95% level of confidence”

Hypothesis (115,3): “pXCS learns a two-class classification problem more rapidly than 

XCS at time (t) using EEG channels (02, P4, C4, Oj, P3, C3) transformed by the Burg 

parametric method, such that the truth of the assertion c(t) xcs > c(t)xcs can be known 

with a 95% level of confidence”



7.3 Method

The experimental method presented in §6.3 is directly applicable to the work presented in this 

chapter. A summary of the method is restated for convenience:
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8. Participant Preparation: Application of headcap, conductive gel, electrodes and 

EEG hardware and software configuration (§6.3.2).

9. Mental Tasks: Mental activity designed to generate hemispheric responses on the 

scalp of the participant (§6.3.3).

10. Data Acquisition: Methods to elicit the EEG signals from the participant (§6.3.4)

11. Signal Processing: Low-pass filtering, channel reduction, down-sampling and 

segmenting EEG signals (§6.3.4).

12. Signal Transformation: Transform filtered time-domain segments of EEG signal 

into frequency-band or parametric representations (§6.3.5).

13. Feature Vector Encoding: Encode and concatenate transformed EEG segments into 

fixed length vectors and randomly inserted into training or testing sets (§6.3.5).

14. Classification: This includes both, training (classification learning) and testing (what 

has been learnt) the classifier system (§6.3.6).

Ail classification experiments performed in this chapter use the same training and testing 

sets composed of common EEG data derived from 10 human participants as described in 

chapter 6. Hence, the only difference to the method is the classification environment.

7.3.1 Classification Environment - pXCS

In the theoretical considerations of chapter §2.3, we demonstrated the parallelisation of 

evolutionary algorithms, in particular, parallel genetic algorithms has become an established 

research area. However, as we discussed in the earlier review of literature (§2.7 and §3.5.2), 

only a small number of investigators have examined migration strategies inspired by multi- 

deme PGAs in parallel and distributed learning classifier systems.

In §2.6.7, we presented XCS as an accuracy-based learning classifier system which exploits 

a reinforcement learning method coupled with the robust and global search capability of a 

niche genetic algorithm to produce a population of classifiers. The local population of 

classifiers tend to form an accurate and general knowledge representation in the single-step 

classification of multiple-channel, artefact-inclusive human EEG signals (§6.0).



In this chapter, we explore the notion of parallel and distributed classifier migration using 

three different multi-deme topologies, namely the uni-directioncil ring, bi-directional ring and 

fully-connected topology. Several classifier selection:replacement schemes, which are defined 

by the migration policy are also investigated. These are based on combinations of classifier 

numerosity, fitness and random selectiomreplacement.
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Multi-Deme Topologies
The simplest example of distributed populations in evolutionary algorithms is modelled on a 

network of isolated islands, each being panmictic. The Island Model [43] is derived from the 

evolutionary biological theory known as Punctuated Equilibria [44], where individuals can 

periodically migrate to a single destination sub-population.

Given that XCS consists of a population of co-evolving classifiers, we can similarly explore 

the uni-directional ring, bi-directional ring and fully-connected topologies and the influence 

of their explicit degree-of-connectivity (tp) on classification accuracy, learning speed and 

classifier population size during learning. In this chapter, topologies used eight XCS demes 

with a fixed population size (/V=8000), as illustrated in Figure 92. Two and four deme 

topologies (not shown) were also investigated, but improvements were not statistically 

significant.

Figure 92: Topologies employed by pXCS - (a) Uni-directional Ring, (b) Bi-directional ring and (c) 
Fully-Connected topologies using eight XCS demes, with degree-of-connectivity (p=l, 2, and 7 
respectively.

The Uni-directional ring topology has a degree-of-connectivity tp-1, since local classifiers 

migrate to a single neighbouring XCS sub-population (deme). In the uni-directional ring 

classifier migrations occurred in one direction only. The Bi-directional ring topology has a 

degree-of-connectivity ip-2, since local classifiers can migrate to both neighbouring XCS
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demes. The Fully-Connected topology has a degree-of-connectivity cp=l, since local 

classifiers can migrate to all demes employed in pXCS.

Migration Policy
Determination of a migration policy is essential for competent parallel and distributed 

algorithms, such as a parallel genetic algorithm (§4.0 and §5.0). Similarly, definition of a 

migration policy was required for a parallel and distributed learning classifier system. Except, 

in the learning classifier system classifiers were migrated opposed to chromosomes in the 

PGA. In fact, it is the structural similarity between classifiers and chromosomes that permits 

the notion of migration to be employed in both learning classifier systems and genetic 

algorithms. The migration policy, M for the pXCS learning classifier system is conveniently 

defined by six parameters, originally defined in equation(2.5):

• mR - migration rate is the number of micro-classifiers undertaking migration as a 

proportion of the pXCS deme population, N.

• mF - migration frequency is how often migrations occur as a proportion of the total 

number of learning iterations, max_nr_steps.

• tf{ - hold-off period before migrations occur and is defined as a proportion of the total 

number of learning iterations, max_nr_steps.

• ips ~ classifier selection policy specified by either ranked classifier numerosity (num), 

fitness (/) or random selection (rand).

• i//R - classifier replacement policy specified by either ranked classifier fitness (/) or 

random selection (rand).
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where,

5 - the communication type, either synchronous or asynchronous.



Furthermore, the same migration policy was implemented for each pXCS deme and the 

value of the each migration policy parameter remained static throughout the learning cycle as 

discussed in §24.17.3.5 - Experimental Parameters.
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Leaning Cycle of pXCS
Fike the XCS learning classifier system, pXCS also iterates through cycles of performance, 

reinforcement and discovery. But, unlike XCS an additional system was created to perform 

migration, which altered the algorithms learning cycle.

In the performance system classifiers are compared with detector strings to determine 

which classifiers match the current input. Following this, an appropriate action is selected. In 

the reinforcement system classifier parameters are updated on the basis of the immediate 

reward received from the environment. In the discovery system a niche genetic algorithm 

creates new classifiers and removes old ones and finally the migration system performs 

selection and replacement of ranked classifiers to be shared among pXCS demes.

A single cycle of the pXCS learning classifier system is summarised by Algorithm 1, 

followed by a detailed description of the pXCS migration system. The performance system, 

reinforcement system, discovery system, classifier deletion mechanism and subsumption 

components where previously described in (§2.6.8).

Algorithm 12: Summary of a single learning cycle of a pXCS deme. Each step is referenced 
to Figure 93.

1. [SENSE ENVIRONMENT]: Detectors sense the current environment and 
generate a binary string.

2. [FORM MATCH SET]:
(a) Form Match Set [M] consisting of classifiers in [P] whose 

condition is satisfied by Detector string.
(b) Perform covering if [M] is empty OR [M] < 0mna threshold

3. [PREDICTION ARRAY]: Form Prediction Array using the system 
prediction for each action from classifiers in [M]

4 . [FORM ACTION SET] :
(a) Select action at random OR select best action in Prediction 

Array.
(b) Place the classifiers with selected action into the Action 

Set [A].

5. [EXTERNAL REINFORCEMENT]:
(a) Process external action using Effectors
(b) Record external reward based on external action
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6. [CREDIT ASSIGNMENT]:
(a) Set Prediction to immediate external reward (Single-Step) OR
(b) Set Prediction to highest discounted values in Prediction 

Array plus the external reward from step 5(a) (Multi-Step)

7. [PARAMETER UPDATE] :
(a) Update classifier experience
(b) Update classifier prediction (p) using Prediction
(c) Update classifier prediction error (e) using Prediction
(d) Update classifier Action Set Size Estimate (as)
(e) Calculate classifier accuracy and relative accuracy
(f) Update fitness using relative accuracy

8. [SUBSUMPTION] : Perform Action Set Subsumption in [A] or [A] _±

9. [DISCOVERY]:
(a) Execute Genetic Algorithm in [A] or [A] _l7 if time since last 

invocation < 0GA threshold
(b) Apply Genetic Algorithm Subsumption
(c) Reinsert new classifiers into [P] using classifier deletion 

scheme

10. [SELECTION]:
(a) If the migration frequency (mF) and hold-off time (th) are 

satisfied, then select mR classifiers from [P] for migration 
according to iffs.

(b) Place selected classifiers into emigrant set [E].

11. [SEND CLASSIFIERS] : Transmit emigrant classifiers in [E] to 
another XCS deme within the pre-defined topology.

12. [RECEIVE CLASSIFIERS]: Receive new classifiers from another XCS
deme within the pre-defined topology and place into immigrant set
[I] .

13. [REPLACEMENT] : According to ijfRl replace mR classifiers in [P] 
from [I].

The Migration System
This section describes the migration system of pXCS, which was responsible for ranking, 

selection and replacement of classifiers from the population [P] of the local pXCS demes. 

Most importantly, selected classifiers were shared between the demes that comprised the 

multi-deme topology. The sharing of selected classifiers created an additional pressure within 

pXCS we call the migratory pressure, which tended to push pXCS sub-populations towards 

highly fit classifiers while maintaining an accurate and general knowledge representation. The 

strength of the migration pressure is a function of the parameters (mF, mR, ips, Vr) defined in 

the migration policy. The pXCS learning classifier system is illustrated in Figure 93.
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Figure 93: pXCS Migration System performs classifier selection and replacement upon the sub
population [P], producing classifier sets [I] and [E]. Emigrant classifiers are sent to other demes, while 
immigrant classifiers are received, creating an additional migratory pressure within demes.

Unlike the performance, reinforcement, and discovery systems employed within each pXCS 

deme, the migration system was not executed every discrete time-step. Migration does not 

begin until the hold-off period (tH) has elapsed. The hold-off period allows time for the demes 

to converge during the initial stage of learning [45]. For this study, the hold-off period 

remained fixed at tH= 0.1 max_nr_steps. We selected a multiple of 0.1 for the hold-off period 

after performing preliminary experiments (results not shown), which tested discrete multiples 

with values of 0.001, 0.01, and 0.05. These smaller multiples trigger the migration system 

earlier than a multiple of 0.1. We found that, smaller multiples were disruptive to the learning 

capability of the pXCS sub-populations and prevented them from converging during training, 

resulting in poor classification performance. Using multiples for the hold-off period with the 

value of 0.3, 0.4 or 0.5 resulted in classification performance similar to that of a stand-alone 

XCS. This is reasonable to expect, since each pXCS deme may have fully-converged due to 

the large number of explore/exploit trails already committed.

Once the number of pXCS explore trials becomes greater than or equal to the migration 

frequency (mF) and tH has elapsed, a micro-classifier is selected from the pXCS deme 

population [P] and inserted into emigrant set [E] (Step 10). Selection of mirco-classifiers is 

governed by the selection policy (i//s), which specifies whether classifiers are selected 

according to ranked numerosity (num), fitness (/) or an unranked random selection. The 

migration rate (mR) determined the total number of micro-classifiers selected from [P] and 

inserted into the emigrants set [E],



Each pXCS sub-population sends the classifiers in [E] to a neighbouring pXCS sub

population (Step 11). The classifier condition string (C), action string (A) and all associated 

classifier parameters (p, s, f exp, ts, as, num) are transferred during the send operation. To 

greatly reduce the cost of network communication between pXCS demes, classifiers are sent 

as macro-classifiers for the same reasons that XCS uses macro-classifiers internally 

(discussed in §2.8.8). The receiving pXCS sub-population(s) is determined by the multi-deme 

topology discussed earlier.

Classifiers sent from different XCS demes are eventually received as immigrant classifiers 

(Step 12). As each immigrant classifier (macro-classifier) is received it is inserted into the 

immigrant set [I], Each XCS deme receives a total of mR micro-classifiers before insertion 

into the local population [P]. Immigrant classifiers are inserted into the recipient population 

[P] with replacement of local classifiers according to the replacement policy, yjR (Step 13). 

The classifier replacement policy acts on [P] and deletes existing classifiers randomly or 

according to fitness bias. The insertion and deletion of classifiers into the population [P] was 

performed using the same algorithms as for GA deletion.

finally, all distributed classifier migrations occurred synchronously as specified by 5. The 

use of synchronous communication between pXCS demes greatly simplifies the parallel and 

distributed nature of pXCS making it easier to understand and implement. In addition, it may 

be beneficial in avoiding premature convergence as all pXCS demes are forced to evolve and 

learn at approximatelyu the same rate. A full description of each module, associated data 

structures and source code are provided in the attached Thesis Software Collection DVD 

(described in Appendix H).
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7.3.2 Parametric Representation of EEG Data

In this chapter, we focus on the parametric representation for EEG data as previously 

described in (§6.3.5). Parametric methods assume a description of an EEG signal can be 

devised from a time-series model of a random process. As such, parametric methods model 

the fixed length segments or blocks of EEG data as the output of a linear filter of order p 

driven by a Gaussian white noise sequence with zero-mean.

The Burg, Covariance (COV) and Modified Covariance (MCOV) were three AR parameter 

estimation algorithms used in the study presented in chapter 6. Each autoregressive method

77 Approximately - because each deme uses the classifier time-step parameter (ts) to determine when 
the genetic algorithm should be invoked upon the local Action Set [A]. Consequently, exploration due 
to invocation of the genetic algorithm will occur at different time-steps within each deme.



operates on a fixed segment of time-domain sample points to recursively yield a plh order 

autoregressive model of parameter estimates a[k], called AR coefficients. The results of 

chapter 6, suggest no statistically significant improvement or degradation between the Burg, 

Covariance or Modified Covariance autoregressive parameter estimation algorithms. 

Consequently, the study presented in this chapter was restricted to the use of the Burg AR 

parameter estimation algorithm.
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7.3.3 Feature Vector Encoding

The production of feature vectors is the final stage of transforming EEG data into a form that 

is amenable to the input environment of the pXCS learning classifier system. This section 

briefly restates the encoding of feature vectors and production of training and testing sets 

using the Burg parametric representation.

Separate training and testing sets, containing multiple feature vectors were created to train 

pXCS and test the classification accuracy, specificity and sensitivity. A single feature vector 

(instance) was encoded from the six autoregressive coefficients used to represent a single 

EEG segment (2.0-seconds) for each EEG channel (Oi, P3, C3, 02, P4, or C4). Each real

valued Burg autoregressive coefficient was converted to a positive value, multiplied by a 

constant defined in ARmult for normalisation, rounded to the nearest integer value and 

converted to a 3-bit unsigned binary string. The final feature vector for a single EEG segment 

was created from the concatenation of the six EEG channels containing the six AR 

coefficients. Thus, a single instance was represented by a 108-bit binary string and a class 

label corresponding to the five mental tasks as described in §6.3.5.

7.3.4 Experimental Apparatus

The experimental apparatus used for EEG data acquisition in this chapter is described in 

§6.3.1. All experiments in this chapter were performed using the research computing cluster 

(ORION) located at the University of Technology, Sydney. The cluster node specification is 

specified in Table 36.
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Table 36: Cluster Computing Hardware and Software Environment

Computing Environment Component Description
Number of Node Utilised 2,4,8
Processor Type and core Speed Pentium Core2 Duo @ 2.93Ghz
Front-side Bus Bandwidth 1066MHz
DRAM capacity and bandwidth 4GB DDR2 @ 667MHz
Network Type and Bandwidth 1000Mbps Ethernet
Network Switching Type Gigabit Switching Fabric
Network Protocol TCP/IP V4
OS Kernel Type and Version RHE Linux 4.0 (2.4.20-19.8)
MPI Type and Version LAM 7.0.6/MPI 2
Compiler Type and Version mpiCC and gcc (3.2.3)
Coding Language Standard ISOC

7.3.5 Experimental Parameters

All experiments in this chapter were performed using a modified version of the C-code 

implementation of XCS+TS vl.2 [74]. Code modifications included the incorporation of the 

migration system and interfacing code for execution within our computing environment. The 

core XCS subsystems of performance, reinforcement and discovery system remained the 

same. The reader is referred to Appendix F and Appendix D for detailed algorithmic 

description of pXCS and XCS respectively.

The pXCS parameter settings remained constant during all experiments presented in this 

chapter. The parameter specification for the XCS learning classifier system was established 

using the following values:

a = 0.1, [3 = 0.2, 5 = 0.1, e0= 0.01, v = 5, 0Ga = 25, 0mna = #actions,

X = 0-9, p - 0.005 5 0dei 100, 0Sub 100, doGAsubsumption 1, doASsubsumption 0, 

P# = 0.86, Pexpiore = 1, reward = 1000/0, toursize = 0.4, crossover_type = uniform, 

initpop = 0, fitness _re duct ion — 1, force _different_injtournament = 0, 

select_t ole ranee - 0.001, generaljnutation — 0, nichejnutation = 0, dojnam - 1,

Pi- 10, £/ = 0.0,// = 0.01.

The pXCS parameter specifications for parallel and distributed migration were set as follows:

tH = 0.1- max_nr_steps = 2000, mF e {50, 100, 200, 500}, mR e {0.0 IV, 0.02/V, 0.04N, 

0.06/V}, t//v e {num, f rand} = { N, F, R}, y/R e { f rand} = { N, R}, 5 = synchronous, (pe {7, 2,



A total of 25 independent experiments (nr_exps) were performed for a maximum of 20,000 

explore iterations (max_nr_steps). All remaining parameters were set to default values. Refer 

to §2.6.8 for a complete description of XCS parameters and notation.
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7.4 Results

The purpose of this section is to present and discuss the results obtained against the aims and 

operational hypotheses (H51, H52, H53) using the experimental methods described earlier in 

this chapter. Furthermore, it is our objective to provide a level of analysis leading to a 

statement as to whether the hypotheses are confirmed or refuted. Further discussion of the 

implications arising from these experimental results are held until §8.1.2.

7.4.1 Description

Research Hypothesis H5:
The incorporation of a parallel and distributed classifier migration mechanism into the 

extended Learning Classifier System (XCS) increases classification performance for the 

single-step classification of multiple-channel, artefact-inclusive human 

electroencephalographic data.

This high level research hypothesis was further refined to three lower level operational 

hypotheses that could be tested directly:

Operational Hypothesis H51:
pXCS provides greater classification accuracy than XCS within 20,000 learning cycles of 

a two-class classification problem using EEG channels (02, P4, C4, Oj, P3, C3) transformed 

by the Burg parametric method, such that the truth of the assertion cpXCS > cxcs can be 

known with a 95% level of confidence.

Operational Hypothesis H5 2:
pXCS requires a smaller classifier population than XCS after 20,000 learning cycles of a 

two-class classification problem using EEG channels (02, P4, C4, O,, P3, C3) transformed



by the Burg parametric method, such that the truth of the assertion PpXCS > Pxcs can be 

known with a 95% level of confidence

Operational Hypothesis H5.3:

pXCS learns a two-class classification problem more rapidly than XCS at time (?) using 

EEG channels (02, P4, C4, 01? P3, C3) transformed by the Burg parametric method, such 

that the truth of the assertion c(t) xcs >c(t)xcs can be known with a 95% level of 

confidence.

In addition to the research and operational hypotheses, several experimental aims were also 

investigated to develop an understanding of migration strategies and topology in pXCS for the 

single-step classification of multiple-channel, artefact-inclusive human EEG signals. For 

convenience, the experimental aims are restated here:

1. The effect of different migration policies based on ranked classifier fitness, numerosity 

or random classifier selection on the learning and classification performance of pXCS,

2. The effect of the degree-of-connectivity introduced by Uni-Directional, Bi-Directional 

and Fully-Connected topologies on the learning and classification performance of 

pXCS.

In [140], we conducted a preliminary study using only three participants with some general 

recommendations presented to facilitate robust and improved classification performance using 

pXCS. We investigated migration policies based on the same range of migration rates 

(rafl=0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06), migration frequencies (mF=50, 100, 200, 500) and topologies 

with (<p=l, 2, 1) used in this chapter. Our findings suggested the best selection:replacement 

schemes were biased according to (i//s:^=numerosity:fitness and numerosity:random). As a 

result, these two schemes are exclusively investigated in this chapter. We also found, that 

schemes using fitness biased selection coupled with large migration rates and low migration 

frequencies can lead to a reduction in classification accuracy, resulting from an excessive 

selective pressure introduced by distributed classifier migration [140],

Furthermore, not all task experiments were performed for each participant, because the 

XCS classification accuracy was already very high (>95%). This reduced the experimental 

space and thus, reduced the time required to perform the exhaustive set of experiments for ten
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participants as illustrated in Table 37. Here, • indicates that an experiment was performed 

using pXCS for the particular task, topological and participant combination.
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Table 37: Tasks, Topological and Participatory Experiment Matrix for pXCS

Tasks Topology
1 2 3

Participant
4 5 6 7 8 9 10

FC • • • • • • •
FR v MC BR • • • • • • •

UR • • • • • • •
FC • • • • •

FR vMA BR • • • • •
UR • • • • •
FC • •

FR v LC BR • •
UR • •
FC • • • • •

MA v LC BR • • • • •
UR • • • • •
FC •

MA v MC BR •
UR •

7.4.2 Presentation
A summary of relevant results of experiments comparing the average classification accuracy 

between pXCS and XCS with different migration rates, migration frequencies and topologies 

are shown in Figure 94 and Figure 95. Following on from these graphs, Figure 96 to Figure 

98 attempt to succinctly illustrate that a majority of statistically significant improvements in 

average classification accuracy were achieved by each participant for the different task 

experiments using distributed classifier migration in the pXCS learning classifier system. 

Figure 99 and Figure 100 continue to support our findings by presenting frequency 

histograms of the number of improvements in average classification accuracy across all 

participants, task experiments for different migration frequencies and migration rates 

respectively.

Figure 101 and Figure 102 illustrate the reduction in classifier population (number of 

classifiers representing the solution of the target problem) between pXCs and XCS for 

varying migration frequencies and migration rates respectively. Finally, Figure 103 and 

Figure 104 illustrate the averaged learning rate between pXCS and XCS varying migration 

frequencies and migration rates respectively.

Further analysis and interpretation of how these results where derived is provided in sections 

§7.4.3. All experimental results are averaged over 25 independent experiments.
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Average of the Best Classification Accuracy of pXCS v XCS for 
varying Migration Frequency and Topologies

LOW (-1SD) 

AVG

HIGH (+1SD)

Migration Frequency and Topology

Figure 94: Average of the best classification accuracy during 20k generations according to a two- 
sample pooled t-test (p=0.05, n=25 and f=2.011) between pXCS and XCS. Illustrated are varying 
migration frequencies (m/r=50, 100, 200, 500) and topologies {(p=l, 2, 1) for = N_F).

Average of the Best Classification Accuracy of pXCS v XCS for 
varying Migration Rates and Topologies

LOW (-1SD) 

AVG

HIGH (+1SD)

0.50

Migration Rate and Topology

Figure 95: Average of the best classification accuracy during 20k generations according to a two- 
sample pooled t-test {p-0.05, n=25 and r=2.01 l) between pXCS and XCS. Illustrated are varying 
migration rates (w^O.Ol, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06) and topologies (<p=J, 2, 1) for (y/s-'^R = N_F).
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Improvement in Average Classification Accuracy of a 
Fully Connected pXCS Topology vs XCS

t> 2.011

Participant

• FRvMC • FRvMA •FRvLC «MAvLC #MAvMC

Figure 96: Average of the best classification accuracy during 20k generations according to a two- 
sample pooled t-test (/?=0.05, n=25 and f=2.0l l) between a fully connected pXCS topology and XCS 
for each participant and associated task experiment. Results are averaged across all 
selection:replacement policies, migration rates with a fixed migration frequency mF= 100.

Improvement in Average Classification Accuracy of a 
Bi-directional Ring pXCS Topology vs XCS

o ® 6.0

t > 2.01

t <2.011

Participant

• FRvMC •FRvMA *FRvLC • MAvLC «MAvMC

Figure 97: Average of the best classification accuracy during 20k generations according to a two- 
sample pooled t-test (p=0.05, n=25 and r=2.()l I) between a bi-directional ring pXCS topology and 
XCS for each participant and associated task experiment. Results are averaged across all 
selection:replacement policies, migration rates with a fixed migration frequency mF= 100.
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Improvement in Average Classification Accuracy of a 
Uni-directional Ring pXCS Topology vs XCS

t> 2.011

t <2.011
1.0

Participant

• FRvMC »FRvMA HFRvLC # MAvLC #MAvMC

Figure 98: Average of the best classification accuracy during 20k generations according to a two- 
sample pooled t-test (/?=0.05, n=25 and /=2.0l I) between a uni-directional ring pXCS topology and 
XCS for each participant and associated task experiment. Results are averaged across all 
selection:replacement policies, migration rates with a fixed migration frequency /??/.— 100.
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Histogram of Improvement and Degradation in Average Classification Accuracy 
between pXCS vs XCS for varying Migration Frequencies

■ N_F

■ N_R

50- 50- 100- 100- 200- 200- 500- 500-
Improve Degrade Improve Degrade Improve Degrade Improve Degrade

Migration Frequency Result

Figure 99: Histogram of improvements and degradation in average classification accuracy according to 
a two-sample pooled t-test (/?=0.05, n-25 and /=2.0l l) between pXCS and XCS for varying migration 
frequencies (mF=50, 100, 200, 500) and selection:replacement policies (iPs-'Vr - N_F and N_R).

Histogram of Improvement and Degradation in Average Classification Accuracy 
between pXCS vs XCS for varying Migration Rates

I N_R 

IN F

Migration Rate Result

Figure 100: Histogram of improvements and degradation in average classification accuracy according 
to a two-sample pooled t-test (p-0.05, n=25 and r=2.0ll) between pXCS and XCS for varying 
migration rates (m^O.Ol, 0.02, 0.04. 0.06) and selectiomreplacement policies {ips-'VR - N_F and N_R).
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Reduction in Classifier Population of pXCS v XCS for varying 
Migration Frequency and Topologies

300.00
LOW (-1SD) 
AVG
HIGH (+1SD)-2 250.00

200.00

O 150.00

100.00

50.00

Migration Frequency and Topology

Figure 101: Reduction in Classifier Population after 20k generations according to a two-sample pooled 
t-test (p-0.05, n=25 and r=2.01 I) between pXCS and XCS during training. Illustrated are varying 
migration frequencies {mF-50, 100, 200, 500) and topologies {(p=l, 2, 1) for (ips-'VR = N_F).

Reduction in Classifier Population of pXCS v XCS for varying 
Migration Rate and Topologies

300.00
LOW (-1SD) 

AVG

HIGH (+1SD)SJ 250.00

a! 200.00

O 150.00

E 100.00

50.00

0.02 0.04

FC FC

Migration Rate and Topology

Figure 102: Reduction in Classifier Population after 20k generations according to a two-sample pooled 
t-test (/?=0.05, n-25 and r=2.0ll) between pXCS and XCS during training. Illustrated are varying 
migration rate {>nR=0.01,0.02, 0.04, 0.06) and topologies {tp= 7, 2, l) for {ips-'VR = N_F).
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Averaged Learning Rate of pXCS v XCS for 
varying Migration Frequency and Topologies

LOW (-1SD) 

AVG
HIGH (+1SD)

> 6.00

o 4.00

0.00

Migration Frequency and Topology

Figure 103: Improvement in Learning Rate during training according to a two-sample pooled t-test 
(p=0.05, n=25 and f=2.0ll) between pXCS and XCS. Illustrated are varying migration frequencies 
(mF=50, 100, 200, 500) and topologies (<p=l, 2, 1) for (y/s-'VR = N_F).

Averaged Learning Rate of pXCS v XCS for 
varying Migration Rates and Topologies

LOW (-1SD) 

AVG
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o 2.00

0.00
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Figure 104: Improvement in Learning Rate during training according to a two-sample pooled t-test 
(p=0.05, n=25 and f=2.011) between pXCS and XCS. Illustrated are varying migration rates (m^O.Ol, 
0.02, 0.04, 0.06) and topologies {(p=l, 2, 1) for (y/s-YR = N_F).



7.4.3 Analysis
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Some observations from the tables are noted:

• Figure 94 and Figure 95 illustrate the findings for the average of the best 

classification accuracy achieved during 20,000 generations between pXCS and the 

XCS learning classifier systems for different migration frequencies and migration 

rates respectively. It is imperative for the reader to understand that these results are 

averaged across all ten participants, task experiments and topologies as shown in 

Table 37 and not simply a single participant or experimental instance. In support of 

these findings, the following figures attempt to illustrate through example the 

derivation of the average of the best (maxima) classification accuracy.

The classification accuracy of pXCS was determined for each combination of 

experimental instance ( participant^ 1... 10} : task experiment^FRvLC, FRvMA, 

FRvMC, MAvLC, MAvMC}38 : <p={l, 2, 1} : mF={50, 100, 200, 500}: m*={0.01, 

0.02, 0.04, 0.06} : ^s.'yo?={N_F and N_R} ). Example of a single experimental 

instance is illustrated in Figure 105.

g 0.72

2 0.64

10500 15500 20000
Generations

--------pXCS:N_F -------- pXCS:N_R ....... XCS

Figure 105: Classification Accuracy of pXCS and XCS for a single experimental instance. 
Shown are results for participant 2, bi-directional ring topology (<p=2), mF= 100, mR=0.04, 
y/s-’ij/R = N_F and N_R.

38 Not all task experiments were performed as illustrated in Table 37 .



Similarly, experiments were also performed using XCS without distributed classifier 

migration. This allowed a two-sample pooled t-test (p=0.05, n=25 and r=2.011) 

statistical comparison to be performed between pXCS and XCS across 20,000 

generations as illustrated in Figure 106. In this particular instance, the cluster of 

maxima occurred between 9000 and 16000 generations with the average of the 

maxima (best) being equal to 6.31456±0.6478. Typically, maxima are located at 

varying generations according to the particular participant, task experiment, topology, 

migration rate, and migration frequency. The interested reader can find the 

experimental data and processed results for all experiments conducted in this chapter 

in on the attached Thesis Software Collection DVD (descnbed in Appendix H).
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0.01: N_F 

0.01: N_R 

0.02: N_F 

0.02: N_R 

0.04: N_F 

0.04: N_R 

0.06: N_F 

0.06: N R

Figure 106: Two-sample pooled t-test results comparing the classification accuracy of pXCS vs 
XCS. Participant 2, Bi-directional ring topology (tp=2), mF=l00, mR={0.0l, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06}, 
i|/s:\|/R = N_F and N_R.

Returning now to the analysis of Figure 94 and Figure 95. All pXCS topologies 

provide a statistically significant improvement in classification accuracy compared 

with XCS. The fully connected topology, with a degree-of-connectivity of (p=l, 

provides superior classification accuracy compared to the bi-directional {(p-2) and 

uni-directional (cp=\) ring topologies. In general, performing classifier migrations 

between demes every 50 or 100 generations provides improved classification 

accuracy compared to migrations every 200 or 500 generations. A migration rate of 

0.02V seems to provide an optimal number of migrating classifiers (160 classifier 

with V=8000) regardless of the topology. Figure 94 and Figure 95 are based upon



selection:replacement scheme as there was no statistically significant 

improvement or degradation between the different schemes (N_F or N_R).

• Figure 96, Figure 97 and Figure 98 show a lower level of detail for the comparison of 

the average of the best classification accuracy between pXCS and XCS. Each 

topology is illustrated separately with results for individual participants and 

associated task experiments averaged across all possible selection:replacement 

schemes, migration policies, migration rates for a fixed migration frequency of mF = 

100. These graphs attempt to succinctly illustrate that pXCS achieved improved 

average classification accuracy for each participant and associated task experiment. 

The majority of results provided statistically significant improvements.

• Figure 99 and Figure 100 continue to support our findings by presenting frequency 

histograms of the number of statistically significant improvements and degradation in 

average classification accuracy between pXCS and XCS. These results are averaged 

across all ten participants, task experiments and topologies as shown in Table 37 and 

not simply a single participant or experimental instance. Unlike the previous results 

illustrated in Figure 96 to Figure 98, which are based upon the average of the best 

classification accuracy (a single point), the results in Figure 99 and Figure 100 are 

determined differently.

The classification accuracy of pXCS was determined for each combination of 

experimental instance as described earlier and illustrated by the example given in 

Figure 105. But here, the average classification accuracy is not derived from the 

average of a cluster of point values (maxima) in the two-sample pooled t-test curve. 

Rather, the average classification accuracy is derived from a moving average of the 

two-sample pooled t-test curve. The average is calculated across 17,500 generations, 

from the migration hold-off time (tH=2,500 generations) to the final generation 

(^f//w/=20,000 generation) for all migration rates and selection:replacement schemes as 

illustrated by the examples in Figure 107 (improvement) and Figure 108 

(degradation). This method reflects the impact of distributed classifier migration and 

associated migratory pressure of pXCS once migrations actually begin at generation 

2,500 (tH).
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CO ns
Average calculated over 17,500 generations

l- <D
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------0.01: N_R

------ 0.02: N_F
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Figure 107: Two-sample pooled t-test curve comparing the classification accuracy of pXCS vs XCS. 
Participant 2, Bi-directional ring topology (cp=2), mF=l00, mR={0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06}, vps:Vr = N_F 
and N_R. The moving average curve is centred between the individual resultant curves from the hold- 
off time tfy=2,500 to final generation iy;„o/=20,000.

0.01: N_F 

0.01: N_R 
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Figure 108: Two-sample pooled t-test curve comparing the classification accuracy of pXCS vs XCS. 
Participant 6, Uni-directional ring topology (cp= 1), mF=50, mR={0.01,0.02, 0.04, 0.06}, vps^R = N_F 
and N_R. The moving average curve is centred between the individual resultant curves from the hold- 
off time tH=2,500 to final generation U,IO/=20.000.

Returning now to the analysis of Figure 99 and Figure 100. The number of 

statistically significant improvements in classification accuracy between pXCS and 

XCS is considerably higher than the number of degradations for all measures. The 

selection:replacement scheme with numerosity and fitness (N_F) bias provides a 

greater number of improved classifications than the numerosity and random (N_R)



biased selection:replacement scheme, although the difference on average is only 7.2% 

between the different schemes. Once again, performing classifier migrations between 

demes every 50 or 100 generations provides a greater number of improved 

classifications than migrating every 200 or 500 generations respectively. A migration 

rate of 0.02N provides the largest number of improvements in classification accuracy 

followed by 0.06N, which follows the previous findings in Figure 95.

• Figure 101 and Figure 102 illustrate our findings related to the reduction or 

compaction of the pXCS classifier population after 20,000 generations averaged 

across all 8 demes. The graphs display the reduction in classifier population, during 

training, according to a two-sample pooled t-test {p-0.05, n-25 and r=2.011) between 

pXCS and XCS learning classifier systems, where a larger t-test value indicates a 

smaller classifier population.

Compaction of the classifier population has two important benefits. Firstly, a compact 

rule set can be readable by humans, allowing off-line interpretation and understanding 

of what pXCS has learnt, as compared, for example, with a trained neural network, 

that contains a weight matrix of real-valued numbers making off-line interpretation 

very difficult. Secondly, a smaller classifier population that maintains high 

classification performance is appealing for use in assistive technology and BCI 

applications that utilise embedded hardware for mobile or remote classification of 

multi-channel EEG signals. In these applications, computational power and memory 

capacity maybe limited. In this study, compaction of the pXCS demes takes place 

during the learning phase, unlike existing off-line compaction algorithms [141], 

which achieve human-readable set of high-quality classifiers.

All topologies provide a statistically significant reduction in classifier population size 

compared with XCS. The fully connected topology {cp-7) provides the best 

compaction in the pXCS classifier population relative to XCS, followed by the bi

directional {(p-2) and uni-directional (<p=l) topologies. A larger degree-of- 

connectivity seems to increase the migratory pressure implicit in a larger number of 

neighbours migrating classifiers between demes. Performing classifier migrations 

between demes every 50 generations provides the best compaction of the classifier 

population, followed by migration frequencies of 100, 200 and 500 generations 

respectively as illustrated in Figure 101. A migration rate of 0.06N provides the
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greatest compaction of the classifier population, followed by 0.04N, 0.02N and 0.01 /V 

generations as illustrated in Figure 102.

When the results are taken together, it can be suggested that a large number of 

classifiers migrating often within a highly connected topology increases the migratory 

pressure. This increase in migratory pressure leads to a large reduction in the number 

of classifiers in the each deme, while maintaining high classification accuracy in the 

majority of cases. Figure 101 and Figure 102 are based upon y/s-'ytR=N_F 

selection:replacement scheme as there was no statistically significant improvement or 

degradation between the different schemes (N_F or N_R).

The reduction in classifier population (AO of demes was determined for the 

experimental instances as described in Table 37 from ( participant^} 1 ...10} : task 

experiment= {FRvLC, FRvMA, FRvMC, MAvLC, MAvMC} : cp={7, 2, 1 } : m,={50, 

100, 200, 500} : mR={0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06} : ^;^={N_F and N_R} ). Although it 

would be unwieldy to show the results of all experiment instances, Figure 109 (a) - 

(d) illustrates four typical experimental instances with varying migration frequency 

and migration rates for a fully connected topology. These graphs suitably demonstrate 

the dramatic rate of change of classifier population. We found that the rate of change 

illustrated in these graphs was typical for all experiments. Similar to our findings 

related to the final classifier population (at 20,000 generations), the rate of change of 

classifier population is also closely coupled to migration frequency, migration rate 

and degree-of-connectivity. Further analysis of the rate of change of classifier 

population is left for future work.
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Figure 103 and Figure 104 illustrate our findings related to the average learning rate 

of the pXCS learning classifier system during training. The graphs display an increase 

in learning rate according to a two-sample pooled t-test (p=0.05, n=25 and r=2.011) 

between pXCS and XCS learning classifier systems, where a larger t-test value 

indicates a faster learning rate of the algorithm. All pXCS topologies provide a 

statistically significant improvement in the learning rate compared with XCS. The 

fully connected topology (cp=l) provides the fastest learning rate, followed by the bi

directional ((p=2) and uni-directional (<p=l) topologies. Again, a larger degree-of- 

connectivity seems to increase the migratory pressure implicit in a larger number of 

neighbours migrating fit classifiers between demes. Topologies with higher degree- 

of-connectivity are better able to quickly distribute highly fit classifiers (knowledge). 

This increase in knowledge dissemination, subsequently increases the deme learning 

rate in the early stage of evolution (2,500 - 10,000 generations).

For the fully connected topology, migration frequencies (mF=50,100,200,500) result 

in very minor changes in the learning rate. But, for the bi-directional and uni

directional ring topologies performing classifier migrations between demes every 50 

generations provides the fastest learning rate, followed by migration frequencies of 

100, 200 and 500 generations respectively as illustrated in Figure 103. For the fully 

connected topology, smaller migration rates tend to provide faster learning. The 

opposite effect occurs with the uni-directional ring topology with smaller migration 

rates resulting in a somewhat lower learning rate. In this case, a larger migration rate 

appears to be beneficial when the degree-of-connectivity is low. The bi-directional 

ring topology, seems to find an equilibrium point in this respect as different migration 

rates (mR=0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06) result in very minor differences in the learning rate 

as illustrated in Figure 104. Furthermore, Figure 103 and Figure 104 are based upon 

^s’Wr-N_F se!ection:rep!acement scheme as there was no statistically significant 

improvement or degradation between the different schemes (N_F or N_R). The 

learning rate of pXCS demes was determined for a the experimental instances

described in Table 37 from ( participant— {1 10} : task experiment^FRvLC,

FRvMA, FRvMC, MAvLC, MAvMC} : <p={7, 2, 1} : mF={50, 100, 200, 500} : 

777/?= {0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06} : i//5.'t/6?={N_F and N_R} ). Again, it would be unwieldy 

to show the results of all experimental instances. So, Figure 110 and Figure 111 

illustrate one typical experimental instance for the fully connected pXCS topology.
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Figure 110: Example of learning rate as a fraction of correct classifications of pXCS and XCS 
during 20,000 generations. Shown are results for participant I, fully connected topology 
(<p=7), {50,100,200,500}, mg={0.01,0.02, 0.04, 0.06} and ys:yR = N_F.

0.01: N_F
-----0.02: N_F
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Figure 111: Two-sample pooled t-test curve comparing the classification accuracy of pXCS 
and XCS for the results presented in Figure l 10. The learning rate was averaged across 10,000 
generations. The average curve is centred between the individual resultant curves from the 
migration time, f=2,500 until t= 12,500.



These graphs suitably demonstrate the difference in learning rate during the early 

stages of evolution for varying migration frequency and migration rates for pXCS and 

XCS. The learning rate is derived from the moving average of the two-sample pooled 

t-test curve as shown in Figure 111. The average is calculated across 10,000 

generations, starting from the migration hold-off time (r//=2,500 generations) to 

t= 12,500 generations. This approach reflects the impact of distributed classifier 

migration and associated migratory pressure during the early stages of evolution.
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7.4.4 Interpretation

H5.i Interpretation
1. Null Hypothesis: “The difference in classification accuracy between pXCS and XCS 

learning classifier systems within 20,000 learning cycles of a two-class classification 

problem derived from EEG channels (02, P4, C4, Oi, P3, C3) transformed by the Burg 

parametric method is equal to zero.”

2. Alternative Hypothesis: “The difference in classification accuracy between pXCS and 

XCS learning classifier systems within 20,000 learning cycles of a two-class 

classification problem derived from EEG channels (02, P4, C4, O], P3, C3) 

transformed by the Burg parametric method is not equal to zero.”

3. Level of significance: a=0.05 (95% confidence).

4. The experimental setting of this hypothesis requires testing of two independent 

populations. As such, we define the test statistic and critical region for testing two 

known means (x,,jc2) and associated standard deviations (Sj, s2) with («/ = n2 - 25) 

samples and independent observations we can employ the Two-Sample pooled t-test 

with n 1 + n2 - 2 degrees of freedom:

I ■*!2+4
V n

(7.1)

and require that t > (t^ (ni+n2-2) = 2.01 1) or t < (ta/2. (ni+n2-2) = -2.01 1) since we have
selected a=0.05 and the test is two-tailed.
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5. Decision: The nature of the results presented in Figure 94 to Figure 100, permits 

direct interpretation towards the outcome of the operational hypothesis H5-1. As such, 

sufficient statistical evidence exists to reject the null hypothesis and accept the 

alternative hypothesis. Therefore, the hypothesis H5A is confirmed in favour of the 

pXCS learning classifier system.

H5.2 Interpretation

1. Null Hypothesis: “The difference in learning rate between pXCS and XCS learning 

classifier systems during the early stage of evolution (10,000 learning cycles) of a 

two-class classification problem derived from EEG channels (02, P4, C4, 0|, P3, C3) 

transformed by the Burg parametric method is equal to zero.”

2. Alternative Hypothesis: “The difference in learning rate between pXCS and XCS 

learning classifier systems during the early stage of evolution (10,000 learning cycles) 

of a two-class classification problem derived from EEG channels (02, P4, C4, Oi, P3, 

C3) transformed by the Burg parametric method is not equal to zero.”

3. Level of significance: a=0.05 (95% confidence).

4. The experimental setting of this hypothesis requires testing of two independent 

populations. As such, we define the test statistic and critical region for testing two 

known means (x,,x2) and associated standard deviations (S/, s2) with (nj = n2 - 25) 

samples and independent observations we can employ the Two-Sample pooled t-test 

of equation (7.1) with n\ + n2 - 2 degrees of freedom. The two-tailed hypothesis test 

requires that t > (t^, (ni+n2-2) = 2.01 1) or t < (t^. (nl+n2_2) = 2.01 1) since we have 
selected a=0.05.

5. Decision: The nature of the results presented in Figure 103 and Figure 104, permits 

direct interpretation towards the outcome of the operational hypothesis H5 2. As such, 

sufficient statistical evidence exists to reject the null hypothesis and accept the 

alternative hypothesis. Therefore, the hypothesis H52 is confirmed in favour of the 

pXCS learning classifier system.



H5.3 Interpretation

1. Null Hypothesis: “The difference in classifier population after 20,000 learning cycles, 

between pXCS and XCS learning classifier systems for the classification of a two- 

class problem derived from EEG channels (02, P4, C4, Ou P3, C3) transformed by the 

Burg parametric method is equal to zero.”

2. Alternative Hypothesis: “The difference in classifier population after 20,000 learning 

cycles between pXCS and XCS learning classifier systems for the classification of a 

two-class problem derived from EEG channels (02, P4, C4, Ot, P3, C3) transformed by 

the Burg parametric method is not equal to zero.”

3. Level of significance: a=0.05 (95% confidence).

4. The experimental setting of this hypothesis requires testing of two independent 

populations. As such, we define the test statistic and critical region for testing two 

known means (x,,x2) and associated standard deviations (sh s2) with (nj - n2- 25) 

samples and independent observations we can employ the Two-Sample pooled t-test 

of equation (7.1) with n\ + n2- 2 degrees of freedom. The two-tailed hypothesis test 

requires that t > (ta/2. (ni+n2-2) = 2.011) or t < (W. (nI+n2.2) = 2.011) since we have 
selected a=0.05.

5. Decision: The nature of the results presented in Figure 101 and Figure 102, permits 

direct interpretation towards the outcome of the operational hypothesis H5 3. As such, 

sufficient statistical evidence exists to reject the null hypothesis and accept the 

alternative hypothesis. Therefore, the hypothesis H53 is confirmed in favour of the 

pXCS learning classifier system.

We can immediately claim our finding for the high level research hypothesis H5 from the 

interpretation of the lower level operational hypotheses (H51, H52, H53). Therefore, 

hypothesis H5 is confirmed in favour of the pXCS learning classifier system, where the 

incorporation of a parallel and distributed classifier migration mechanism increased 

classification performance for the single-step classification of multiple-channel, artefact- 

inclusive human EEG data, derived from mental task experiments.
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7.5 Conclusion

This chapter presented a mechanism which exploits the population-based nature of a learning 

classifier system by creating a migratory pressure inspired by multi-deme parallel genetic 

algorithms. We found that distributed classifier migration between multiple pXCS demes and 

the migratory pressure created through the coupling effects of the topological degree-of- 

connectivity and migration policy can be an effective method to improve classification 

accuracy, improve learning speed and reduce classifier population size when applied to the 

classification of multi-channel human EEG signals.

All pXCS topologies and migration policies provided a statistically significant increase in 

classification accuracy compared with XCS. We found that the fully connected pXCS 

topology {<p-l) provided slightly better classification accuracy compared to the bi-directional 

{cp=2) and uni-directional (tp=\) ring topologies. While, performing classifier migrations 

between pXCS demes every 50 or 100 generations provides improved classification accuracy 

than migrating every 200 or 500 generations. Furthermore, a migration rate of 0.02/V seems to 

provide an optimal number of migrating classifiers (160 classifier with /V=8000) regardless of 

the topology.

All pXCS topologies and migration policies provided a statistically significant reduction in 

classifier population size compared with XCS. The fully connected pXCS topology provided 

the largest compaction in the classifier population, followed by the bi-directional and uni

directional ring topologies. Performing classifier migrations between demes every 50 

generations provides the largest compaction of the classifier population, followed by 

migration frequencies of 100, 200 and 500 generations respectively. A migration rate of

0.06/V provides the greatest compaction of the classifier population, followed by 0.04/V, 0.02/V 

and O.OliV generations.

All pXCS topologies and migration policies provided a statistically significant increase in 

learning rate compared with XCS. The fully connected topology provided the fastest learning 

rate. For the bi-directional and uni-directional ring topologies performing classifier migrations 

every 50 generations provided the fastest learning rate, followed by migration frequencies of 

100, 200 and 500 generations respectively. For the fully connected topology, smaller 

migration rates provide faster learning. The opposite effect occurred with the uni-directional 

ring topology with smaller migration rates resulting in a somewhat lower learning rate. In this 

case, a larger migration rate is beneficial when the degree-of-connectivity is low.
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There was no significant difference in the classification accuracy, classifier population size 

or learning rate between the selection:replacement schemes investigated in this chapter 

(^•Trt-numerosity:fitness or numerosityirandom).

Our future research aims to utilise evolved pXCS classifiers in an ensemble machine format 

for the classification of multi-channel EEG signals derived from five experimental tasks. 

Another area of interesting research is the incorporation of traditional optimisation techniques 

based on gradient descent methods into pXCS. Such a research study has recently been 

undertaken by Butz, Goldberg and Lanzi for idealised multi-step classification problems 

[139]. By leveraging our previous research experience into hybridisation of our Parallel 

Genetic Algorithm and the Reduced Feasible Sequential Quadratic Programming (RFSQP) 

Algorithm as presented in §5.0, the learning capability of pXCS could also be improved.
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Chapter 8

Summary and Conclusions
This chapter summarises the implications of the experimental results that were obtained 

during this study. Collectively, they represent the knowledge that was gained in the course of 

the research. The conclusions are stated and we relate them to the aims of the research, which 

were presented in the introduction chapter. Finally, we summarise possible future directions 

that may extend the Findings of this research.

8.1 Summary of Results

The previous four chapters (§3.0 to §7.0) presented experimental results from testing five 

research hypotheses. It is important to understand the outcomes of the research hypotheses 

and the implications for such findings. The findings presented in this section have 

implications for researchers and practitioners interested in evolutionary algorithms, in 

particular parallel and distributed genetic-based learning classifier systems and hybrid genetic 

algorithms for use in brain computer interfacing applications and research. The following 

discussion presents our findings arranged by subject.

8.1.1 Findings on XCS performance for the Classification of EEG

Based on our review of the literature and current state of the art in genetic-based machine 

learning classifier systems (§2.0), the expectation was that the extended Learning Classifier 

System (XCS) could provide competitive classification performance for the single-step 

classification of multiple-channel, artefact-inclusive human EEG data derived from mental 

task experiments. By employing apt signal processing techniques, an appropriate 

representation and development of rich feature vectors, it seemed intuitive that this would be 

the case. Even though, XCS has not been applied to this classification task specifically, 

previous research performed by Wilson, Butz, Kovacs, Bernado-Masilla, Lanzi, Bull, and
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Holmes (discussed in §2.6.8 and §3.5.2) was particularly persuasive about the competence of 

XCS within this domain.

The results from testing hypothesis four (H4) show that there was no statistically significant 

improvement or degradation in classification performance of XCS compared to the non

evolutionary classifier systems examined (Naive Bayes, SMO (SVM), IBk and PART), when 

averaged across the ten participants. However, this result does show that the XCS learning 

classifier system is competitive with the state of the art non-evolutionary classifiers used in 

the classification of artefact-inclusive, multi-channel human EEG signals derived from mental 

task experiments. Therefore, general statements about the classification performance of 

evolutionary and non-evolutionary schemes in this classification learning task cannot be 

made, especially when averaged across multiple participants. However, we can make some 

specific assertions about the factors that do affect classification performance using XCS.

1. With respect to research hypothesis three (H3), the experimental results suggest that the 

parametric representations can provide significantly improved classification accuracy 

compared to the frequency-band representation using XCS, Naive Bayes and SMO 

(SVM) classifiers and mostly for the IBk and PART classifiers.

2. An important factor when modelling fixed segments of time-domain EEG data using a 

parametric representation is the order of the model. As discussed on §6.3.5, the model 

order determines the number of AR coefficients used to estimate the EEG data. In 

general, a larger number of AR coefficients provides an increased accuracy in the 

estimate of the EEG data. But, in terms of overall classification accuracy, there are 

diminishing returns for increasing model orders. We found that a fixed autoregressive 

(AR) model order within the range 4 < p < 10, tended to provide optimal classification 

accuracy for XCS and the non-evolutionary schemes. However, for a control 

application with hard real-time constraints a compromise between a suitable AR model 

order (accuracy of the estimate) and the time required to compute the model 

coefficients would require further consideration.

3. Increasing the value of the generalisation probability from P#=0.76 to P#=0.86, 

increases the ability of XCS to form generalisations in classifier condition strings. This 

increase tends to provide significant improvements in average classification accuracy 

for both the parametric and frequency-band representation, with a fixed classifier 

population. Hence, more general and less specific classifiers benefit the overall 

classification accuracy in this classification task.
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4. A P#=0.86 provided enough generalisation ability for 2000 classifiers to potentially

form a complete map of the target problem, resulting in good classification

performance. Larger XCS classifier populations of N-8000 and A=4000 did not 

provide statistically significant improvements in classification performance for this 

classification task. This is an important factor, as classifier population size is 

proportional to the computation time of XCS learning classifier system.

5. The largest improvement in classification performance can be gained through

increasing in the EEG segment size. Although, the suitability of segment size is related

to the requirements and constraints of the application at hand, our experimental results 

show that an EEG segment size of 2.0-seconds provides significant improvements in 

average classification accuracy compared to 0.5 and 1.0-second EEG segments.

8.1.2 Findings on Distributed Classifier Migration in pXCS for the 
Classification of EEG

In our review of literature and the current state of the art in genetic-based learning classifier 

systems we found that the notion of classifier migration in a parallel and distributed LCS had 

been investigated by only a small number of researchers using idealised problems. This is 

interesting, for several reasons;

1. The classifier in a learning classifier system and the chromosome in a parallel genetic 

algorithm share the same encoded knowledge structure. Consequently, we argue that a 

migration policy inspired by multi-deme parallel genetic algorithms can also produce a 

resulting migratory pressure in a parallel and distributed learning classifier system with 

increased learning rates and classification performance.

2. Particularly in current computing environments, where hardware parallelism has been 

embraced and is now common place. As briefly discussed in §2.4, commodity 

parallelism is available in central processor unit (CPU) technologies, graphics 

processor units (GPU) and existing cluster computing environments. We showed in 

§2.5, that inter-process communication models for cluster computing systems are well 

developed. But, it seems that the ability to utilise coarse-grained parallelism at the 

processor level would also provide performance benefits for genetic-based learning
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classifier systems research. However, we acknowledge that developmental software 

systems that take advantage of parallel CPUs and GPUs are an evolving and exciting 

technology.

Our research wanted to determine the effect of different migration policies, which are based 

on ranked classifier fitness, numerosity or random classifier selection on the learning and 

classification performance of the parallel and distributed pXCS. Furthermore, we wanted to 

understand the impact of the degree-of-connectivity implicit in different topologies on the 

single-step classification of multi-channel, artefact-inclusive EEG data derived from mental 

task experiments. The following are the findings related to testing hypothesis five (H5):

1. In general, the parallel and distributed migration of classifiers provides significantly 

improved classification accuracy, a reduced learning rate and a compacted classifier 

population for the pXCS learning classifier system within the EEG classification 

domain. The results from operational hypotheses H5,, H5 2, and H5 3 confirm this result.

2. A higher migratory pressure induced by the fully connected topology (cp=7), using eight 

demes results in significantly improved classification accuracy, smaller classifier 

population and faster learning rate compared to topologies with a smaller degree-of- 

connectivity (jp—\ or 2) within the EEG classification domain.

3. In regards to classification accuracy, an optimal migration rate m^=0.02N (160 

classifiers), coupled with a migration frequency of mF=50 or mF= 100 generations was 

found to produce the best result regardless of the topology. No significant 

improvements or degradation in performance resulted using the different 

selection:replacement schemes, (^s.'^/?=numerosity:fitness or numerosity:random). 

Together, the parameters of the migration policy help to establish and maintain accurate 

and general classifiers within each participating pXCS deme.

4. In regards to compaction of the classifier population, a large migration rate mR=0.06N 

(480 classifiers), coupled with a migration frequency of mF= 50 generations produced 

the greatest reduction in classifier population size, across all topologies. Again, no 

significant improvements or degradation in population size resulted using the different 

selection.replacement schemes. Taken together, the rate of population compaction is 

directly related to mR, mF and (p.
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5. Topologies with higher degree-of-connectivity are better able to distribute highly fit 

classifiers (knowledge). Subsequently, this increase in the dissemination of knowledge, 

increases the pXCS deme learning rate in the early stage of evolution (2,500 - 10,000 

generations). Moreover, a larger migration rate is beneficial when the degree-of- 

connectivity is low. Again, no significant difference was found using the different 

selection:replacement schemes.

6. In addition, we reported in [140] that declining classification accuracy will result from 

unsuitable selection of migration rate (mR) and migration frequency (mF) when selection 

(y/s) is based on classifier fitness. Fitness biased selection drives the pXCS classifiers 

towards high fitness, which does not correlate with high classification accuracy and, in 

fact, can degrade performance.

8.13 Findings on Optimal Migration Strategies in a PGA with 
Adaptive Mutation

The previous findings where inspired by our early study of optimal migration strategies in 

parallel genetic algorithms. Not only does the migration policy and topology influence the 

learning and classification performance of parallel learning classifier systems, it also 

influences the convergence velocity and solution quality of parallel genetic algorithms.

Furthermore, adaptive control parameters of genetic algorithms can reduce the amount of 

time required to perform static parameter tuning, minimise mistakes and sub-optimal 

performance as a result of user selection error. It also provides a method for optimising 

parameter values at different stages of the evolutionary process. We confirmed that, adapting 

the mutation probability (PM) during the early stage of evolution caused greater disruption 

within the chromosomes resulting in improved exploration of the search space. Alternatively, 

a smaller mutation operator was beneficial in the later stage of evolution to protect highly fit 

individuals from random mutations, since they usually have ‘more to lose’ in variation of the 

chromosome. The following are the findings related to these issues:

1. Migrating often improves performance of the PGA. For a suite of idealised and 

common multi-modal objective functions, a migration frequency of mF= 5 generations 

provided improved final solution quality. Furthermore our findings suggest that, the 

same migration frequency can significantly improve convergence velocity of the 

parallel genetic algorithm.
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2. Our findings also confirm that significant improvements in both convergence velocity 

and solution quality can be gained using a larger number of sub-populations. 

Specifically, a deme count of d#=8 provides better performance than d#-\, 2, 4. 

However, we acknowledge that increasing the number of demes further, say to 16, 32 or 

64, will increase the communication costs between the demes, particularly in the 

master-slave topology we employed. As a result, there will be a turning point in the 

resultant performance of the PGA where increased demes could actually reduce 

performance. The effect could be delayed through a trade-off situation in the topology 

and strength of the migration policy. Although, a general result applicable to all PGAs 

remains unresolved.

3. Based on previous studies, we developed equation(4.5) to adapt the mutation 

probability during the entire execution of the PGA. In our approach, the initial mutation 

probability and its rate of decay could be controlled, without introducing additional 

control parameters. We found, that adapting the mutation probability provided 

significant improvements in convergence velocity and solution quality for two out of 

three idealised objective functions when compared to the static mutation probability 

(PM=\/nl) typically stated in the literature. We found that a=5, 10, or 20 provided the 

best results.

The multi-deme, coarse-grained parallel genetic algorithm presented in §3.0 was capable of 

improved convergence velocity and solution quality while exploring large, complex, multi

dimensional search spaces. It was also able to avoid localised minimum by crossing 

intervening valleys of the search space towards better solutions. However, we also 

acknowledge that in reality the performance of evolutionary algorithms in search and 

optimisation are strongly influenced by the problem at hand and no ideal set of parameters 

exists for all problems.

8.1.4 Findings on the Incorporation of the RFSQP method in PGAs

The research and subsequent findings in this section were inspired by search heuristics 

proposed in much earlier research programmes, namely memetic algorithms, which are also 

called genetic local search algorithms. Our findings provided a somewhat supportive, but
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nonetheless important addition to the main themes of this thesis. We believe the implications 

of these findings, which have already proved themselves to be useful in regards to PGA 

performance, will also become valuable in the future direction of parallel learning classifier 

systems in this regard.

The hybrid search algorithm combined the reliable exploratory property of the PGA with 

the efficient exploitative property offered by the Reduced Feasible Sequential Quadratic 

Programming (RFSQP) Algorithm. We acknowledge that the notion of combining non

evolutionary, local search algorithms with genetic algorithms is over a decade old. However, 

our simple design characteristic and use of the RFSQP algorithm, is unique to the parallel 

genetic algorithm. Using a suite of common unimodal and multimodal optimisation problems, 

we investigated and compared the convergence velocity, solution quality and computation 

time of the PGA against the hybrid algorithm (PGA+RFSQP). The following are the findings 

related to testing hypothesis two (H2):

1. Our findings show that the hybrid search algorithm achieved significant improvements 

in the discrete convergence velocities for all idealised objective functions, particularly 

after the first invocation of the RFSQP algorithm. Once, the RFSQP algorithm received 

the initial guess, which encoded the best phenotype solution vector from the exploration 

stage PGA, the convergence was extremely rapid for most objective functions. This was 

due to the highly exploitative properties of the RFSQP algorithm, provided the initial 

guess heuristic contained some points in the neighbourhood of the global optimum.

2. The hybrid search algorithm achieved significant improvements in final solution quality 

for half of the idealised objective functions. The other half did not show significant 

improvement or reduction in the final solution quality.

3. The findings clearly show a massive reduction in computation time of the hybrid 

algorithm for all objective functions. These gains are attributed to the injection feedback 

mechanism used to couple the output of the exploitation stage RFSQP algorithm to the 

input of the exploration stage PGA.

Although, these finding are notable in regards to performance of the hybrid algorithm we 

believe that an adaptive and multi-deme invocation of the RFSQP algorithm would most 

certainly provide further reductions in computation time, improved convergence and solution 

quality.
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8.2 Conclusions

We introduced this research in Chapter 1 with five research aims. These aims are positioned 

within the context of single-step classification learning of multiple-channel, artefact inclusive 

human EEG data derived from mental task experiments. The research aims are restated here:

1. advance the state of the art and knowledge in parallel learning classifier systems,

2. identify the competency of the genetic-based XCS learning classifier system within 

the EEG classification domain,

3. perform the selection, preparation, collection and processing of EEG data from ten 

independent participants for use in (1) and (2),

4. identify and develop effective migration strategies for a parallel genetic algorithm 

with an adaptive mutation function,

5. identify and develop a search heuristic based on the hybridisation of the adaptive 

parallel genetic algorithm with a non-evolutionary local search method.

We are now in a position to make informed responses to these aims, together with some 

claims regarding contributions to knowledge.

8.2.1 Aim One

This research has developed and demonstrated a simple and useful method for improving the 

classification performance of the XCS learning classifier system by incorporating a parallel 

and distributed classifier migration scheme between multiple demes. As was described in 

Chapter 7, our technique proved successful in the classification of multiple-channel, artefact- 

inclusive EEG data derived from mental tasks, which is a difficult classification task. This 

unique extension of the XCS learning classifier system was also examined using three 

different topologies and a diverse migration policy. Earlier studies were restricted to a single 

topology, less diverse migration policy, idealised problem domains and earlier LCS 

algorithms such as ZCS and Holland’s LCS.
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Parallel and distributed classifier migration introduces a migratory pressure into the pXCS 

framework, which can increase the learning rate, increases classification performance and 

subsequently reduces the classifier population. The causes of improved performance include:

• The use of a fully connected topology instead of uni- or bi-directional ring topologies.

• An optimal migration rate mR=0.02N, coupled with a migration frequency of mF=50 or 

mF= 100 generations.

• Use of numerosity biased selection instead of fitness biased selection.

• For maximum compaction of the classifier population, a large migration rate mR=0.06N 

coupled with a migration frequency of mF=50 generations.

8.2.2 Aim Two

This research has found that the genetic-based XCS learning classifier system (stand-alone) 

can provide competitive classification performance in the single-step classification of 

multiple-channel, artefact inclusive human EEG data derived from mental tasks. The use of 

genetic-based LCSs, in brain computer interface research was previously uncharted. As 

presented in Chapter 6, this research provides extensive results that allow researchers and 

practitioners to appreciate the competitive classification performance of the current state of 

the art in genetic-based classifiers within this domain. Furthermore, we made the important 

observation that P#=0.86 provided enough generalisation ability for 2000 classifiers to 

potentially form a complete map of the target EEG classification task.

8.2.3 Aim Three

In support of the previous two aims we performed the laborious clinical task of selecting, 

preparing, collecting and processing multiple-channel EEG data from ten independent human 

participants (7 male and 3 female). Performing repeatable and reliable mental experiments, 

collection and processing of the resulting EEG signal is critical to the final performance of 

any classifier system. Development of a protocol describing each facet of this process was 

formulated to ensure reliability of the EEG data. In the process of developing feature vectors 

for the XCS learning classifier system and several non-evolutionary classifiers (Naive Bayes, 

SMO (SVM), IBk and PART) we also made several important observations, which included:
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• Larger EEG segment sizes provide a significant improvement in classification 

performance. Here, 2.0-seconds provided optimal classification performance. 

However, considerations of any hard real-time constraints must be taken into account 

because optimality is ideal but, functionality and feasibility are necessary.

• Using autoregressive models with an order of 4 < p < 10 as the signal representation 

method, provides superior classification performance compared to frequency-based 

methods.

8.2.4 Aim Four

It was the preliminary study and promising results presented in Chapter 4, which inspired 

further research into the notion of classifier migration in XCS (Aim 1). During the early stage 

of our research into Aim 4, we developed an extensive parallel genetic algorithm application, 

which incorporated a range of diverse capabilities. The PGA application served as our initial 

research platform, because it enabled the construction of experiments related to a wide range 

of evolutionary operators, topologies, migration policies, and objective functions. Using the 

UTS Engineering Research Linux Computing Cluster, we tested existing and new ideas. We 

were able to make several important observations about PGA performance, including:

• In general, migrating often, but not every iteration, improves convergence velocity 

and the quality of solutions discovered by the PGA.

• A larger number of sub-populations can also improve both convergence velocity and 

solution quality.

• Deterministically adapting the mutation probability by controlling the initial mutation 

probability and its rate of decay can provide significant improvements in convergence 

velocity and solution quality for some problems.

8.2.5 Aim Five

This research also aimed to identify and develop a search heuristic based on the simple 

hybridisation of the adaptive PGA application (Aim 4) with the RFSQP algorithm, which is a 

non-evolutionary local search method. Unfortunately, we were unable to incorporate this 

search heuristic into the pXCS learning classifier system during our research period (see §8.3 

- Directions of Future Work). However, in Chapter 5 we demonstrated the impressive
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increase in convergence velocity and reduction in computation time, while maintaining or 

exceeding the solution quality of the PGA.

8.3 Direction of Future Work

An immediate direction for future work is the utilisation of pXCS classifiers evolved from 

mental task experiments in a real-world control application. Ideally, pXCS classifiers could be 

used in applications related with online and hard real-time brain computer interfacing (BCI) 

or assistive technology (AT) applications. UTS researchers are currently investigating such 

applications including the mind-switch and mind-control for a powered wheelchair and other 

vehicles. Furthermore, we would seek to perform online classification of between three or 

five mental tasks concurrently. To achieve the classification of a larger number of tasks we 

would investigate the use of pXCS in an ensemble machine format employing majority 

ranking, which has received some recent attention in the evolutionary computation literature.

On a different line of enquiry, the creation of larger feature vectors for use in BCI and AT 

applications would appear to be worthwhile. This could be achieved using several approaches 

such as, determining an optimal set of EEG channels, increasing EEG segment sizes, and 

increasing autoregressive model order to provide high classification performance while 

maintaining any hard real-time constraints for online classification and control applications. 

Moreover, richer feature vectors could be created through changes to the encoding of 

classifiers. Firstly, it is well known that XCS may not compute a complete map of a target 

problem when the classifier string is too large (> 1 OObits). Consequently, further research is 

needed to remove this restrictive limitation. Alternatively, the use of real-coded classifiers, 

would alleviate the string length limitation and essentially provide a more natural 

representation of the structure of the EEG classification problem. Good results were reported 

in a number of classification learning studies using Wilson’s XCSR LCS, which employs 

interval predicates derived from Centre-Spread or Ordered Bound classifier encodings 
(§2.6.10).

There are useful lines of enquiry that remain with the incorporation of traditional 

optimisation techniques based on gradient descent methods into pXCS. By leveraging our 

previous research experience into hybridisation of a PGA and the RFSQP Algorithm (§5.0), 

the learning capability of pXCS could be significantly improved by incorporating RFSQP or
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similar technique into the one of the classifier update equations - prediction error (e), 

prediction {p) or fitness (F). Furthermore, we would like to investigate the impact of 

executing parallel instances of the RFSQP algorithm in each deme, as opposed to a single 

instance.

In regards to the topology of pXCS, more work is needed using higher deme counts. We 

would like to investigate the impact on classification performance when 16, 32 or 64 demes 

are used in fully connected, uni- and bi-directional ring topologies. In addition, asynchronous 

communication between pXCS deme is a worthwhile line of enquiry, as this communication 

method has provided increased performance to PGAs.

Another important area of work is the inter-process communication models and hardware 

architecture which are vital components when training the pXCS learning classifier system. In 

order to enhance the robustness and interoperability of the PGA and pXCS software systems, 

we would like to replace the existing MPI2.0 inter-process communication model with the 

recent OpenMPI standard.

Investigating the efficacy of commodity graphics processors (GPU) as a computational 

platform is very seductive, due to the implicit parallelism of their architecture. A number of 

research programmes have reported extraordinary gains in performance for different 

algorithms and graphics processors. The PGA and pXCS learning classifier system could also 

leverage this implicit parallelism of the GPU.

Finally, research related to the incorporation of Differential Evolution (DE) into the XCS 

and pXCS learning classifier systems could prove to be a worthwhile line of enquiry. A 

number of Differential Evolutionary algorithms have recently reported good results in the 

literature on a suite of idealised single- and multi-objective search problems. In particular, the 

recent GDE3 algorithm could replace the genetic algorithm within XCS and pXCS.
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Appendix A

Schema Theorem
Holland restricted his derivation of the schema theorem to a generational genetic algorithm 

with a fixed number m of binary strings of fixed length /. Furthermore, the genetic algorithm 

employed fitness proportionate selection, one-point crossover with probability Pc and single 

bit-flip mutation with probability PM.

Definition 1
A string H = (h/, h2, . . . , hi) over the ternary alphabet {0,1,*} is called a (binary) schema of 

length /. An /z, ?£ * is called a specification of H, and /z, = * is called a wildcard. From this it 

can be shown that schemata define specific subsets of similar chromosomes in {0,1}', or 

geometrically, as defining hyperplanes in /-dimensional space [31]. Another interpretation is 

in terms of periodic functions of different frequencies.

Definition 2
A string S = (.sy, s2, . . . , si) over the alphabet {0,1} contains the schema H = (hj, h2, . . . , hi) if

and only if it matches H in all non-wildcard positions: Vze|y|/z/ ^ *j ; 5. -hr Each

schema can match T strings, where n is the number of wildcard symbols in the similarity 

template. In addition, for a population with zzz binary chromosomes of string length / there is a 

maximum of m.2/ schemata.

Definition 3
The number of specifications of a schema H is called the order and denoted as, 

<?(//) = |j/e | f ^*j|. In words, the order of schema H, is simply the number of

non-wildcard symbols (defined positions) present. The order of a schema defines its 

specificity.
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Definition 4
The distance between the first and last specification is called the defining length of schema H 

and is denoted as, c>(//) = maxj/1 ht ^ *} — minjt | f^ *]. The defining length defines 

compactness.

Holland developed the schema theorem in terms of how schemata are processed by a simple 

genetic algorithm, to predict the expected number of strings matching a given schema, 

E[m(H,t+l)], in the next generation as a function of the number of strings matching the 

schema in the current population The schema theorem states, a particular schema H

shall be represented in the next generation due to the combined effects of selection, crossover 

and mutation by the following equation:

Where, fH,t) is the observed average fitness of the individuals representing schema H at 

generation t, ft) is the mean fitness of the entire population at generation t, Pc is the 

probability of performing the crossover operation, PM is the probability of performing the 

mutation operation [6, 7],

In the following simple derivation, we can consider the effects of fitness proportionate 

selection, one-point crossover and bit-flip mutation separately. So, suppose at generation t 

there are m examples of a particular schema H within the population A(t), where m = m(H,t). 

During reproduction a chromosome is copied according to its current fitness value. So, 

chromosome /\, gets selected with probability,

This probability does not change throughout the execution of the selection operation. 

Furthermore, all the individuals are selected completely independently from the other 

individuals. After selecting a non-overlapping population of size n with replacement from the 

population A(t), it is expected to have m(EI,t+1) representatives of the schema H at time H-l, 

given by:

/ V , v f(H, t)
m[H,t + 1) = m(H,t)- n--------—

^ fi

where f{H) is the average fitness of the strings representing schema H at time /. Now, the 

average fitness of the entire population can be given by,
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n

and,

, X / x / (H ,t)
m(H ,t +1) = m(H,t)---- ——-

f(t)

In other words, the success of a schema grows as a ratio of the average fitness of the schema 

f(H,t) to the average fitness of the overall population/(r). Now, suppose that a particular 

schema H remains above the population average an amount where c is a constant. The 

schema difference equation becomes,

Starting at r=0, with fixed c, this equation is a geometric progression or discrete form of the 

exponential series. That is, reproduction allocates exponentially increasing numbers of trials 

to above average schema and decreasing numbers of trials to below average schema. Those 

schemata which tend to be present in above-average individuals will propagate and multiply 

while those which tend to be present in below-average individuals will diminish [7],

Selection does not directly promote exploration of new regions of the search space, since no 

new points are created. The crossover operator creates new structures within a population, 

while being decoupled from the selection mechanism. If two individuals are crossed, which 

both meet the specification of H, the two resulting offspring will also meet the specification of 

H. The number of individuals fulfilling H will decrease if one individual, which meets the 

specification of H, is crossed with an individual which does not fulfil H, but, only in the case 

that the crossover site is selected somewhere in between the specifications of H.

So, if a single crossover site is selected at random from the (/ — 1) possible sites in the 

chromosome, then H is destroyed with probability.

P
S(H)

('-O’
and the probability that H will survive is

P
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Now, if crossover is performed at random with probability Pc the survival probability 

P'survive of H, i.e. the probability that a chromosome fulfilling H produces offspring also 

fulfilling H, can be estimated as follows:

P >1-Pr-survive C

The crossover operator assembles high-fitness schemata, together on the same chromosome to 

create individuals with increasingly higher fitness values. The combined effect of selection 

and crossover carried out independently can be expressed as,

m(H ,t +1) > m(H ,t)
f(‘)

1-Pc
5H
l-1 '

Following crossover, the number of chromosomes meeting the specification of H can only 

decrease if a chromosome fulfilling H is altered by the random mutation operation. Here, the 

mutation operation is represented as a random bit-flip of a single position within the 

chromosome occurring with probability Pm. A single bit within the chromosome survives 

with probability (1 -Pm) and each mutation is statistically independent. Now, a particular 

schema survives when each of the o(H) fixed positions within the schema survive. Therefore, 

multiplying the survival probability (1-PM) by the order o(H) times, we obtain

Now, combining the effects of fitness proportionate selection, one-point crossover and, bit- 

flip mutation, follows the schema theorem. Further, consideration of the schema equation 

shows that the representation of H in the population is expected to increase. The schema 

theorem uses the relative fitness of a schema, its defining length and its order to show that 

above-average schemata with low-order and short defining lengths receive an exponentially 

increasing rate of trials in subsequent generations of a simple genetic algorithm [6]. The 

inequality places a lower limit on the number of copies of a schema which can be expected to 

propagate to the subsequent generation. Holland was able to show that a simple genetic 

algorithm processes something in the order of rv schemata for a given a population of n 

chromosomes. This rather impressive schemata processing estimate of O(iv') he eventually 

termed - “implicit parallelism”.



Appendix B

Test Functions

B.l Introduction

The analytical formulation used for each experiment is described, with a plot in three 

dimensions and corresponding contour plot. The corresponding C and Matlab source code is 
provided on the attached Thesis DVD.

Sphere Function (TsPid

fsl,,(x)='L(4) 
i-1

—5.10 < Xj <5.10,/? = 30,i = 1: n 

fsrh(x) = Q-Q'xi =0'°

Figure 112: Sphere Function (n=3) Figure 113: Sphere Function Contour Plot (n=2)
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Rastrigin Function (TRaJ

^ M=n •A+Z(x<2 - A cos (2**/))(=i v
-5.10<x{ <5A0, A = \0,n = 20,i = \:n

/to(x)=00’x.=a0

Figure I 14: Rastrigin Function (n=3)

•5 Li__£± l

Figure 115: Rastrigin Function Contour Plot (n=2)
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Ackley Path Function (fAck)

fAck(X) = 20 + e~

exp

-32.8< Xj <32.8,<? = exp(l),ft = 30,/-\:n,fAck (jc) = 0.0,jc( 0.0

35

600
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100 200
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Figure l 16: Ackley Path Function (n=3)

' 6 66 'Oooo<

Figure l 17: Ackley Path Function Contour Plot (n=2)
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Schwefel Function (iSch)

n (
—X: sin/&*(*)=£

i=l

—500 < Xj < 500, n = 10, i = 1: n 
fSch (x) = -n ■ 418.982887272434,x, 420.96874636

Figure I 18: Schwefel Function (n=3)

Figure 119: Schwefel Function Contour Plot (n=2)
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Michalewicz Function (fMic)

f 2
fMic W = "Z S‘n (^ ) ‘ S'n (' + 1) ' X7 

i—\ V L
0.0 < x < n, n = 10, m = 10, / = 1: n
fMic (x) = -9.66015171564134966786

Figure 120: Michalewicz Function (n=3)

Figure 121: Michalewicz Function Contour Plot (n=2)
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Langerman Function (fLan)

rri

i
i=l

? J=] •cos *£[xj- A;
7='

0.0 <xi<\0,n = 5,m = 30,i = \:m,j = \:n, 

f^n (x) = -1 -49994382372177771

Figure 122: Langerman Function (n=3)

Figure 123: Langerman Function Contour Plot (n=2)
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Formulation of the Langerman Function requires two predefined vectors A and C, which are 

given below.

A[30][ 10] = (
[9.681,0.667, 4.783, 9.095, 3.517, 9.325, 6.544, 0.211, 5.122, 2.020], 
[9.400, 2.041,3.788, 7.931,2.882, 2.672, 3.568, 1.284, 7.033, 7.374], 
[8.025, 9.152, 5.114, 7.621,4.564, 4.711,2.996, 6.126, 0.734, 4.982], 
[2.196, 0.415, 5.649, 6.979, 9.510, 9.166, 6.304, 6.054, 9.377, 1.426], 
[8.074, 8.777, 3.467, 1.863, 6.708, 6.349, 4.534, 0.276, 7.633, 1.567], 
[7.650, 5.658, 0.720, 2.764, 3.278, 5.283, 7.474, 6.274, 1.409, 8.208], 
[ 1.256, 3.605, 8.623, 6.905, 0.584, 8.133, 6.071,6.888, 4.187, 5.448], 
[8.314, 2.261,4.224, 1.781,4.124, 0.932, 8.129, 8.658, 1.208, 5.762], 
[0.226, 8.858, 1.420, 0.945. 1.622, 4.698, 6.228, 9.096, 0.972, 7.637], 
[7.305, 2.228, 1.242, 5.928, 9.133, 1.826, 4.060, 5.204, 8.713, 8.247], 
[0.652, 7.027, 0.508. 4.876, 8.807, 4.632, 5.808, 6.937, 3.291,7.016], 
[2.699, 3.516, 5.874, 4.119, 4.461,7.496, 8.817, 0.690, 6.593, 9.789], 
[8.327, 3.897, 2.017, 9.570, 9.825, 1.150, 1.395, 3.885, 6.354, 0.109], 
[2.132, 7.006, 7.136, 2.641, 1.882, 5.943, 7.273, 7.691,2.880, 0.564], 
[4.707, 5.579, 4.080, 0.581,9.698, 8.542, 8.077, 8.515, 9.231,4.670], 
[8.304, 7.559, 8.567, 0.322, 7.128, 8.392, 1.472, 8.524, 2.277, 7.826], 
[8.632, 4.409, 4.832, 5.768, 7.050, 6.715, 1.711,4.323, 4.405, 4.591], 
[4.887, 9.112, 0.170, 8.967, 9.693, 9.867, 7.508, 7.770, 8.382, 6.740], 
[2.440, 6.686, 4.299, 1.007, 7.008, 1.427, 9.398, 8.480, 9.950, 1.675], 
[6.306, 8.583, 6.084. 1.138, 4.350, 3.134. 7.853, 6.061,7.457, 2.258], 
[0.652,2.343, 1.370,0.821, 1.310, 1.063,0.689, 8.819,8.833,9.070], 
[5.558, 1.272,5.756,9.857, 2.279,2.764, 1.284, 1.677, 1.244, 1.234], 
[3.352, 7.549, 9.817, 9.437, 8.687, 4.167, 2.570, 6.540, 0.228, 0.027], 
[8.798, 0.880, 2.370. 0.168, 1.701,3.680, 1.231,2.390, 2.499, 0.064], 
[1.460, 8.057, 1.336. 7.217, 7.914. 3.615, 9.981, 9.198, 5.292, 1.224], 
[0.432, 8.645. 8.774.0.249, 8.081,7.461,4.416, 0.652,4.002, 4.644], 
[0.679, 2.800, 5.523, 3.049, 2.968. 7.225, 6.730. 4.199, 9.614, 9.229], 
[4.263, 1.074, 7.286, 5.599, 8.291,5.200, 9.214, 8.272, 4.398, 4.506], 
[9.496, 4.830, 3.150, 8.270, 5.079, 1.231,5.731,9.494, 1.883, 9.732], 
[4.138, 2.562, 2.532, 9.661,5.611, 5.500, 6.886, 2.341,9.699, 6.500])

C[] =
(0.806, 0.517, 1.5, 0.908, 0.965, 0.669, 0.524, 0.902, 0.531, 0.876, 0.462, 0.491, 0.463, 0.714, 0.352, 0.869,
0.813, 0.811,0.828, 0.964, 0.789, 0.360, 0.369, 0.992, 0.332, 0.817, 0.632, 0.883, 0.608, 0.326)T;

Deceptive n-bit Trap Function (fTrap)

Liu) =
.0

(i-o-*) k-\)

,u = k 
,u < k

Number of ones, u
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Royal Roads Function (fRR)
To summaries and paraphrase, Mitchell [18], /?/ shows a simple Royal Road function which 

consists of a list of partially specified schemas (bit strings) st in which denotes a wild card 

(0 or 1). A bit string jc is said to be an instance of a schema 5, if jc matches 5 in defined (non

positions. The fitness R\(x) of a bit string x is defined as:

where, 0(57) is the order of s,• (the number of defined bits in s,).
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Taylors Series - RFSQP Algorithm.

The Taylor series for a two-variable expanded function f(x,y), quadratically about the current 

point (Xp,yp) is expressed as:

f(xp+Ax, yp+Ay) =

f(*r+yP)+

d2f

Ax + ~ Ay
dx (v*> dy (v-'v) _

C.(2)

dx2
(A.xf + 2^-

dxdy AxAy+ ^ 2If
ay

(Ay)2

(vvd

With the displacements arranged in a column vector [Ac,Ay] , the expansion in C.(2), can be 

condensed as follows.

f (xp + Ax,yp+Ay) = f(xp+yp) + V/|^ 

Ay]T[H(^,yp)] ^
C.(3)

Both the parallel genetic algorithm and sequential quadratic programming algorithm can 

handle optimisation problems larger than two-variables. So, it is necessary to express C.(3) 

for n variables, with Xp the current point or solution vector provided by the parallel genetic 

algorithm and AX the displacement vector.

/(x„+ax) = /(x„)+v/(x„)tax-Taxth(x(,)ax c.(4)

Equation C.(4) can be written in terms of the difference in function values as
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A/ = /(X,+AX)-/(X„)

= v/(x„)tax/axth(x„)ax 

Af=Sf + S2f

Where, 8f = V/rAX is termed the first variation and 82 f is the second variation and is 

given by the second term in C.(6). In linearization of the function/about the current value of 

design vector Xp, only the first variation is used. The neighbouring value of the function can 

be expressed as

C.(5)

C.(6)

/(XJ,) = /(xp)-V/(X„)r AX c.(7>

The objective and constraint functions defining the optimisation problem can be linearised 

similarly. The quadratic expansion of a function can be obtained by using Equation C.(4) and 

the expanded curves will be nonlinear (quadratic). The contours of the expanded function 

would be different if another design point where chosen for expansion.



Appendix D

The XCS Classifier

D.l Introduction

The following algorithmic description of Wilson’s (1998) XCS Learning Classifier System 

have been summarised from the algorithmic description provided by Martin Butz and Stewart 

Wilson [73]: The corresponding C source code is provided on the attached Thesis DVD.

RUN EXPERIMENT ():

1 do{
2 o — env: get situation
3 GENERATE MATCH SET [M] out of [P] using o
4 GENERATE PREDICTION ARRAY PA out of [M]
5 a <- SELECT ACTION according to PA
6 GENERATE ACTION SET [A] out of [M] according to a
7 env: execute action a
8 p «- rp: get reward
9 if ( [A] _x is not empty)
10 P — p-1 + y * max(PA)
11 UPDATE SET [A] using P possibly deleting in [P]
12 RUN GA in [A] _x considering a.2 inserting in [P]
13 if(rp; eop)
14 P - P15 UPDATE SET [A] using P possibly deleting in [P]
16 RUN GA in [A] considering a inserting in [P]
17 empty [A] _x
18 else
19 [A].! - [A]
20 P-i - P21 a. 2 «- a
22 }while(termination criteria are not met)
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GENERATE MATCH SET ([P], o):

1 initialise empty set [M]
2 for each classifier cl in [P]
3 if(DOES MATCH classifier cl in situation a)
4 add classifier cl to set [M]
5 while(number of different actions in [M] < B^a )
6 GENERATE COVERING CLASSIFIER clc considering [M] and o
7 add classifier clc to set [P]
8 DELETE FROM POPULATION [P]
9 add classifier clc to set [M]
10 return [M]

DOES MATCH (cl, o)\

1 for each attribute x in Ccl
2 if(x * # and x * the corresponding attribute a)
3 return false
4 return true

GENERATE COVERING CLASSIFIER ([M], o)\

1 initialise classifier cl
2 initialise condition Ccl with the length of o
3 for each attribute x in Ccl
4 if(RandomNUmber[0,1] < P#)
5 x — #
6 else
7 x — corresponding attribute in a
8 Acl <- random action not present in [M]
9 Pci «- Pi
10 &cl *— £ I
11 fcl - fl
12 expcl - 0
13 tscl <- actual time t
14 ascl - 1
15 numcl — 1

GENERATE PREDICTION ARRA Y ([M]):

1 initialise prediction array PA to all null
2 initialise fitness sum array FSA to all 0.0
3 for each classifier cl in [M]
4 PA[Acl] PA[Acl] + pcl * fcl
5 FSA [Aci] - FSA [AcJ] + fcl

6 for each possible action A
7 if (FSA t-A] is not zero)
8 PA [A] - PA [A] / FSA [A]
9 return PA
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SELECT ACTION (PA):

1 if (RandomNumber [0,1] > pexp)
2 II DO pure exploitation
3 return the best action in PA
4 else
5 II DO pure exploration
6 return randomly chosen action from those !NULL in PA

GENERATE ACTION SET([M], a):

1 initialise empty set [A]
2 for each classifier cl in [M]
3 if (Acj = a)
4 add classifier cl to set [A]

UPDATE SET ([A], P, [P]):

1 for each classifier cl in [A]
2 expd + +
3 // update prediction pcl
4 if (expcl < lip)
5 Pel - Pci + (P - Pci) / expcl
6 else
7 Pel - Pcl + P * (P - Pcl)
8 II update prediction error £ci
9 if {expcl < Up)
10 EC1 - Eel + ( | P - Pel 1 - KCl) / exPcl
11 else
12 £ci *— £ci + P * ( | P - Pci | ~ &ci)
13 // update action set estimate ascl
14 if {expcl < 1//3)
15 asci 4- ascl + (Zcie[a]numci ~ ascl ) / expcl
16 else
17 ascl +- ascl + p * (Icie[A]numcl - ascl )

18 UPDATE FITNESS in set [A]
19 if(doActionSetSubsumption)
20 DO ACTION SET SUBSUPTION IN [A] updating [P]

UPDATE FITNESS ([A]):

1 accuracy’s urn — 0
2 initialise accuracy vector k

3 for each classifier cl in [A]
4 if {f,cl < e0)
5 k(c1) +- 1
6 else
7 k (cl) - a * (£cI / £0 ) "v
8 accuracySum <- accuracySum + k(c1) * numcl
9 for each classifier cl in [A]
10 fcl <- fcl + (5 * [ k(c!) * numcl / accuracySum - fcl ]
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RUN GENETIC ALGORITHM ([A], a, [P]):

1 if (actual time t - Icie[A ]tscl * numcl / XcietAi^umcl > 0SA )
2 for each classifier cl in [A]
3 tscl <- actual time t
4 parentz <- SELECT OFFSPRING IN [A]
5 parent2 - SELECT OFFSPRING IN [A]
6 child2 <- copy classifier parentx
7 chidl2 <- copy classifier paren t2
8 numchildl = numchild2 1
9 exPchildl = exPchild2 <~ 0
10 if(RandomNumber [0,1] < x)
11 APPLY CROSSOVER on child2 and child2
12 Pchildl (Pparentl Pparent2) / 2
13 £childl 0.25 * (pparentl + ^parents) / 2
14 f childl <—0.1* ( fparentl + •^parents) / 2
15 Pchild2 «- Pchildl
16 ^child2 £childl
17 Cchild2 <— fchildl
18 for both children {child)
19 APPLY MUTATION on child according to o
20 if(doGASubumption)
21 if(DOES SUBSUME parentlt child)
22 nUUlparentl "*"*■
23 else if(DOES SUBSUME parent2, child)
24 numparent2 + +
25 else
26 INSERT child into POPULATION [P]
27 else
28 INSERT child into POPULATION [P]
29 DELETE FROM POPULATION [P]

SELECT OFFSPRING ([A]): Roulette-Wheel Selection

1 fitnessSum <- 0
2 for each classifier cl in [A]
3 fitnessSum <- fitnessSum + fcl
4 choicePoint — RandomNumber[0,1] * fitnessSum
5 fitnessSum <- 0
6 for each classifier cl in [A]
7 fitnessSum <- fitnessSum + fcl
8 if(fitnessSum > choicePoint)
9 return cl

APPLY CROSSOVER (cl1f cl2): One/Two-Point Crossover

1 x <- RandomNumber [0,1] * (LENGTH of Ccji + 1)
2 y <- RandomNumber [0,1] * (LENGTH of Ccl2 + 1)
3 i f (x > y)
4 switch x and y
5 i <- 0
6 do {
7 if(x s i and i < y)
8 switch CcI1[i] and CcI2 [^]
9 i + +
9 }while(i < y)
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APPL Y MUTA TION (cl, a):

1 i <- 0
2 do{
3 if(RandomNumber[0,1] < p)
4 if (Ccl [i] = #)
5 Ccl [ i ] - a [ i ]
6 else
7 Cc2[i] - #
8 i + +
9 }while(i < length o f Ccl)
10 if(RandomNumber [0,1] < p)
11 Acl a randomly chosen other possible action

INSERT IN POPULA TION (cl, [P])\

1 for all c in [P]
2 if(c is equal to cl in condition and action)
3 numcl + +
4 return
5 add cl to set [P]

DELETE FROM POPULATION ([P])\

1 if (Zee[a]numc < N)
2 return
3 voteSum <- 0
4 for each classifier c in [P]
5 voteSum — voteSum + DELETION VOTE of c in [P]
6 choicePoint — RandomNumber(0,1] * voteSum
7 voteSum — 0
8 for each classifier c in [P]
9 voteSum «- voteSum + DELETION VOTE of c
10 if(voteSum > chiocePoint)
11 if(numc > 1)
12 numc -
13 else
14 remove classifier c from the set (P]
15 return

DELETION VOTE (cl, [P])\ -

1 vote «- asci * numcl
2 averageFitnessInPopulation — Zce[p]-fc / Zce[p]nuinc

3 if(expcI > 0del and fcl/numcl < 5*averageFitnessInPopulation
4 vote — vote * averageFitnessInPopulation / (fcl/numcl)
5 return vote
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DO ACTION SET SUBSUMPTION ([A], [P])\

1 initialise cl
2 for each classifier c in [A]
3 if(c COULD SUBSUME)
4 if(cl is empty or c IS MORE GENERAL than cl)
5 cl «- c
6 if(cl is not empty)
7 for each classifier c in [A]
8 if(cl IS MORE GENERAL than c)
9 numcl «- numcl + numc
10 remove classifier c from set [A]
11 remove classifier c from set [P]

DOES SUBSUME (dsub, dtosy.

1 (^cl (sub) — -^cl (tos) )
2 if (clsub COULD SUBSUME)
3 if (clsub IS MORE GENERAL than cltos)
4 return true
5 return false

COULD SUBSUME (cl):

if (expcl ^sub)

return true
return false

IS MORE GENERAL (dgen, d$pec):

1 if (the number of # in Ccl(gen) s the number Of $ in Ccjj (spec) )
2 return false
3 i «- 0
4 do{
5 if (Ccl(gen)[i] * # and Ccl(gen)[i] * Ccl (spec) [i] )
6 return false
7 i + +
8 }while(I < length of CcUgen))
9 return true



Appendix E

Genetic-Based Machine Learning 
Classifier for EEG Signal Classification

E. 1 Introduction

This appendix collates additional experimental results for research presented in Chapter 5 
titled ‘Genetic-Based Machine Learning Classifier for Electroencephalographic Signal 

Classification’. The experimental setting of Chapter 5 required testing of two independent 

populations each sampled from the three participants. As such, we define the test statistic and 

critical region for testing two known means (3c,,3c,) and associated standard deviations (s/, s2), 

with n}=n2=30 independent observations we can employ the Two-Sample Pooled t-Test with 

(n=30) degrees of freedom:

t =

and require that t > (t^, (ni+n2-2) = 2.002) or t < (tc/2. („i+n2-2) = 2.002) for an a=0.05 (95% 
confidence). The test is two-tailed with n=30 and populations are assumed to be normally 

distributed.
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Table E. 3 - Statistical Results Showing Effect of EEG Segment Size (0.5,1.0 and 2.0) on

Average Classification Accuracy For The Parametric Representation

Participant 1

FR vs MC FR vs MA FR vs LC MA vs LC MA vs MC
N/Sec 0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0

Burg 2K 15.01 4.65 21.08 12.70 13.32 11.48 8.51 -1.04 24.31 8.57
Cov 2K 26.40 6.86 19.94 12.47 11.01 11.43 8.64 4.16 26.58 13.88

MCov 2K 19.71 7.59 26.69 16.25 8.99 10.16 8.94 2.02 20.87 8.59

Burg 4K 17.04 7.97 20.78 12.15 16.76 16.08 6.70 -1.48 26.90 10.66
Cov 4K 30.60 10.50 24.23 12.46 10.89 10.04 9.06 3.53 21.39 9.35

MCov 4K 16.17 6.05 24.28 12.80 11.60 13.01 10.33 0.04 25.98 12.27

Burg 8K 18.85 7.53 21.41 12.77 10.24 9.84 7.68 -1.43 21.61 6.34
Cov 8K 19.53 10.43 21.43 14.24 7.47 7.43 9.73 4.63 25.16 9.35

MCov 8K 26.14 9.06 22.39 16.52 10.33 11.17 8.90 0.74 26.31 8.62

(a=0.05, n=30) t > 2.00 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 4 9 9
t < -2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Participant 2

Burg 2K 15.69 7.56 1.90 1.72 6.81 1.13 5.26 6.37 1.47 4.99
Cov 2K 15.86 6.31 3.49 3.00 2.87 0.65 7.24 6.25 5.56 7.66

MCov 2K 12.80 7.35 7.37 5.52 5.57 3.67 2.89 2.22 4.86 8.10

Burg 4K 13.70 5.74 1.58 -1.30 8.30 4.16 6.48 5.80 1.89 4.98
Cov 4K 17.10 8.88 4.98 3.99 5.09 1.40 4.64 4.53 4.13 5.64

MCov 4K 17.27 8.15 8.82 5.12 3.99 2.64 4.73 4.06 5.43 8.64

Burg 8K 15.11 6.70 2.76 -0.51 8.70 3.42 5.40 4.54 1.55 4.98
Cov 8K 14.86 5.74 5.21 3.73 3.22 -2.29 7.04 7.07 5.60 7.73

MCov 8K 12.52 7.69 7.53 4.70 7.06 4.75 4.77 3.12 4.88 6.85

(a=0.05, n=30) t > 2.00 9 9 7 6 9 5 9 9 6 9
t < -2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Participant 3

Burg 2K 15.51 6.50 14.18 10.18 5.38 3.52 48.73 45.17 7.82 6.61
Cov 2K 18.09 8.54 15.59 6.17 4.76 1.81 40.99 26.41 8.73 6.33

MCov 2K 16.35 4.32 17.18 16.44 10.88 2.15 51.43 30.83 8.22 6.15

Burg 4K 19.09 8.92 15.22 12.15 6.16 2.92 60.13 42.82 9.17 7.95
Cov 4K 19.48 9.53 13.59 5.49 3.74 0.45 68.37 48.22 10.02 6.56

MCov 4K 16.80 4.10 16.94 13.09 10.29 4.16 33.01 22.02 11.56 9.75

Burg 8K 16.09 8.20 13.19 11.39 6.09 2.31 50.09 25.53 8.55 6.97
Cov 8K 17.65 9.24 13.68 4.25 5.16 0.62 26.59 15.24 9.53 7.19

MCov 8K 21.93 6.14 14.87 13.37 7.28 2.33 48.52 31.50 1 1.06 8.44

(a=0.05, n=30) t > 2.00 9 9 9 9 9 6 9 9 9 9
t < -2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table E. 4 - Statistical Results Showing Effect of EEG Segment Size (0.5,1.0 and 2.0) on

Average Classification Accuracy For The Frequency-Band Representation

Participant 1
FR vs MC FR vs MA FR vs LC MA vs LC MA vs MC

N/Sec 0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0
Delta 2K -1.30 -2.51 61.32 40.78 -2.97 -0.28 0.35 0.32 -2.67 -3.07

Theta 2K 2.30 0.05 -2.06 -4.93 -3.20 -3.93 0.18 -0.73 2.28 1.84

Alpha 2K -0.09 -0.14 5.60 3.77 5.73 -0.23 -0.96 -2.26 2.25 1.82

Beta 2K 12.14 8.76 -0.52 -2.09 -2.19 -4.08 -5.12 -6.50 2.96 2.49

Delta 4K -1.61 -0.94 53.34 41.34 -1.44 0.57 0.27 0.78 -5.45 -6.00

Theta 4K 2.92 -0.54 0.04 -3.48 -2.08 -4.45 4.44 1.16 3.62 2.17

Alpha 4K -0.70 -1.62 5.31 3.15 3.04 -2.46 1.01 -1.83 1.79 0.31

Beta 4K 12.27 9.45 -0.56 -2.28 -2.85 -4.62 -9.18 -11.05 2.17 1.69

Delta 8K -1.62 -1.38 62.46 48.67 -0.47 1.79 0.75 1.14 -1.32 -2.48

Theta 8K 5.05 1.84 4.11 -0.10 7.04 3.96 -3.26 -5.28 2.41 0.32

Alpha 8K 4.76 1.71 6.34 5.44 5.93 -0.70 1.04 -2.89 2.68 2.03

Beta 8K 25.84 19.08 1.12 -0.96 3.69 1.20 -2.07 -4.39 19.86 14.43

(a=0.05, n=30) t > 2.00 7 3 7 6 5 1 1 0 8 4
t < -2.00 0 0 1 4 5 5 4 6 2 3

Participant 2

Delta 2K 1.34 1.60 28.24 25.22 -2.59 -1.75 0.62 1.00 1.96 0.58

Theta 2K -2.27 -3.63 -3.02 -3.74 1.18 -2.49 1.67 -3.03 -0.89 -0.14

Alpha 2K -4.43 -1.70 -3.71 -3.94 -3.05 -3.57 0.07 -2.34 -4.76 -0.76

Beta 2K -1.12 -2.19 -2.73 -3.88 -1.63 0.62 -2.00 -5.95 0.03 -1.41

Delta 4K 0.91 1.45 25.32 22.04 0.18 1.40 0.27 0.16 0.37 -0.64

Theta 4K -4.12 -7.21 -2.15 -2.56 4.23 -0.86 0.20 -2.46 2.07 1.66

Alpha 4K -4.38 -0.95 -1.95 -1.42 -2.33 -3.05 -0.18 -1.46 -4.15 -1.16

Beta 4K -0.68 -0.95 -2.94 -4.07 -1.46 -0.51 -0.64 -5.16 -1.06 -2.98

Delta 8K 3.75 3.78 27.48 24.93 0.22 0.92 0.35 -0.24 -0.92 -0.06

Theta 8K 1.99 -1.48 -1.42 -2.06 5.00 -2.03 2.12 -2.71 1.61 3.66

Alpha 8K -5.82 -3.93 -3.96 -1.57 0.03 -0.30 -0.35 -3.55 -4.30 0.28

Beta 8K 2.98 0.97 4.20 2.83 4.85 5.43 8.51 3.14 -2.57 -3.82

(a=0.05, n=30) t > 2.00 2 1 4 4 3 1 2 1 1 1
t < -2.00 5 4 6 6 3 4 0 7 4 2

Participant 3
Delta 2K -2.72 -1.82 -3.69 -3.76 0.20 1.31 1.80 1.45 -2.55 -1.87

Theta 2K 6.00 12.04 3.49 -1.51 0.99 -2.58 -1.24 0.59 1.28 -1.40

Alpha 2K -3.30 0.96 -0.23 -0.43 -4.85 -4.17 -0.87 -3.11 0.73 -1.35

Beta 2K -0.93 1.34 -3.68 -5.75 -0.71 0.86 2.65 1.81 4.55 -2.97

Delta 4K -4.27 -4.98 -2.74 -2.57 -2.64 -1.11 2.28 1.18 -0.54 0.16

Theta 4K 5.38 -1.31 6.71 -0.61 4.13 -0.03 -1.31 0.65 3.44 -0.11

Alpha 4K -1.75 -2.66 1.51 3.20 -1.35 -1.38 -0.57 -3.88 2.42 0.89

Beta 4K 0.95 3.87 -2.61 -5.55 -0.32 1.06 -0.54 -2.04 6.15 -2.01

Delta 8K -1.87 -2.05 -2.30 -3.22 -4.04 -1.61 -1.20 -2.20 1.12 0.87

Theta 8K 19.91 8.43 12.87 3.72 4.19 -0.83 -3.47 -2.43 2.49 -2.16

Alpha 8K -1.80 -1.45 -1.84 -1.47 -0.58 0.99 2.58 0.01 4.81 1.67

Beta 8K -1.76 1.80 6.75 3.28 7.82 9.41 9.25 7.05 5.85 -1.95

(a=0.05, n=30) t > 2.00 3 3 4 3 3 1 4 1 7 0
t < -2.00 3 3 5 5 2 1 1 5 1 3
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Table E. 5 - Statistical Results Showing Effect of N (2K, 4K, 8K) on Average

Classification Accuracy For The Parametric Representation

Participant 1
FR vs MC FR vs MA FR vs LC MA vs LC MA vs MC

Sec/N 2K 4K 2K 4K 2K 4K 2K 4K 2K 4K
Burg 0.5 1.99 0.09 0.07 0.83 0.96 0.50 -0.23 -0.06 0.60 0.57
Cov 0.5 -0.26 0.59 -0.42 0.51 1.86 1.80 -0.21 0.30 -0.27 -0.29

MCov 0.5 0.67 1.41 0.89 0.30 0.74 -1.24 0.55 0.93 -0.06 -0.07

Burg 1.0 0.31 1.59 -0.10 -0.62 1.40 0.95 0.32 0.23 2.82 2.60
Cov 1.0 -2.10 -2.36 0.36 -0.20 0.75 -0.04 -0.62 -1.23 1.14 0.96

MCov 1.0 1.84 1.48 -0.76 -1.73 1.03 0.42 0.64 -0.14 2.01 2.47

Burg 2.0 1.11 -0.02 0.20 0.19 -0.64 -2.35 -0.20 0.17 -1.85 -1.89
Cov 2.0 -0.46 -1.79 0.88 0.21 -2.32 -1.70 -0.48 -0.12 -0.69 -0.58

MCov 2.0 1.66 1.30 -0.20 1.89 0.57 -0.65 -0.82 0.58 -0.77 -0.87

(a=0.05, n=30) t > 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
t < -2.00 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

Participant 2
Burg 0.5 0.95 -0.36 -1.05 0.17 1.21 -0.45 0.18 0.29 0.69 0.67
Cov 0.5 0.41 -0.53 -1.40 -1.03 -1.49 -1.64 1.39 -1.14 1.70 1.75

MCov 0.5 2.04 2.99 -1.22 -0.16 -0.12 0.39 -1.10 -0.89 -0.53 -0.52

Burg 1.0 -0.10 -0.58 2.60 0.81 -0.88 -0.06 2.08 0.81 0.34 0.33
Cov 1.0 0.66 1.45 -0.05 -0.55 2.88 1.55 0.46 -0.96 0.17 0.19

MCov 1.0 0.58 -0.13 1.50 0.09 -0.38 0.30 0.63 0.88 2.51 2.34

Burg 2.0 -0.69 -0.02 0.20 1.47 1.40 -0.21 -1.13 -1.69 -0.11 -0.12
Cov 2.0 0.22 -1.19 0.67 -0.46 -0.47 -2.16 0.77 0.46 2.63 2.63

MCov 2.0 -0.14 0.23 -0.34 0.32 0.18 2.01 1.72 0.30 -1.06 -0.93

(a=0.05, n=30) t > 2.00 1 1 1 0 1 i 1 0 2 2
t < -2.00 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 0

Participant 3
Burg 0.5 1.11 1.00 0.22 -0.17 -1.89 -1.01 -0.48 1.02 0.34 0.35
Cov 0.5 0.49 0.31 -1.32 -2.00 -0.29 -1.29 -0.64 -0.69 0.59 0.55

MCov 0.5 0.66 -0.25 1.34 2.21 2.10 -0.72 0.21 0.48 -0.81 -0.78

Burg 1.0 0.00 -0.58 -1.20 -1.32 1.01 0.16 -2.37 -2.69 1.87 1.67
Cov 1.0 1.19 0.89 -0.21 -0.26 0.75 0.70 -0.53 -1.46 -0.40 -0.43

MCov 1.0 0.43 -0.40 1.85 0.31 -2.07 -0.18 0.32 -0.34 0.15 0.18

Burg 2.0 1.98 -0.30 0.25 -0.30 -0.41 -0.09 -2.44 -2.44 0.73 0.77
Cov 2.0 1.72 0.42 -0.27 -0.53 -0.82 0.62 -0.86 -1.56 1.47 1.64

MCov 2.0 0.29 0.45 0.92 -0.04 -0.69 -1.09 -0.37 0.98 0.14 0.18

(a=0.05, n=30) t > 2.00 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
t < -2.00 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 2 0 0
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Table E. 6 - Statistical Results Showing Effect of N (2K, 4K, 8K) on Average

Classification Accuracy For The Frequency-Band Representation

Participant 1
FR vs MC FR vs MA FR vs LC MA vs LC MA vs MC

Sec / N 2K 4K 2K 4K 2K 4K 2K 4K 2K 4K
Delta 0.5 1.78 1.18 -1.31 -0.37 -0.29 -0.18 -0.46 -0.48 -0.11 -0.10

Theta 0.5 0.70 0.86 -1.30 0.39 -0.53 0.62 -1.86 1.06 -0.96 -0.99

Alpha 0.5 0.43 -0.27 2.36 1.55 -1.22 -1.32 -2.41 -0.90 1.04 0.93

Beta 0.5 0.10 0.08 1.43 1.76 0.19 -1.29 -0.18 -0.12 -0.74 -0.61

Delta 1.0 -0.80 1.90 0.51 -0.19 0.74 -0.48 -1.05 0.02 0.26 0.26

Theta 1.0 1.64 0.44 -0.51 -0.62 0.87 0.34 1.08 0.92 -0.34 -0.37

Alpha 1.0 3.17 1.49 0.04 -0.58 0.59 0.41 0.73 0.35 -0.58 -0.56

Beta 1.0 0.05 0.56 0.56 1.06 -0.20 -1.27 -0.24 -0.28 0.51 0.45

Delta 2.0 0.54 0.65 -2.57 -3.44 2.12 0.76 0.12 0.10 3.24 3.33

Theta 2.0 2.28 2.25 4.08 2.86 7.56 7.25 -3.63 -5.49 -1.81 -1.86

Alpha 2.0 3.39 3.74 0.90 1.69 0.03 1.87 0.47 -0.40 1.03 1.13

Beta 2.0 3.99 6.12 1.79 2.14 4.40 4.36 3.33 5.71 8.92 8.83

(a=0.05, n=30) t > 2.00 4 3 2 2 3 2 1 1 2 2
t < -2.00 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 1 0 0

Participant 2

Delta 0.5 0.09 0.27 -1.44 -0.83 0.73 0.91 -0.68 -1.17 -0.86 -0.96

Theta 0.5 -1.53 -1.05 -0.40 -0.85 -0.49 -0.72 0.13 -1.23 2.03 1.88

Alpha 0.5 0.53 0.33 2.49 1.34 2.18 1.27 0.74 -0.66 0.17 0.19

Beta 0.5 -1.45 -0.55 1.37 0.48 -1.50 0.22 -0.67 0.77 0.40 0.46

Delta 1.0 0.19 0.70 1.96 1.34 0.52 1.36 0.99 -0.09 -2.50 -2.61

Theta 1.0 1.40 0.10 -0.16 0.15 1.19 1.07 -0.44 1.11 -1.40 -1.58

Alpha 1.0 2.09 3.23 -2.12 -1.06 0.58 -0.06 1.41 1.59 -1.08 -1.10

Beta 1.0 -0.36 1.03 0.18 -0.31 0.91 -0.03 0.69 2.75 -1.09 -1.10

Delta 2.0 1.62 2.28 2.52 3.00 2.81 0.39 -0.44 -0.37 -1.56 -1.29

Theta 2.0 2.62 4.26 1.07 0.51 1.74 -0.11 0.41 0.75 0.33 0.34

Alpha 2.0 0.20 0.25 0.90 -0.32 3.40 2.60 0.00 -0.39 0.58 0.55

Beta 2.0 2.41 2.32 5.99 5.51 3.90 5.07 8.10 7.78 -0.71 -0.64

(a=0.05, n=30) t > 2.00 3 4 3 2 4 2 1 2 1 0
t < -2.00 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Participant 3
Delta 0.5 -0.03 1.97 -0.88 -0.92 0.94 0.05 0.46 1.41 0.33 0.31

Theta 0.5 0.1 I 0.01 -0.91 -0.50 0.80 1.30 -0.41 -0.11 0.61 0.53

Alpha 0.5 3.23 3.07 0.95 -0.07 1.61 1.33 -0.29 -0.04 -0.63 -0.84

Beta 0.5 1.08 1.65 0.19 1.12 0.85 1.83 0.91 0.19 -1.34 -1.35

Delta 1.0 2.12 0.50 0.41 0.69 -0.18 -1.06 1.23 0.84 -1.33 -1.24

Theta 1.0 15.34 -0.60 1.93 0.54 0.78 0.69 0.80 1.55 1.37 1.39

Alpha 1.0 9.15 0.40 -0.05 1.90 -0.40 -1.28 0.39 -0.53 1.05 1.05

Beta 1.0 -0.88 0.81 1.68 -0.23 -0.35 -0.11 1.16 -0.16 -0.16 -0.17

Delta 2.0 0.78 3.03 1.13 0.70 -2.38 -0.92 -2.16 -2.15 -0.25 -0.23

Theta 2.0 7.49 7.28 5.85 4.27 2.24 -0.21 -2.06 -1.54 -0.81 -0.78

Alpha 2.0 2.26 1.21 -0.94 -2.61 3.69 1.17 2.62 2.55 1.46 1.65

Beta 2.0 -0.06 -1.28 8.42 7.01 6.79 6.84 6.70 8.51 -0.20 -0.20

(u=0.05, n=30) t > 2.00 6 3 2 2 3 1 2 2 0 0
t < -2.00 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 1 0 0



Appendix F

The pXCS Classifier

F. 1 Introduction

The following algorithmic description of the pXCS Learning Classifier System. The 

corresponding C source code is provided on the attached Thesis DVD.

CLASSIFIER MIGRATIONS], a):

1 if(mfreq && mholdoff SATISFIED)
2 perform MIGRATION according to TOPO
3 if(TOPO = 0)
4 Build FULLYCONNECTED Topology
5 if(TOPO = 1)
6 Build BIDIRECTIONAL Ring Topology
7 if(TOPO = 2)
8 Build UNIDIRECTIONAL Ring Topology

UNIDIRECTIONAL RING TOPOLOGY ([P], a):

1 if( processrank = numnodes-1 )
2 destnode = 0
3 else
4 destnode = processrank + 1
5 if(processrank = 0)
6 srcnode = numnodes - 1
7 else
8 srcnode = processrank - 1
9 GENERATE EMIGRANTS Set [E]
10 SEND EMIGRANTS [E] to neighbouring deme
11 RECEIVE IMMIGRANTS [I] from neighbouring deme
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BIDIRECTIONAL RING TOPOLOGY([P], a):

1 if(processrank = numnodes-1 )
2 destnodedown = 0
3 srcnodedown = destnodedown
4 else
5 destnodedown = processrank + 1
6 srcnodedown = destnodedown
7 if(processrank = 0)
8 destnodeup = numnodes - 1
9 else
10 destnodeup = processrank - 1
11 srcnodeup = destnodeup
12 GENERATE EMIGRANTS Set [E]
13 SEND EMIGRANTS [E] to downstream deme
14 SEND EMIGRANTS [E] to upstream deme
15 RECEIVE IMMIGRANTS [I] from downstream deme
16 RECEIVE IMMIGRANTS [I] from upstream deme

FULLYCONNECTED TOPOLOGY([P], a):

1 i <- 0
2 do
3 destnode[i] = (processrank + 1) + i
4 i + +
5 if(destnode[i-l] > (numnodes-1))
6 i - -
8 while(destnode[i-1] < (numnodes-1))
9 j - 0
10 while(i < (numnodes-1))
11 destnode[i] = j
12 i + +
13 j + +
14 for all nodes in topology
15 srcnode[i] = destnode[i]
16 GENERATE EMIGRANTS Set [E]
17 for all nodes in topology
18 SEND EMIGRANTS [E] all demes
19 for all nodes in topology
20 RECEIVE IMMIGRANTS [I] all demes

GENERATE EMIGRANTS SET([P], [E], a):

1 initialise empty set [E]
2 for each classifier cl in [P]
3 add classifier cl to temporary set [tempsetP]
4 RANK tempest P according to SELECTION policy (Ws)
5 while(number of classifies in [E] < mR)
6 add highest RANKED classifier cli to set [E]
7 return [E]
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SEND EMIGRANTS ([E], o)\

1 numMicroCl - 0, numMacroCl — 0, len «- ConditionLength
2 while(numMicrocCl in [E] < mR)
3 numMicroCl += numcl
4 numMacroCl++
5 MPI SEND(numMacroCl)
6 sendcount++
7 numMicroCl - 0
8 for each Macro classifier cl in [E]
9 parambuf [0-8] = Aclf pcl, ecl/ kc1, fcl, numclf expcl, ascl, tscl
10 parambuf[9] = length of Ccl
11 for each classifier CONDITION (clcon) in [E]
12 conditionpos [j] = poscl
13 j+ +
14 for each classifier CONDITION (clcon) in [E]
15 conditionval [i] = ccl
16 i + +
17 sendparambuf[10] = i
18 MPI Send(parambuf)
19 MPI Send(conditionpos)
20 MPI Send(conditionval)
21 numMicroCl += numcl

RECEIVE IMMIGRANTS ([!], a):

i for each classifier cl in [P]
2 popsize += numcl
3 len 4- ConditionLength, classifierDeletionType = WR
4 numMicroCl - 0, i ^ 0
5 MPI Recv(numMacroCl)
6 recvcount++
8 whiled < numMacroCl)
9 MPI Recv(parambuf)
10 conlength = parambuf [10]
10 MPI Recv(conditionpos)
11 MPI Recv(conditionval)
12 recvcount++
13 for each classifier clj received
14 addXCPos (clcon, condi tionpoSj, conditionvalj)
15 length of Ccl = parambuf [9]
16 Acl, pcl, ecl, Kcl, fcl/ numcl, expcl, ascl, tscl = parambuf [0 -8]
17 if (numMicroCl < mR )
18 if (numMicroCl + numcl > mR )
19 while (numMicroCl + numcl > mR)
20 numcl - -
21 popsize += numcl
22 while(popsize > MAXPOPSIZE)
23 delete classifier from [P] according to WR
24 popsize--

25 add classifier cl-, to [P]
26 numMicroCl += numcl
27 i + +



Appendix G

The Electroencephalographic System

G.l BioSemi Active Two Mk2 System Specification

Sample-rate options: 2048 Hz 4096 Hz 8192 Hz 16,384 Hz

Max. number of channels @ selected sample rate: 280 152 88 56
Bandwidth (-3dB): DC - 400 Hz DC - 800 

Hz
DC - 1600 

Hz
DC - 3200 Hz

Low-pass response 5th order sine digital filter

High-pass response fully DC coupled

Digitalisation: 24 bit, 4lh order Delta-Sigma modulator with 64x oversampling, 
one converter per channel

Sampling skew: < 10 ps

Absolute sample rate accuracy 0.1 Hz 0.2 Hz 0.4 Hz 0.8 Hz

Relative sample rate accuracy (jitter) < 200 ps

Quantisation-resolution LSB = 31.25 nV

Gain accuracy: 1 %
Anti aliasing filter fixed first order analog filter, -3dB at 3.6 kHz

Total input noise (Ze < 10 kQ):, full bandwidth 0.8 uVrms 
(5 uVpk-pk)

1 .0 LlV rms
(6 uVpk-pk)

1.4 uVrms
(8 UVpk-pk)

2.0 uVrms 
(12 uVpk pk)

1/f noise (Ze < 1 MQ): 1 uVpk.pk @ 0.1..10Hz

Amplifier current noise: < 30 fArms

input bias current: <100 pA per channel

Input impedance Active Electrode 300 MOhm @ 50 Hz (1012 Ohm //11 pF)

DC offset: < 0.5 mV
DC drift < 0.5 uV per degree Celsius

Input range +262 mV to -262 mV

Distortion < 0.1 %

Channel separation > 100dB

Common Mode Rejection Ratio > 80 dB @ 50 Hz

Isolation Mode Rejection Ratio > 160 dB @ 50 Hz

Power Consumption 4 Watt @ 280 channels
inversely proportional with the number of installed channels

Battery capacity, standard battery j 25 Watt-hour, 3 cell sealed lead-acid
(double capacity battery is available as an option)

Battery life on standard battery j > 5 hours @ 280 channels
; inversely proportional with the number of installed channels

Battery charge time (with external fast charger): | < 3.5 hours for a 100% charge

Leakage current, normal operation: | < 1 uA ^

Leakage current, single fault j < 50 uArms
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Trigger inputs: 16 inputs on optical receiver (isolated from subject section), TTL 
level

Trigger outputs: 16 outputs on optical receiver (isolated from subject section) , 
TTL level

PC interface: USB2.0

Size of front-end, including battery-box (H x W x D) 120 x 150 x 190 mm

Weight of front-end, including battery-box 1-1 kg

G.2 BioSemi EEG Electrode Montage for 32+2 Channels
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G.3 BioSemi BDF and EDF File Format

Length BDF Header: EDF Header: Description
8 bytes Byte 1: "255" (non ascii) jByte 1: "0" (ASCII) [identification code

Bytes 2-8 : "BIOSEMI" (ASCII) jBytes 2-8 :" "(ASCII) j

80 bytes User text input (ASCII) [Local subject identification
80 bytes User text input (ASCII) [Local recording identification
8 bytes dd.mm.yy (ASCII) jstartdate of recording
8 bytes hh.mm.ss (ASCII) jStarttime of recording
8 bytes (ASCII) [Number of bytes in header record
44 bytes "24BIT" (ASCII) j "BIOSEMI" (ASCII) (Version of data format.
8 bytes (ASCII) [Number of data records "-1" if unknown
8 bytes e.g.: “1" (ASCII) [Duration of a data record, in seconds
4 bytes e.g.: "257" or "128" (ASCII) [Number of channels (N) in data record
N x 16 bytes e.g.: "Fp1M, "Fpz", "Fp2\ etc (ASCII) [Labels of the channels
N x 80 bytes e.g.: "active electrode", "respiration belt" (ASCilj ff ransducer type
N x 8 bytes e.g.: "uV", "Ohm" (ASCII) [Physical dimension of channels
N x 8 bytes e7g.: "-262144" (ASCII) ^ (e.g.: "-32768" (ASCII)""' [Physical minimum in units of physical dimension
N x 8 bytes e.g.: "2162143" (ASCII) je.g.: "32767" (ASCII) [Physical maximum in units of physical dimension
N x 8 bytes eTg': '"-83886'08" (ASCII).... " |e.g.: n-32768" (ASCII) [Digital minimum
N x 8 bytes e.g.: "8388607" (ASCII) He.g.: "32767" (ASCII) [Digital maximum
N x 80 bytes e.g.: "HP:DC; LP:410" je.g.: "HP:0,16; LP:500' [Prefiltering
N x 8 bytes For example: ''2048" (ASCII) Number of samples in each data record 

[(Sample-rate if Duration of data record = "1")
N x 32 bytes (ASCII) [Reserved

Notel: Total header length (for BDF and EDF) is: |(N+1)*256} bytes, where N is number of 

channels (including the status channel).

Note2: The "gain" of a specific channel can be calculated by: (Physical max - Physical min) / 

(Digital max - Digital min). The result is the LSB value in the specified Physical dimension of 

channels. (31.25nV / luV in the BDF/EDF example Header from above)

Note3: The last 10 fields are defined for each fields separately. Each channel can be 

different.



Appendix H

Thesis Software Collection

H. 1 Introduction

The Thesis Software Collection (TSC) can be found on the attached DVD. The purpose of the 

TSC is to provide a library containing the extensive software assets created during my 

research candidature. The TSC is arranged into directories corresponding to the title of the 

particular thesis chapters (§4.0 - §7.0) and includes the following assets: •

• Final PGA C Code, experimental results summary, raw output files and associated 

publication.

• Final PGA+RFSQP C Code, experimental results summary, raw output files and 

associated publication.

• Final EEG Signal Processing Matlab code.

• Processed EEG data sets for use in EEGLab.

• XCS C Code, experimental results summary, raw output files and associated 

publication.

• pXCS C Code, experimental results summary, raw output files and associated 

publication.

• UTS Engineering Computing Cluster Documentation.

• Complete Endnote Bibliography.
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